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INTRODUCTION 

(a) General Outline 

Development of rural sector, is one of the main concerns of 

the successive five year plans in India and social justice has been 

. 1 
a basic objective of development planning . More than 76 percent of 

country's population live in villages. Majority of them are living 

under abject roverty, ignorance, exploitation, malnutrition and 

unhygienic living conditions. Ignorance and poverty are the two 

stu~bling blocks in the way of socio-economic development in rural 

2 areas . The most pressing problem is that of improving· the 

economic and social life of rural populace who. are ignorant of many 

modern development. 

It is heartening to note that the villages of the Third 

World have quite recently been the focal point of social science 

reasearch3 . The justification for studies on villages rests primarily 

on their being a significant administrative and social unit so close 

to the majority of the people in a 4 developing country Amidst 

momentous changes all around the villages of the developing 

countries, particularly in Asia and Latin America, have preserved 

their iraditional modes of living and thinking. In the majority of 

these countries, some 65 percent of rural households wei'e not 

earning "basic minimum incomes 115 • 

One of the major reasons for rural backwardness has been 

the lack of financial infrastructure and non-availability of credit in 

time at reasonable rate especially to the weaker sections of the· 



2 

rural commtmity. Schum peter spoke of credit as a 'phenomenon of 

development' and regarded banking system along with 

entrepreneurship as being the key agent in the process of 

6 development . The inadequate institutional financial support in the 

past forced majority of rural population to depend heavily on 

village mcn·ey lenders and they were caught under the grip of 

indebtedness 7 . 

Realising the true nature of the problem of rural credit, 

the government of India, with the. adoption of multi-agency approach 

has been following a policy of encouraging the development of 

institutional credit structure in rural areas. 

( b ) Conceptual Distinctions 

In the context of Third World country like ours, 'economic 

development' essentially means rural development. The definition 

'rural' is residuary because all over the. world, what is defined is 

an urban area and whatever is not urban is known as rural. In 

India, a settlement is defined as urban if it fulfils either of the 

following conditions 

[a] The place should enjoy a stautory label of local government 

administration corporation, municipality, notified area etc. 

[ b J The following three i tern - test should be sirnul taneously 

satisfied. 

(i) a population of at least 5000 ; 

(ii) a density of at least 400 persons per square 

kilometre; 
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(iii) at least 3/ 4s of the working males should be 

in non-agricultural occupations. 

Thus, places which do not satisfy the conditions either (a) 

1 
. 8 

or (b) , fall into rura category 

The term • rural' essentially means an area which is. 

characterised by non-urban style of life, occupational structure, 

social organisation and settlement pattern. As Mishra and Sundaram 

put it "Rural is essentially agricultural, its settlement system 

consists of villagers or homesteads; socially it connects greater 

interdependence among people, more deeply roofed community life 

and a slow moving rhythm of life built around nature and nat~ral 

phenomenon; and occupationally it is highly dependent on crop 

farming, animal enterprises, tree crops and related activities "9 • 

The word • development • carries a wide variety of 

meanings. In our context develoment means "an activity or a series 

of activities or a process which either improves the immediate 

living conditions economic, social, political, cultural and 

environmental or increases the potential for future living or both10
n 

The concept of 11 development" as distinguished from 

11growth 11 is imbued with a sociological value. Development means 

quantitatively as well as qualitative change. Since it means change, 

which has meaning only when seen against something at a particular 

time, it carries a meaning, which is not only relative but also 

subjective. Only a given type of quantitative-cum-qualitative change 

is considered to be developed in a positive sense. If the change is 

not of desired quality, and quantify, it is either mal-development 
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or negative development. 

Now the term "rural development" has also been viewed 

from different perspectives by various scholars, sociologists, 

social scientists and institutions. Copp11 has defined it a process 

through collective efforts, aimed at improving the well-being and 

self-realisation of people living outside the urbanised areas. He 

further contends that the ultimate· target of rural development is 

people and not infrastructure and according to him one of the 

objective of rural development should be to "widen people's ranges 

of choices". The efforts should be towards preservation and 

improvement of the rural environment and rural development 

planning may be conceived of identifying the complex of factors 

which contributes to the creation change or development of a rural 

area or community. 

Rural development aims at restructuring the rural society to 

induce growth through human development, prevalence of collective 

social unit and involvement of people are necessary preconditions 

for rural development.· The failure of the delivery system is 

indicated when majority of the rural people remains unapproached. 

Here lies the importance of a democratically leased administrative· 

system and the active participation of the people. 

"To wipe out fear from every eye, _should be our aim", 

said Mahatma Gandhi, He often reminded us that India lives in her 

villages. Since independence the beneficiaries of the various 

development programmes have been kept perpetually at the 

receiving end without making them feel that the programmes are of 
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the people, by the people and for the people. It is the lack of 

people's participation which accounts for the major weakness of the 

system leading to underfulfilment of the objectives of rural 

development in the past years. The present delivery mechanism is 

not only ill equipped to narrow down the 'plural instinct' of the 

rural society. 

Participation is a continuous educative process - a process 

of progressive and gradual conscientisation of the recipients so as 

to develop their knowledge and· awareness about the programme 

contents and objectives of the Rural Development Programmes. 

The Community Development Programme in 1952 was a 

landmark in the history of India where adopted a systematic 

integrated approach to rural development with an hierarchy of 

village level workers and block level workers drawn from various 

fields to enrich rural life. Agriculture, rural industries, public 

health, women's development etc. found special niche in the 

framework cast for this purpose. The contents of all these 

programmes were to strengthen the rural · baSe of the economy 

specially the primary sector, comprising agriculture, animal 

husbandry etc. and employment through labour intensive works that 

would create the infrastructure of roads and other community assets 

for the benefit of. the rural people. 

'Rural Development' depends on the commercial banking 

growth in the rural economy. The nationalisation of 14 major banks 

in the country in 1969 and 6 banks in 1980 was an important step 

towards strengthening of the rural economic development. There has 
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been a rapid expansion in the network of branches of commercial; 

banks, especially in rural and semi-urban areas. The channelling of· 

an increasing volume of bank credit to Agriculture and its allied 

sectors through these branches has been considered as an important 

stretegy of rural development. In this regard the Govt. of India 

and the Reserve Bank of India have issued diversified guidelines 

and instructions to the banks from time to time for the 

accomplishment of their role in Rural Development. Initially, rural 

developmental activities were carried out by the grass-root level 

bank officials without perceiving the norms. This was because the 

banks could not fulfil the organisational responsibility to the 

extent required in .imparting basic training to the officials engaged 

in rural lending. The targeted goal of RD could not be achieved to 

the desired extent in qualitative terms. From this angle the rural 

financing has "'·to be welcomed for the development of small and 

marginal farmers, artisans, the people of weaker sections, namely 

SC/ST etc. 

"Rural Banking" in its narrower but precise sense, 

essentially means commercial Banks and Regional Rural Banks at the 

. 12 
rural centres notified as such by the State Government . Rural 

banking specially is being perceived more as "development banking" 

than mere lending and accpeting deposits, as has been the general 

notation connected with com mercia! banking. 

The basic concept, of 'development banking is that credit 

is consciously used as a lever of development. It is difficult from 

lending against individual application as and when they come. It 
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assumes anticipation and adoption of a plan of action. It calls for 

initiative and energetic involvement on the part of the bank in 

developing the potential opportunities of the underdeveloped sections 

or sectors, through selective and strategic input of credit. The 

devel.opment banker has to ensure : 

[1] that his credit institution will have tailor-made loans 

according to the needs of specific areas and specific target 

groups; 

( 2] that the loans are linked ·to the credit worthiness of the 

purpose rather than credit-worthiness of the borrowers; 

[ 3] that the loans will be disbursed as part of an overall 

integrated programme which provided the necessary 

backward and forward linkages; 

[ 4] the loans are disbursed in kind to the extent possible 

towards the agreed package of inputs and extension 

. 13 serv1ce 

Thus 11 development banking in the context of rural 

development would mean that each credit disbursing agency, besides 

disbursing credit, must establish its credibility with the rural 

masses and act as a friend, philosopher and guide as the rural 

masses need to be counselled, guided, educated and enlightened in 

14 numerous ways 

In this chapter, first the background of the study 

presented on the basis of a review of relevant literature. In the 
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light of this view, the problem is more specifically formulated and 

a methodological framework is set up. 

( c} Objective of Our Study 

The objective of our study is to minimise the gap' between 

the poor and rich sections that is widening day by day, 

though the nationalisation of the commercial and rural banks was 

made to improve the conditions of the rural poor. During the past 

two decades the realisation has been growing in the Third World 

countries that the traditional approaches to rural development are 

inadequate to tackle the problem of rural poverty with the passage 

of time the gap between well-off and poorer sections in widening. 

It is urgently needed to arrest this process. Maida being one of 

the poorest district of West Bengal, even in India, is not the 

exception. 

Establishment of RRBs in 1976 by NABARD was also made to 

improve the conditions of the rural poor through various 

programmes like priority sector lending. In our study area Maida, 

the performance of RRBs in comparison to the commercial bank in 

case of rural improvement is the major object of our study. Side 

by side we also want to focus the priority sector lending. Impact 

of banking and recovery position of. Commercial Banks and RBB in 

the light of economic development of a backward district Maida. 

(d) Background of the Study 

Some agents are considered to be .catalyst of development. 
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North Bengal especially Malda district is a poor and backward 

area. A striking feature in the planning process in India in recent 

times has been the increasing search for methodologies by which 

the growth of the economy, measured in aggregate terms, can get 

translated in a desirable manner into the incomes accruing to 

specific geographic areas in the country and to the weaker groups 

f th l t
. 15 o e popu a wn since the commencement of the Five-Year Plans, 

interest and public concern about rural area development and policy 

have mushroomed impressively on our national scene and several 

approaches to rural development have been given a fair trial. 

Malda is a no industry district, its per capita income is 

lower than state average; its rate of urbanisation is lower than 

both State and All India average; per capita road kilometre 

infrastructure is one of the lowest in India, communication system 

is extremely primitive, it has a large scheduled caste population; 

infant mortality ·rate is higher than state average; the literacy rate 

is very poor; and consequently it may be treated as a very poor 

backward rural area of West Bengal and India. 

It is in this context, Malda district symbolises the poverty 

of India - pverty in all its manifestations. No proper attempt has 

ever been made to study its rural developmental programme and the 

establishment of regional rural bank over there has created an 

expectation among the rural poor who are burdened with debt and 

drudgery. Therefore, establishment of regional rural bank is an 

important milestone in economic history of a backward region. 

Everybody is interested to know whether this type of 11n!3w 
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banking 11 can bring a sustainable growth of a poor rural economy 

with certain amount of direction, supervision and financial 

investments under the. control of nationalised Banks. Therefore this 

type of study is important and to.· the best of our knowledge the 

problems and prospects of RRBs have not been satisfactorily 

studied. 

(e) Review of Literature 

In presenting the background of the study the current 

literature related to the problem is first discussed and the aspects 

on which this study focusses, highlighted. This indicates the need 

for the study. Current literature has dealt with certain aspects of 

the problem related to rural development. ·Some of the studies in 

this direction which are worthmentioning are the study of Bhargava 

and Shah, Saha and Dutta, Pati, Singh et al, Chowdhury a~d 

Sharma, Raj put and Singh, 

S.R.Sen, 

Agarwal, s. Sharanappa, 

Charan D. G. Parthasarathy, A. Dutta, K.K.S.Chauhan, 

Wadhva, S.C.Gupta, Satya Sundaram, S.P.Majumdar, S.K.Chakraborty 

and A. Razza que, Bhargava and Shah16 have made some regional 

study of Terai region of Uttarpradesh on Credit needs of small 

farmers while Saha and Dutta17 have made their study on high 

yielding variety programme and problems of finance for small 

farmers in Assam. Pati18 has conducted a study in Cut tack Sadar 

Block of Cuttak district, Orissa on the extent of financing 

agriculture by commercial banks. Singh et a119 has made a case 

study on distribution and utilisation of co-operative credit in 
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Lucknow district while Choudhury and ~harma20 have worked crop 

loan system in two States, Andhra .Pradesh and Punjab. Rajput and 

Singh21 in their study enlightened utilisation of agricultural credit 

in Agra district, Uttarpradesh, Agarwa122 has conducted a study on 

the role of nationalised banks in financing agriculture in the 

district of South Kanara, Karnataka State. S. Sharanappa23 has made 

some regional or district study on the economic development of 

rural areas in Karnataka, while 
24 

G. Parthasarathy made some 

regional study in the State of Andhra Pradesh on Small Farmers • 

Development. 

S.D.Banarjee has made an interesting study on the 

relationship between rural leadership 

Jalpaiguri District of North Benga125 . 

and rural development in 

S.P.Mazumdar26 has made a 

study on the problems of farm financing in six villages of 

Jalpaiguri District of North Bengal, while S.K.Chakraborty27 has 

made a study of the role of rural credit for agricultural 

development in the post-independence period in the hill areas of 

Darjeeling district of West Bengal. A. Dutta28 has made a study of 

various issues and strategies of economic development, while 

S. R. Sen29 focussed his attention on the strategies of Agricultural 
. . 30 

development. On the other hand, K. K .S. Chauhan has made some 

diagnositc views on problems and possibilities of development of 

small farmers in India. Charan ·b. Wadhava31 ha:s conducted a study 

on the working of Regional Rural Banks in India with two case 

studies in 1980. S.C.Gupta32 has made a comprehensive study on 

Devlopment Banking for rural development in the rural areas of 
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rural 

33 
territories of Delhi. Satyasundaram 

India, identifying the various 

12 

presented a picture ~f 

constraints on rural 

34 development. A. ·Razzaque has made a comprehensive study on the 

role of Financial Institutions in relation to rural development with 

special reference to a backward district like Maida since 

nationalisation of commercial banks (1969). None of the studies 

focussed specifically Rural Banking and Economic Development with 

special reference to Gaur Gramin Bank (a regional bank) for a 

backward district like Malda. The assumption underlying the study 

is that the investigation would reveal the achievements of rural 

banking institutions especially GGB in the light ·of development 

banking for rural development of a backward district like Malda. 

It is expected that such an investigation would also provide the 

guidelines for successful implementation and rural development 

programme. 

( f) Scope of the Study 

At the outset it should be mentioned that the approach to 

rural development is necessarily a "multi-agency". In other words, 

various agencies ate operating with different objective and 

functions. In this multi-agency approach, regional rural bank may 

be considered as the Kingpin of development because it moblises 

the resources and invests it for rural development. Some agencies 

are biased towards social development for example I.C.D.S. But the 

RRB wants to change the economic base. It may be presumed like 

all materialistic interpretations that changing of economic base 
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alters the superstructure. The superstructure includes class-caste 

relations, ·ethnic co-ordination and social, legal, psychological and 

intellectual atmosphere in the rural areas. Since we consider that 

RRB is a most important engine of growth in rural areas we have 

concentrated on the activities of this financial institution more in 

comparison. to other. Not that other institutions were overlooked in 

our study but we have related them to the major thrust of the RRB 

so that a comprehensive and wholesome picture would emerge. 

Therefore, there is a certain amount of "essential approach" in our 

study. To a certain extent this . essentialist approach is also 

reductionist. This means that we have looked at the problem 

essentially from a financial institution like RRB and reduced all 

other parameters to serve this particular end. Therefore our scope 

is to study not all financial institutions operating in the rural area 

but mainly the regional rural bank with its diversities of functions 

and complexities of its operation. Further we have attempted to 

study an area which is proverbially backward namely Maida. 

Therefore the scope of our study is modest namely the working of 

RRB in Maida district. 

(g) Sources of Data and Methodology 

The census reports of Maida and West Bengal (1951-81) 

have been of immense use. Annual Reports, official records and 

accounts on rural credit of Malda district of Gaur Gramin Bank, 

Malda Disctrict Co-operative Bank, Malda Land Development Bank, 

Rural Development Bank, Rural Development Agency, Lead Bank of 
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Maida (United Bank of India), different rural branches of 

nationalised commercial and Regional Banks and Primary Agricultural 

Credit Societies have been taken into ·consideration. In many cases, 

different information have been collected from the offices of Zilla 

Parishad, Bureau of Applied And Economic Research, Malda. These 

have been supplemented by the published data by the Government 

of West Bengal and· Central Government, several journals, reports, 

circulars and other publications of various agencies. In many cases, 

land :::-~cords and sketches of junior Land Revenue Offices and 

Panchayat Samities of different blocks have been used. 

To study the problem of accessibility and impact of credit 

and repayment performance, a micro-level study consisting of field 

survey or sample survey has been conducted. For the purpose, 

three-stage random sampling has been adopted where Stage-r is the 

choice of blocks from district, Stage-II is the choice of villages 

from blocks and Stage-III is the choice of borrowing households 

from villages. In the first stage, 15 blocks of the district have 

been classified into two categories viz. developed and 

underdeveloped . Thereafter one block from each category has been 

selected randomly. Kalia.chack-I, Kaliachack-III have been selected 

from. developed and underdeveloped category of blocks respectively. 

In the second stage, four villages two from each selected block 

have been chosen just randomly. The villages are Bora Sujapur and 

Chotto-Sujapur from Block Kalichack-I, Chakseherdi and 

Baisnabnagar; from kaliachack-III. In the third stage, a borrowing 

households' list has been prepared for each selected village. A 
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total of 200 borrowing households (50 in each village) have been 

selected also randomly. In case of sample villages, studies are 

.based on 11 Field Survey" data to reflect the general feeling of the 

local people in the best possible way, specially in finding the 

relationship between credit and economic development, between 

satisfac~ory development and satisfactory repayment and in 

exploring the causes of poor recovery. 

During field study, we have mainly applied personal 

interview with some selected questions. A questionnaire was 

prepared and heads of the families were asked. to answer ·the 

questions. Since most of the people were illiterate, we came into 

contact with most of the individuals to get required facts and their 

opinions. The questionnnaire prepared for survey has been given in 

appendix XB . 

Data so gathered were tabulated and analysed through 

general statistical tools and interpreted accordingly. The study also 

makes . use of a sophis:i.tcated technique by the help of computer -

discriminant analysis which is more accurate and reliable in 

segregating the most important factors to study the repayment 

behaviour of the borrowers. 

(h) Limitations of the Study 

The study was explanatory in nature, Data, collected 

through multiple channels and sources, are mainly a comb ina tin of 

primary and secondary types. Inadequacy of data and lack of 

initiative from many branch managers of different banks and offices 

tit~~·Ei: ~~)-~t. 
:;}.~~ •r: ;;I.·ti;.;;~--., ·~tit,;:..,~{~! .. ~l 

;.'!:._~ .~ ~ ... ~ .}st' _Vt ~~ r.: {~f.~b:Jlf9' !l 
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of different government and semi-government agencies in many cases 

have made . the scope of investigation limited. To get relevant 

information from the borrowers at village level difficulties of 

varying na.ture were faced. Incorrect information from the 

respondents in many cases have put the matter in an ambiguous 

situation. Moreover, the apprehensive and evasive nature of the 

village people seemed to be a great difficulty in the way of getting 

meaningful collection of primary data from field survey. The 

existence of widespread illiteracy and ignorance appeared to create 

problems in getting precise information. But most of the difficulties 

were- overcome with the help of Panchayats, local people, scnool 

teachers and my students. In some cases, the branches of regional 

rural banks and co-operative societies were visited to verify the 

facts relating to credit obtained/indebtedness as reported by the 

respondents. 

In this study we have attempted to make an indepth study 

of regional rural bank in the context of commercial rural banking 

aspect in a backward area. The study, it is needless to mention,. 

suffers from various limitations and constraints the major constraint 

is lack of proper data and choice of proper data from mass of 

inessential and irrelevant information. Further the study suffers 

from lack of contact with the beneficiaries in proper time and in 

proper mood because of lack of communication. Inspite of these 

limitatioins which are known to all researchers we have attempted 

to study the impact of RRB on rural development in the context of 

commercial rural banking so its success and failure can examined by 
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economic yardstick so that suggestions and recommendations can be 

given to improve its functions. For· avoiding many complexities, 

summary descriptive statistics have been used wherever it was 

found useful. The entire work has been motivated as positivist and 

diagnostic in nature. It is in this context we have studied the 

problem. 

( i) The Schematic Arrangement 

Keeping in view the objective of the stu.dy the scheme of 

the research work has been chapterised as follows : 

Chapter-! starts with introducing the problem. It is 

followed by overview literature. The background of the study is 

discussed inthe light· of the national policy of economic development 

of India with proper emphasis on the objective of the five year 

plans. The scope of the thesis, methodology applied in . research 

work and the limitations of the study have been duly considered. 

Chapter-II gives a physical description of the research area 

i.e. Maida identifying its location and boundary, administrative 

units, soil, climate etc. The short history of the district as· an 

administrative unit has also been discussed. 
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Chapter-III discusses population and quality of life of 

Malda district. The main discussion centres around the growth of· 

population over hundred and ten years along with immigrants from 

across the neighbouring international border, i.e. Bihar and 

Bangladesh urban rural composition, male-female ratio, 

composition of scheduled caste and tribe population, density of 

population, literacy level etc. have been taken into account for 

purposeful discussion. The infant mortality rate, the road statement 

etc. have been discussed in order to reflect the quality of life of 

the region. 

Chapter-IV analyses the nature of agriculture and the role 

of Banking in Malda and different constraints of rural development. 

The different aspects of agriculture like land utilisation pattern, 

cropping pattern, growth rates in area, yield and production of 

crops have been discussed. Different constraints of rural 

development such as lack of irrigation facilities and insufficient use 

of seed-fertilisers have been brought into limelight. The role of 

banking in case of agricultural development in the region have been 

also discussed. 

Chapter-V analyses the yield and production of special 

crops including mango and sericul ture. Th:~s paper is mainly 

concerned with the production of special crops which is related to 

the economic development of the region. 
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Chapter-VI is mainly concerned with the status of women in 

relation to economic development with special reference to that of a 

backward district like Maida. This paper shows women as 

borrowers from the commercial and rural banking for rural 

development. 

Chapter-VII deals with the growth of banking institutions in 

the perspective of All India level, State level and Maida district 

level and their policies towards rural development with special 

reference to the region. The growth and policies of different 

natiionalised commercial banks, regional rural bank like G. G.B., 

the Maida Co-operative Bank Ltd. and the Maida Co-operative Land 

Development Bank have been discussed. It is worth mentioning here 

that the growth and policies of G. G.B. (a regional rural bank) 

towards economic development have been discussed in greater 

details. 

Chapter-VIII has been used specially for the priority 

sectors. The peculiar characteristics of the priority sectors and 

their importance in the economy of Malda have. been carefully 

analysed. In this connection, the role of regioinal rural bank 

(.G. G.B.) and. other commercial banks in lending priority sectors 

of the region has been critically evaluated. 

Chapter-IX is· mainly concerned with role of ·banks 

(regional, commercial ·arid co-operative)· in· relation to · economic 
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development with special reference to. that of a backward district 

like Maida and makes a critical evaluation of performances of the 

different banks towards the rural poor. Various recommendations and 

suggestions made by different commissions set up by the government 

and Reserve Bank of India from time to time have been dealt with. 

This chapter also includes a case study of sample villages taken 

purposively from 6 blocks of Maida District in order to reflect the 

role of financial institutions on the village economy of this region. 

However, some problems relating to the peculiarities of ural people 

have been discussed inthe light of the performance of regional 

rural bank and other nationalised commercial banks. The 

accessibility of credit and impact of credit, performation of village 

adoption scheme and specialised branches have been discussed. 

Chapter-X analyses the problems of re:payment of bank loan 

in Malda region. To study the problem in-depth and to arrive at 

any generalisation, _the chapter has been divided into two sections 

viz. Section-! and Section-II. Section-I analyses the recovery 

performances of different rural branches of Nationalised Commercial 

Banks and Gaur Gramin Bank (a regional rural bank) co-operative 

banks, so far at macro level Section-II analyses the repayment 

performance at micro level consisting of field survey or samplA 

survey. 



Chapter-XI makes 

discriminant fucntion to 

determining repayment 

an attempt through 

highlight the factors 
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the application of 

that stand out in 

performance behaviour. As repayment 

performance behaviour of the beneficiaries depends on a very wide 

variety of factors, the knowledge of their relative strength in 

determining this behaviour is of paramount significance for the 

policy makers and planners. 

Chapter-XU presents some conclusions experienced from the 

entire study and also gives some tentative recommendations for the 

proper economic development of the rural poor with the help of 

banking institutions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Banking institutions like Co-operative Banks, Commercial 

Banks and Regional Rural Banks play an important role in reshaping 

and restructuring rural economy. One of the aims of nationalisa-

tion of Commercial Banks and setting up of Regional rural Banks 

is to accelerate the tempo of ·rural development. In India about 

76 percent of the population live in villages. Many central and 

state sponsered programmes have been launched to ·uplift the economic 

condition of the rural poor. the rural poor comprises sma;u. and 

marginal farmers, agricultural labourers, share croppers, small 

artisans, small entrepreneurs and other kinds of rural people who 

earn less than a defined minimum income and live just above or 

below subsistence level. 

There was hardly any banking institution in Malda two 

decades ago. 1be objective of this thesis is to study the problems 

of rural development with special reference to Malda district within 

a given time frame, and the performances of banking institutions 

with special reference to 1 Gaur Gramin Bank 1 a regional rural 

bank ) to solve the problems. 

a) Identification Of The Area 

Malda district, a ·front door of North Bengal is famous 

for its historical importance. The district is quite known to all 

for its historical background. According to historians, Gaur, a 

part of Malda district was once Capital of Bengal under the regim 
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of Hussain Saha. The city of Gaur I a deserted capital of Bengal 

is situated at an old channel of the ganges I 16 kilometres South 

West of Englishbazar. It is said that at the time of the Mohamedan 

invasion another popular- name of the city was Lakhnanti or Laksh-

manvati. of the fort within the city two gates I the Dakhil Darwaza 

and the lukachari, exists with a part ·af the ramparts. Within the 

fort precincts are some remains of the palace Wall · and various 

buildings. Another historical place pandua an old capital of Bengal 

in the Barind or Barendra bhum situated at distance of about 10 

kilometres north-east from Old Malda. Ramkeli I near to Gaur is 

a pillgrimage to Baishnab religion. It is said that Mahaprabhu cha-

-itanya once came hqre to meet with Roop and Sanatan, two ministers 

of king Hussain Saha. Till today, two foot prints of Mahaprabhu 

have been kept in a temple which draws thousand of Baishnabas 

in each year. Apart from this Adina Mosque a city under Gazole 

block is also a place of historical importance. It is said that 

Jitu Santa! led his meeting against the British Raj from here~ M<my 

marks of firing of the wall of· this Mosque will stand as an witness 
(1) 

of such incident 

Malda is almost centrally placed in the map of this State. 

It is bounded by the district West Dinajpur in its northern side 

and the district Purnia of Bihar State in its eastern side. On 

the South, it is bounded by the district Mw.·shidabad and en West 

by the district Murshidad and the Santa! Paragonas district. The 

district is also partly bounded by Rajsahi, a district under Banglci-
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After the formation of thiS district, . this was within .the 

Bhagalpur Sub-Division· and after some period, it came under the Raj 

-sahi division. At prosAnt this district is within the Jalpaiguri di.vi-

sian. Tilis is only district in West Bengal at which has only one 

Sub-Division with its headquarter at Englishbazar. Entire main 

amdinistration is being controlled from Englishbazar which is situ-

ated at the almost centre of this district. The district is situated 

-
between the latitudes 25° 33 1 08" and 24° 40 1 20" in the northern 

hemisphere, entirely to the north of the tropic of cancer. The 

eastern most extremity of this district is marked by 88°28 1 10" 

longitude and its western most extremity by 87° 45 1 50" of longitude. 

The area of the district according to the Survey General of India 
(2) 

is 3713 Sq. Km. 

b) ~alda - A Feudatory State 

The district of Malda derives its name from the town 

now called Old Maldah. The word Maldah comes from the arabic 

word 1 Mal 1 .meaning wealth. The name possibly singnifies that 

Maldah grew vigorously as a trading centre and was a place 

of great wealth and prosperity. The district has a very rich 

history from ancient times. It contains within ~ts limits the sites 

Pandua and Gaur, the Capital Cities of Bengal throughout medi vial 

times. Both the 1Dwns are located north and south of Englishbazar, 

almost at a equal distance. The town Malda and Old Maldah contain 
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old relics which make them places _of great touriRt attractions. 

The ruins of Old Cities of Gaur and Pandua attract nume-

rous tourists to Malda District throughout the year. The sites 

·of the city of Gaur lie along the Englishbazar Gaur Road. It is 

easily accessible by car and there are motorable roads to the 

various buildings. The monuments which are worth seeing are 

Bora Sonamasjid, also known as Baro Duary Masjid which is the 

largest· of the remaining monuments of Gaur; Dakhal Darawaja which 

was the entrance gates to the city of Gaur; Firoj Minor - a brick 

built tower with a height of 84' Chakmati Masjid; Lukachuri 

Gate; Kadam Rasul Masjid; Chilka Masjid; Lotan Masjid and Kotwali 

Darwaja. At Pandua the Famous sights are the ruins of Kutubshahi 

Masj~d. Eklakhi Mansoleum and the great Adina Mosque, the largest 

and finest of all the building either at Gaur or Pandua. 

The district consists of two Municipalities viz, English

bazar and Old Malda Municipalities and fifteen Blocks viz, Harish

chandrapur-I, Harishchandrapur-Il, Chanchal-l, Chanchal-II, · Ratua

l, Ratua-Il, Gazol, Bamangola, Habibpur, Old Malda, Englishbazar, 

MaPickchak, Kaliachak-1, Kaliachak-II, Kaliachak-ill. The district 

has eleven 11 Assembly constituencies viz, 39 - Habibpur 

( ST ) , 40 - Gazol ( ST ) , 41 - Kharba, 42 ·- Harishchandrapur, 

43 - Ratua, 44 - Araidanga, 45 - Malda ( SC ) , 46 - Englishbazar 

47 - Manikchak, 48 - Sujapur and 49 - Kaliachak Legislative Assem

bly Constituencies whereas 3 9 , 44, 45 , 46 , 4 7 , 48 and 49 L.A. Constitu

encies from Seven ( 07 ) Malda Parliamentary constituency, 41,42, 

:md 43 ·L.A. constituencies fall wi1P.in Raiganj and 40 L.A. constitu-
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ency fall within 6 - Balurghat Parliamentary Constituency respec-

tively ( 3 ) The administrative limits of the district are shown 

in the following table. 

Table :- 2.1 

Administrative units of the district Malda · 1985 

Panchyat Town 

CD 
co 

c:: co :1) 
~ 

~ 
CD 

c:: 0 !:! 0. 
0 p -~ 

E: (..) 
I -~ .$ ~ "§ Ul '0 0 ·;:: (/) .... CD .S< u 

(..) a >, co ..... 
~ -~ CD ...::.:: ;!::l E: N :s .:~ c:: b I (..) I 

-§ ;.q (..) E: co :l ctl :::: c:: 
iS 0 0 co ~ co § 0 0 

(/) 0... a:! (/) (.!) ~ ~ E-< z 

.. 

Malda 1 10 15 15 147 1749 1615 02 04 02 
.. 

West 49 379 341 339 3305 141107 38024 101 9i90 Bengal -

Administrative units of the district of Malda has been shown on 

Map and the location of Malda district in India has been shown 

on Map In the table 2. 2 shows the break up of areas 

of different · police station of Malda District. 
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Map Showing Position of Malda in India 
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Table 2. 2 

Break up areas wf different police stations of Malda District 

================================================================= 

District and 
Police 
Station 

Malua district a 
Sadar Sub-Divi 
sian 

Englishbazar 

Malda 

Kaliachack 

Habibpur 

Ratua 

Manikchack 

Kllarbu 

Harishchandrapur 

Gazole 

Bam angola 

Total 

Source 

Rural 
Urban 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

Total 
Rural 
Urban 

H. ural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

Rural 

in Sg. miles in Sq. Km. Block 

1 391.9 3,605.1 15 
1 388.8 3,597.3 

3.1 7.8 

98.4 254.8 1 
96.6 250.2 
1.8 4.6 

87.4 226.4 1 
86.1 223.2 
1.3 3.2 

207.1 536.4 3 

153.3 397.1 1 

153.7 398.1 2 

122.1 316.2 1 

142.2 368.3 2 

149.8 388.0 2 

198.3 513.6 1 

79.6 206.2 1 

1 391.9 3 605.1 15 

Census Handbook, Malda, 1981 census. 

================================================================= 
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c) Climate 

The development of a particular place largely depends 

on its climate favourable and congineal climate always act as bles-

sing for all sorts of development. The climate of the Malda district 

has been tremendously influenced by its neighbouring state. 1bis 

district experience extreme hot .in the summer season, considerable 

rain in the rainy season, abnormally cold in the winter. 

Rainfall 

1bis district has nearly 6 7 rainydays in a year and 

the approximate rainfall is 1453. 1 m. m. in a season. So it can 

be safely said that the total rainfall of this district is more than 

average. The maximum precipitation being received during the 

period from June to September. The average rainfall and number 

of rainydays is shown in the following table :-

Table - 2. 3 

Average rainfall ( m. m. ) and number of Rainydays 

================================================================= 
Month Actual Normal % Depar- No. of Rainydays 

ture Actual Normal 

January 37.3 10.9 242 2 1 

February 22.2 21.6 3 2 1 

March 11.4 18.0 -37 1 1 

April. 14.2 34.5 -59 2 2 

May 118.4 115.6 2 7 5 

Contd. 
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June 

July 

August 

Septembar 

October 

November 

Decem bar 

Total 

Note 

Source 

294.5 252.7 16 12 11 

349.0 292.6 19 18 14 

210.6 283.2 -26 15 15 

266.6 287.3 -7 12 11 

62.6 120.9 -49 4 5 

Nil 14.0 -100 1 

3.9 1.8 116 1 

1 390.3 1 453.1 -4 76 67 

The rainfall records are average of 9 rainfall recor

ding stations of the district under Agricultural Deptt. 

District handbook. 

================================================================= 

Temperature . 

From about the begining of March the temperature begins 

to rise. The night · Temperature, however, is low even in April. 

Altho·ugh the temperature reaches the maximum in · April or May, 

night temperature continues to rise even in the monsoon. In April, 

the mean daily maximum temperature is 36°C a.pd the mean daily 

minimum temperature is 22 .1°C on account of increased humidity 

and high night temperature oppresive weather is experienced in 

monsoon season particularly in between rains. With the withdrawal 

of south west monsoon by about the first week of October, both 

the day and night temperature drop steadily. The cold season 

commences after the middle of November and the night temperature 
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drops more rapidly than the day temperatures. January is the 

coldest month with the mean daily minimum temperature at 10. 8°C 

and the mean daily maximum temperature at 24.2°C. In the cold 

seasori, in association with passing western disturbances, Spells 

of cold weather are experienced and the minimum temperature 

may go down to four to five degrees above the freezing point of 

water(
4

) The month wise temperature can be seen in the foil-

owing Table :-

Table - 2.4 

Month wise Temperature in °C 1 Station Malda 

================================================================= 

Means of Extreme 

Month Daily Max. Daily Min. Highest Lowest 

January 22.8 10.3 25.6 7.5 

February 25.4 12.0 28.3 7.3 

March 34.0 17.0 36.7 9.4 

April 36.8 21.6 42.5 17.5 

May 33.6 24.4 43.0 19.2 

June 32.0 25.8 36.9 23.7 

July 31.8 25.6 34.0 23.8 

August 32.5 25.9 35.0 24.1 

September 31.6 24.8 33.5 22.2 

October 31.'8 22.6 34.4 18.2 

Contd. 
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November 

Dacember 

Source 

28.9 

25.6 

15.2 

10.7 

District Seed Farm, Malda. 

31.0 

25.8 

13.2 

7.0 

:================================================================ 

d) Soils :-

.The district is situated on the western part of the allu

vium filled gap between the Rajmahal hills on the west and the 
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Garo hills on the east. The entire area is covered by alluvium 

which however is of two different ages displaying different physical 

and physiographic Characteristics. 

East of Mahananda which bisects the district roughly 

along a north south line are found older Pbistocane allu\1.um 

forming the Barind. · The soil of this tract is red soil of old allu

vium formation it is composed of stiff clay, containing iron and. 

lime and become extremely hard ·in the cold weather. Even a 

heavy shower will not do more than make it slippery on the surface. 

The soil in this tract is mostly acidic~ This tract is mainly· mono

t.;ropped. The main crop grown in this region is winter Rice. 

On the northern parts of this area Jute Autumn Rice in the khariff 

season and wheat and Mustard in the Rabi Season are grown. 

Irrigation for Rabi cultivation is a must for this tract. Extensive 

cultivation of Summer Rice is restricted only in the 11 Duba 11 area 

( low lying areas subject to water stagnation ) . The pH of this 



., tract varies from 4. 2 to 5 . 5 . 

On the west of the Mahananda, the Soil is light 

called 11 Do ash 11 It is a later alluvium fromation and consists 

of an admixture of clay and sand. On the eastern side the pro-

portion of clay is more but farther western one goes towards 

the Ganges , the soil reaction is neutral. 

A third kind of Soil is found in the low lying areas, 

beels and valleys . This is a dark loam called matial ( metal: ) 

It has a greater. admixture of day. It is also fertile and produces 

chiefly Am an paddy or Bora paddy. 

In the Tal area Jute, Maize, Aus and Am an · Paddy are 

the main crops grown in the Khariff. In Rabi, Wheat and Bora 

Paddy are the major crops. Pulses and oil seeds are also grown 

in a considerable area. The pH ranges from 6. 5 to 8. 0 maXimum 

being between 6. 5 to 7. 5 ( 5 ) 

e) River System 

The principal rivers of the district which serve as 

the water storage as also supplying through lifts irrigation water 

to Rabi and sum mer crops are the 1) Purnabhaba, 2 ) the Tang on, 

3) the Mahananda, 4) the Kalindri, 5) the Ganges. In fact; the 

Ganges which forms the south western boundary of the district 

receives the water of all the other rivers. 

different rivers is 172 Km in this district. 

Total net work of 
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f) IRRIGATION 

The district is not Commanded by any Major Irrigation 

·Project. The Irrigation is made through M:inor and Small irFigation 

Project only. About 24% of the net cropped area is under irriga-

tion command. 

The study of Hydrological Map of Malda indicates different 

static water level in different areas. In Barind areas it is 1800 

em, in Diara it is 600-700 em, in Tal area it is 360-570 em, 

only. So installation of Shallow Tube well is technically feasible 

every where, 1 Doba 1 area of Barind tract, offers an opportunity 

for having STW and consequently makes it possible to cultivate 

Bora. 

The net work of rivers and their 1 72km . long course 

flow:ing through the district has made it possible to install largest 

number of RLI schemes in this · district. The existing strength 

of departmental RU schemes in this district is 361. Now we 

can show the Gross and Net Khariff and Rabi Summer Irrigation 

Sources in the year 1987-88 in table 2. 5. 

Table 2. 5 

Gross and Net Rabi-Summer Irrigation Source 1987-88 

Sl. Sources 
No. 

l. DTW 

2. RlJ 

3. STW 

4. TANK 

5. S.I.Schemes 

No. of Ins
tallation 

212 

382 

13,400 

10,141 

281 

6. Other Schemes NA 
(Boro-Bandh etc. ) 

Net Irri-
gation 
(ha) 

6,500 

15,240 

36,200 

11,489 

5,380 

805 

Net area Gross 
irrigated area 
(ha) Irrigated 

(ha) 

5,360 10,610 

12,320 28,600 

•26,330 62,640 

12,160 14,250 

4,900 6, 720 

805 600 

Contd .... 
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Contd ..•• 

Total 75614 61,875 1,23,420 

~================================================================ 

Apart from the above table we can also show the Block-

wise Number of different Irrigation Installation. This is shown 

in table 2. 6 

Table 2. 6 

Block-wise Number of Different Irrigation 

Installations of Malda District. 

================================================================= 

Block DTW RLI STW Dug Ta- S. T Bo 
---~ 

State MIC Other State MIC Oth State PRT ot- well nk sch-ro -.----- --er -- "'V'AT'.her-- erne Ban .illY.!l.. ~ own 
ed -- -.-~ ed ed 1E 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

English 18 03 20 554 42 - 488 ~10-

bazar 

Old 19 01 34 436 12 - 840 15 07 
Malda 

Gazole 01 02 39 901 12 - 3263 54 -
Chanchal I 09 02 22 21 1211 35 - 337 07 -

do - II 07 01 22 24 996 30 - 436 -
Bamongola 35 01 - 263 - 1316 67 -
H.C.Pur-I ·2 2 10 24 1078 42 - 307 24 -

do - II 33 1882 36 - 462 34 -
Manick 9 03 23 509 18 - 223 02 -
chak 

Contd .••• 
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Contd .... 

Kaliachak-I 8 02 06 24 597 30 - 65 01 -

do - II 7 02 09 48 289 30 - 79 16 -

do - III 17 01 24 635 30 - 80 03 -

Ratua - I 12 04 24 26 743 24 - 507 21 -
do - II 13 26 60 48 fi76 18 - 438 02 -

Habib pur 37 496 - 1305 13 -

=================================================================== 

From the table 2. 6 it is seen that the different irriga 

tion installation of Malda District in case of block wise is not 

sufficient at· all. But from our survey report we can also show 

the benifited area of the district through irrigation under different 

blocks of Malda District ( 6 ) . This shown in table 2. 7 

g) Natural Divisions 

Geographic;illy the district is divided into three district 

Zones : 1 ) Barind 2 ) Diara and 3 ) Tal. Natural Division of 

the district of Malda has been shown on Map) 

1) Barind 

The barind tract of Malda district is of Comparatively 

high lands which lie on the east of the Mahananda river. The 

highest elevation of the district measuring 397 metre from the 

sea level is situated in Gazole P. S. under the tract. The tract 
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Table : 2. 7 

Distribution of Irrigation and the Area benifited 

Type of Facilities 

Net area Canels Tanks RU IJT:Ii~S STWS Others under irr 
Blocks igation 

No. Area No . : ·1.\rea No. Area No. Area No. Area No. Area 
benifi benifi benifi beriifi be nil! oeriih 
ted ted ted ~ ted tud -- -

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

1. HARISHCHAN .. 16,703 2 62 307 887 I 0 1,724 04 551 I, I 02 12,209 42 1. 270 
DRAPUR - I 

2. HARISHCHAN 18,000 NIL NIL NIL NIL 34 2,000 NIL NIL 4,000 16,100 NIL NIL 
DRAPUR - II 

3. CHANCHAL - I 11,460 11 130 23 185 22 990 09 465 21 210 1.1209,480 
(Private) (STW> 

4. CHANCHAL - II 14,210 NIL NIL 390 11,440 20 2010 07 455 02 305 NIL NIL 

5. RATUA - I 13. 7 70 NIL NIL 97 250 31 4,500 18 2,400 I ,250 6250 10 370 

6. RATUA - II 7,401 NIL NIL NIL NIL 57 3,880 36 1,478 681 2043 NIL NIL 

7., GAZOLE 29,7"52.50 22 25 205 9,575 39 6,800 NIL 367.5 I ,200 10080 52 2885 

8. BAM ONGOLA 3.375 NIL NIL 75 75 35 1,300 NIL NIL 500 2000 NIL NIL 

Contd •••• 
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2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

9. HABIBP UR 31 '700 36 18.2 1,305 4, 18"/ 37 4,52S t-.jiL NIL 534 4282 03 706 

10. OLD MALDA 18,240 NIL NIL 420 12,478 34 1 '000 22 . 580 510 4182 NIL NIL 

II. ENGLISHBAZAR I, 84 7 02 50 10 10 19 668 22 480 639 639 NIL NIL 

12. M ANIKCHAK 3,950 02 100 NIL NIL 23 2000 10 450 150 900 10 500 

13. KALlACHAK - I 4,572 03 124 NIL NIL 06 296 10 1,008 24 12 I 600 2023 

14. KALIACHAK - II 17,599 06 16,139 NIL NIL . 99 400 09 500 04 555 04 05 

15. KALlACHAK - III 4,228 013 788 02 30 NIL NIL NIL NIL 18 540 1125 2,870 

Total : 1 ,96, 787.5 88 35,418 2,834 39,117 376 32,093 150.8 734.5 10635 60316 2966 21,!09 

All figures of area benifited shov:s in acn£ . 

Source LBO, Malda. 

======================================================~==~=============~~~======================~==~= 
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which is of old alluvium in origin having red colour extends over 

a wide area begining from Bogura district in Bangladesh to eastern 

most extrimity of the Mahananda river of Malda District. The 

Characteristic feature of t.'1e tract is wild undulations with successive 

ridged and depressions seamed with Small water courses in the 

valleys. The ground is baked hard as iron, drinking· water is 

scarce during hot weather. Except in autumn when it becomes 

green with ·winter rice, it remains arid. In spite of the fact 

stated above it provide irrigation facilities from the rivers Maha-

nanda, the Tangan and the Purnarbhaba in the winter season for 

Rabi and Summer Paddy cultivation. Moreover there are 1 Doba 1 

areas which comprises of 25-30% of the cultivated area have favour-

able ground water strata which. accommodate shallow tube well 

-~ for irrigation in winter and Summer Paddy cultivation. The 

area comprises of Gazole, Habibpur, Bamongola and Old Malda 

Block of the district. 

2) Diara 

This is the new alluvium of :the district and comprises 
... 

of Kaliachak - I, IT, ill, Manikchack, Englishbazar and part of 

Ratua - I block of the district. The soil is new in origin with 

annual deposition of silts , the ground water strata is favourable 

acco modating a number of ·shallow tube wells for Rabi and summer 

cultivation. 

3) Tal 

The tal region is situated to the west of Mahananda 



river. It is a low lying area subject to innundation with the 

river of the Ganges, the Mahananda, the Kalindri etc . The cons-

truction of flood protection embankment, however, reduced the 

chances of flood in the area. The Tal area gradually slopes down 

towards the south and west and merges with the Diara region. 

The slopes of shallow · Sinking for rabi and summer irrigation may 

be verified by the S WID. (7 ) 

h) Agriculture 

The economy of the district is basically an agrarian 

one and economically Malda is a backward district. According 

to 1971 census .27. 09. percent of the total population constitutes 

working force of the District. Within next ten years there was 

no significant change in the overall economic structure. In fact 

1981 census there was only 0.14 percent increase in the total 

working force in the District. This low pace of economic develop-

ment has its impact on both agriculture and industry. Inter sec-

toral anlysis shows that there is roughly 5 percent decline in 

the primary sector working force between 1971 and 1981. Within 

the sector there is rise of agricultural labourers and fall in the 

proportion of cultivators. Since there is no appreciable change 

in the land holding pattern it may be concluded that there is shift 

in the labour force from the primary sector to other sectors. 

The problem of primary sector still remains in bog of despondency 

due to continuous pressure of excess labour on land in the form 

of agricultural labourers. Now the task ahead is to draw this 
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excess labour from primary sector and to . mobilise them in the 

· secon(jary sector. Ultimately this improves the marginal produc-

tivity of labour in th agricultural sector side by side with the 

adoption of scientific farming. Now we can show the change in 

working population among different categories between 1971 to · 

1901 in Malda District in table 2. 8 

Table 2.8 

Percentage Distribution of working population in different 

categories in 1971 and in 1981 Malda district 

================================================================= 

. Catrgoty Percentage of workers 

1971 1981 

A. 1. Cultivators 55.98 44.44 

2. Agricultural labourers 33.94 21.16 

':> Other worker 10.08 34.50 Vo 

4. Total 100.00 100.00 

B. Percertage of main 
workers to total 
POpulation 27.09 2_7. 28 

Source Director of census operation, w .B. 

~=====~========================================================== 

Malda is one of the most backward Districts in the State, 
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The economy of the District is Practically agobased and large 

number of labour force is directly of indirectly dependent on agri-

culture. Proportion ot" workers engaged in agriculture has gone 

up considerably. The District is divided into two agricultural 

sub-division, Malda Sadar with its head quarter at Englishbazar 

and Chanchal with the headquarters at Chanchal itself under Malda 

Sub-division are a) Gazole, b) Bamongola, c) Habibpur, d) 

Old Malda, e) Englishbazar, f) Manikchak, g) Kaliachak - I, 

h) Kaliachak - IT, i) Kaliachak - III. Chanchal sub-division includes 

a) Harishchandrapur - I, b) Harishchandrapur - II, c) Chanchal - I 

d) Chanchal - ll, e) Ratua - I and f) Ratua - II. Chanchal Sub-

division covers less than half of the land of Malda Sadar Sub-

division. 

Theownership distribution pattern of land holdings is, 

also very peculliar in the sense that 53 percent of land holdings 

is upto the size of 1 hectare only. 4 percent of owners are 

holding 4 hectares and above. We can show the ownership distri-

butioo of land holdings in table 2 . 9 

Table 2. 9 

Ownership Distribution of land holdings in Malda 

Sl. Side of holdings No. of hold % of total Area in % to 
no. in hectare -ings holdings hectare total area 

1. Upto 1.00 ha 117615 53 70569 24 

2. 1.00 to 2.00 ha 62135 28 95416 32 

3. 2.00 to 4.00 ha 33285 15 93855 31 

4. 4.00 to above 8876 4 39942 15 

In short the land use pattern of Malda District is very 

interesting and it is shown in the table 2.10. 



Table : 2.10 

Distribution of land use of Malda District 
===================================================================================================== 

Blocks NET AREA CULT! HOME FOREST RES! AREA AREA AMOUNT NO, OF 
AREA UNDER VABLE STEAD LAND DUAL IN WHICH OF OF LAND ASSIG 
UNDER PASTURE WASTE LAND AREA MORE VESTED DISTRI NEES 
CULTI ORCHARD LAND THAN ONE LAND BUTIED 
VATION ETC. CROP IS THERE OF 

GROWN 

! • HARISHCHANDRAPUR-I 33,000 25 70 1,822 NIL .-.89.20 20,000 2,294.90 2, 105.70. 5.170 

2. HARISHCHANDRAPUR-II 28,510 602 5,227 2,134 5,227 244.00 15,000 2,613 2,000 9,500 

3. CHANCHAL - I 30,120 8 1,088 2,054 NIL NIL 9,799 1, 384.40 972.10 3,315 

4. CHANCHAL - II 35,800 2,125 1,850 1,847 NIL 1,200.00 9,720 4,617.00 257.00 4,432 

5. RATUA - I 29,312.662,722 382 2451 NIL 72.00 2,600 3,850."30 2,973.05 6,623 

6. RATUA - II 35,300 5,500 NIL 1,807 NIL 3,304 8,500 1,506.96 1,191.46 4,110 

7. GAZOLE 1,03,810 1,150 257~5 3.107 1,205 5,500 29,855 17,784 14,075.12 22,286 

8. BAMONGOLA 40,000 50 300 I ,565 1,000 200.00 10,000 5,472.91 5,054.29 10,203 

9. HABIBPUR 98,084.33 148 950 2,458 826 4,387.14 12,000 23,367.43 13,234. H 961 

10. OLD MALDA 42.680 41 500 I, 780 75 N.A. 17,500 5,736.70 5,294.70 9,768 

11. ENGLISHBAZAR 30,000 1,500 50 2,677 NIL 2,550 8,500 2,324.06 1,513.95 5,687 

12. MANIKCHAK 40,000 7,213 NIL 2,595 NIL 2,550 34,000 12,571.48 6,666.61 10,692 

13. KALIACHAK - II 23,640 2,223 NIL 5,199 NIL 28.27 18,525 701.87 554.14 i. 513 

Contd •••• ~ 
(t:l 



Contd •• C Table 2.10 } 

14. KALIACHAK - II 30.852 3.952 9.88 2.000 NIL NIL 17,599 5,895.07N.A. 2.881 

15. KALIACHAK - III 47.310 911.07 175 2,698 NIL NIL 32,455 6,356.56 3,921.64 4.850 

TOTAL 6.48.9:18.99 28,170;07 10.859.38 34,117 8,333 12.429.61 2.46,053 96,476.28 59,813.93 95,991 

Source District Profile Malda. 

===================================================================================================== 
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Thus we can say that ·the land using pattern of 

Malda is highly insignificant. There is a little scope of increasing 

agricultural production. 
i) Industry : -

From economic point of view the scope to recommend 

development of industries, small or large, depends upon certain 

"key factors like existence of resources, physical and human, infras-

tructural facilities like existence of communication and transport 

net-work, industrial accomodation, water, power and financial 

institutions and on the motive forces generating overall enthusiasm 

·among people to explicit the situation. Except absence of social 

unrest the district was perhaps endowed with all negative virtues 

at least up to the b3 gining of seventies. Two common nature 

drought and flood have been ravaging the district as iJ with reli-

gious earnestness . 

The economy of the district mainly rests on Mango and 

mulberry cultivation. In that case too the production and marketing 

of mango have recorded a decline over years. There is no mine-

ral deposit permitting exploitation nor there is any forest resource 

with industrial utilisation. There is not a single large scale indus-

trial unit in the district. There are 2000 registered small scale 

units which account for only 1. 3% of the total· number. of registered 

units in the State. The situation posed a problem to identify pros-

pective industries. The backwardness of the district has been 

admitted by the government and allowing it a central subsidy of 

25% of fixed capital investment on industrial ventures. 

At present Malda consists of 140 bank branches 
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of 14 different banks. The United Bank ot· India is the "Lead Bank" 

of the district, during the last 10 years advances given by banks 

to the small scale units of the district was amounted to rupees 

256.24 thousands. and it was mostly in the form of working 

capital. To act as a catalytic agent for industrial growth of fue 

district the banks should abdopt more need based approach rather 

than security based approach. The main reasons for non-repayment 

of loan are due to the lack of technical and marketing knowledge 

of entreprenuers, diversion of money to non-productive purpose, 

infrastructural problems associated with Power and Raw Material. 

In order to provide adequate credit to the different sector in Malda 

district a comprehenSive credit plan has been drawn by the lead 

Bank covering the period from January 1983 to March 1988. 

The credit plan envisages a total amount of rupees 10.94 crores 

at which share of ~riculture is rupees 7.18 crores. The total 

plan outlay for the small scale sector and the tertiary sector 

has been kept at rupees. 2.17 crores and rupees 1.62 crores 

respectively. West Bengal Financial Corporation has a . branch 

office at Malda to do preliminary processing of loan applications. 

In recent years much emphasis has been laid down on entreprenur

ship development and promotion of entreprenurs. 

Promotion of Industrial activities and thereby creation 

of economic development and employment generation in . Malda District 

in the field of Cottage and Small industries started actually after 

the establishment of District Industrial Centre in the year 
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1978 - 1979. . rndustrial infrastructure of the district 

is still very neglected. There is still no organised effort for 

development of accomodation of small scale industries in and around 

the prospective growth centres. The condition of providing power 

connection to the industry is very much delayed. Mequate insti

tutional support are still not forthcoming in time. Consideri!"tg 

the economfc need of the district there is immediate need to mobilise 

adequate quantity of financial resources in the district in the Seventh 

Five Year Plan to create favourable impact qr the industrial economy 

of the region. 

Infrastructure facilities in terms of industrial accomodation 

is found to be very poor in the district. Presently there is no 

industrial area. So the planned industrial accomodation is urgently 

needed in the district. Due tci rapid commercialisation and develop

ment activities it has become difficult to procure land in Engllish

bazar town for industrial use. For development of industrial area, 

the . field investigation reveals that Narayan pur under Old Malda 

Block offers a suitable location where approximately three acres 

of land is available. Here the facilities water, power, railroad 

etc . are available. 

Raw materials is an essential input to industries. In 

a backward area like Malda there is no organised market for 

raw materials like steel, cement, coal and various chemicals. 

At Narayanpur there is a small coal depot maintained by WBSIC. 

But there is a huge gap between supply and demand ( 8 ) . 
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It may be mentioned here that a scheme for 11 area 

development for SSI unit is under active consideration for implement

tation by the West Bengal Industrial Infrastructure ~velopment 

Corporation in Old Malda P. S. and expeditious action in the matter 

will help to chalk out future schedule of industriali~;>ation of the 

district 11 

In view· of the fact that the Malda is industrially backward 

district and infrastructural position be fitting for promotion of indus

trial units is yet to be developed in respective growth centres 

of the district and as such industrialisation is not progressed 

in the equal ratio with the stress given for this programme. 

The target group of self em.ployment programme, i.e, 

educated unemployed youths do not possess fair knowledge of trade 

and industries and they are more inclined to service. 

According to the industrial· policy of govt. of India and 

State government various support and package of assistance are 

being extended for upliftment of economy of the backward area 

by industrialisation which has been introduced in this district also 

from 1978-79 through District Industries Centre. 

DIC provides support to entreprenuers for successfully 

promotion of Small Scale Industries in the backward district which 

is closely coordinated and adjoined with efforts with other agencies 

working in the field of Cottage and SSI Sector like Small Industries 

Service Institution. State Board of Khadi and Village Industries, 

Khadi and Village Industries Commission, Developmental Commission· 

and Financial Institution. 
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Now we can show th3 bank wise Credit plan and bank 

wise target and achievement vide table 2.11 ancl table 2 .12 respec

tively. 

In case of bank-wise Target and Achivement under Agrri 

and Allied, Industries , Business and Services , it is seen that the 

performanc;e of commercial bank itself not satisfactory. But in· 

case of Rural banks, GGB plays an important role and as well 

as WBFC has also got pivotal role in case of achivement than their 

target. This is shown in table 2. 12 

From the table 2; 12 it is seen that bank-wise target 

and achievement is good in case of SBI, AB, BOI, OCCB Ltd., lOB 

and WBFC. In case of Agri and Allied the position of SBI, UCO 

bank, OCCB Ltd. has occupies the promising role in case of achie-

vement over their target on that sector. In case of Industries 

SBI, AB, PNB, UB, LDB Ltd., WBFC has got their role in top position 

in case of achievement over their target . In sphere of services 

. UBI. SBI, GGB, AB, PNB, UIB Ltd., BOI, UB, and lOB inserted their 

position in top. But in sum total the achievement position is higher 

in case of SBI, AB, BOI, OCCB Ltd., lOB and WBFC has got their 

supremacy. To compare the rural banks with the other commercial 

banks it is seen that their acievement is not good as GGB. But 

:in case of other Financial Corporation and the other Commercial 

banks keep up their position more or less ( 9 ) 
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Table : 2.12 

Bank wise Target and Achievment under Agriculture and Allied, Industries Business and Service 

for the year 1988-89. 
============================================================~======================================== 

Banks No. of Agril 6 Allied Industries Services Total 
Branches Target Achiev- % Tar Achie % Tar Achie % Tar Achie % 

ment get vment get vment get vment 
~~ 

L_ ______ L__ ----- -~ -~- -------- L__ __ - ---·--

UBI . 21 14646 10576 72 .4392 3379 77 5943 6013 101 24981 19968 80 

SBI 20 11710 13881 119 3904 7150 183 5350 6046 113 20964 27077 129 

GGB 54 35346 19899 56 5319 2079 39 9935 16593 167 50600 3857-1 76 

AB 08 3879 3271 84 1664 2691 162 2135 1 2643 124 7678 8605 .112 
.•. 

uco 05 2747 3007 109 1002 923 92 1437 1163 81 5186 5093 98 

CBI 07 3778 1503 40 908 724 80 2013 1388 69 6699 3615 54 

PNB 01 377 286 76 97 128 132 127 132 104 601 546 91 

UIB Ltd. 02 486 85 17 402 13 03 490 911 186 1378 1009 73 

IB 01 271 51 19 304 25 08 491 344 70 1066 420 39 

BOI 03 1337 977 73 743 702 94 959 1947 203 3089 3626 119 

OCCB Ltd. 05 13431 15253 114 1500 1009 67 525 - - 15456 16262 105 

UB 01 1022 305 30 172 532 309 450 653 145 1644 1490 91 
LDB Ltd. 01 5851 5562 95 - - - - - - 5851 5562 95 

lOB 01 405 260 64 320 1150 359 803 1233 154 1528 2643 173 

WBFC 01 - - - 4250 7350 173 - - - 425C 7350 173 CJI 
...::I 

Total : 131 95286 74916 79 24977 27855 112 30658 39066 127 150921 141837 96 

Source : Malda District Credit Plan 1990 • 



SUMMARY 

The district of Malda is included within the J alpaiguri 

Division of West Bengal is the Southernmost of the North Bengal 

district. The area of the district is 3 , 713 sq. km. , according 

to surveyor-general of India. The district is bounded by Purnea 

and Santal Paraganas of Bihar, Dinajpur and Rajshahi districts of 

Bangladesh and Murshidabad and Weat Dinajpur district of West 

Bengal. 

The district of Malda is com posed of only one Sub-divi 

sian - sadar with its headquarters at Englie;hbazar which is the 

seat of both the district and Sub-division. The district has 10 

Police Stations; 15 Blocks, 1794 Mouzas, 147 Gram Panchyat, 15 

Panchyat Samity, 1615, ·inhabited village, 02 Municipal town, 04 

Town Commettee. The total population of the district was 2, 031,871 

in 1981. The name Malda was formerly applied to the town which 

is now known as old Malda. In course of time Englishbazar be-

came the headquarter of the district and came to be known as 

Malda. 

The district of Malda came into existence under the 

British informally only in 1813, when a joint Magistrate and Deputy 

Collector was posted. A Treasury was established in 1,832 and 

in 1859, a Magistrate and Collector was placed in carge of the 

district upto 1876, the district formed .part of· the Rajsahi Division 

of the undivided Province of Bengal and between 1876 and 1905 

the district formed part of the Bhagalpur Division which was then 
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in Bengal. From 1905, it was included in the Rajsahi Division 

till August, 1947. The district as it exists today came into existence 

as a result of a notification issued by the government in September, 

1947. 

Among the important historical, archaeological and as 

well as the tourist spot in the district, the names of Gaur and 

Pandua may be mentioned. The city of Gaur, a deserted capital 

of Bengal is situated at an Old Channel of the Ganges, 16 kms 

South West of Englishbazar. Its dimensions as defined by the 

embarkments is about 12 kms in length North and South and about 

2 to 3 kms in breadth from East to West Gour is full of dighis 

and tanks of various sizes . There is anott.ler large dighi, ·just 

behind the Piasbari dak bunglow about 402 metres of length and· 

about 283 ·metres in breadth. Another historical place Pandua an 

old capital of Bengal in the Barind or Barendrabhum situated at 

distance of about 10 kms North-East from Old Maldah. The ruins 

of the city of Pandua is the evidence of an earlier Hindu dynasty-. 

During the Mohammadan times, the city was called Firozadabad. 

The remains which now exist may be divided into those of Pandua 

and Adinah, the distance between the places being about 3. 5 kms, 

The river Mahananda, flowing North and South roughly 

divides the district into two equal parts, Rahr and Barendra. 

The characteristic feature of Barendra, or Barincl. is high land 

of the red clay soil of old alluvium . 
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Tal and Diara region in Rahr area with their characteristic f'eatures. 

The southern portion of the district ·of Malda which receives the 

Ganges silt, is the most fertile. The least fertile lands ·are the 

higher portions of the Barind and the poor Soils of. the Duba and 

Tal. 

The economy of the district of Malda is mainly rural 

in nature. Agriculture is the principal Source of livelihood of 

the people of the area . Cultivation and agricultural labourers 

together constitute 74.30 percent of the total workers in the district 

according to 1981 census. 

in Malda is given below : 

The · classification of land use area 

i . net cropped· area ; 291. 28 thousand hectares. 

ti. land put to non-agricultural uses 54. 54 thousand hectares 

ill. Barren and unculturable waste : 0. 24 thousand hectares. 

iv. culturable waste : 5. 30 thousand hectares. 

v. other Fallow land : 0. 72 thousand hectares. 

vi. current Fallo·w : 1. 08 thousand hectares. 

As per data of 1976-77, the total area under production 

of food grains was 399.7 thousand hectares. Rice was cultivated 

in 24 8. 1 thousand hectares and Wheat in 40. 3 · thousand hectares. 

The fibres mainly Jute and . Masta were cultivated in 24.1 thousand 

and 1. 8 thousand hectares respectively. Barley and Pulses were 

cultivated in 14. 8 and 80. 1 thousand hectares of lands respectively. 

The total food grains produced were· 410. 7 thousand tonnes of 

which cereals being 367. 5 thousand · tormes · ot the cereals -· again 

rice and wheat were produced 262. 2 and 81. 7 thousand tonnes 
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respectively. The tlbres produced were 157.2 thousand bales 

of which Jute being 147.1 thousand bales and the remaining fibres 

were masta. The tank irrigation is the major source for agricul.-

ture in the district. There are large number of tanks in the 

district. Since tank irrigation is not always sufficient to cater 

the needs in the respect, various other irrigation schemes were 

executed by the Government to ensure ·adequate iriigation facilities 

to the cultivators. · 

There is no big or large scale industries in the district. 

But the small scale industries of this district play a vital role 

in its economy. The most important of all the industries of Malda 

is Silk. It has a traditional post and is still the liJe bird of 

the district. there were only 8 registered working factories 

in the district in 1977. But the number of registered small scale 

industries accounted for 1256 in the referent year. According 

to the house census held in August-September 1980, Factories, 

workshops and worksheds occupied exclusively 2685 census houses 

in the district Malda. Workshop-cum-residence including household 

industry covered 10020 census houses. 

The industrialisation programme in the field of Cottage and 

Small Scale Industry and intensive work on introduction of setting 

up Bio-gas plant, qolar Cooker. Working on setting up of Bio

gas plant is an active progress. In case of Small Scale Industries 

SBI, AB, PNB, LDB Ltd. , WBFC has got their role in top position 

in case of achievement over their target. In sphere of services 

UBI, SBI, GGB, AB, PNB, UlB Ltd., BOI, GGB and IOB insertedtheir 

position in top. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Problems of Economic Levelopment 

The Study of human resources is vital in any discussion/ 

on either economic development or quality of life. It is important 
- . ( 1) 

because man is not only the creator of resource but also its user. 

The fruits of economic development are enjoyed by the popu-

lation of a particular region or by a particular country. There 

is a close relationship between the growth of population and econo-

mic development. If the rate of growth of population of a parti-

cular region is greater than the rate of growth of income, then 

the · economy of that region will be caught into a low level equilib

rium trap " ( 2 ) A rapid growth of population hinders economic 

development and aggravates poverty, if the increase manpower 

is not porperly utilised into the development process. In sparsely 

populated areas, any rise in population is a positive sign for 

economic development because it increases exploitation of natural 

resources. On the otherhand, in thickly populated areas, any 

rise in population hinders economic development if they are not 

properly utilised for development process. As development process 

involves· both the individual and Society, the growth of population 

as well as distribution of population of our research area naturally 

comes into discussion. 
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Population and Quality of life of Malda . 

a)" A Study of Population of the . District ( Malda ) 

Population growth is probably the best known problem 

of economic development and provides the most publicized argument 

for expanding the economic ~tatus of a district. The process 

of economic development involves the utilisation of physical resour-

ces of a nation by the labour force of a country so that produc-
' 

ti.ve potential in a country is realised. In this effort of development 

there is no doubt that the labour force of the country makes a 

positive coutribution. So in the analysor of a research work 

the Population comes narturally into our discussion. Due 

to a rapid growth of population sometime shield the development 

of a rural areas, but at the same time it may lead to rapid growth 

of rural development if man power is properly utilised. 

Malda shows a steady increase of population from decade 

to decade, The growth of population depends mainly upon the 

birth rate and death rate. Emigration and immigration of population · 

can play some part but in case of Malda district it is not very 

sigrrlfic ant. Birth rates in Malda District is very high than death 

rates. As per 1981 Census, the population of Malda was 20, 31, 871 

out of which 10,42, 498 was males and 9, 89, 373 were females. 

The percentage Decadal Variation in population between 1971 and 

1981 was 36.19 . This was slightly higher than the rate of growth 

of West Bengal, i.e. 23.96. A cursory glance at the population 

figures of different police stations of Malda district will J:'eveal 
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that the rate of growth of population of Ga:iol P. S. was the highest 

51.77% in 1971, but it had become almost half in 1981 

25.72% ) • Bamongola and Englishbazar P.S. showed higher 

rates in 1971, but in 1981 this rate had been decreased to 30.86% 

in Englishbazar and 27.84% in Bamongola. In 1981, the P.S. of 

Malda showed highest rate of . growth ( about 39% ) but Manil<chak 

/ had the lowest rate of growth ( 18. 36% ) • From a survey of 

Malda District we get block-wise distribution of population. This · 

is shown in table 3.1 and table 3. 2 

Table : 3.1 

Population Distribution of the District 
================================================================= 

Sl. Blocks Total Male Female 
No. population 

1. ·' Harishchandrapur-I 1,01,363 . 52,262 49,101 

2. Harishchandrapur-ll 1,20,850 61,813 59,037 

3. Chanchal-I 1,15,905 59,893 56,012 

4. Chanchal-ll 1.02,921 52,548 50,373 

5. Ratua-I 1. 40,682 72,236 68,446 

6. Ratua-n 1,00,417 51,501 48,916 

7. Gazole 1,81,672 92,948 88,724 

8. Bamongola 85,339 43,528 41,811 

9. Habib pur 1,41,114 71,750 69,364 

10. Old Malda 98,767 50,560 48,207 

11. Englishbazar 1. 54,792 80,051 74,771 

12. Manil<chak 1,49,673 76,015 73,658 

13. Kaliachak-1 1,82,599 92,490 90,109 

14. Kaliachak-ll 1,12,494 57,474 55,020 
15. Kaliachak-m 1,56,122 84,070 72,052 

Total 19,44,710 9,99,139 9,45,571 



Table : 3.2 

Distribution of Population of the District Malda 
===================================================================================================== 

Blocks 

1. HAR ISHCHANDRAPUR- I 

2. HARTSHCHANDRAPUR - II 

3. CHANCHAL - I 

4. CHANCHAL - II 

5. RATUA - I 

6. RATUA - II 

1.· GAZOLE 

8. BAMONGOLA 

9. HADIBPUR 

10. OLD MALO A 

11. ENGLISHBAZAR 

Total SC Total ST No~ Of No. Of. 
Population Population landless Barga

labou rers dars 

24, 196 2,087 10,678 4,840 

11,831 2, 745 11,429 3,000 

16,212 482 12,610 7,671 

9,869 8,753 19,418 3,015 

13,535 2,834 13,039 3,128 

13, !22 2,:324 11,854 2,654 

57,160 44,065 20,164 15,026 

40,006 20,475 25,350 2,044 

58,176 48,660 22,506 13,555 

27,232 16,020 3,000 7,069 

2,689 3,032 16,155 3,221 

No. of 
Patta 
holders 

6,016 

2,500 

3,315 

3,943 

6,623 

4,014 

983 

10,396 

18,890 

9,530 

6,564 

No. of 
Small 
farmers 
families 

3,600 

5,200 

4,320 

2,283 

3,600 

4,120 

8,525 

1,208 

3,510 

3,000 

1,436 

No. of Marginal 
farmers 
families 

7,200 

9,659 

10,090 

6,714 

6,500 

4,600 

15,730 

2,361 

9,197 

6,600 

6,603 

Contd •••• 

(j) 
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12. MANIKCHAK 18,269 144 14. 129 4,782 10,692 3. 120 9,353 

13. KALIACI-IAK 5,235 NIL 14,000 2,385 1,513 4,500 t8,7oo 

i4. KALIACHAK - II 8,185 3 11,586 672 2.498 1,287 7,704 

1 5. K ALIACHAK - III 5,960 1 5 38,150 690 4,850 4,393 8,863 

Total 3,11,677 1,51,639 2,24,068 73,961 92,327 54. 102 1,29,874 

Source District Profile M alda. 

=========================.~=========================================================================== 

~ 
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The above table [ Table 3.1 ] reveals the block-wise 

population ( 3 ) . In the case the female population over male popu

lation is remarkable. 

In the tabl.e 3. 2 it is seen that the no. of SC population 

is more than ST population of the District. The number of landless 

labourers and marginal farmers families are also high in the dis-

trict. 

Rate of Growth 

The rate of growth of population in Malda district depends 

to a large extent, on the immigrants of population from the former 

East Pakistan now Bangladesh ) . After the independence of 

Bangladesh in 1971, the tendency of immigration has diminished. 

So there is no extra pressure during the decade 1971-81. We 

can now show the administrative division of population of Malda 

district with variations and percentages of variations in table .3. 3 

Rural-Urban Population Household and Religion 

From a survey we can found that the Malda District 

is almost entirely rural. The growth of rural population in the 

district has been lower than that of the total population of the 

district. This is because urban population grew very fast and 

even at the cost of rural population. 

rural urban ratio of the District. 

The table 3. 4 shows the 
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Table :1.J 

Populuticn of Administrative r ivisions of ~alcla ;:;i~rict with variations and percentages of variations 

1 ')51 

Population '.'<•riaticn 'l(. varia-
1941-51 tion 

937580 -;-')3265 +11.0 

937580 +93265 +11.0 

93872 +10333 +12.4 

2261£4 +31860 +16.4 

37420 +:?442 +10.1 

72193 .,.lC')Gbl -r-~S. U 

115E34 t12B49 +12.5 

77587 +12801 +19.8 

1000:98 -2, 564 -2.5 

1011~6 +-1182 .-J-1. 2 

73171 -216 -0.3 

39665 +3692 t-10.3 . 

- -~·---

1~61 1971 

Population Variation % v~ia- Population Variation 'l(,varia-

1C:.81 

Population vari~tion 
1971-81 1951-G1 tion 1961-71 tion 

--------- --------
1221923 +284343 -t-30.3 161Z657 3907}4 ~31.98- 2031871 419214 

1221923 +284343 +~0.3 i..512C~57 290734 +31.98 2031871 419214 

131377 +37505 +40.0 182996 51619 +:!9.29 239457 56461 

283635 +57<151 .,. 25.. 4 35.8101 -,4456 +26~ 25 456085 97984 

52475 +15055 +40.2 71077 16602 +35.45 98767 27690 

f.7•lS4 +15301 +:1'.2 113170 <.5:076 +29.35 141070 27900 

151699 36065 T 21,1 1'- 5lc1 43262 +28. 48 241198 4'5037 

98630 -t-:-10l.3 ... ~7.1 126715 28105 -=-:;:·a.-5o 149981 23266 

137441 t-:>6'143 -'6.8 177900 400:64 +2?,tl4 217746 39641 

13 S682 +25526 ,-2~.1 177333 •:0651 +2:'.74 221890 44557 

94505 +-21334 ..-29.2 1431\26 48921 +51.77 180315 36te'l 

<17805 -~8140 +20.5 66773 lB968 +~9.68 85362 18589 

% variation 

+25.0 

-t-26.0 

+30.65 

+27. 36 

+~6.?5 

+24.65 

~22.59 

+18.:!6 

+2~:. 39 

+ ~ 5. 12 

·:-- ;·:. 7L 

-~27.B4 

--·- ·-- -·- -- . -. --- ·-- -· -- --· -- -- - ---·~--- --- --- ------ - -- ---·-. ------ --- -- --·-·-----. --------- --. --~--· 
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Table 3.4 

Rural-Urban Ratio of the Population of Malda District. 

===============~================================================== 

Total Urban Rural. Percentage 
Year population population population of rural 

population to 
total popu-
lati.on 

1901 603649 17410 586239 97.12 

1911 698547 18072 680475 97.41 

1921 686174 17202 668972 97.49 

1931 720440 19686 700754 97.27 

1941 844315 27178 817137 96.78 

1951 937580 35161 902419 96.25 

1961 1221923 50785 1.171138 95.84 

1971 1612657 68026 1544631 95.78 

1981 2031871 97196 1934675 95.22 

Source Director of Census Operation, India 1961, 1971 and 1981 

From the above table it shows that the growth of rural 

population to urban population is slow. In fact that the degree 

of urbanisation to rural population is very slow ( 4 ) Now it 

shows that 1he district's household population during 1981 Census 

is very remarkable. 
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From the table 3 . 4 it reveals that the household total 

population in Malda District is very concentrated in the rural areas 

than urban ( 5 ) . 1his is an indication of the State of the economy 

of the District which has remained almost entirely on agriculrute. 

Male-Female Distribution 

The District had a large number of females than males. 

Since the sex ratio was on the decline. This downward tendency 

has got a break in 1981, it was 949 per 1000 males. But that 

is stlll the highest amongest the five North Bengal Districts and 

shows a much higher proportion of female population as compared 

to that of the State of West Bengal as a whole ( 6 ~. In table 3 . 5 

gives some information regarding this. 

Table 3. 5 

Number of Females per 1000 Males 

================================================================= 

Census Year West Bengal Malda District 

1 2 3 

1901 945 1007 

1911 925 ·1004 

1921 905 991 

1931 890 989 

1941 852 883 

Contd ...• 
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1951 865 966 

1961 878 965 

1971 891 948 

1981 911 949 

Source Census of India, 1961, 1971 and 1981. 
================================================================= 

b) Quality of Population 

The quality of life is the main constraint in an economic 

development of a country. The quality of life can be judged from 

life expectancy, the level o~ literacy and the level of technical 

training attained by the people of a country. It also consists 

of the drinking water facilities ; the nature of education, doctor 

per thousand population, hospital l.Jed available per thousand popu-

lation , road per thousand population and the nature of irrigation 

per thousand population. Therefore this type of analysis is mainly 

based on the usefulness and significance of an individual. From 

this standpoint, in this chapter, we discuss on some population 

front. 

The quality of population can be judged from life expect-

ancy. the level of literacy and the level of technical training attained 

by the people of India. In Malda District the literacy level in 

1981 Census was 31.44 in case of males and 14.22 in case of 

females out of 23. 06 persons. The life expectancy is dependent 

on the incidence of mortality rates which in turn depend on large 

number of factors such as the occurrance of epidemic, the preva-



lance of diseases, the level of nutrition attained by the people 

of a country, the condition of living, care of women, infant mortality 

rates etc. For a quite long period of time, expectation of life 

in this district was low. It was on account of the high levels 

of death rates. During 1985 to 1987 the figures of Birth and 

Death is shown in table 3.6 . 

Tabel 3.6 

Birth. and Death ratio of Malda 1985-1987 

================================================================= 

Year 

Elirth 

Rate 

Death 

Rate 

Source 

1985 

24,360 

11.90 

8,363 

4.11 

CMOH Malda District. 

1986 

.23,985 

11.80 

8,513 

4.18 

1987 

25,292 

11.10 

9,022 

4.19 

================================================================= 
It is seen from the above table that the quality of popu..,. 

lation has been varied from year to year. The Birth rate of 

this district is high as from other, compar:ing to the death rate 

is not much high due to the development of modern science and 

other facilities. But from the high Birth rate it is seen that the 

rural poverty is very much increasing from year to year. In 

the rural area the total birth and death rate is as much as high 

( 7 J 
than the municipal area In municipal area itself the main 
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statistics of ·birth and death rate is shown in_ table 3. 7 . 

Tabls 3. 7 

Distribution of Birth and Death rate of 

Municipal Area of Malda District 
================================================================= 

Year 1985 1986 1987 

Birth 3924 5142 5036 

Death 2294 1970 2011 

Source CMOH Malda District. 

==========~====================================================== 

'Therefore it can be concluded that in the rural area 

the quality of population can be achieved from the vital statistics 

and in order to. determine population at a time say t ) sub-

sequent causes one may use a number of procedures. The popu

lation P
1 

and time t ·is the obtained as P1 = P0 + ( B-D )( 
8

). 

It is a very common method is to make use of statistics of birth 

and deaths. 

While the Poverty· of people is at the fact of this pheno-

men on of short life span. The discovery of wonder medicines, 

control epidemics like plague, cholera, influenza or small pox, 

the general inprovement in medical assistance, . increase in number 

of hospitals, doctors, nurses, Midwives and better control of diseass 

have all helped to save life. In recent years, the public health 

measure taken under the various plans have further reduced death 

rates. 
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c) Study of Literacy Position. 

To analyse the quality of life of a. population we first 

analyse the literacy rates of the block-wise data under P.S. of 

M alda District. The literacy rate of Malda District, as per 1981 

Census, is roughly 23 percent. 1his is far low compared to 

the State average of 41 percent. However, there is approximately 

2 percent growth of decinnial literacy rate of the District between 

1971 and 1981. Again this margin is low compared to that of 

the period between 1961 and 1971 which was approximately 4 per-

cent. With the growth of industrialisation the pace of literacy 

rate is required to be geared up in the district. The table 3 .8 

indicates the type of educational institution existing in the District. 

I C 
. l (9) n ensus termmo ogy a person who can both 

read and write with understanding in any language is to be taken 

as literate. A man who can merely read but cannot write is 

not a literate. It is not necessary that a person who is literate 

should have received any formal education or should have passed 

any minimum education standard. All the children of the age of 

four years of less were treated as illiterate even if the child 

was attending a school or might have picked up reading and writing. 

The language of the majority of the people is Bengali. 

But a certain percentage of the population in the West and North 

is of Behari origin and most of them speak Hindi or Khotta which 

is a mixture of Hindi and Bengali. This class, though largely 

retained their own language and gradually acquiring Bengali. In 

the region of Araidanga, Milki, Noghoria, Atgama, Amriti and Mirjad-
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Table : 3.8 

Distribution of Educational Instit:l.itions 

======================================================================:============================== 

Blocks No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of No. of 
Primary Second- H.S. College Adult Non-for- Rural 
SGhools ary Schools Education mal Edn. Libraries 

Schools Centre 

1. Harishchandrapur I 101 7 1 NIL 312 1\lJ:L 4 

2. Harishchandrapur II 107 3 1 NIL NIL Nil. 2 

3. Chanchal I 90 9 1 1 9 8 5 

4. Chanchal II 83 7 NIL 1 NIL 1 5 

5. Ratua I 107 3 5 NIL 8 55 6 

6. Ratua II 83 11 3 NIL 15 4 6 

7. Gazole 218 14 2 NIL 200 24 7 

8. Bamongola 105 7 1 NIL 120 50 7 

9. Habibpur 147 10 1 NIL 120 40 6 

10. Old Maida 123 4 1 ... 100 NT..L 0 .J. 

Contd .... 

-..] 
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11. Englishbazar 148 27 1 1 150 51 9 

12. Manikchak 146 11 1 NIL 150 30 8 

13. Kaliachak - I 50 7 2 NIL 120 117 4 

14. Kaliachak -· II 121 4 5 NIL 80 9 6 

15 Kaliachak - III 106 1 1 NIL 9 9 6 

Total 1735 125 26 4 1393 404 87 

Source Malda District Profile, 1989. 

===================================================================================================== 
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pur there are · settlement of domicile Maithili Brahmins who speaks 

Maithili. The SC and ST people of this district are very much 

backward economically as well as educationally. ( See Appenclix IDA 

We, therefore, to say that the number of literate person 

of this district or the ratio of the male-female literacy rates of 

this district is very poor. From a Survey we find the ratio of 

male-female under block-wise cases in table 3. 9 

Table 3.9 

Number of male-female literacy rates under 

different Blocks of Malda District. 

============================================:==================== 

Sl. No. Blocks Male Female 

1. Harishchandrapur - I 28.5 11.9 

2. Harishchandrapur - II 27.1 9.6 

3. Chanchal - I 35.2 18.5 

4. Chanchal - II 29.0 12.1 

5. Ratua - I 28.5 10.8 

6. Ratua - n 25.8 11.1 

7. Gazole 28.6 10.3 

8. Bam angola 33.1 11.9 

9. Habibpur 28.1 11.0 

10. Old Malda 32.8 16.0 

11.. F.nglishbazar 48.2 32 • .9 

12. Manikchak 31.4 10.7 

13. Ka1iachak - I 26.0 8.0 

Contd ..•. 
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14. Kaliachak - II 31.3 12.9 

15. Kaliachak - III 26.7 13.5 

Total 31.4 14.2 

Source District Credit Plan, Malda. 
================================================================= 

From the above table it is seen that the ratio of male 

to female is not remarkable. There are so many people who 

is not literate and we know that the development of a district 

depends on the literacy rates of a district. The District Malda 

is a backward one. The economic condition and as well as the 

literacy condition is very poor ( 10 ) 

d) Drinking Water Facilities 

The major source of water supply in the district are 

deep tube-well, rivers and shallow tube-well and ring-wells. 

Malda District is rich in water resource. WatE;Jr is available below 

12' of the surface in and around Englishbazar and Old Malda Block. 

In Samsi and Kaliachak the water level exists below 30' of the 

surface. In almost all parts of the district there exists ideal 

condition for sinking of tube-wells. Regarding urban water supply 

there are two schemes namely Englishbazar municipal warter supply 

and Old Malda municipal water supply. In short the district as 

well as the indus:trial unit will not face any problem regarding 

the availability of water. From a survey of Malda District it is 

seen that the nature of drinking water facilities is not as well 

as bad. This is shown in table 3. 10 . 
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Table 3. 10 

Distribution of Drinking Water Supply 

================================================================= 

Sl. NO. of No. of No. of 
NO. Village Village Village 

with spot with pipe with no 
sources water sup water 

-El~ sources 

1. Harishchandrapur-I 213 7 NIL 

2. Harishchandrapur-ll 203 5 2 

3. Chanchal-I 218 7 16 

4. Chanchal-IT 99 NIL 4 

5. Ratua-I 184 5 NIL 

6. Ratua-rr 103 5 NIL 

7. Gazole 392 10 8 

8. Bamongola 181 NIL NIL 

9. Habib pur 544 8 112 

10. Old Malda 260 2 32 

11. Englishbazar 270 NIL NIL 

12. M an:ikchal< 104 NIL NIL 

13. Kaliachal<-I 183 5 NIL 

14. Kaliachak-ll 81 18 NIL 

15. Kaliachak-ill 100 NIL 19 

Total 3,135 72 193 

Source District Profile, Malda. 
=======================================~========================= 
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From the table 3.10 it is seen that the condition of 

the drinking water facilities in rural as well as urban area is 

very remarkable. 
·, 

'This type of drinking water facilities geared 

( 11) 
up by the Govt. of India and State Govt. also . 

But the role of the Commercial Banks is not very proini-

sing. Because in case · of drinking water no such proporti.onals 

are being entertained by the RRB 1 s, specially Gramin Bank. The 

Regional Rural Banks, specially GGB is financing only for productive 

purposes. The proposals for only drinking water are being imple-

mented by the State Govt. agencies in block-wise etc. with grant. 

But from a survey We see that UBI gave some fincial .help in Ali-

nagar Branch under Manikchak Block. 

e) Condition of Health Structure . 

The concern with human capital mainly reflects a concern 

with health and education. It may be said that distributive strate-

gies such as improved education or better health are not in. conflict. 

with economic growth. Development Programmes entail not merely 

an efficient allocation fo existing resources , including more productive 

human resources 
(12) 

Health occupies much the same position as education 

in relation to basic needs strategies. A decent level of health 

is itself a basic need. At the same time, improvement in health 

can contribute substantially to increase productivity and to fuller 

participation in society. The World Health Organisation has proposed 

a . primary health care programme which is specifically oriented 

to ·meet the basic needs in the field of health, specially in less 



developed regions. The poor socio-economic conditions under 

which the low income groups exist in the developing areas are 

probably more inportant as determinants of level of health than 

. (13) 
health services. According to Herbert , unless, these conditons 

are rectified, curative and other health services, even if undertaken 

on a large scale, are unlikely to have sustained success. Sophis-

ticated health approaches are in-appropriate unless backed up 

by out reach and preventive services. Better preventive services 

can reduce the need for expensive periodic treatment. It also 

reduces health hazards for others in the community. 

In Malda District, at present there is 1 District Hospital 

with bed strength of 450 numbers. In adc:ition, there are also 

15 primary Health Centres, 35 Subsidiary Health Centres. Besides 

above, there are Railway Hospital, R.S.C.T.B. Hospital and Police 

Hospital 1 each in number. The total bed strength, in all institutions 

combined is 975. 

From a Survey of Malda District it is found that the 

condition of medical status is very bad See Appendix IDE ) . 

Due to some major population growth in rural areas as well as 

urban areas the number of medical institutional facilities is not 
(14) 

good It is seen from table 3.11 . 

From the table 3.11 shows that the number of bed avail-

able is not sufficient to population wise. . But from . some inves-

tigation it is found that the rural people in the Malda District did 

not enjoy the sufficient medical facilities. We show a distribution 

of number of beds in medical institution under one thousands popu-
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Table · : 3 . 11 

Distribution of Medical Status of Malda District 

===================================================================================================== 

Sl. Blocks 
No. 

1. Harishchandrapur I 

2. Harishchandrapur II 

3. Chanchal I 

4. Chanchal II 

5. Ratua I 

6. Ratua II 

7, Gazole 

8. Bam angola 

No. of 
P.H.C. 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

01 

No. of 
beds 

60 

30 

68 

25 

15 

15 

12 

25 

No. of 
S.H.C. 

02 

02 

02 

02 

03 

02 

03 

02 

No. of 
beds --

06 

NIL 

05 

NIL 

10 

t-.'IL 

06 

10 

No. of 
SHCs 
without 
bed 

01 

02 

NIL 

02 

02 

02 

02 

04 

No. of Medical Practitional 
Allopath Homeo- Ayurbedic 

path 

07 01 01 

02 01 NIL 

09 01 NIL 

06 01 NIL 

05 01 NIL 

02 02 NIL 

07 02 NIL 

07 01 NIL 

Contd .... 
0:1 
c.n 



a Habibpur 01 25 02 NIL 02 04 02 NIL .... 

10. Old Malda 01 15 02 NIL 02 03 01 NIL 

., 

11. Englishbazar 01 25 03 10 01 05 03 NIL 

12. Manikchak 01 25 03 NIL 03 04 02 NIL 

13. Kaliachak - I 01 15 03 15 02 06 01 01 

14. Kaliachak - ll 01 20 02 NIL 02 03 NIL NIL 

15. Kaliachak - ill 01 15 02 10 01 03 02 NIL 

Total 15 390 35 72 25 73 21 2 

Source District Profile Report, 1989. 

=========================================================~=========================================== 
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(15) 
lation . The table 3. 12 shows the type of distribution. 

Table · · 3 .. 12 

Number of Bed in Medical Institution 

================================================================= 

Name 6 Civic status 
of Town 

1. II Englishbazar 

2. VI Jagannathpur. 

3. v Jhal Jhalia 

4. V Old Maida 

Total 

Source Census of India, 1981. 

No. of Beds in Medical ins
titutions per 1000 population. 

8.91 

NIL 

5.31 

NIL 

8.67 

===========================================~===================== 

From the above table it reveals that the data on beds 

in medical· institutions per one thousand population in urban sector 

of the district. It shows that the number of beds is very insuffi-

cient in this District. 

f) Roads and Transport . 

After the partition of the country, the use of rivers 

for commerce has been somewhat constrained, since, except Kalindri, 

all the other major rivers like, Mahananda, Tangon, Punarbhaba 

flow through Bangladesh before joining the Ganges. Now-a-day 

the principal means of communication are road and rail. 

The National Highway 34, while runs from Calcutta to 

Siliguri, passes via Englishbazar Maida ) . The total length 
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of differnt types of surfaced and all weather roads in this District 

is about 85 km. The public transport system is managed by both 

the sectors, namely private and the North Bengal State Transport 

Corporation. 

After opening of the Farakka Barrage there is both quali-

tative and quantitative change in the road network in the district; 

National Highway 34 is connecting important places like Khejuriaghat 

township, Kaliachak, Englishbazar, Old ·Malda, Gazole etc. The 

total coverage of the National Highway 34 within the District is 

roughly 145 kms. Apart from the National Highway the State Highway 

No. 10 always exists in the District. The first part of the said 

State Highway connects Manikchak to Maida covering an area of 

30 kms. Then it coverages with the National Highway. Subsequently, 

it again emerges from the National Highway and connects Gazole 

and Buniadpur extending over an area of 16. 6 kms. Thus the 

total length of the State Highway within the district is appoximately 

73 kms. The roads maintained by different organisation iri the 

district is highlightened in table 3 .. 13 

Table 3.13 

Distribution of Roads of Maida District 

============================~==================================== 

Blocks 
Length of 
roads 

Under 
PWD 

Under Under 
Z.P. Z.P. 

88 

(Roads) (Meta- (Unmet-
lled) alled) 

1. Harishchandrapur-I 242 km 37 km 15 km 194 km 

2. Harishchandrapur-ll 400 km 12 km 75 km 73 km 

Contd .••. 
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3. Chanchal-I 155 km 35 km 1 km 9 km 

4. Chanchal-II 400 km 30 km NIL 7 km 

5. Ratua-I 302 km 37 km NIL . 50 km 

6. Ratua-n 140 km 55 km NIL 4 km 

7. Gazole 955 km 55 km NIL 862 km 

8. Bamongola 235 km 26 km .25 km 14 km 

9. Habib pur 311 km 60 km Nil 51 km 

10. Old Malda 292 km 29 km 4 km 10 km 

11. Englishbazar 250 km 110 km 20 km 40 km 

12. Manikchak 180 km 26 km 1 km 12 km 

13. Kaliachak-I 250 km 35 km Nil.. 20 km 

14. Kaliachak-II 135 km 36 km NIL NIL 

15. Kaliachak-III 148 km 10 km 8 km s k.m 

Total 4395.5 km 592 km 64.25 km 1201. 5km 

Source District Statistical Officer, Malda. 

================================================================= 

From the table 3. 14 and 3. 15 it reveals that the roads 

and transport not as well as bad ( See Appendix me ) . Over 

and above the existing roads, construction works is in progress 

to complete the following roads in the district. 

i) Bridge over river Bramhani at Nalagola ghat on Mirjapur

Banshihari Road. 

ii) Bridge over the river Mahananda at Alalghat on Gazole-Samsi 

Road. 
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ill) Road over the bridge at Rathbari on Malda-Manikchak road 

which is a Flyover at Englishbazar. 

Jv) Bridge on Englishbazar-kotwali Pukaria ferry ghat road which 

. .. ( 16) 
1s named as 11 NetaJl Setu 11 

Table 3,14 

Distribution of Village connected by Roads 
================================================================= 

Category of Total no. of Number Number Number 
population villages in connected connected Net connected 

the district with all with fa4' with any 
weather weather kind of Roads 
Roads Roads 

1000 - 1500 136 86 10 40 

Source Road Development Construction. 
================================================================= 

This is very much interesting issue, the table 3 .16 

shows the SC and ST area roads in the Malda District. 

Table 3.15 

Distribution of Roads passing through the area 

================================================================= 

Roads Passing 
through the area 

Length of Roads 
other than SC/ST 
area Roads 

Other District 
road(ODR) 
Length in Km s 

97.00 

Village Road 
(VR) length 
in kms. 

725.60 

Total length 
in kms 

822.60 

Contd .••• 
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ST area Road 110.50 110.50 

Sc Area Roads 1.00 82.50 83.50 

Total 98.00 918.60 1,016.60 

Source Road Development Construction. 
================================================================= 

From the above table it shows that SC and ST roads 

area is very remarkable ih this District. 1he SC and ST are 

very backward and poor. The actual developmental work is not 

overall done in the district. So it is to say that the road develop-

ment is not yet improved upto State Highway standard. It is antici-

pated that when the projects will be ·complete the road communication 

within the district will improve further. It is to be noted here 

that with the construction of N1PC township at Khejuriaghat Old 

settlement will grow. The road connection in place of NH 34 iS 

narrow. Action is required to be taken to develop the road(, 17 ) 

- g) Nature of Irrigation for Development of Quality of Population : 

Irrigation system has an important part to play for the 

key development of rural economy. It enlarges the scope for 

extensive cultivation with high yield rate. The rainfall in Malda 

is not uniform all round the year rather it is erratic and not 

evenly distributed in all the areas for which there is considerable 

loss in production of crops. On an average there are 67 rainydays 

in a year. The maximum precepitation received during last 10 

years is 1760.5 mm during 1981 and the minimum is 673.4 mm 



dur:ing 19 72 . Due to lack of sufficient rain water through proper 

distribution of rainfall in different parts of the District the need 

for smooth irrigation system is widely felt and accordingly number 

of irrigation schemes have been executed from time to timer18 ) 

But still it could not satisfy the large scale demand 

of the area for various reasons. The District is not command 

by any major irrigation project for which the irrigation of Malda 

is exclusively dependent on minor irrigation system like River 

lift irrigation, Deep tube-well etc. Which covers only 24 percent 

of the net cropped area of the District. 

in Malda District is shown in tabel 3. 16 . 

The nature of irrigation 

From the table 3 .16 it is proved that the progress in 

irrigation system is very marginal in the District. Perhaps this 

is an lmprotant points which should draw attention of the concerned 

authority. 
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Table 3.16 

Nature of Irrigation by different sources of Malda District 
===================================================================================================== 

Blocks 

1. Harishchandrapur I 

2. Harishchandrapur II 

3. Chanchal I 

4. Chanchal II 

5. Ratua 

6. Ratua II 

7. Gazole 

8. Bamongola 

9. Habibpur 

10. Old Malda 

11. Englishbazar 

12. Manikchak 

13. Kaliachak I 

14. Kaliachak II 

15. Kaliachak III 

Net area 
under irri
gation (in 
acres) 

16703 

18000 

11460 

14210 

13770 

7401 

29.732 

3.375 

31700 

18240 

1847 

3950 

4572 

!7599 

4228 

No. 

2 

Nil 

11 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

22 

Nil 

36 

Nil 

2 

2 

3 

6 

4 

Canals Tanks 
Area Be- No. Area No. 
netitted beneti 
(in acres) tted 

62 

Nil 

130 

Nil 

Nil 

Nil 

25 

Nil 

18000 

Nil 

50 

100 

124 

16139 

(in -
acres) 

307 887 

Nil Nil 

23 185 

10 

34 

22 

390 11440 20 

97 250 31 

Nil Nil 57 

205 9575 39 

75 75 35 

1305 4187 37 

420 12478 34 

10 10 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

Ni 1 Nil 

19 

23 

6 

9 

RLI 
Area 
beneti 
tted 
(in -
acres) 

1724 

2000 

990 

2010 

4500 

3880 

6800 

1300 

4525 

1000 

668 

2000 

296 

400 

788 2 30 Nil Nil 

DTWS 
No. Area 

beneti 
tted 
(in -
acres) 

STWS 
No. Area 

beneti 
tted 
(in -
acres) 

Others 
No. Area 

neriefi 
tted 
(in -
acre sO 

4 551 1102 12209 42 1270 

Nil Nil 

9 

7 

465 

455 

4000 1600 

21 

2 

210 

305 

Nil Nil 

1120 9480 

Nil Nil 

18 2400 1250 6250 10 370 

36 1478 681 2043 Nil Nil 

3 367 1200 10080 52 2885 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

22 580 

22 480 

10 450 

500 

534 

510 

639 

150 

10 !008 24 

9 500 4 

Nil Nil 18 

2000 

4282 

4182 

639 

900 

121 

555 

540 

Nil Nil 

3 706 

Nil Nil 

Nil Nil 

10 500 

600 3023 

4 5 

1!25 2870 

-------------------------------------·---------------------------------------------------------------
Total 196787 88 .34630 2907 39117 376 32093 150 87~4 10635 45916 2966 21109 

-----------------------------------:---------------------------------------------
Source District Profile Report, Malda, 1990. 
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SUMMARY 

The preocess of economic development involves the utili-

sation of physical resources of nation by the labour force of a 

country so that productive .potential is realised. In this context 

the development of a district . level, there is no doubt that the 

labour force of this district makes a positive contribution, but 

it is equally true that rapidly growing population retards the process 

of development of a nation as well as a District. 

From a generalised survey in the Malda District it is 

found that per capita cultivated area is gradually on the decline 

in this District. Between 1921 and 1981 the cultivated area per 

capita dropped and to compensate for this fall in cultivated landman 

ratio , it is imperative that efforts be made to raise productivity. 

Since a major part of the increase in population takes place in 

the rural areas it also signifies that the share of family consumption 

in total food production will increase and much less will be left 

over as marketable surplus. These are gloomy forebodings which 

stress the necessity of family limiation. 

Rising population increases the number of children and 

hence demands higher expenditure on education. From a survey 

of the Malda district it is found that there is no doubt that expen-

diture on education can be viewed as social investment in men 

that ultimately enhances the productivity of the labour force. 

In addition to this , expenditure on medical care and public health 

will also · call forth further investment. Not only that, the additional 



population has to be provided housing accommodation. 

Therefore the quality of population can be judge from 

life expectancy, the level of literacy and the level of technical 

training attained by the people of this district. The level of literacy 

rates of Malda District is far low compared to State level. A 

break-up reveals that the male-literacy rates in compared to female 

literacy rateis;notsuprising. But in 1981 it is seen that the female 

literacy rate increases is more prominent in case of rural areas. 

The difference in the literacy rates between urban and rural areas 

is statistically significant for all the years for both male and female 

population. 

The Constitution of India provided free and compulsory 

education for all children until they complete the age of 14 years. 

The non-formal education centre is also very significant to literate 

of a females in the rural areas of a district. Still the level 

of female literacy rate is slightly increased during 1981. The. 

average number of doctors increases marginally in case of urban 

areas over the years while that for rural areas it is declines. 

The value of 1 t 1 is found to be statistically significant for 1961 

but fran 1971 it becomes low and statistically insignificant. There

fore the number of doctors is much lower than the higher growth 

of population in the district. 

In India life expectancy at birth was 46. 4 years for 

the decade 1961-71,_ 47.1 years for the males and 45.6 years 

for females. Compared this figures in case of Malda District, 

it is found that the life expectancy at birth was 11.10 case of 
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total population. The life expectancy is dependent on the incidence 

of mortality rates which in turn, depend on a large number of 

factors such as the occurrence of epidemics, the prevalent of 

diseases, the level of nutrition attained by the people of a district, 

the condition of living, care of women, infant mortality rates etc. 

For quite a long period of time, expectation of life in this district 

was low. Greater care of women due to· change in our attitude 

towards women has also contributed to higher life expectancy oj 

the female population in this district while poverty of the district 

level is at the root of this phenomenon of short life span, the 

discovery of wonder medicines to control epidemics like plague, 

cholera, influenza or small pox, the general inprovement in medical 

assistance, increase in the number of hospitals, doctors, nurses, 

midwives and better control of diseases have all helped to save 

]jfe. In recent years, the public health measures taken under 

vatious plans have further reduced death rate. Even then,· the 

present level of life expectancy in the district does not favourable. 

Infant death rate is found to be higher in case of urban areas 

than rural areas for all the years considered, though the difference 

between the two areas is statistically insignificat and declining 

over time. One of the reasons for this could be the better repor

ting of death in urbanized areas. 

In general it can be seen that the availability of educa

tion and health facilities increases over time in both urban and 

rural areas of this district. This is further evident from the· 

rising trend of the mean values for most of the variables. Variables 
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such as number of health centres and hospital beds, literacy rate 

show consistently increasing values while infant death rate shows 

a steady decreasing trend for this district from 1961 to 1981. 

The only expeption is the number of dispensaries which show a 

decreasing trend over the · years. 'This merely implies that this 

particular set up of health facilities is being increasing supplemented 

by provision of multipurpose, larger and more sophisticated units. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

'This study aims at presenting a coherent report . on 

agricultural development in the ar-ea of Maida District for the period 

1980 to 1990. The main focus of the study is on crop production 

which is the major activity in the primary sector accounting for 

about 70 percent of the output in this sector. The present study 

is also concerned with the agricultural sector, the emphasis is 

on the ·small farmers and the focus is on their credit aspects. 

The size and nature of the credit market largely depend upon 

the economic conditions of the borrowers and the lenders, which, 

in turn, depend upon their major profession - agriculture in 

this case. Agriculture of a region is largely determined by physical 

factors like temperature, rainfall, irrigation,· soil conditions, .etc. · 

a) Analysis Regarding Sample Villages 

From our survey design we shoose six villages of six 

blocks out of 15 blocks of Maida. We have drawn our samples 

in such a way that paddy and jute, apart from other cereals and 

pulses, are reflected in our samples in proportion to their signifi-

cance. The village were selected in such a way that the· agro-

climatic and agro-economic conditions of the villages broadly conform 

to those of the districts. The sample villages have the usual geo-

graphical and demographic features shown in the table 4.1. and 

Appendix - IV. 



Table : 4.1 

GeoBraphical and Demographic Features of the Sample Villages 
=======================-=--=-=======-===-=========-================================================== 

Villages Population Total no. Total geo- Total cul- Net Irri- Source of Rainfall Average Area Shown 
of major graphical tivated gated area Irrigation (mm) size of more than 
populati- areas ar·eas firms once 
on caste (hectare) (Acre ) (acres) (bigha) 
wise 

i) Bora 6598 4280 593 387 252 Tubewell 1211 11.22 265 
Sujapur (Muslim) (65.26) (65. 11) (with Electricity) (68.47) 

ii) Chotto 2614 1725 392 222 - Tubewell 728 7.10 1t2 
Mahadipur (Muslim) (56.63) (with Electricity) (50.45) 

iii) Chakseherdi 1151 528 260 135 45 River 1681 5. 12 62 
f.1uslim) ( 51.02) (33.33) (45.92) 

iv) Lakshipur 2823 2140 680 242 185 Tubewell 1082 12.82 152 
(Hindu) (35.58) (76.44) (with Electricity) (62.80) 

v) Khempur 2480 1992 1500 420 389 Tubewell 1056 10.22 220 
(Hindu) (28.00) (92.61) (with Electricity) (52.38) 

vi) Bagdol 1476 1398 377 252 292 River 1281 12.92 265 
(SC/ST> (93.36) (82.95) <75.28) 

1--l 
0 
1--l 



The table 4.1 shows that the villages chosen represent 

average characteristics in terms of area, population, agricultural 

practices and yields. They have some interesting sociological 

characteristics. For example, while Bora Sujapur and Chotto Maha

dipur are predominated by Muslim population, Khempur and Lakhsmipur 

is predominated by Hindu population and also Bagdol is predominated 

by SC and ST population. The villages were chosen in such a 

manner that both irrigated and unirrigated areas are covered for 

study. 

Thus the table 4.1 also shows that Khempur and Bagdol 

are highly irrigated, Lakshmipur and Bora Sujapur are partly irrigated 

and Chakseherdi is mainly unirrigated. AlthoU1gh Khempur and Bagdol 

are mostly irrigated, percentage of total cultivated area sown 

more than once is higher in Chakseherdi than Khempur or Bagdol, 

which indicates that apart from irrigation, other factors influencing 

cropping intensity, for example, rainfall, farm size, availability 

of credit facilities could be important. 

Out of these six villages, Lakshipur ( Ratua - I block ) 

and Bagdol ( Gazole Block ) are primarily rice producing areas 

whereas Chakseherdi ( Kaliachak -ill Block ) , Bora Sujapur ( Kalia

chak - I Block ) , Chotto Mahadipur ( Kaliachak - II Block ) and 

khempur ( Chanchal Block ) are producing rice and wheat - West 

Bengal's two major crops. Of course, wheat has become important 

crops. in the table 4. 3 we can show the percentage of cultivated 

area under major crops in the selected villages of Malda District 

Before analysing the particular villages, we at first show the area 
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on HYV in Malda District as a whole in table 4. 2. 

Table 4.2 

Area on HYV ( in Hec1are 

Year A us Am an Bora Wheat 

1976-77 12024 13864 23854 39878 

1977-78 10198 18528 24577 33535 

1978-79 10182 19124 25354 34072 

1979-80 3719 18580 20966 38581 

1980-81 5588 23840 23372 39092 

1981-82 7660 28956 28000 33688 

1982-83 6928 32058 30305 35850 

1983-84 8728 31892 33125 40930 

Source Principal Agricultural Officer, Malda. 

compared to the above table, now we can show the 

percentage of cultivated area under major crops in our sample 

villages of Malda district in table 4. 3 

From the table 4. 3 it is seen that in the Rabi Season 

of West Bengal is assuming importance with the spread of wheat. 

In the case of rice, bora, that is summer paddy-cUltivation has 

spread much more under the impact of new technology than Aus 

and Am an, Apart from these crops, several other crops like potato, 

mango, mulberry, sugarcane, vegetables etc. are plso produced 

in these villages. 
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Table : 4. 3 

Percentage of Cultivated Area Under Major Crops 

===============================================================================~===================== 

Villeges Percentage of cultivated area under selected crops 

Am an A us Bora Wheat 

Local HYV Local HYV Local HYV Local HYV 

Bora 
Sujapur 68.42 15.18 38.22 11.81 13.28 - 26.82 

Chotto 
Mahadipur 48.72 7.31 14.27 - 20.82 

Chakseherdi 20.12 3.18 12.28 2.12 2.91 - 2.20 

Kshempur 72.01 18.22 36.12 52.82 - 32.28 

Lakhipur 58.22 12.28 3.32 - 25.18 

Bag dol 70.11 16.22 40.52 3.37 51.11 - 30.12 

Source Village papers. 

~ 
0 
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From the villages we got the household level. In each 

village, a complete list of households was collected from the village 

papers anci stratified into the following seven size groups of owner

ship holdings 

1. Below 5.0· bighas ( 1 bigha = 0.33 acres ) 

2. 5.1 to 10. 0 bighas 

3. 10.1 to 15.0 big has 

4. 15.1 to 20.0 bighas 

5. 20.1 to 25.0 big has 

6. 25.1 to 40.0 bighas 

7. Above 40. 0 bighas. 

!n determining the number of households we make an 

intensive study of the small farmers who constitute the bulk of 

peasantry. The number of households thus fixed purposively for 

each size-group, the actual households for study were chosen 

at random from the list of households belonging to each group. 

The details of the distribution of the land-owning sample households 

are shown in table 4. 4 

The collection of data has been done through personal 

interViews with the help of the questionnaire. A pilot field survey 

was carried out in August, 1990 in Malda District and thereafter 

the questionnaire was 8ltered and improved in the light of the 

experience gained. We made a major field survey carried out 

from 20th October 1990 to 12th December 1990. 

done among 436 land owners. 

This survey had 

Apart from this survey, another sample of 209 from 
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Table 4.4 

Village Wise Distribution .~Land 0_!vning Sam~Households 

=====~~~~~~=====:==~=~---===~===========:============================================================================================ 

Ownership holding Boro Sulepur Chotto M&hadipur Chaksherdi Khetnf'U( Lakshipur B11gdol . All -·-----. -··· 
!bighill Totlll No. of Tot11l No. of Total No. of Tote! No.of Total No.of Total No. of Total No. of 

no. of sample no. of sample no. of sample no. of se~>ple no. of sample no. of Slli!IPle no. of sample 

house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house- house-
holds holds holds holds holds hlods holds hlods hold:. L -' _,_ 

lr'V.I.V~ holds holds holds holds 
2 .3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 II 12 D 14 15 

o. 1-5.0 100 40 80 ?4 40 27 85 35 48 19 52 38 413 183 
(44.30) 

5.1-10.0 ~2 10 41 28 18 07 38 19 30 22 22 00 181 94 
!51.93) 

10.1-15.0 25 08 35 ' 15 15 11 39 22 27 08 D 12 174 76 
I 43.68) 

15.1-20.0 13 05 09 05 09 05 14 04 20 07 18 09 83 35 
(42. 17) 

20.1-25.0 10 04 08 02 03 03 07 03 09 05 f) 04 48 21 

(43.75) 

25.1-40.0 08 05 08 04 06 04 05 03 07 04 05 02 39 22 
!56.4)) 

Above 40.0 05 Ol 03 01 - 06 02 - - 03 OJ 17 05 
1;,>9.42) 

-------
All 201 73 i84 19 91 57 194 88 141 55 144 74 955 436 

(45.65) 

Source 1·1eld Survey. Note : Figrures in brackets In last col. are the percentage figures of the total number of 

housr1holds shown in c'ol. 14. 

f-' 
0 
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non-land owners was drawn for study. They are pure share-

croppers, kishani and agricultural labourers. 

sample are given in table 4. 5 . 

The details of this 

These three categories of non-land owners were asked 

questions about area leased in, purchase of grain and market 

disposal, subsistence consumption items, output and by products, 

their shares in cost of production, other off-farm income and 

credit (l) 

Out of 436 land owning households, 32% leased in and 

6% leased out some portions of land, while 62% were totally owned 

and self operated. The ayerage size of ownership as well as 

operational holding and the area leased in and leased-out as percen

tage to · owned area for different categories of ownership holdings 

are shown in table 4. 6 • 

From table 4. 6 it shows that the average sizes of owner

ship holdings are not significantly different from those of the opera-

tional holdings. In both the cases it reveals 22 bighas. This 

is also shows from the above table that the area leased in constitu-

tes 16 .12 percent to the owned area in the selected villages whereas 

4. 81 percent constitute of the owned area was leased out. With 

the increase in the ownership holdings, the area leased in as 

a percentage to the area owned falls, whereas the percentage 

of owned area leased out increases, 
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Table : 4.5 

Village-wise Distribution of the Non-land OwningSample Households 

===================================================================================================== 

Villages No. of land- No. of pure No. of Kishani No of agricul- Total No of landless 
less house- share crop- households tural labour households studied 
holds in the ping house- studied households ( 3+4+5 ) 
village holds studied studied 

1 2 3 4 5 6 

Bora Sujapur 32 5 7 16 28 
(87.50) 

Chotto Mahadipur 65 3 12 25 40 
(61. 53) 

Chakseherdi 160 4 - 92 96 
(60.00) 

Lakshmipur 42 2 3 5 10 
(23.81) 

Khempur 58 - 4 - 04 
(6.89) 

Bagdol 70 10 3 18 31 
(44.28) 

Source Field Survey data. 

Note . Figures in parenthesis jn col. 6 are percentage figures to total landless households shown ..... 
in coL 2 0 
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Table : 4. 6 

Average Size of Holding and Land Tenure Structure 

of the Sample Households 

===============================~============================~======================================== 

Ownership holding 
( bigha) 

0.1-5.0 

5.1-10.0 

10.1-15.0 

15.1-20.0 

20.1-25.0 

25.1-40.0 

Above 40.0 

All 

Source Field data . 

Average size of holding ( Bigha 
Ownership Operational 

3.28 6.12 

7.12 9.17 

13.08 14.15 

20.72 18.32. 

24.62 23.42 

34.18 33.05 

42.22 48.28 

22.12 22.54 

% to owned area 
Area Ie-ased -ill Area leased out 

150.12 8.42 

4·0.26 0.82 

7. 72 1.72 

2.20 2.82 

2.82 3.59 

3.18 6.22 

7.12 

16;12 4.81 

...... ...... 
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b) Agricultural Credit 

Agricultural credit is an old problem and yet largely 

an unsolved one, especially in relation to the small . farmers. 

The improtance of well-functioning credit market in the process 

of economic development of a country needs hardly any emphasis. 

Prior to the .All-India Rural Credit Survey, 1953-54, the problem 

attracted the attention of the politicians and intellectuals and several 

committees and commissions were instituted from time to time to 

go into the problem of rural indebtedness and the related issues 

and as a result many of the crucial aspects of the credit market 

were indeed highlighted. After the All-India Rural Credit Survey 

which is a landmark in the annals of agricultural credit in India 

and which threw up colossal amount of information about the credit 

·market, interest in agricultural credit was revived. The rates 

of interest in the case of many private loans were suspected to 

be high but such rates were rarely computed systematically to 

arrive at how high they are. This is, however, understandable 

in view of the enormously complicated terms and conditions of 

individual loans in the informal sector of the· credit market consisting 

of different kinds of lenders . Moreover, no attempt has been 

made· to explain why the different systems of lending co-exist in 

the agricultural credit market ( 2 ) . 

The banking industry in India in the last two decades 

has carved a niche for itself in the matter of agricultural and 

rural development finance through with co-operatives with its 1 multi' 

agency approach 1 
• According to the former eminent Reserve Bank 



Governors, 11 the best way to develop and improve the credit delivery 

system would be to look back and remove the bottlenecks and 

impediments, consolidate and plan for the future. 

The concepts of 11 development lending " conforming 

to the idea of looking back and consolidating the progress in the 

future are wo"rth examining. The imperatives of development lending 

are loans should be production- oriented and banks should made 

away from tangibles to treating production as the basis of security 

for lending and they should result in incremental income generation. 

To achieve these objectives an effort at sophistication of technology 

on a continuing basis should be made in the ... context of scarce 

resources and competing demands. The loans should result in 

the creation of additional employment potential, direct and induced 

and be self-liquidation. Conversion of 11 credit into agro-service~ 11 

basic to the production-oriented system of lending should be ensured. 

Efforts should be made to integrate 11 social inputs 11 into ·the lending 

process. 

Once the normal agricultural operations and rural clientele 

are covered, attention must turn to potentially viable clientele .. 

These are now languishing below subsistence levels and need help. 

They have to be· provided technology, organisation, extension and 

credit support in taking up economically viable activities. The 

institutional approach will, therefore, have to upgrade the operational 

levels of. efficiency of the grass roots level institutions such as 

Primary Agricultural credit societies ( PACS ) , FSS, large-sized 

multipurpose societies ( lAMPS ) and the branches of nationalised 
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banks and Regional Rural Banks ( RRBs) . 

In the context of devolution 

to the Panchayati Raj institutions, micro 

of powers, in particular 

level planning assumes 

importance. "Perripatetic teams" in the dominant components of 

development of the area concerned must formulate projcets or 

proposals or schemes for funding the grass-roots level instruments 

of credit dispensation. These should meet the 'Maximum credit 

demand" of the Panchayt, to be backed up by higher tiers of finance. 

· This micro level planning and institutional approach will ensure 

timely and adequate financing which would help the borrowers 

achieve the rate of return computed in the farm plans and/or 

project proposals. 

"Social inputs 1 should be built into the agricultural and 

rural development credit policy. Efforts of the credit institutions 

should be to ensure healthier and more hygienic conditions particu

larly for the poor target groups. It is necessary to design a 

system under which the insurance premia, for health and hygiene 

cover for the weaker sections , will be paid for initially by the 

credit agency and recovered out of the incremental generation 

consequent to the adoption of the new package of practices and 

credit support provided. 

The bottomline for the command area concept and/ or 

1 the service area' approach is to bring in the concept of "total 

development". While trying to remove regional imbalances, by 

supporting a part;i.cular economic activity of a group, which would 

push them up the economic ladder, leaving others behind, imbalances 

are created within the community or the Panchayat. The financial 

institutions may have to devise a system under which "total develop-
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ment" of the area should be attempted. The bedrock of development 

banking is "innovation" . Instead of making a fetish of "Operational 

co-ordination" which is inbuilt, inherent and autom-atic in any system 

of lending under the multi-agency approach, co-ordination for 'Inno

vation • has to be tried. It is estimated that by 2000 AD the average 

holding may be less than 0.4 hectare. To sustain the growth 

rate in agricultural production, efforts at tissue culture and bio

technology may have to be made. Financial ins'titutions 1 especially 

the NABARD, may have to support innovation in this dii-ection( 3 ) 

Co-operatives have made significant contribution towards 

stimulating the rural economy of the State. At present all the 

1, 615 inhabited villages in the district covered by one or the 

other type of farm sector Co-operative Societies. About 52 percent 

of rural adult population has been covered by the Primary Agricul

tural Service Societies to help the farmers in increasing agricul

tural production. 

Now we can discuss the various system of loans prac

tised by different lending agents in the agricultural credit market 

of West Bengal as well as the Malda District. 

to analyse the case of land owning borrowers. 

The Professional Money Lenders 

At first we want 

The distinctive feature of their definition is that their 

other professions are subsidiary to · lending. As between urban 

and rural professional money lenders 1 the former do not have 

much Wormal control over their clients and the later also extend 



loans only against security despite a perceptible informal control 

over a large majority of their clients. The professional urban 

money lenders mostly hold licenses whereas their rural counterparts 

rarely do so, charge exorbitant rates and operate surreptitiously ( 4 ) . 

Since the security is a must, the availability of these 

loans is restricted to those who can afford to offer such securities. 

From our survey report some features of the loans outstanding 

to the professional urban and rural money lenders in the selected 

villages of the district of Malda is shown in table 4. 7 

From the table 4. 7 it is seen that the average rate 

of interest paid by the small farmers is higher than that paid 

_by the larger farmers. This is du1;3 to that the small farmers 

often borrow against their securities carrying high rates. 

The Agricultural Money Lenders 

An agricultural money lender has t.wo sources of income-

income from agriculture and income from usury. At first we 

concentrate our analysis in case of cash to cash system. This 

system is similar to that practised by the professional money lenders. 

We can show the cash to cash system of loans in the selected 

villages of this District in the table 4. 8 

It should be observed from table 4. 8 that these loans· 

are mostly insecured and the rates of interest charged on them 

are very high. 
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Table : 4. 7 

Some Features of the OUtstanding to the Professional Urban and Rural Money Lenders in the 

Selected Villages of the Malda District. 

===================================================================================================== 

Ownership Holding Number of Loans Average size of the Average rate Average Principal Average life Spans 
(bigha) re!:!orted loans of interest as percent of the of the loans (monthJ 

Urban Rural Both Urban Rural Both PER ANNUM <Zl value of security Urban Rural Both 
Urban Rural Both Urban Rural Both 

o. 1-5.0 4 32 36 352 134 243.00 36 91'.23. 63.62 32.0 28.0 30.00 42.0 31.61 36.81 

5.1-10.0 5 34 39 420 102 261.00 36 81,24 58.62 36.0 35.0 35.50 42.0 27.22 34.61 

10.1-15.0 9 12 21 431 220 325.50 36 63.82 49.91 33.0 42.0 37.50 48.0 36.28 42.14 

15. 1-20.0 7 9 16 325 225 275.00 36 58. 15 47.15 34.0 45.0 39.50 82.02 35.21 58.62 

20.1-25.0 8 - 08 390 - 390.00 36 - 36.00 32.0 - 32.00 58.80 - 58.8 

25.1-40.0 12 - 12 280 - 280.00 36 - 36.00 32.0 - 32.00 72.60 - 72.60 

Above 40.00 5 - 05 285 - 285.00 - - - 32.0 - 32.00108.02 - 108.02 

All : 50 87 137 2483 681 2,059.50 

Source : Field data. 

(-A 
(-A 
C) 



Table : 4.8 

Outstanding Cash to Cash Loans from the Agricultural Money Lenders in the 

Selected Villages of Malda District. 

===================================================================================================== 

Ownership 
holding 
(bigha) 

0.1-5.0 

5.1-10.0 

10.1-15.0 

15.1-20.0 

20.1-25.0 

25.1-40.0 

Above 40.0 

All 

Source 

No. of households 
reporting 

15 

9 

10 

8 

6 

-
48 

Field data, 

No. of loans 
reported 

38 

27 

19 

8 

6 

98 

Average size 
of loans ( RS) 

120 

295 

420 

151 

109 

219 

Average duration 
of loans (Mont h) 

9.0 

11.4 

7.8 

6.9 

8.77 

Tins is actually kind of loan converted to cash and an interest in cash is levied. 

Average rates 
of interest per 
annum ( % ) 

81 

85 

48 

52 

67 

==================~================~===============================~================================= 

!-" 
!-" 
....:J 



c) The Role of Commercial Banks and RRBs in Case of Agricultural 

credit in Mcilda District 

Historically as well as economically one of the purposes 

of establishing the financial institutions like credit system was 

to help the poor people for survival of their economic life and 

for their development. In this case; commercial banking and the 

regional rural banking came up on the traditional lines and to 

boost up the rural development and as well as the urban development. 

But the leadership and ethos in commercial banks were urban. 

The gradual change started in 1954 following the recommendations 

of the All-India Rural Credit Survey Committee. The Commercial 

and Rural banks do play a dynamic attitude in the development 

process of rural and backward areas and for the uplift of the 

poorer sections of society. 

One of the objective of the commercial banks is to support 

integrated rural development with the necessary credit from the 

institutional sector. Their credit should be sufficiently widespread 

so as to cover 1J1epoorer sections of the population. These sections 

so far did not get a fair deal in the matter of credit. The emphasis 

was laid · on development- oriented lending and the institutional credit 

system continued to suffer from certain basic shortcomings. Over 

the years, the Co-operatives which had an earlier start in this 

field, have tended to go the way of private commercial banks. 

J.n this sense the lending operations of commercial ane! co-operative 

banks had tended, by and large, to be more money lending., but 

withOUt satisfactory organisational, procedural . and operational 

118 
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arrangements for planned and systematic dovetailing with the overall 

national development policies and objectives ( 5 ) . 

Village adoption scheme ( V/lS ) was accepted by banks 

and they framed its own guidelines regarding selection of villages, 

activities to be financed, identification of beneficiaries etc. The. 

general criteria followed by banks in the selection of villages 

for adoption are good potential for development, easy accessibility 

and non-susceptibility to recurrent natural calamities. 

By December 1989, Commercial banks had adopted 20,172 

villages in the country. In Malda District, to start with the prog

ramme of adoption the sum of Rs; 3. 45 lakh was distributed under 

Integrated Rural Development programme. The allotment for IRDP 

for the year 1989-90 was fixed for Malda District at Rs. 274.80 

.lakhs and this amount was shared equally by both the Govt., i.e. 

Govt. of India and the Govt. of West Bengal. In 1989-90, the · 

Malda District has been assigned with the target of 10,710 new 

families only. There is no target for old cases. As there is 

no scope for old cases in 1989-90, the DRDA has instructed all 

Panchayat. Samities not to sponsor and not to sanction the old cases 

at all in 1989-90. The DRDA has assessed the spill over cases 

on IRDP for all categories of caste for which subsidy had to be 

provided in 1989-90. Considering the all circumstances and the 

availability of fund for the release of subsidy for the family oriented 

programme in 1989-90 and the poverty incidence in the concerned 

Panchayat Samities in this district, the new families to be covered 

in 1989-90 for each category of caste by the concerned Panchayat 

., 
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Samity has been finalised and each Panchayat Samity has been 

advised to sponsor the cases of new families only as per assigned 

target of SC/ST and General Caste to be covered in 1989-.90 .f 6 ) 

Now we can show the spill over IRDP cases of Panchayat Samity 

and new families to be covered further under IRDP in 1989-90 

by each Panchayat Samity in the table 4. 9 . 

From the. table 4. 9 it is seen that the coverage of SC/ST 

performance was not satisfactory at all by this district during 

. the last four years in the Seventh Plan. It was stressed in the 

last year . and the District Rural Development Agency improved the 

matter by achieving the stipulated target for Sc/ST. It is noted 

from table 4. 9 that from the beginning of the S~venth Plan, the 

women coverage was most and it was fixed that beneficiaries to 

be benifitted must be 30% women out of the total beneficia-iss to 

be covered under ffiDP. From the analysis of year-wise performance 

during the four years of the Seventh Plan it is noted that 5. 5% 

in 1985-86, 10.8% in 1986-87, 30.18% in 1987-88 and 44.5% in 

1988-89, women beneficiaries were covered only( 7 ) . 

The members of the CRAF1CARD, however, observed, 

during their field survey to the a::lopted Villages, that VAS did not 

led to any intensive financing in the adopted villages in the sense 

that the work actually done and results accomplished in the adopted 

villages are by no means impressive. But in case of West Bengal 

this piCture is more or less better than that of other many provinces. 

d) Role of Developmental Banking Institutions 

The role of development banking is mainly depends on 



Table : 4.9 

Statement of Spill over 1RDP Cases of Each Panchayat Samity and New Families to be 

Covered Further under IRDP in 1989-90 by Each Panchayat Sarnitity in, the District of Malda. 

===================================================================================================== 

Name of Panchayat 
Samity 

Harishchandrapur-I 

Harishchandrapur-li 

Chanchal -1 

Chanchal - II 

Total number of spill 
over cases penmng 
for release of sub
sidy inclumng new 
and old cases under 
1RDP 

Gene SC 
ral 
caste 

716 196 

342 55 

572 48 

354 56 

ST Total 

- 912 

03 400 

21 641 

60 470 

No. of 
women 
benefi
ciaries 
involved 

774 

3-18 

608 

289 

Total nos. 
of new 
families 
to be 
covered 
further 
by Pan
chayat 
Samity in 
1989-90 

520 

540 

480 

420 

Categories of families 
caste-wise to be 
covered further of 
new families in 1989-
9 0 under TIIDP 

Gene SC · ST Total 
ral 
caste 

135 350 35 520 

285 200 55 540 

150 310 20 480 

180 130 110 420 

Nos of further 
women benefic
iaries to be 
covered out of 
total families 
in 1989-90. 

450 

43(J 

380 

350 

Corrtd ••••• 
1-> 
N 
~ 



Contd ••••• 

Ratua -I 595 97 12 804 475 600 210 300 90 600 480 

Ratua - II 916 05 11 932 687 560 160 375 25 560 480 

Manikchak 387 53 - 440 421 560 250 300 10 560 480 

Englishbazar 405 116 - 521 211 560 310 200 50 560 480 

Old Malda 424 201 21 646 470 480 120 200 160 480 380 

Habibpur 228 350 80 658 241 880 220 360 300 880 700 

Bamongola 94 88 12 194 47 480 120 240 120 480 380 

Gazole 724 122 39 835 556 1200 300 500 400 1200 1000 

Kaliachak - I 763 03 - 766 694 560 200 360 - 560 480 

. Kaliachak - II 606 72 - 678 591 400 150 250 - 400 320 

Kaliachak - II 1 173 01 - 174 113 560 300 260 - 560 480 

Total 7399 1463 259 9192 6525 8800 3090 4335 1375 8800 7270 

N.B. : Old Cases : 1207 
Ne1~ Cases ~ 7922_, 

9129 

Source DRDA Report on JRDP, 1989-90. 

'""" N 
N 
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The credit used as a lever of development. This means that this 

bank assumes anticipation and adoption of a plan of action. It 

calls for initiative and energetic involvement on the part of the 

bank in development the potential opportunities of the undeveloped 

or underdeveloped sections or sectors , through selective and strate'gic 

input of credit. The role of credit institutions has , therefore , 

to be tuned to meet the requirements of specific areas and speci-

fie tar get groups . This point has also been emphasised in the 

Sixth Five Year Plan 1980-85 ; A framework, as under : 

"Given the diversity in resource endowments, agroeco-

logical conditions and socio-cultural milieu of different areas in 

the country, it is ob:viousthat no uniform model of rural development 

would be adequate. However, if the basic aim, namely that the 

real benefit to be derived . by the poorest person should be the 

primary yardstick for measuring the utility of plan proposals and 

investment decisions is rigorously adhered to, we would have 

taken the first step essential for an accelerated rural regeneration 

movement"( 8 ) . 

For proper planning of rural_ credit, there is a District 

Consultative Committe (OCC) in most of the district. In Malda 

District there is the District Development Office and Lead bank 

Officer, UBI in this district is the convenor of the OCC. Membership 

of the Committee is open to all the credit institutions operati:1g 

in the district ( 9 J • 

From our contirinuous.tisits and discussions with different 

members of OCC of Malda we noticed a general indifference towards 

ensuring that the loan disbursed led to the contemplated production. 



The Co-operative system uniformly admitted that they are not investing 

in the follow-up of programmes. But in case of IRDP, they had 

done something for better-off the economic position of this district. 

From our field survey and from the direct interogation of the diffe

rent branch manager of Commercial Banks and Rural Banks, the 

achievement on IRDP is given in the table 4.10 . 
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From table 4. 10 it is seen that the credit disbursement 

through the banks though is not sufficient but they all tried to 

help the rural poor for their better economic living. The rural 

banks, specially GGB had done a lot. The credit position by 

th:is bank is higher than the other commercial banks. It is also 

·seen from our survey that the repayment position of GGB is not 

satisfactoty. 

Credit Delivery System 

Banking in the rural sector for the benefit of the rural 

households has to be tunedup, to the maxi.mim extent, with the 

social and economic environment in which the rural people live. 

Credit institutions engaged in providing credit to poorer sections 

in the rural areas. Therefore banking for the · vast majority of 

rural people has to become a supervised and personalised service. 

WhHe Commercial banks. are not fully accustomed to 

deal with rural households, the later are also not familiar with 

the ways of banks. As Shri B. K. Dutta, long-time Chairman of 

United Bank of India , puts it : 

" The so-called neglected sector requires complete under-



Table : 4.10 

Achievement on IRDP in 1988-89 Bank-wise statement. 
========================-======-=--=--=-===--========-=======--====-=--=-==-========================= 

Sl. Name of the Financial Subsidy credit Families Benefi- ST Female sc 
No. Institutions (Rs) limit benefitted ciaries 

(Rs.) covered 

-
1.. Gaur Gramin Bank 12751891 23892455 6282 9073 405 2844 2563 

2. United Bank of India 4075357 8007278 1954 3136 48 1015 661 

3. State bank of India 2659810 5375012 1369 2091 26 771 397 

4. Allahabad Bank 1110688 2191833 474 606 71 68 133 

5. Central Bank of India 964232 1961976 391 520 13 205 109 

6. United Commercial Band 509566 1074503 405 461 - 150 24 

7. Union Bank of India 473562 981392 237 344 - 143 11 

8. Bank of India 363440 774704 224 224 - 55 18 

9. Panjab National Bank 96703 205832 71 80 - 47 

10. United Industrial Bank 1700 3400 1 1 

11. Malda Co-op. Land 
Dev. Bank 1386937 3047365 653 670 4 48 71 

Total 23393886 47515750 12011 17206 567 5346 3987 

Source DRUA. Report 1989-90 and Field Report. 
~ 
N 
C11 
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standing of not ohly its need for finance but also of its problems 

and potentialities . Plenty of zeal and attention, innovation and 

development is required of the bank staff in this area " . 

The All-India Rural Credit Review Co:nmitte 1969 ) 

referred to the problem of the reluctance of bank staff to work 

in the rural areas and suggested that the problem 11 be tackled 

by recruiting persons who are residing in rural areas, by bl:lfiding 

up a cadre of staff exclusively to manage rural branches with 

provision for promotion or transfer to urban cadres in due course, 

·or by making it obligatory on the staff who are newly recruited 

to serve for a minimum number of years in the rural areas before 

they are confirmed in service 11 One reason for the reluctance 

of bank staff to work in the rural centres is that these centres 

do not have satisfactory facilities in respect of housing, education 

and medical care. The second point is that since the poorer 

among the rural households are not literate enough to deal with 

banks the forms and procedures adopted by banks whether for 

lending or for deposit mobilisation have to be as simple as possible .c 10 ) 

e J Co-operative Credit to the poor 

'The primary agricultural credit societies functioning 

at the base of the co-operative credit system constitute the major 

retail outlet of short and medium-term credit to the rural sector. 

Attempts have been made to strengthen them ·through structural 

reorganisation and rationalisation cif their operations, particularly 

in respect of financing seasonal farm activities, through a produc-



tion-oriented system of lending called the crop loan system(_1l) 

Since the beginning of this decade, a significant shift 

has been effected in the loan policies of Co-operatives for meeting 

the credit needs of the small and marginal farmers and other 

weaker sections of the rural community. The Reserve Bank stipulated 

:in 1970-71, that 10 percent of the drawals on its short term credit 

limits granted to Central Co-operatives Banks ( CCBs) should be 

for financing small and marginal farmers defined for this purpose 
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as those having operational holdings of 1 . 2 hectares 3 acres) 

or less. In 1971-72 this percentage was raised to 20 in 1975-76, 

this norm was linked to the loans issued to small farmers during 

the year instead of loans out standing. In 1976-77, the parameters 

for identification of small farmers for this purpose were revised 

so as to range from 01 hectare to 3 . 2 hectares ( 2. 5 acres to 

8 acres) , taking note of the geo-physical and agro-climatic conditions 

of each district in the country. Thus the flow of credit to the 

weaker sections increased from Rs. 213 crores in 1973-74 to 

about Rs. 490 crores in 1977-78 in India. Comparing with the 

Malda District, the total Co-operative loan from Rs. 7. 51 lakhs 

in 1971-72 toRs. 220.76 lakhs in 1989-90. The landless labourers, 

rural artisans and marginal farmers holding lands of not more 

than 0 . 5 acres each, numbering 2 crores in all, w er~ assisted 

with consumption credit by 2324 PACs to the extent of Rs. 1 crore 

in 1989-90. 

The Commercial bank had also played a vital role in 

case of rural credit. They had done immense help to the rural 
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poor because of they began with the conver::;ion of the Imperial 

Bank of India into the State Bank of India (SBI) in accordance 

with the recommendation of the Rural Credit Survey Committee Report 

1954 which proposed that 11 the new institutions should draw 

up, in collaboration with the Reserve Bank, and undertake a much 

larger programme of branch extension to rural areas 11
• The 

Commercial banks have tried to reach and finance farmers not 

only individually through direct loans but also through the medium 

of primary societies. Two schemes of financing through Co-operatives 

have been in operation for sometime. According to the first scheme, 

introduced in June 1970, some of the PACS · in the jurisdiction of 

weak CCBs arc ceded to Commercial banks. Under the second 

scheme, commercial banks organised GSS. 

they financed LAMPS. 

Deposit Mobilisation 

In the tribal areas 

The primary agriculhiral credit societies, as first organi

sed, were primarily conceived as people's institutions for promoting 

thrift and mutual aid among their members. The principles of 

State Partnership in share capital and management of societies 

enunciated by the Rural Credit Survey Committee ( 1954 ) , was 

intended to boost their image and prestige so that they could attract 

rural savings and build up their: own financial strength through 

deposit resources. However, by and large, this objectives has 

remained unfulfilled and the societies have come bo be perceived 

as mere lending agencies. A large cleposit base provides a count-



ervailing force of. depositors which is extremely desirable as a 

balancing factor against the group of borrower·s, pure and simple. 

Short term loans 

The short term and medium term Co-operative credit 

structure conforms to a broad pattern of SCBs at the State level, 

and p.,f!!.Ls at the lease level. In case of smaller States or Union 

territories with the SCB at the apex level directly financing . PACS 

at the lease level. We can show the agricultural loans given 
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by the Malda District Central Co-operative Bank Ltd. in the table 4. 11. 

· From the table 4 .11 it is seen that the total investment 

of this bank rises high as much as before. 

Long term Loans 

The long term Co-operative Credit structure is federal 

in some States and unitary in others. Bihar, Gujrat, Jammu and 

Kashmir, Maharastra and Uttar Pradesh have unitary structure 

where the SLDB concerned finances individuals through directly 

at network of its branches o Incase of Himachal Pradesh and West 

Bengal which have a mixed pattern, the structure is federal with 

PLCBs as affiliates. The Malda Co-operative Land Development 

Bank Ltd 0 has the sole authority to give Long term Co-operative 

loan to farmers and they give loans in the minor irrigation, Fisher

ies, Bullock and Bullock-Cart, purchase of agricultural implements, 

Tractor, Power-tiller etc. The total amount of Loans issued by 

this bank :in different years is shown in table 4. 12. 



Table 4.11 

Some Amount of Outstanding .in Crop Loan by OCCB in 1986 
( Rs • in 1 000 ) 

===================================================================================================== 

Sectors/ W.C/ST Crop 
Schemes 

A/C Amount 

1. Agriculture 

a) Crop loan 15684 15684 

Of which under 
SCP CCol.3) 

b) Minor Irrigation 

c) Farm Mech 

Total 15684 15684 

Term Loan 

A/C Amount 

Of which under 
TSP CCol.3) 

222 236 

222 236 

Source OCCB, Malda Head Office. 

Total 

A/C Amount 

15684 15684 

222 236 

15906 15920 

Of which Of which Ot which Of which 
under spl. under share under IRDP under IRDP 
component crop (Col.3) SC/ST< Col. 4) 
(Col.3) (c01.3) 
A/C Amount A/C amount A/C Amount A/C Amount 

8000 7200 2276 2276 3250 3250 2872 1525 

47 125 

8047 7325 2276 2276 3250 3250 2872 1525 

.... 
w 
0 



Table : 4.12 

Amount of Loan Issued by Malda District Central Co-operative 

Land Development Bank Ltd. 
===================================================================================================== 

Year 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 1988-89 1989-90 

Amount of loans 

( Rs . in lakhs ) 15.10 13.22 4.18 0.10 1.22 11.01 40.30 

Source Office of the Malda Co-operative Land Development Bank Ltd.· 

===================================================================================================== 

~ 
w 
~ 
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f) Improvement in Loaning Policies 

Under the crop loan system adopted by the societies, 

a part of the loan is dispensable in kind mainly in the form. of 

fertilisers. This presupposes the existence of satisfactory arrange

ments for procurement of fertilisers/seeds/pesticides in adequate 

quantities. But in many years , the Co-operatives have not been 

able to proceed timely and adequate supply of fertilisers/seeds/pest

icides. 

The Committee' s quiry of SCBs as to the most suitable 

method of simplification of the existing loaning system, they have 

generally favoured the introduction ct a cash credit type of loaning 

in primaries. Under the Cash Credit System the farmer will be 

sanctioned a credit limit, operative for the crop seasons, to be 

drawn upon as and when required and to be repaid as and when 

income accrues to him. The Working Group on Co-operation for 

the Fifth Flve Year Plan ( 1973 ) recommended that the cash -credit 

system be progressively introduced in all areas where multiple 

cropping as well as subsidiary occupations are common among 

members. Later, the Study Team on overdues 1974 ) also 

recommended the extension of cash credit facility by well established 

PACS having full time paid Secretaries to select cultivators who 

adop~ed an intensive form of cultivation and whose past repayment 

report is satisfactory. The RBI too has been suggesting that cash 

credit lending may be introduced in multi-cropped areas. Henceforth, 

all the pros and cons considered, the cash credit system may 

be introduced only gradually, in areas having viable and well 



established primaries with full time staff at their disposal and 

where cultivation of Cash/Plantation crops like sugarcane, banans, 

mulberry is predominant. 

g) Comparative · Differences Between sector-wise/scheme-wise 

Distribution in crop Loan by Different Banks 

The efficiency and effectiveness of the flow of credit, 

for accelerating integrated rural development, will depend on the 

delibery mechanism at the beneficiary level. At first we made 

an survey on OCCB ( 12 ) Malda District in case of agricultural 

credit· and this is shown in the table 4.13 

From table 4.13 it is seen that the District Central Co

operative Bank give loans to the agricultural sector mainly. 
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Table 4.14 shows the agricultural Loan by the L.D.B.Ltd.C 13 ) 

From table 4.14 it is seen that purpose-wise, minor 

ir'rigation accounted highest mainly of the total lending. Evidently 

has main thrust in the lending activities of LDBs continues to be 

on financing Land-leased activities. Even in the State, West Bengal, 

where LDBs are legally entitled to lend for non-land leased purposes, 

financing of such activities which would benefit the rural poor 

has not been taken up in a big way, due presumably to lack of 

expertise and technical know-how with the LDBs for such lending. 

In case of commercial banks, namely United Bank of 

India give some information about agriculture during 1988 in the 

table 4.15 



Table : 4.13 

Some Feature of Outstanding Short-term crop Loans by the OCCB, Maida District during 1984-89. 

===================================================================================================== 

Year 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 

. 
Amount (Invest-
ment) of Loans 
( Rs . in crores) 122.58 135.49 92.98 
outstanding (Investment) 
collection 

109.17 116.12 276.82 
(recovery) 

239.05 276.96 97.00 

Source : Assistant Manager , OCCB, Maida. 

Type of Loan 

a. Short-term 

Category of borrowers 

1. Small farmers upto 
Rs. 2500/-

2. Others 

A. All farmers 

B. Do 
Small farmers upto 
Rs. 2500/-

c e Otber farmers . 

1986-87 1987-88 19 88-89 1989-90 

101.59 107.28 211.16 220.76 

109.46 89.97 133.57 150.00 

272.77 268.00 298.50 401.03 

Purpose of loan 

Agriculture 

Do 

SSI 

Do 
t-> 
w 
~ 



Table 4.14 

Some Measure of Sector-Schemes-wise Distribution by LDB 

===================================================================================================== 

Sectors/ S.C/ST Crop Term Loan Total Of which Of which Of which Of ltlich 
Schemes under spl. under share under IRDP under IRDP 

component crop (Col.3) SC/ST<Col.4) 
Plan (Col.3) 
(Col.3) 

A/C Amount A/C Amount A/C Amount A/C Amount A/C Amount A/C Amount A/C Amount 

1. Agriculture 

a) Crop Loan 18228 18228 

Of which under Of which under 
SCP <Col.3) TSP (C0L.3) 

b) Minor Irri- - - 930 5892 930 5892 930 5772 240 1000 
gat ion 

c) Farm Mech - - 161 971 161 971 147 294 

Total 18228 18228 1091 6863 1091 6863 1077 6066 240 1000 

Source Office of the LDB. 

1-" 
w 
c.n 



Tat)]P J 1" 

Some Features of_~C:~.t~x:-:-:\Yj~e or Sc~e~e-wise Statement on Ag~~C:~~E:~d~~~&_ __ 1988 __ _!ly_U!_3I 

~===========~============~=========================================================================================================== 

Se~tors/ Schemes 

~1. :roo Lc.ar. 

b. ~inor irrign

tion. 

- d.-m '"".:..h. 

rota! 

SC/ST Crop 
A/C Amount 

6049 6049 

6049 6049 

Term loan Tot11l 
A/C Amount A/C Amount 

6049 6049 

287 1495 287 1495 

450 1121 450 1121 

737 2616 6j86 8665 

Sn•rrc(~ le<Jc1 tlnnk Office, Malda Regional Otnr.e of LiB!. 

Of which Of "hich 
unoer spl. unoer sh~re 

camp. CCOUl croplcol3l 
A/C Amt. A/c Amt. 

~620 2896 129' 129 

3620 2896 129 129 

of which of "hich of which of which under TSP 
und-er under under . !col.3l 
IROP!coDl IROP SC/ST Cccl.:!il 

A/C Aat. (col4) A/C ~mt. A/C Amt. 

A/C Amt. 

219 125 7 )) 500 14 25 15 

183 188 60 59 190 190 65 65 

402 1445 134 359 204 197 90 80 

.... 
w 
C) 
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From the table 4.15 it is seen that in case of non-land 

leased activities, particularly artisans and craftsmen, the problems 

are far more complex. So the State Govt. will have to play a 

more direct and active role in the sphere of inputs/supplies, services 

and marketing by building suitable supporting organisations for 

all the three items. In these cases, therefore, identification of 

beneficiaries may better be done byGovt • s own agencies. 

In case of RRBs, specially Gaur Gramin Bank of Malda 

district had done immense help through the agricultural loan to 

the rural poor. The Dantwala Commettee, 1978, recommended 

that RRBs should become an integral part of the rural credit struc-

ture and priority for establishing RRBs should be given to those 

districts where CCBs are weak. Institutional arrangements for 

credit have to ensure the widest coverage possible of the rural 

households. In case of GGB~ 1'\:he agricultural loan position is 

given in table 4.16 . 

From the table 4.16 it is seen that GGB gives credit 

facilities to the rural poor-small and marginal farmers, agricultural 

labourers and rural artisans. But certain minor relations have 

been made allowing them to finance ·'>· big farmers in land-leaded · 

compact area schemes of the AROC in order to ensure that benefit 

of development is not denied to bulk of small farmers as a result 

of this restriction. 



Table .. 4.16 

Some Measures of Sectors/Schemes wise Report by GGB in Case of Agricultural Loan during 1988 

===================================================================================================================================== 

Sector/Schemes 

I. Agriculture 

a) Crop Loan 

b) Minor Irriga

tion. 

c) Farm Mach. 

Total 

SC/ST Crop 

A/C Amount 

10801 10801 

10801 10801 

Term Loan 

A/C Amount 

761 4206 

968 1000 

1729 5206 

Source GGB , Head Office , M alda . 

Tote! of which of w hlch 

under spl. under share 

COIIIP• crop 

(col 3) (col. 3) 

A/C Amt. A/C Amt. A/C Amt, 

10801 10801 5000 6250 471 4 71 

761 4206 641 

966 1000 380 

12530 16007 5000 6250 471 1492 

of w hlch of "hich of w hlch of w hlch under TSP 

under I~P under I~ under SCP (col. ~) 

(col 3) SC/ST <col 3) 

<col. 4) 

A/c Amt. A/c Amt. A/C Amt. A/C Amount 

3823 198 825 42 26 30 18 

412 114 120 393 393 195 195 

4235 312 945 435 421 225 213 

.... 
CJJ 
CXI 
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SUMMARY 

The study seeks to understand the nature of the agricul-

tural credit market in the Malda District. The economic improvement 

of Malda depends upon certain key factors like existence of resources, 

physical and human infrastructural facilities like existence of commu-

nication and transport net work, industrial accommodation, water, 

power and financial institutions and on the motive forces generating 

overall enthusiasm among people to explicit the situation. In fact 

one of the most important reasons of the nationalisation fo commer-

cial banks is to increase the tempo of rural development. In 

India nearly 60% or more live in the villages and the condition 

of rural people has virtually remained unaltered. 

In case of the sample villages, it is seen that Khempur 

and Bagdol are highly irrigated, Lakshipur and Bora Sujapur are 

partly irrigated and Chaksherdi is mainly unirrigated. From our 

Survey in case of Sample Villages it is also seen that Lakshipur 

( Ratua-I ) and Bagdol ( Gazole ) are primarily rice producing 

areas, whereas Chaksherdi ( Kaliachak ill ) , Bora Sujapur ( Kalla-

chak-I J , Chotto Mahadipur ( Kaliachak-II ) and Khempur ( Chanchal ) 

are producing rice and wheat. These are the West Bengal's two 

major crops. From an intensive survey of 200 land owners are 

pure share-croppers, Kishans and agricultural laourers. Out of 

500 land owning households, 32% leased in and 5% leased out some 

portions of land, while 63% were totally owned and self-operated. 

In case of crop productivity, growth rates of area, 
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production were analysed with a view to finding out the contributions 

of area and productivity towards the growth of crop output. Irri

gation along with complementary increases in capital, labour, fertili

sers and HYV seeds in the most important factor determining the 

growth in productivity. In other words, irrigation seems to be 

the most vital factor ( as reveales by II Set of equations ) for 

providing an impetus to crop productivity because other complemen

tary factors are found to be increasing along with. 

In case of strategy for agricultural development, Maida 

has a farm dominated economy. Nearly 48 percent of State ' s 

gross national product is contributed by this sector and ·about 

59 percent of the population is dependent upon it in one way or 

other. The district of Malda has failed to adopt any major irrigation 

project due to its bOth g~ographical and. topological position. 

Out of the total agricultural land only 24% of such land has come 

under irrigation system. 

The increase in the ratio of cultivated area to total 

area from 62 percent in 1950-51 to 78 percent in 1988-89 has 

been mainly due to the reclamation of waste and Misctree grooves 

land. It is seen that east of the Mahananda which bisects the 

district roughly along a north-south line found older ( Pleistocane ) 

alluvium forming , the Barind. The soil of this tract is red soil 

of olf alluvium formation. On the West of the Mahananda, the 

( Soil ) land is light loam called 11 Do-ash 11 It is a latter 

alluium formation and consists of an admixture of clay and sand. 

On the eastern side the proportion of clay is more but farther 



western one goes towards the ganges, the greater becomes the 

proportinon of sand. The soil reaction is neutral. A third type 

of land is a dark loam called metal. 

of clay. 

It has a greater admixture 

Soil is the most important factor in case of an agricultural 

development. More the soil is fertile, more production is expected. 

The district is situated on the western part of the alluviun filled 

gap between the Rajmahal hills on the west and Garo hills on the 

east. East of the Mahananda is composed of stiff clay, containing 

iron and lime and become extremely hard in the cold weather. 

On the west of Mahananda the soil reaction is neutral. 

Quantity and quality for various agricultural inputs· such 

as seeds, fertilizers, pesticides and machinery affect agricultural 

productivity, to a considerable extent. Setting up of seed farms 

processing units for supply of certified seeds. Arrangement for 

s1,.1pply of fertilizers indicating the quantity and the agencies respon

sible for distribution. About 955 numbers of Registered Dealers 

have been appointed throughout the district to supply fertilizer 

to the intending farmers on demand at concessional rates fixed 

by the Govt. Arrangement for supply of pesticides and other chemi

cals to control pest and disease and plant protection equipments 

and for organising demonstration programme etc. for their use. 

There are so many schemes are in operation for the development 

of pulses and oil seed production in this district. The important 

schemes are State Plan Oil seeds Demonstration 0. 33 acre demons

tration at a cost of 155.00 per unit, normal oil seed development 
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Scheme, centrally sponsored Minikit projects and National Oil Seed 

Development Project. 

The State Govt, has set up soil testing laboratories 

and this laboratoties render free services to farmers and guide 

them regarding efficient and optimum use of fertilisers. Plant pro

tection measures also contribute much towards enhancing agricultural 

production. In . view of high cropping intenslty and judicious use 

of fertilisers, weeds have appeared in abundance, this adversely 

affected the yield. Improvement on control of weeds in wheat 

crop has been made a more effective weedicides. Mechanisation 

also plays a vital role in enhancing the agricultural production. 

It adds efficiency to the various agricultural operations so that 

more crops can be grown and the intensity of cropping increases. 

Electricity is also a major constraint to enhancing the agricultural 

production. In some cases , with the installation of more and 

more tubewells, the use of electric power started spreading in 

the rural areas. 

We know that the poorest sections of the rural population 

belong to the families of small and marginal farmers, agricultural 

labourers, rural artisans, scheduled caste and scheduled tribes. 

The Govt. of India introduced the Small Farmers 1 Development Agency 

in different districts in India. In Malda, the SFDA was opened 

in 1974-75, but it started its functions from 1975-76. In April 

1981, the Malda District Small Farmers 1 Development Agency was 

merged with Malda District Rural Development Agency and now many 

development programme have been undertaken by the DRDA. In 
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Malda District the Panchayat Institutions have been given a great 

role in the matter of IRDP, DRDA, Malda is trying its best and 

is to some extent, succesful in raising the consciousness of the 

people generally, with small schemes beneficiaries cannot cross 

the poverty line. So DRDA, Malda suggested that a family may 

be given package of schemes depending on their capabilities of . 

management. Although overall atmosphere was congenial for imple

mentation of IRDP schemes desired result could not be achieved 

· for some important drawbacks. But DRDA, Malda has performed 

valuable service in applying some inputs for some IRDP schemes. 

Historically, one of the purpose of establishing the finan

cial institutions like credit system was to bring together people 

of small means for promoting thrift and mutual help for development. 

Commercial banking, on the other hand, came up on the traditional 

lines and was not tuned to rural lending ( except lending to plan

tation ) even within the framework of their adherence to security

oriented lending . The leadership and ethos in commercial banks 

were urban. However, gradual change started following the reco-

mmendation of the All India Rural Credit Survey Committee in 1954. 

The conversion of the Imperial Bank of India into the State Bank 

of India in 1955, introduction of social control over banks in 1967, 

and the subsequent nationalisation of the major banks in 1969 had 

one important aim, namely, to ensure that the banks do play a 

dynamic role in the development process of rural and backward 

areas and for the uplift of the poorer sections of society. 

Banking in the rural sectors for the benefit of the rural 



households has to be in tune, to the maximum extent, with the 

social and economic development in which the rural people live. 

According to the members of CRAF1CARD, credit institutions, engaged 

in providing credit to poorer sections in the rural areas have, 

therefore, to recognise the facts and factors relating to rural 

India. Since the beginning of the last decade, a significant shift 

has been effected in the loan polices of Co-operatives for meeting 

the credit needs of the small/marginal farmers and other weaker 

sections of the rural community. The SFDA and also some of 

the State Govts provide, whenever necessary, loans to small farmers 

agricultural labourers to enable them to contribute the initial share 

capital required for enrolment in co-operatives. 

The PACS, as first organised, were primarily conceived 

as people's institutions for promoting thrift and mutual aid among 

their members. The members of the CRAF1CARD argued that it 

is high time that PACS should correct the attitude of their work 

and take steps to spread banking habit and mobilise deposits in 

rural areas. A large deposit base provides a countervailing force 
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of depositors which is extremely desirable as a balancing factor 

against the group of labourers, pure and simple. Such balancing 

of forces will help in evolving sound lending policies and practices 

and ensuring promt repayments, besides bringing in larger resources. 

Generally short term and medium term co-operative credit 

structure conforms to broad pattern of SCBEi at the State level, 

and PACS at the village levels. The long-term co-operative credit 
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structure is federal in some States and unitary in others. Malda 

Co-operative Land Development Bank Ltd. has the· sole authority 

to give long-term Co-operative loan to farmers. 11Us bank is 

financed mainly by the newly opened NABARD. In spite of the impor

tant role played by LDB in the provision of investment credit or 

agriculture and allied activities , there are several short-comings 

and deficiencies in their workings. 
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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N 

Mango extensively grown over the whole District. As 

regards other orchard crop of this district, the name of mango 

comes frist. In comparison to the other orchard· crops like jack-

fruits, Guavas, ffananas, the role of man·go orchard is very signi-

.ficant on the economic development of the district. That is why 

the name of mango comes first as a orchard crop in the district, 

with the exception of Barind tract where the red alluvial soil is 

not suitable for its cultivation and the Diara step along the Ganges, 

where the proportion of sand in the soil is excessive. English-

bazar is by far the largest and best growing mango thana. The 

area covered by mango garden is 15 sq. miles or 1/6 the area 

of the . thana. The most thickly grown area along the banks of 

Mahananda and the Kalindri river.s. From areal view it presents 

an unbroken of foliage, the occasional open fields , studded with 

rows of dots where new orchards have been planted. The trees 

are planted on fairly high grounds, above the flood levels - on 

soil which is generally a light and rather sandy loam. The fruit 

has an exccellent flavour and is free from taste of Tarpentine 

. so often found in mangoes of an inferior species. Large number 

of orchards in the North-West belonging to the Chanchal, Harish-

chandrapur and Bhaluka Zamindars during the time of Nizams · of 

Bengal and afterwards, the Zamindars were deprived of this source 

of income. The mango is a product for which Maida is· famous 
(1) 

since the period of Sultans and Na w abs 



Sericulture is a .cottage Industry par " excellence 11 

with an agricultural base, industrial super structure and an essen

tially labour intensive set up. Sericulture is an effective tool 

for generating gainful employment to the rural population especially 

to the retarded sector of the community since independence. 

Malda has been enjoying the unique distinction of being the leading 

agricultural district of West Bengal since independence. It is 

surprising that most of us do not know that fabulously faimed Mur

shidabad Silk that are sold in the market are mostly produced 

from the raw silk produced in Malda District. Topography of 

this district offers ample opportunity for the growth of mulberry 

cultivation and silk worm rearing successfully. 

As the sericulture is an industry, the Commercial Banks 

and Govt. financial institutions play an important role for its devel

opment. Before the banking growth in the rural areas, private 

money lenders were the only financial source. But now-a-days 

their influences has been curtailed. If the Commercial Banks 

and Govt. Financial Institutions extends more support the fate 

of sericulture at Malda is really promising. On the otherhand 

the relactant attitude of the sericulturists towards the repayment 

of loan should be altered. 
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A. MANGO 

a) Distribution of Mango Orchard at Malda and its Variety. 

As per a national estimate the variety-wise coverage is shown 

. in the table 5 . 1 

Table 5.1. 

Distribution of mangoes in variety-wise 

Sl. No. Name of the Variety 

1. Fazli 

2. Langra 

3. Aswina 

4. Lakshman Bhog 

5. Khirsrapati 

6. Gopal Bhog 

7. Others 

Total 

From the table 5.1 

% of the production 

60% 

7% 

10% 

3% 
2% 
1% 

17% 

100% 

the percentage of different 

variety of mango is seen in this district: This data is shown 

INDEX 

6)- Fazli 

~- Langra 

·- Aswina 
~- Lakshman Bhog 

·- Khirsrapati 
G- Gopal Bhog 

·- Others 
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Most of the mango grows in Malda district are concentra-

ted in the 'Diara" and 'Tal' tracts. Block wise and Thana wise area 

ai'e: given in the table 5. 2 and table 5. 3 

Table 5.2 

Block-wise area under mango in the Malda district 

Sl. No. Name of the Block Area ( in hect. ) 

1. Englishbazar 7. 720 

2. Kaliachak - I 870 

3. Kaliachak - II 1,740 

4. Kaliachak -ill 125 

5. Manikchak 2,510 

6. Habib pur 70 

7. Bamongola 25 

B. Gazole 405 

9. Ratua - I 1,630 

10. Ratua - II 1 , B70 

11. Chanchal - I 2l00 

12. Chanchal - II 810 

13. Harishchandrapur - I 205 

14 .. Harishchandrapur - II 410 

15. 630 

Total 21,120 

Source P.A.O., Maida. 



Table 5.3 

Thana wise Break up of Mango Orchrad 

Sl No. Name of the P.S. Area in acre 

1. Englishbazar 19,339.72 

2. Ratua 8,919.37 

3. Kaliachak 6,311.35 

4. Manikchak 5,459.59 

5. Malda 3,218.41 

6.· Harishchandrapur 2,249.47 

7. Chanchal 2,217.16 

B. Gazole 926.56 

9. Habibpur 304.44 

10. Bam angola 204.31 

Total 49,150.38 

Source Principal of Agriculture Organisation, Malda. 

From the table 5. 3 it is seen that the total area in 

acre of mango is very high at Englishbazar Police Station. At 

present several mango orchards of matured trees are seen in 

J ahara Tala.· , Mahadipur, Gaur, Amrity, Sodullapur, J adupur (Gab

gachi), Arapur, Kotwali, Nimaisarai, Milki and Sovannagar under 

Englishbazar police station. 

Nowhere in India such a vast area suitable for mango 

plantation exists because of its advantageous climatic and soil con-

dition. About 6. 4% of the net cropped area of the district is 
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under _ mango cultivation. The average orchard are under mangoes 

in West Bengal is estimated to be 69,960 hectare forming about 

61. 2% of the total estimated are under all fruits. Malda itself 

accounts for about 25% of the total are under fruit and produces 

about 30% of the State's production ( 2 ) . 

In 1983-84 I made a block-wise area estimate under 

mango orchard. This is shown in the table 5. z 
From the table 5 . 2 it is seen that in Englishbazar, 

Manikchak, Kaliachak have also a number of big mango orchard. 

The people of that block are proud of having big mango orchards. 

Some big mango orchards are also seen in some places in between 

Noorpurghat and Ratua under Ratua block. It is also seen . that ,. 

allmost all the Blocks and Police Stations are the mango growing 

area except Barind area, where the land is not suitable for mango 

culture. 

b) Acreage Production and utilisation of Mango 

The acreage production of mango varies from a year 

to year due to a disturbance of seasonal condition. In case of 

flood, hailstorm, drought, the production of mangoes fell from 

the target production. It is also seen that the percentage of export 

of mango is significant in a year. Despite all the climatic abuses 

the export of mango do not fell from its. target, as the economic 

condition of this district depends mainly on the export of mango 

crop. Huge fixed capital is required for fostering a mango garden. 
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Circulating capital is required just at the time of ripening the 

fruits. Huge number of labourers are required to collect mangoes 

from the trees. Wages are to be paid. to those workers. Moreover 

carrying cost of mangoes from garden to the market is to be 

borne from circulating capital. Certain amount of money may be 

spent for packing mangoes. For all this expenditure can be met 

up by the rising in export of mangoes. This is seen in table 

5.4 . 

Table 5.4 

Acreage Production and Pattern of utilisation of mangoes of Malda 

Year Total Production utilisation Districts Export 
acreage in 000' at green consump- outside 

tons stage (in tion at the dis-
000' tons) ripe stages tirct (in 

in 000' 000' 
tons tons) 

1961:3 44,600 82.5 7.5 9.7 57.3 

1969 45,000 50.5 5.6 4.6 37.4 

.1970 45,000 25.5 1.6 1.5 21.0 

1971 45,000 50.5 5.0 2.5 . 34.5 

1972 46,200 68.2 5.7 2.9 36.2 

1973 47,000 70.9 6.0 3.0 37.1 

Source District Agricultural Officer, Malda 

District Agricultural Marketing Officer, Malda. 

From the table 5. 4 it is seen that production of mango 
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fell from 82. 5 thousand tons in 1968 to 50. 5 thousand tons in 

1969. Generally a season of heavy production of mango is followed 

by a lean season. The percentage of export of mango to other 

districts accounted 69% in 1968 and 74% in 1969. There was 

steep fall in production in 1970 viz. 25. 0 thousand tons, but the 

percentage of export was 84% in 1971, the production of mango 

increased to 50. 5 thousnad tons and export was 6 9% • The production 

and export also increased in the year 1972 and 1973. 

The owner of mango crop can earn profit from the produc-

tion of mango provided he has got his own land. But the amount 

of spending per acre of mango orchard is also very high. This 

is shown in the table 5. 5 . 

Table 5.5 

Cost of Production of Mango 

1 acre = 18 trees 

1. Rent 

2. Ploughing 12 X Rs. 15 

3. Labour for jungle 
cutting 8 X Rs. 10 

4. Watchman 70 X Rs. 5 

5. Agricultural Income Tax 

6. Plucking labour 15 X Rs. 11 

7. Cart man 8 X Rs.10 

Total 

Source Field Survey. 

Rs. 
12.00 

180.00 

80.00 

350.00 

60.00 

165.00 

80.00 

927.00 
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The table 5. 5 indicates that the spending . amount is high. 

But now we want to show the actual profit of a owner who has 

got his own land. The income from the production of mango is 

shown in the table 5 . 6 

Table 5.6 

Distribution of income from the production of mango 

1 acre = 18 trees X 6 Baskets = 108 basket 

108 baskets X 24 Kg. = 2592 Kg. 

2 1 592 Kg X Re. 1 per Kg. = Rs. 2592.00 

Total Income = Rs. 2592.00 

Less expenses = Rs. 927.00 

Profit = Rs. 1565.00 

Source F1eld Survey. 

The table 5 . 5 indicate the total expenditure of a mango 

orchard including 18 trees and table 5. 6 indicates the income 

from the production of mango. It is seen that the total income 

is Rs. 2592.00 and total expenditure is Rs. 927.00. Therefore 

rr = R - c. So Rs. 2592.00 - Rs. 927.00 = Rs. 1565.00 is 

the total profit of a mango owner. Mangoes worth Rs. 4 to 5 

crores are sold from Malda district in the good mango year to 

other parts of W .B. I Assam I Bihar etc. Most of the sale are 

made by road transport. Even the mango also exported from 

Malda to the other parts of the world by air. Huge amount of 
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ID·Jney are invested in. mango trade of Malda. There is a Malda 

Mango Merchants' Association which co-ordinates the entire mango 

trade of this district. In 1958-59 Rs. 11001000 were advanced 

as loan to the Mango processing Co-operative Society situated at 

Old Malda. The same Society received a further instalment of 

Rs. 601000 in 1959-60. The Collector of Malda district advances 

loans for the improvement of mango orchards and it is a special 

( 3) 
feature of this district as it abounds with mango orchards . 

c) Mango Trade in the District. 

The mango trade is one of the most important in the 

District and one which has an important economic effect on the 

District. As soon as the trees hence blossomed I speculation begins. 

and the price varies according to the class of mango and 

the effect of the weathers on the crop. Hail and heavy rain are 

most injurious to the formation of the fruit. After the price of 

a garden is finally fixed the purchaser may re-sell it at a profit 

to another dealer and in t;his way it may change hands thr.ee or 

four times before the fruit is actually picked up. Almost the entire 

crop is then exported to Calcutta and Eastern Bengal. Most of 

the dealers and merchants are from East Bengal and there are 

also middleman who do brokery business and receive a commission 

from the dealers and owners of the garden. In 1953, a compact 

area of 44 I 000 acres of land were under mango cultivation. But 

in 1987 1 it has been raised to 52 I 000 acres. Besides Englishbazar 1 

Ratua I Kaliachak 1 Manikchak 1 Old Malda I Harishchandrapur I Kharba 

f d . f (4) 
and Bamongola block are also famous or the pro uction o mangoes . 
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d) Mango-its Economical View Point - A Survey Report 

While there· has been shrinkage of area under mango 

in other districts it has been gradually increasing at Maida. 'This 

is because here .the average return per year in case ·of mango 

is more remunerative than any other crop. . Average production 

of mango is 5 M. T. per hectare. Among the main mango growing 

districts Maida has got the maximum area of 21. 2 thousands hectares. 

The economy of Maida district is largely dependent on 

mango production and its industry. Unfortunatelty both are in . 

bad condition. A converted effort both in private and public sector, 

is, therefore, urgently required to bring about much improvement 

in both the fields vis-a-vis economic uplift of the people of the 

district. 

From a survey report on 70 trees, . it is seen that the 

cost of cultivation of existing mango orchards per hectare is not 

high. This is shown in the table 5. 7 • 

1. 

2. 

3. 

Table 5. 7 

Cost of cultivation of existing mango orchards 

( per hectare ) on 70 trees 

Ploughing (4) in a year 
20 plough - Rs. 15/- Rs. 

Cost of manures 7 MT Rs. 60/-per MT Rs. 

Cost of NZ 70 kg. -5.50 oer kg. Rs. 380.00 

p 0 - 50 kg. - 6.50 per kg. Rs. 325.00 
2 5 

K2B - 50 kg. - 1. 75 per kg. Rs. · 87.00 

Say Rs. 

300.00 

420.00 

793.00 

Contd .... 



4. Cost of labour for application 
of fertilisers; 2 labourers - Rs. 151- Rs. 

5 . Cost of labour . for application of 
plant protection chemical - 3 spraying 
15 labourers/spraying 45 labourers x Rs.15/-

6. Cost of labour for cleaning, pruning 
etc. 2 labourers, Rs. 15/-

7. Cost of plant protection chemicals, 
75ml per tree x 3 spraying x 70 
trees = 15.7 litres x Rs. 90 per litres 

8. Hiring charge of foot-spraying Rs. 10/
per day for 6 days 

9. Watch and ward for 3 months Rs. 150/
per month 

10. Cost of kerosine, torch batt~ries, etc. 
for 3 months 

11. Cost of harvesting of mangoes assem
bling, carrying etc. -500 mangoes per 
labourers per day 70 labourers x 15/-

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Total Cost 

Rs. 

Anticipated production 10 MT per 

hectare cost of 10 MT mango - Rs. 2000/

per. MT 

Cost of cultivation 

Net Income 

Source Survey Report. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

Rs. 

30.00 

675.00 

30.00 

1,413.00 

60.00 

450.00 

100.00 

1,050.00 

5, 221.00 

5,200.00 

20,000.00 

5,200.00 

14,800.00 

From the table 5 . 7 it is seen that the net income is 

very significant and this income is a main source of the economic 

development of this district. Many people get job, though it is 

seasonally, yet this is a actual process of getting employment 
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( 5) 
in time Therefore the mango cultivation is a good economic 

view in case of Malda district . 

Mango Orchard and Standard of living 

Mangoe is the products on which economic condition 

of the common people depend to a large extent. If in any year 

the production of mangoes become poor the people started to comment 

on the .thoughts of the ensuing acute economic hardship. 

An idea of the standard of living of the people tan be 

had from the family budgets of · some families of this district. 

During 1928-35 carter gave the two examples of the family budgets 

from Chanchal arid Ratua Police Station of Malda which is shown 

in the table 5 · 8 (A) ancL5 .·8 (B) 

Table 5. 8 (A) 

Family budget under different Police Station 

Family budget of Tafor Sheikh of Khalanpur , 

Chanchal Police Station 

1. Adult Male Members 

2. Adult Female Members 

3. Children 

4. Debts 

5 • Area of holding 

2 

3 

2 

Nil 

1~ acres 

Contd ..•. 
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Proposed statement of Incomes and 

Expenditure for a year 

Expenditure Rs. Income 

1. Rent, Interest 70 Value of produce 
and fodder 

2. Taxes 7 Income from sale 
of fruit, fowls, 
eggs, m:llk and 
othe products 

3. Cost of food 426 

4. Clothing 80 

5. General household 
expenditure 15 

6. Cost of medicine 
and doctors 50 

7. Up keep of cattle 
and implements 24 

8. Wages to agricultural 
labourers 150 

9. Luxury, etc. 32 

854 

Deficit 

Source · Carter, M.O. Final Report on the 

Rs. 

630 

170 

800 

54 

854/-

Survey and 

Settlement Operations in the district of Malda 1928-35. 
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Tahle 5.8 ( B ) ---=--=---=---
Distribution of family budget under Balarampur, 

Ratua Police Station 

proposed Statement of Income and expenditures of 

Sheikha Harigan of Ratua Police Station for a year 

Expenditure Rso 

1o rent, Interest 125 

2o Taxes 5 

3 o Cost of food 550 

Income 

Value of produce 
and fodder from 
khas land 

Rent Received 

Income from sale 
of . fruits, fowls, 

Rs. 

1000 

225 

eggs, milk, vegetables 
and other produce 3 2 5 

4o Clothing 125 

5 o General household 
· expenditure 120 

6 o Cost of medicine 
and doctor 15 

7 . Upkeep to cattle and 
implements 60 

8 0 Wages to agricultural 
labourers 80 

9o Luxury 100 

10 o Interests on debts 300 

1480 1550 

Contdo. o o 
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Input 

1. Male Members 3 

2. Females 3 

3. Children 5 

4. Debts Rs. 2000 

5. Area of holding 33 acres 

Source Carter : M.O. : Final Report on the Survey and Settle

ment Operation in the district of. Malda, 1928-35. 

The table 5. 8 (A) actually shows a small deficit. 

That means common people were at that time below the average 

standard of living . The table 5. 8 (B) is that of a family of 

fairly well-to-do jotedars. So far as income and expenditure 

on necessities are concerned the family was actually well-off. 

Carter's 
(6) 

examples relates exclusively to rural areas, but one 

fact ·emerging clearly from the two examples given by him is that 

the largest item of expenditure for every family is food. This 

is also the case even in unban areas . Thus on the basis of 

the background of mango orchard, Malda district has been achieving 

the economic glory since the inception of this district. 

e) Constraints for the Development of Horticulture 

In spite of having immense scope, some stumbling- block 

factors are responsible for further development of horticulture 

in this District. They are as follows 
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1) Unwillingness on the part of farmers 

Cultivation of horticultural crops, exc ept for the vegetables~ 

being a long term process, the farmers are reluctant to go in 

for further expansion of the area put under horticulture. Though in 

the recent past the agricultural lands were being converted into 

orchards, it has , very recently, come to a dead-halt, due to 

the reasons best known to all. 

il) Lack of Motivation 

It will not be the denial of facts that proper motivation 

in respect of propa gating the new technology for the cultivation 

of horticultural crops has not been made. 

ill) Urbanisation of Rural Areas 

Modern civilisation is gradually spreading its four pronged 

hands towards the rural areas by destroying the surrounding vege

tations. 

iv) Depth of Planting Materials 

Different planting materials like grafts and gooties of 

mango is in short supply against the requirement of this District. 

v) Reluctance for Financing by the Banks 

The target group of people specially the small and marginal 

farmers who need Bank loans for initial expenditure for the establi

shement of orchards in their small holdings, are occasionally denied 

with Bank loans on the plea that the return of the assests such 

created will be coming after a pretty long time. 
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f) Problem of financing Mango trade and Govt. 's Activity 

It is really a problem of finance mango plantation and 

mango trade even today. There is no arrangement of offering 

subsidy to the owners of mango orchards at Malda, like sericulture. 

Basically they don't get any regular loan from the commercial 

banks purely for mango production. They only can take loan from 

land mortgage bank by hypothecating the lands of their orchards. 

There is no organised sector of financing mango trade 

at Malda. Private traders invest huge amount of money in mango 

trade. Some year the owners of mango orchards earn good profit 
... · 

and some year they suffer loss also. But some finance are available 

from the Govt. of West Bengal through S.C.I.O. Or D.I.C. They 

assist the finance of preparing some good products from ripe and 

raw mangoes. Many mango products factories have been established 

on a small scale by the commercial bank loans to small scale 

mango processing . industries. This type of factories is situated 

in betw.een Mangalbari and Old Malda under Malda Police Station 

and under Old Malda block. The two important privately owned 

mango processing factories at present namely "KRISHNA" and "GITA" 

is situated at Old Maida. 

The owners of mango orchards of Malda district have 

to take own initiative regarding investment in mango orchards. 

They receive minimum help from the Govt. regarding investment 

in the mango orchards. This is shown in table 5. 9 



Number 

OUt of 

Table 5. 9 

Pattern of Loan and Investment of the owners 

of mango orchards of Malda district 

Investment 
from own 
funds 

Investment 
from Govt. 
Loan 

Investment from 
other source 
Loans Loans 
from from 
bank Money 

Lender 

Govt. 
Assistant 

167 

100 owners 

of mango 

orchards 66 20 5 7 2 

(Spraying 

Machine) 

Source Field Survey. 

Theabove table indicates that only 20 owners have got 

loan from the Govt. for investment in mango orchard out of 100 

owners of mango orchards. Only 5 ( five ) owners has got bank 

loan whereas 7 seven owners has to borrow money from 

the lender. The role of money lender is significant in this respect 

(7) Though development of banking institution is significant at 

Malda, the active role of Mahajan ctld not decreased. But this 

is seen from the above table that 2 (Two) lucky owner has got 

a spray machine at Govt. cost as Govt. assistance. This is a 

survey report on only 100 owners of mango orchards. Sufficient 

Govt. and bank loans are available for mango. processing industries, 

but nurturing mango plants the orchards owners really face financial 

problems. Govt. and Commercial banks should come forward to 



extend credit for extending mango orchards in this disrict. 

The Govt. wants to extending mango orchards. Mango 

trade is one of the most important trade in the district and it 

has an important economic effect on the district. But it is very 

regretable that in lack of finance the mango trade is going to 

be destroyed. Yet the Govt. of West Bengal has taken a remarkable 

step in extending mango orchards or the market of mango trade. 

On this basis they granted loan to those persons who take initatlve 

to start the manufacturing peckles, chutney, jelly, jam etc. on 

cottage scale basis by the State Govt. -through me. Therefore 

the role of me is more significant in case of development of the 

small scale industries. 

BUt the State Govt. should be moved to set up a mango 

research unit sufficient number of experts to advice mango growers 

and traders the right type of. medicine and manure and the right 

time of its application. This will be very much effective for other 

growers if the experts of State Govt. may take up an orchard 

in every block and they themselves may manure and spray the 

trees to show the result. 

It is true that there is a tiny mango research unit in the 

agricultural farm of Malda district. They make some high Yieldin_g 

grafting of mango trees. They · have got contact with the actual 

mango growers of Malda. The Central Govt. have started mango 

research works at Manikchak and Ratua agricultural farm under 

the supervision of Kalyani University and Coach Behar Agricultural 

College. 
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The agricultural marketing department, Govt. of West Bengal, 

Maida is trying to reduce the wastage of Maida mango. The agri-

cultural marketing department has made the arrangement of training 

facilities for producing Jam, Jelly, Chutney, Sauce etc. for the 
(8) 

period of 2 months . 

The Community Canning Programme mango jelly, jam, squash 

etc. are produced in Maida and there is also the arrangement 

of sale of all those mango products in Maida. As regards the 

conservation of mangoes the . role of State Govt. is praiseworthy. 

The statistics of the development of this department in this regard 

is shown in tabel 5.10 . 

Trained 
Personnel 

365 

Source 

Table : 5.10 

The actual development of Agricultural Marketing 

Department of Mango for 1987-88 

Community Canning 
Programme 
Number Quantity 
of bene-
ficiaries 

70 0.30 
MT 

Service 
charge 

Rs. 168 

Pilot Production 
Programme 
Quantity Amount 

2.30 
MT 

Rs.5272.82 

Agricultural marketing deptt., Govt. of West Bengal. 

From the above table it is seen that the Pilot Production 

Programme is highly satisfactory. The agricultural marketing Depart-

ment Maida has also made some special programme for the develop-

ment of. Maida mango products for 1985 which is shown in the 

table 5.11 
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The actual development of the work of this department upto 

20th July 1985-86 may be seen in the following table 

Table 5.11 

Development of Agricultural Department, 

Mlida for 1985-86 upto 20th July 

Community Canning Programme Pilot Production 

· Sale Beneficiaries 

183 persons 

Source 

Servicing 

charge 

Rs. 1073.97 

Agricultural Marketing Department, Malda. 

Rs. 3079.00 

From the above table it is seen that the total sale is very 

significant in a year 1985-86. The actual development of the work 

of this department upto 20th July 1985-86 is very analytical and 

helpful. 

At Malda, for nurturing mango trees no notable loan is 

available. But for mango processing industries sufficient loans 

are available from the District Industries Centre under the lead 

bank schemes. Although, still there are some financial problems 

in the· mango trade of Malda District, but if sufficient provisions 

are made for credit facilities for mango processing in the AM' 

for Malda district along with the OCP tmder the new guidelines 

of RBI' s lBS, mango processing of Malda district will make 

a more significant progress as these two sectors constitute a 

·major activity of the district. 
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B. SERICUL TIJRE 

a) A Discussion on Sericulture at Maida 

Factors Climatic Conditions, reeling facilities and availability 

of storage establishment are the important .factors necessary for 

sericulture. Maida is proud of having these factors of sericulture. 

Maida being located in the Indo-Gangetic plains nature 

of the soil is mostly alluvial and loamy. Average annual rainfall 

recorded here is 1079 mm. and ·temperature ranges between 9°C 

and 43°C. pH value of soil in this district is 6. 5 - 6. 8. These 

factors are considered very conduc ive for the growth of silk. 

The silk worm, used in commercial production of silk,. 

is found, in general only where the mulbery grows, but it does 

not follow that whereever the mulbery thrives there are silk worms 

also. For many factors limit sericulture, the most important being 

the availability of cheap skilled labour. 

DISTRIBUTION 

Maida enjoys the unique distribution of being the leading 

sericultural district of West Bengal accounting for more than 65% 

of Sericulture of the State with production of 4. 55 lakhs M. T. silk 

worth Rs. 205 .1 lakhs. In 1988 there were about 36, 550 rearers 

family in this district spreading over 494 villages under 15 blocks 

and raising 4 com mercia! crops annually viz. J aistha, Bhaduri, 

Agrahayani and Chaitra consuming about 4 crores ·disease free layings. 

Thana wise location of important Sericultural villages 

of Malda is shown in the table 5. 12. 



Table 5.12 172 

Thana wise location of Sericulture Villages 

Police Station area 

1. Kaliachak 

(Block Kaliachak) 

2. Englfshbazar 

(Block Englishbazar) 

3 • M anikchak 

(Block Manikchak) 

4. Old Malda 

(Block Old M alda) 

Source Field survey. 

Nam~ of the Sericultural Village 

Alina gar, Nabinagar, Sujapur, Baishnab

nagar, Jalalpur, Birhampur, Kaliachak, 

Madhughat, Kadamtola, Bangitola, Motha

bari. 

Amtlty, Piasbari, Mohadipur, Mllid, 

Jote, Arapur, Sadullahpur, Kotowali, 

Chandipur, Amjamtola, Nagharia. 

Mathurapur, Manikchak, Kalindri, Lal

bathani, Kamalpur. 

Bachamari, Mangalbari, Sahapur, Old 

Malda, Muchia. 

From the above table it is seen that the more concentration of 

sericulture is at Kaliachak Block. But Malda is specially important 

in case of the production of silk. Topography of this district 

offers ample opportunity for carrying out mulberry cultivation and 

silk worm successfully. Being located in the Indo gangetic plain, 

nature of the son is mostly alluvial and loamy. Rainfall and tempe

rature and also pH value of the soil is more adjustive in this 

district. These factors are considered very conducive to the 

healthy growth of silk. For this reason Malda enjoys the unique 

distinction of being the leading Sericultural district of West Bengal 

accounting for more than 65% of sericulture of this State. 

We made a survey and we can show blockwise distribution 
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of sericultural village, Rearers, Acreage. 

Table : 5.13 

Distribution of sericultural village, Rearers, Acreage. 
================================================================= 
Sl. Name of the Block Village No. Of Area under 
No. rearers Mulberry 

1. Kaliachak - I 116 24,195 10,700.00 

2. Kaliachak - II 65 8,500 4,229.00 

3. Kaliachak - III 47 1,375 695.00 

4. Englishbazar 79 2,500 1,015.00 

5. Old Malda 17 170 71.00 

6. Manikchak 19 300 103.00 

7. Ratua - I 07 77 42.00 

8. Ratua - II 06 41 31.00 

9 Gazole 29 87 35.00 

10. Habib pur 11 39 20.00 

11. Bamongola 04 06 03.00 

12. Harishchandrapur - I 07 22 11.00 

13. Harishchandrapur - II 03 07 5.00 

14. Chanchal - I 07 35 13.00 

15. Chanchal - II 08 37 17.00 

Total 425 37,451 16,990.00 

Source Field Survey. 
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b) Govt. Structure on Sericulture 

Sericulture n:Jpartment in this district is equipped with 

one District Organisation for rural works and 4 seed production 

farms for supplyjng eggs of high yielding variety to the rearers 

covering about 98 acres for providing disease free layjng and 

mulberry cuttings of high yielding variety to the Seticulturists. 

The important sericultural nurseries are - Piasbari Central Nursery 

located at Piasbari ( Gaur ) , Sodullapur Graft . Nursery located 

at Sodullapur, Krishna pur Graft Nursery located at Krishnapur, 

Amrity Graft Nursery located at Amrity and Ramchandrapur Graft 

Nursery located at Ramchandrapur. 

Besides these, there are 100 Basins State Filature at 

Madhughat, Maida for producing high grade silk yarn by reeling 

high yielding cocoons of exotic races. 

Moreover to ensure successes of crops and to produce 

uniform quality of cocoons 34 young silk worm rearing centres 

have been set up in different tracts to supply silk worms after 

rearing under the 11 Intensive Sericulture n:Jvelopment Project 11 

Scheme. 

c) Supply of Capital 

.Jt is really difficult task to estimate the exact account of 

capital invested in sericulture of _Maida .. Eecause capital comes to 

sericulture from Govt. sources on the one hand and from private sources 

on the other hand. Govt. nurseries foster the mulberry orchard and· 

rear silk worms for cocoons at Govt. cost. Whereas private sericul...: 

turists cultivate mulberry crops in their own plots of land and rear:-

silk worms with a view to prepare cocoons and raw silk at their 
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own cost. 

In 1983-84, total 31, 26, 634 Kg of cocoons valued 

at Rs. 1,81,01,450 were produced in this district. In 1984-85 

the total quantity of cocoons production was 52,16,260 Kg., in 

1985-86 it was 53, 50, 660 Kg., in 1986-87 it was 63, 82, 990 Kg. 

and in 1987-88 it was 63 ,10,100 Kg. Formerly the Silk industry 

was mainly financed by Marwaries. But at present this industry 

is being financed by the Govt. through the establishment of different 

Co-operative Societies. . In 1988 there were 20 Silk Co-operative 

Societies at Malda. The Sujapur Resham Katuni Samabaya Sangha 

Ltd. , is in the most flourishing condition and paid up share capital 

is R s. 2, 400 . The Society produce 5, 200 Kg. of raw silk annually 

valued at Rs. 10 lakhs. The Govt. used to extend loan to different 

types of silk co-operative societies by which the arti.san-melliJers 

of the society rear cocoons, utilise the silk waste and arrange 

for spare-time occupation of their family members. At Malda huge 

loans are generally granted annually from the District Collectorate 

to Artisan members and the producers of mulberry leaves. 

The Collector of Malda District advances every year 

various types of loans. Out of these most important are 

a) Artisans • loan, b) Mulberry loans, c) Loans for 

encouraging the raising of silk cocoons. 

Artisans' loans are granted to artisans in times of dis

tress as a measure of relief. Mulberry loan is advanced to enable 

the receipient to effect improvement in mulberry cultivation. 

The loan for helping the raising of silk cocoons is another loan 
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which is special to this district. 

The Malda district Central Co-operative Bank has extended 

term loan in 1971 to the Silk spinners of this district accounting 

to Rs • 2 7, 000. In 1985 the amount of term loan has been extended 

nearly 2 lakhs. 

The agro-based sector of sericulture industry requires 

small investment, say, ·approximately, Rs. 10,000 to 15,000 of 

which recurring expenses is only around Rs. 2, 000 to Rs. 2, 400 

per bigha of mulberry land. At Malda if an agriculturist has 

at least one bigha of mulberry land he can produce 6 charas 

of cocoon annually. That means 225kg. cocoons can be produce 

annually. In 1988 we made a field survey on this question and 

found -

In 1988 the average price of 50 kg. of cocoon was 

Rs. 900 i.e. 225 Kg. = ~ maundsX Rs. 900 = Rs. 4050 will 

be the annual subsistance income of that agriculturist. 

From that total income Rs. 4, 050 if he deducts his cost 

Rs. 2, 000 his profit will be Rs. 2, 050, but the condition is that 

he have to give his own labour. 

d) Employment 

Sericulture is an essentially labour intensive set up. 

It is an effective tool for generating gainful employment to the 

rural people especially to the retarded sectors of the community. 

It provides whole time and part time employment to about 69,731 

persons :in the rural, Sub-urban and urban areas of Malda district 

i .: 
I. 

l. 



of whom more than 20% belong to S.C. and S. T. communities. 

Of late it has become a leading foreign exchange earner· besides 

toning up the rural economy. At present there are 37,451 rear~rs 

family in this district spreading over 432 villages under 15 blocks. 

Apart from this there are about 2 , 15 , 000 peoples are indirectly 

engaged in the ancillary trade of sericulture. Maida district has 

got past glory of sericulture. So, the labourers of Maida specially 

of Diara region become skilled in sericulture by tradition. 

S~riculture is the most prevalent subsidiary business 

of the farmers of Maida district. It supplies the largest source 

of finance, that women and children can contribute to the household. 

According to Census report of 1961 only 22,118 persons were 

engaged in the rearing of silk worms and the production fa cocoons 

and raw silk in Maida district. In 1988 there were about 37,451 

rearers family in this district. Sericulture workers are mainly 

found in Old Maida, Habibpur, Ratua and Manikchak. But maximum 

number of workers engaged in this industry are in Kaliachak area. 

The number of workers engaged in ·sericulture has been increasing 

dl.y by day and it is a good sign for. the development of sericulture 

at Maida. 

e) Economic View Point 

The economic condition of the common people of Maida 

at before days of independence were very insignificant. From 

the economic review it is seen that the daily wage of an agricultural 

labour was two annas and nine paise as the cost of food for two 
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times :in a day. At that time :in the Filature system of silk production, 

the remuneration of one reeler ( labour ) was Rs. 8 to Rs. 9 

per month and the remuneration of one helper was Rs. 5/- per 

month. The Filature system of silk production was first started 

by a french gentlemen and the first factory having this flleture 

system of reel:ing silk was established by Mr. Udny at Malda. 

Sahapur was famous for the production of silk clothes like "Gulthisi" 

"Kadamfuli", Bulbulchan etc. Annual exported value of Maldahi 

Silk cloth produced at Sahapur was Rs. 1,25,000. Shibganj was 

famous· for the production of silk cloth like Matka and Garad. 

After do:ing colour at Murshidabad it would export at Bombay, Madras, 

Aham edabad. 

A detailed statement show:ing the progress of Sericulture 

of Maida District from 1984-85 to 1987-88 is shown :in table 5.14 

Table : 5.14 

Blockwise statement of year-wise achivement 

1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 1987-88 

1. No of Blocks 14 14 15 15 

2. No. of village 
covered. 396 397 432 425 

3. No. of family 
engaged in Seri-
culture. 34,790 34,790 35,550 37,451 

4. No. of seed Pro-
duc:ing farm . 4 4 4 5 

5. No. of Gra:inage 
operation building. 2 2 2 2 

Contd •... 



6. No. of improved 
variety mulberry 
production centre. 

7. No. of young silk 
rearing centre . 

8. Acreage under 
mulberry plantation. 

9. No. of persons 
engaged in silk 
waste 5 Matka 
spining( women) 

10. No. of persons 
engaged in reeling 
and winding. 

11. Total quantity of 
cocoon production 

1 

72 

15,097.75 

8,137 

10,680 

( in Kg J. 5 I 216,260 

12 • Total production 

179 

4 4 5 

5 5 60+3 

15,362.75 16,120.0 18,120. 

8,145 8,155 8,185 

10,725 10,750 10,840 

5,350,660 6,382,990 6,310,100 

of raw silk (Kg) 3}72,600 3,82,190 3,55,928 3,65,885 

13. Value of raw silk 
(lacs Rs. ) 149. 00 162.41 :ZQ5 .10 232.5 

14. Total quantity of 
fabrics manufactured 
( in Sq. Meters ). 19,463.05 19,964.50 23,816 25,950 

Source Sericulture profile of Malda District 1988-89. 

The above table shows details about the Sericulture 

Profile in Malda District. This shows that sericulture .is the main 

product by which the district is developing. T'lle backwardness 

of the distr1ct has been corrected by the development of Sericulture 

programme. ( 9 ) 

f) Bankability and Repavment Sch~_dule . 

Banking im;titution and other sources helped to the sericul-
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turist for giving loam>. We made a field . survey covering 150 

respondents as sample and have prepared this in table 5 .15 . 

Table 5.15 

Pattern of loan received from other sources bv 
Sericulturist of M alda. 

Own investment Govt. loan Other sources Out of 150 
Sericulturists 

1. Loan from 
co-op. Bank 52 

2. Loan from 
money lenders 32 

3. Loan from 
commercial a 
Rural bank 66 

Source Field Survey. 

It is seen from the above table that out of 150 Sericul-

turists 52 families have taken loan from Malda District Central 

Co-operative Bank for sericulture. On the other hand 32 families 

have borrowed money from money lenders for investment in sericul-

ture. We can also get the information from the Rural and Cammer-

cial banks that. they have provide~ loans to 66 families out of 

150 families, · for sericulture. From the above table we cannot 

deny the existence of village money lenders. Due to question 

of self investment, the village money lenders stili are extending 

loan at a very high rate of interest. Before Banking growth to 

the village, the money lenders were the only source from whom 

sericulturist would take loan for investment in sericulture. But 
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today with the increase of number: of Commercial banks I the influ

ences of money lenders has .been curtailed to some extent in finan

cing of sericulture at Malda. For this reason sericultural indebted

ness to money lenders has been reduced minimum. 

The role of Commercial and Co-operative bank is vital 

in developing sericulture of Malda. Due to the non-availability 

of Govt. loan and own investment for financing sericulture, the 

role of banks have a vital importance in developing sericulture 

of Malda. The Co-operative Banks and other Commercial-Rural 

Banks of Malda extended more loans to the sericulturists. Therefore 

if they can extend more loan to the sericulturistl the sericulture 

of Malda will be developed to a greater extent. 

The overall perfor_mance of the financial institutions in 

extending loans 1 operating in the district has been satisfactory. 

The most impressive achivement has been that of the Indian Bank 

which reached 422% of its planned disbursement. The State Bank 

of India comes next with 387% followed by the Lead Bc1nk United 

Bank of India 384% Gaur Gramin Bank 305 % and United Commercial 

Bank 189%. The District Central Credit Co-operative Bank has 

financed 524% of its planned disbursement. Allahabad Bank has 

220%. But there is no role in case of Central Bank of India and 

Indian Overseas Bank. 

The problem of overdues has scaled alarming proportions. 

Collection as a percentage of demand of ST and MT loans of few 

institutions are shown in table 5.16 . 



Table ' 
5.16 

Recovery position of different Commercial Banks at Malda 

Bank 1981-82 1982-83 1983-84 1984-85 1985-86 1986-87 

ST MT ST MT ST MT ST MT ST MT ST MT 

UBI 52 29 55 28 59 30 62 30 65 35 68 35 

SBI 41 35 19 43 22 44 22 38 18 40 27 

Ab 22 14 24 12 28 16 28 35 15 33 21 

IB 23 18 27 19 30 19 29 21 31 21 32 21 

OCCB 48 32 51 35 56 31 49 32 61 28 63 28 

LDB 77 87 62 65 82 85 

GGB 42 32 41 22 48 28 50 32 52 21 49 23 

Source L.B.O., Malda. 

Increasing overdues are gradually restricting the flow 

and recycling of funds, unless steps are undertaken soon, the 

deteriorating position of overdues, the fuller implementation of 

the District Credit Plan may be seriously affected. 

It has been noted that, there would be no improvement 

in the recovering position of bank loans . Unless suitable legal 
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and administrative measures are taken up against relactant defaulters. 

So there are the problems and issues that have affected the imple

mentation of the first OCP of Maida. Proper review of these problems 

had been made with a view to making the OCP, 1986-87, a success. 

The role of GGB in case of Silk Industry at Maida, Mur- · 

shidabad and West Dinajpur are as follows : The respective position 

of Maida in case of A/C is 1986 in case of Amt. 2734 and in 



case of Murshidabad it is 801 A/C and Amt. is 1161 and in case 

of West Dinajpur, the A/C is 496 and Amt. is 804 ( Amount in 

Lakhs ) . 

From this analysis we made a survey } on Kaliachak block 

of Malda district for development in sericulture. 

This field study was prepared from 1st. January, 1990 

to 28th February, 1990. This block occupies an important place 

in the map of the District for the production of raw silk yarn. 

[ Appendix v A ] . 

g) An overview of the Field Area and the Field study 

The area selected for the Project is Kaliachak block

!. Detailed physical features of Malda District as also Kaliachak 

Block I are furnished in Annexure-!. 

Kaliachak-! block, with .an area 44 Sq. miles is located 

in the south-west region of Malda District. Kaliachak -I. the 

block headquarters, there is no town in the block. Lowest percen

tage of rural population to total population 68% is noticed in the 

block. This block is densely populated with a population of 1, 82, 699 

as per Census report 1981. Of this population, over 13,240 workers 

are engaged in agricultural activities. Large cultivators, who 

form 7. B% of land holders, have 10% of agricultural land under 

irrigation. Agriculture and sericulture are major economic activities 

in the block. Paddy, mulberry, jute are the important crops. 

The nature of irrigation is minor irrigation. Main source of irri

gation are tanks and canals. About 6% of the net area is irrigated 
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by canals and 14% of the· net area is irrigated by tanks. A medium 

irrigation Project is expected· to be completed near the block area 

in about5-7 years with the ground water presently available. 

The block offers scope_ for . digging wells. 

Out of the total cultivable area of 19, 935 hectors an 

area of 2000 acres is under mulberry cultivation. Sericulture is . 

highly concentrated in this block. There are about 8000 silk reelers, 

no power looms and about 28 silk twisting units. The block has 

one cocoon markets, at Kaliachak. The quantity and value of 

cocoons transacted in the market during _1986-87 were 1200 tonnes 

and Rs. 189 lakhs respectively. The production· of cocoons and 

raw silk in the block were estimated at 985 tonnes and 85 tonnes 

respectively during 1986-87. 

h) INFRASTRUCTURAL FE.ASIUTY · 

Kalichak-I block is traditionally Silk producing area. 

There is high demand for mulberry leaves. More and more farmers 

are evincing keen interest in bringing lands under mulberry culti

vation. 

There are various grainages under Central Silk Board 

and the Directorate of Sericulture W1dre State Govt. One Central 

Silk Worm Seed Project centres is located in Malda Town and one 

grainage under the Directorate of Sericulture is located at Kaliachak. 

There is a sericulture training Institute adjacent to Malda Seed 

Farm at Englishbazar which imparts training to the sericulturists. 

The grainages supply disease free layings DFLS 

to the silkworm rearers, who are licensed. 
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There is no dearth of equipments for silk worm rearing (Chowkies, 

chandrika trays, racks, nylon nets, fertilisers) . · The 

various ·technical parameters assumed under the survey are given 

in Appendix ( V B ) . 

i) COMMERCIAL FFASIB!l.J1Y 

Coc:oons are to be marketed shortly. Otherwise after 

formation of' the cocoons the emerging moth will pierce through 

the cocoon making it totally unfit for reeling. There is a regulated 

cocoon market under the direct control and supervision of the 

Department of Sericulture of the State Govt. at Kaliachak itself. 

The market functions in three different premises where actual auctions 

of lots of cocoons take place. For auctions finalised and confirmed, 

both the buyer and seller are charged a market fee of 1% of the 

sale value under the existing procedure, the buyer has to pay 

the sale value finalised, to the market officials, who in turn, 

settle the account of the seller the same day. The market functions 

throughout the year. 

This procedure has helped the cocoon growers to get 

reasonably remunerative prices which would not have been possible 

if the buyers and sellers were not required by law to transact 

only in the cocoons market. The State Government has enacted 

a legislation prohibiting purchase/sale of cocoons outside the regu

lated cocoon market. Only those cocoon rearers and sill< reelers,. 

who are licensed can participate in the cocoons auction by offering 

for sale/agreeing to buy cocoons. All the licensed rearers are 
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issued a pass book. In case the pass book contqins any remarks 

as to the lien of the bank, which has finance the rearer, the 

marketing officer arranges to recover 1/3 rd. of the sale proceeds 

and remit the same to the concerned bank. 

j) F1NANCIAL VIABILITY 

We have discussed with various institutions and agencies 

which play a vital role in the field of sericulture activities. We 

have also met several sericulturists, on the basis of this discussions, 

financial parameters have been evolved and are given in Annexure

IT. Two farm models have been formulated under the project to 

reflects irrigated arid unirrigated conditions. 

The project" envisages a physical target of 200 units 

with total financial outlay of Rs. 31.40 lakhs bank loan of Rs. 

29.05 lakhs and refinance of Rs. 21.78 lakhs. 

programme are furnished in Appendix v c . 

Details of this 

Repayment schedule of. Sericulturists in case of irrigated 

mulberry shown in Appendix VD. A list of survey analysis is given below 

Area under Mulberry. 

Investment cost 

Initial cost of Mulberry planting 

1 acre farm model 

Irrigated Unirrigated 

1.5 1.5 

3250 1775 

Contd .... 



Sericulture equipment 

Rearing . House 

Financial rate of return 

Sensitively Analysis 

Increase in cost of 

cultivation by 15% 

Decrease in price of 

cocoons by 10% 

( Life of assests : Mulberry 

1658 829 

16000 4000 

40.4% .21.8% 

plants 10 years Equipments 5 years and 

Rearing, House - 15 years ) 

Branch of the financing bank is situated in Kaliachak 

itself and as such is within the reach of sericulh1re farmers. 

The Branch has adequate staff to attend to pre-investment apprisal 

and Post-sanction supervision and follow up in respect of all the 

sericulture operations. 

The branch had disbursed agricultural loans to the extend 

of Rs. 10.15 lakhs spread over 625 accounts during the calendar 

year 1987 and Rs. 1lakhs during the half year ended in June ,1988 

spread ~.wer 3 5 accounts. Of the above, an amount aggregating 

Rs. 3.82lakhs spread over 228 accounts were disbursed for seri-

cultu1:5 .md allied activities during the year 1987 and Rs. 1.15 

lakhsduriilg the half year ended June ,1988 respectively. Percentage 

(10) 
of overclues to demand works out. to 22. 6% as on June ,1988. 
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SUMMARY 

The economy of the district Malda is basically an agrarian 

one and it ranks as one of the most underdeveloped districts in 

the West Bengal. Despite this backwardness, Malda occupies 

an important place in the map of the State for the Mango Production. 

About forty five thousand acres 45000 ) of land are covered 

by mango orchards which, in normal years, bear fruit to the 

extent of 3, 60, 000 tons, the value of which in money terms comes 

to about Rs. 5 . 5 crores . 

The Production of Mango has earned fame for this district. 

Mingo is abundantly grown over the whole district with the exception 

of 1 Barin:i " area. Englishbazar is by far the highest and the 

best mango-growing thana. It is followed by other thanas, namely, 

Ratua, Manikchak, Kaliachak, Chanchal, Old Malda and Harishchan-

drapur in that order. There are mainly two varieties of mangoes 

( i) the 1 Gooti 1 of the ordinary variety of Mango grown from 

"seeds" and (ii) 1Kalam 1 which is grown· from grafting. The 

later is of superior quality and fetches higher price. The 

finest variety is the Gopal Bhog, though there are other varieties 

namely, Brindaban, Langra, Khirshapati,· Kishanbhog and Fazli. 

The mango-trade is one of the most important feature of 

the economy of this district and one which leaves important impact 

on the economy of the district. The price of mango varies according 

to its class and the effect of weather on the crop, for hail and 

heavy rains are most injurious to the formation of a good fruit. 
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In recent years, there have been several failure of crops and 

there seems to be a cycle of good and bad years. A bumper 

crop usually comes once in four years and is followed by the 

bad year in which the production may come down to 25% -30% 

of the average production. Then comes a moderate crop with 

production ranging between 45%-50% followed by a second bad year. 

The only consolation for such a bad year is that the price rises 

in proportion to the extent of failure of crop. Such fluctuation 

in the total product and price make it very difficult to reach 

an accurate estimate of the annual value of the mango-trade. 
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Therefore, the economy of Malda greatly depends on the 

Mango production. In the on year it fetches about 6 to 8 crores 

and in the off year 3 to 4 crores of rupees. The mango also 

generate employment for nearly 3 lakhs of people for 3-4 month 

as garden watcher mango pluckers, cartmal)busket making, loading 

etc. A seasonal activity on cottage scale for preservation and 

preparation of fruit products creates an employment about 1500 

persons on an average for three months. Let us hope that concerted 

effort, better Co-ordination and sincerity will bring smile to the 

palled face of the rustic. Let them bustle with cheer amid the 

tranquaility of the surrounding orchard garden. 



Malda contributes 6% of Indias' raw silk production, 

70 % of raw silk production of West Bengal. The per unit area 

production of raw silk is double in comparison to major silk produ

cing States of India. The average land holding of the 89% benefi

ciaries is upto 1. 00 hectare. In our servey analysis indicates 

that of the total beneficiaries 56% does sericulture i.e. rearing 

and mulberry cultivation, 22% being cultivator i.e., grow mulberry 

and 11% each laourers and traders. From blocks under survey 

Kaliachak-I, IT and ill, 78% of the beneficiaries belonging to Muslim 

community and others constitutes 22%. 

The existing mulberry plantation consists of indegenous 

variety requires replacement by high yielding variety. Intra- . 

duction of high Yielding variety is to increase productivity per 

unit area. In Malda District, sample household took loans from 

Financial Institutions. 

financial institutions. 

89% of the total receipients took loans from 

The Surveyed analysis is technically feasible and financially 

viable. 

The major constraint affecting growth of sericulture is wide 

fluctuation in the price of cocoons. The sericulturists should be 

assured remunerative price in accordance with the quality of cocoons 

by fixing minim urn floor price. 

There is need to further strengthen the extension services. 

The extension centres should be within easy reach of the sericul-

turists. Improved high yielding strains of mulberry cuttings should 

be made available to the sericulturists at a resonable cost including 

transportation, 
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Chapter VI 

Women as Borrower from. The 
Commercial and Rural Banking 
for Rural Development : Maida 

District ·.\ 



INTRODUCTION 

In this chapter we have attempted to find the measure 

adopted for the economic upliftment of rural women in the Malda 

Ustrict. In general, the problem of women folk in the rural 

area will be prudent to draw certain particUlar conclusions which 

will suit the people of the area with its conspicious level of back-

wardness. There is no argument that women constitute half statisti-

cally perhaps slightly more than half of humanity : Women perform 

one-third of humanity 1 s quantified work which is a determining 

factor for a nation 1 s development. By irrespective of social system, 

what appears to be almost universally valid is that women 1 s work 

is not recognised as 1 work 1 in the definitional and realistic neither 

socially valid nor economically rewarded and in almost all 

societies women are permanently working with a range of skills 

which are crucial.. significance to their economic and social well-

being. The service rendered by women are precisely regarded 

as low status, low ·paid and in the hierachy of economics, almost 

always considered low skilled, low status, low pay are the three 

important pillars on which rest the work performance of rural women. 

Women of India representing 48.3% of the total population 

today, are at the cross-road. A large number of Indian women 

are slowly emerging out of a system that had oppressed and exploi: 

ted them for centuries. Today they have pervaded every conceiv-

able sector of the national acivity and had made their indelible 

impressions in various fields which have so far been considered 



as the exclusive rights of men. But this is only one side of 

the coin. In our cities and villages, majority of women still suffer 

from drastic . inequalities, despite receiving constant attention of 

both planners anp policy makers. Their lives at home and outside 

still remain extremely ardous, monotonous and drudgerous. This 

means that the developmental efforts definitely have to be given 

a new thrust. In India it was in the eighties that Women • s ~velop

ment was recognised as one of the developmental sectors ( 1 ) 

Economic development is generally conceived and defined 

to mean growth in per capita gross domestic product. It follows 

that, to contribute to economic development, women must engage 

themselves in what is called • economic • of • gainful' activity. 

In other words, for a full integration of women in economic develop-

ment, women must enter the 'labour force 1 on an equal footing 

with men (Z) 

But programme for the welfare and development for 
I' 

women have been taken up right since t:tle F1rst Five-Year Plan. 

The Central Social Welfare Board, set up in 1953 undertook a 

number of welfare measure through the voluntary sector, In the 

Second Five-Year Plan, women, were organised into Mahila Mandals. 

The Third and Fourth Plans accorded high priority to women 1 s 

education. Measlires to improved maternal and child health services, 

supplementary feeping for children and nursing and expectant mothers 

were introduced. The Fifth Plan supported economic development, 

· employment and training for women as the principle focus for their 

socio-economic development. The Sixth Plan taking into consideration, 
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the report of the Committe on the Status of Women, had in its 

basic strategy a three-pronged thrust viz. health, education and 

employment ( 3 ) . 

When attention turns to solving the economic problems 

that have afflicted the majority of developing nations the over the 

past decade, only rarely is the impact on the lives of women 

taken into consideration. Women 1 s varied economic roles, contribu

tions and voices remain largely invisible and ignored, a peripheral 

factor when it comes to addressing such 11 macro-economic 11 issues 

as growth rates, foreign debt, and trade. 

Yet, evidence shows that in key respects women are 

more seriously affected than men by the on-going economic deterio-

ration in scores of countries. Poor women have become poorer, 

more women are poor·, and women are now poorer in relation 

to men. Through their hard work they try to ensure the survival 

of the poorest segments of the population, but at great cost to 

themselves. 

The declines in per capita income so closely _associated 

with the debt crisis, particularly in Latin America and Africa, 

have disrupted virtually all aspects of women 1 s lives, forcing 

them to shoulder extra burdens to keep families afloat. Women 

have to work much longer hours in and outside the home and 

often suffer physically and emotionally as result. 1hi.s drain on 

women's time, resources and energy also inhibits their ability 

to participate in political life and hence in having an influence 

in changing the policies which affect them so adversely. The 
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crisis has diminished educational and economic opportunities for 

yotmg women, thus affecting their future ablity to contribute to 

society on an equal basis with men. 

If nothing is done to compensate for the blows to their 

standard of living, the economic policies adopted to deal with the 

crisis often have very negative side-effects on the poorest and 

most vulnerable people in society, especially women. This is 

particularly true of the conventional . "structural adjustment" · measure 

advocated by most international financial institutions ( 4 ) 

Rural people are different from those living in urban 

areas. The difference reflects differences in cultures or subcultures 

of 1hese two areas-diffet'ences in attitude and behaviour and perhaps 

in dt'ess, dialect or accent. Yet, while there are differences, 

there are also common attitude and behaviours that both rural 

and urban people may share as members of a large culture. 

The popular urban impression of rural people is that 

they are ignorant, slow in thought and action, and very gullible 

(5) 
while it is common place that women in rural areas work 

is in the maintenance tasks of the family, such as collecting 

fuel and water, cooking, looking after children, that goes by unnoti-

ced and unappreciated. 

Thus, working women in rural areas provided not only 

a substantial part of the labour force engaged in agriculture and 

allied activities but also bear the brunt of tedious, repetitive and 
( 6) 

unavailable household work . 

One of the most disquieting features of the rliral economy 
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of India has been the growth in the number of agricultural workers-

cultivators and agricultural labourers engaged in crop production. 

So far, very little seems to have been done to improve their lot, 

especially of the later group. They get unusually low wages , 

and conditions of work put an excessive burden on them, and 

employment, which they get, is extremely irregular. What Dr. 

Pattabhi Sitaramayya stated in 1940 still holds true. "The culti-

vator, who spends the day between slush and mud, who works 

now with a starving stomach and now with a half appeased appetite, 

who knows no rest in storm or sunshine, who often has no dwelling 

site which can be called his own, he grows our paddy but starves. 

He feeds our milch cows but never knows anything beyond 1 kanjee 1 

( gruel ) and water. He digs out 'Veils but must keep off from. them 

when they are fullHe is a perpetual hewer of wood and drawer of 

water for those who fallen on his labour and rise to wealth and 

plenty. His condition is appealing and heart-rending 11
• It was 

this condition what led the Agrarian Refoms Committee, 1950 to 

observe that, 11 to leave out the problem of agricultural labour 

in any scheme of agrarian reforms as has been done so far is 

to leave unattended a weeping wound in the agrarian system of 

( 7) 
the country . 

Women 1 s traditional caring and domestic reponsibilities 

and their unpaid work in the home, family enterprises, on the 

land and in the community are often unacknowledged or, in spite 

of sentimental rhetoric, undervalued. They carry no monetary 

price tag, so planners do not consider women 1 s work-load as 
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a "cost" or important variable in economic or development planning. 

It is assumed women will go on fulfilling their responsibilities, 

with perhaps a bit of adjustment, even though changing social 

and economic circumstances may make this ifipossible. 

'This is a serious problem with far-reaching implications, 

for if policy planners do not take women's multiple roles and 

needs into consideration, the "adjustment' programme may actually 

backfire, undermining attempts to improve the health of economy 

and put it on a path of sustainable growth. Indeed, thiS is preci-

sely what some experts are arguing happened in Jamaica when, 

despite increased levels of investment in the 1980s, the overall · 

output of the economy in real terms was lower in 1981-1987 than 

in 1976-1980. 

The 1989 World Survey on the Role of Women in Develop-

ment shows that women are held back by pre-existing inequalities-

less education and training and narrow, outdated ideas about their 

capacities and ways of fulfilling their important family roles, for 

example. These inequalities must ·be changed so that women 

can meet their responsibilities and help to bring about better condi-

tions for themselves and other in today' s world, says the survey .. 

which has been updated, under the co-ordination of the United 

Nations Division for the Advancement of Women in Vienna, from 

a survey on the role of women in development prepared for the 

1985 Nairobi conference marking the end of the United Nations 

Decade for Warned 8 ) . 
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Development and Women Labourers : 

Among the different factors for production, labour is 

an important factor. It plays a vital role in every field of produc-

tion like agriculture, industry and tertiary. It is one of the primary 

factors of production. Therefore, without labour there is no pro-

duction and there is no economic development. Labour at all 

times, has been recognised as a separate factor of production. 

Any work, whether manual or mental, which is undertaken for 
(9) 

monetary consideration is called 'Labour" in economics 

A work can be performed by men or women labour or by both. 

Generally men ·are employed for the works which need perfection 

but difficult task. In some cases like agriculture both are employed. 

Thus, women are employed wherever they are suited. A decade 

back, generally women were not found in large numbers in govern-

ment or private sectors. Not only that, they are rarely seen 

outside of the farm fields. Our culture and custom did not permit 

for the employment of women labour in other economic sectors. 

But in recent times there has been a change in the trend of the 

employment of women labour. Now-a-days women are keenly camp-

eting with men for getting jobs. Because education has become 

a fashion in . the modern society. Girls continue their studies 

until they are married. Some of them are highly educated too. 

After marriage they try for employment because of their higher 

education. Also· the women whose husbands can afford to keep 

servants have ample spare time. To utilise their spare time gain-

fully they go for jobs. So the main motives for employment were 
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11 economic boredom 11 and · 11 desire for self-expression, dignity 

and independence 11 
• From the ·above , it is clear that women have 

been playing an active and constructive role for production and 

for economic development. 

Notwithstanding this large-number-employment, the assump

tion that the benefits of economic development are equally shared 

by both men and women is disputable, particularly with regard 

to the rural population. 

changes 

Generally, 

The process of development is a complex one inducing 

in several socio-economic and demographic aspects. 

the planners and policy-makers conceive and execute 

rural development with the implicit assumption that their impact 

will be homogeneous on the lives of both males and females. 

However, their presumption of equal sharing of benefits of develop

ment by both the sexes is disputable. Usually the females in 

rural areas perform multiple duties by combinig all types of house

hold work including child care with such other jobs as farming, 

animal husbandry, work in household industry, etc. , depending 

upon the opportunities offered by the complex social, economic 

and organisational structure of rural life. 

Women in Modern India 

Until recently, in India as in many other developing 

countries, the role of women in the economic activity of the nation 

was practically ignored. In fact, the pre-occupation with specific 

patterns of economic development often resulted in the relative 

neglect of women's needs and the process of development itself 



often has some serious negative repercussions on the status of 

women, thus worsening rather than improving their conditions. 

Occupation-wise, agriculture appears to offer the main 

refuge to the working women in rural India with about 87 percent 

of the economically active women engaged in this category in both 

1971 and 1981, although the economically active were only 11 

and 14 percent of the total rural female population in these two 

census years. 
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The emergence of urban working wom~n. a post-Indepen

dence phenomenon in India is an indication of the socio-economic 

and politicolegal changes taking place in their status. 'Ihis transition 

in their status has made them the focus of numerous studieJ.10 ) 

Women in contemporary India have multiple roles to 

play at home, in office, factory, legislature and the like and hence, 

our society must shed its old attitude towards the new India1 women. 

The home folk must welcome a working woman when she returns 

after work like a man, who comes home ( supposedly ) too tired 

to a trend to household Chores. On the other hand, co-operative 

husbands can play a significant role by encouraging their wives. 

Women must know what their rights are, they must 

fight back if they are denied opportunities to work, indeed, they 

must fight back, whenever they feel 'that have been discriminated 

against all odds. To become equals of men, they must have econo

mic independance, they must be aware of their '1egal status, and 

laws relating to women must be so implemented that a large number 



of women will benefit in the long run ( 
11

) 

It is necessary to change the status of women in the 

family first, for only then, they can have a better status in society. 

Unless women themselves agitate to redefine their role within the 

fa"mily, no amount of legislation can give them equality with men. 

Legislation is ineffective because it is not acceptable to our .social 

norms. Indian women should stop being superstitutious and approach 

every issue from a practical point of view. They must be rational 

and should not have blind faith in anything. They should come 

out against oppressive traditions and customs which contribute 

to their sufferings. 

The Eighth Plan Approach paper has sought to place 

emphasis on increased opportunities and improved conditions of 

1 Employment and Training for Women 1 be it in areas of self-employ-

ment or in the service sectors. Maximum resources would be· 

directed towards releasing the productive and creative energies 

of rural women so that they become equal partners in the socio

cultural trans formation. 

In the Plan of Action of the National Front Government 

announced by the Prime Minister at the begining of 1990, it was 

said that a National Commission with statutory powers would be 

set up to look into cases regarding offence against women as 

well as serve as a mechanism to facilitate redressal of grievances 

of women. A Bill in this regard has already been introduced 

in Parliament in May, 1990 ( 12 ) . 
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Education 

A number of steps have been taken for promoting women 1 s 

education. The main strategy. for education is a distinct orientation. 

The main strategy for education is a distinct orientation in favour 

of women 1 s · equality and empowerment. Motivation-centred prog

rammes with special inputs to promote self-confidence and self

sufficiency among women have been stressed. School text books 

are being reviesed to remove the sex bias. Women 1 s Developmental 

Centres have been setup in a number of colleges to bring about 

social awareness about women 1 s issues and to focus their efforts 

on the rural women, particularly those belon:gingto Scheduled Castes 

and Scheduled Tribes. Special cells are being set up in the State 

Directorate of Adult Education and State Resource Centres to plan 

and administer women 1 s programme and to encourage their partici

pation in the condensed courses organised by the Central Social 

Welfare Board. Despite all these programmes being in action, 

yet the rate of female literacy as per 1981 Census stands at 24.82% 

as against the literacy of 45. 89%. Similarly while dropout rate 

amongst girls at primary level was 50.3% the same for the boys 

was 45. 8%. Regional Vocational Training Institutes provide training 

facilities in the basic, advanced and instructional level skills for 

women have been set up. About 230 !Tis have been set up exclu-

sively for women. As a result of those efforts, employment of 

women in the organised sector, the public sector and the private 

sector had gone up substantially. However there was a significant 

rise .in the number of women job seekers. Apart from the other 
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general programme for alleviation where women are given priority

Development of Women and Children in Rural Areas - a group -

oriented programme-is exclusively meant for rural women and 

children. Then there is the scheme 11 Science and Technology 

for Women 11 wherein indentification and formulation of Science 

and Technology programme providing opportunities for gainful employ

ment to women, specially in rural areas, reducing drudgery in 

theirlives improving sanitary and environmental condition have been 

taken up. 

The Commission 

The National Commission may be viewed as the culmination 

of the demands and aspirations of women's organisations for a 

body that will safeguard the rights of women. It will also look 

into the complaints and. take Suo mota notice of the involililrg deprivation of 

the rights of the. women. The Commission shall monitor 

the proper implementation of all the legislations made to protect 

the rights of women so as to enable them to achieve equality in 

all spheres of life and equal participation in the development of 

the nation. The Commission will have all the powers of a Commission 

of Inquiry to summon persons and investigate cases of atrocities 

on women. Officials will be bound to co-operate with the Commission 

in providing information and documents and those refusing or ignoring 

to do so will be punished. 

The Government gives due recognition to the critical 

role that Trade Unions and the Mass Media have to play in improving 
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the status and would shortly be initiating measures to harness 

the scope of these towards this end. A high powered Inter-Ministe 

-rial Co-ordination Committee will be set up to review the progress 

of various programme and to advise the Government in formulating 

necessary policies and programme providing more and more oppor

tunities for employment and training for women in the Eighth Plan. 

In these efforts women in the informal/unorganised sector will 

be given due recognition as advocated in 1 Shram Shakti. 1 the 

Report of the 11 National Commission on Self-employed Women and 

Women in the Informal Sector 11
• There is still a dearth of syste

matic training and profeSSiOnal apprOaCh tO WOmen I S programmeS 

regarding the awareness, organisation and enhancement of women 1 s 

skill. What seems to be imperative in the present context is 

enhancement of women 1 s economic skills and to improve opportunities 

and providing necessary support · structures for them to be free 

from the drudgery of domestic chores. Combating social evils 

also is critical for this development. This would serve to bring 

about a holistic development as advocated in the 11 National Perspec

tive Plan for Women 11
• 

In this efforts, the Government is making all out efforts 

to involve non-government organisations, experts and subject specia

lists, social workers, academic and research. organisations, technical 

institutions, trade unions and above all women themselves so as 

to ensure optimal participation by all concerned and at all levels. 

The burden of the debt crisis has fallen especially hard 

on poor women. A UNICEF study notes that as poverty rose in 



Brazil during the crisis period of the 1980s, more women than 

men were affected-women who share poverty with male partners 

as well as those who are the sole heads of families ( accounting 

for 30 percent of poor urban families and 12% of poor families ) . 

Race compounds the problem 11 There are almost three times 

as many black and mulatto women as white ones " at the absolute 
(13) 

poverty level Researchers in the Carribean have echoed 

this theme, nothing that women have been harder hit by adjustment 

measures in this region because they represent a majority of the 

poor. Between 35 and 45% of regional households ·are headed 

by females ) • 

One factor in the rise in female poverty is that wages 

have fallen.· In seeeking to reduce budget deficits and counter 

inflationary pressures, some form of curb is often placed on wages. 

Tills ( often exacerbated by continued high inflation rates ) has 

contributed to drastic falls in real wage levels. Women employed 

in the formal wage sector are directly affected, while others 

are affected indirectly, through the reduced income brought into 

a household by its male members. Women workers, fewer of 

whom are generally organized in unions than men, also have greater 

difficulties in countering drastic wage cuts. 

Already existing sexual differential in wages and incomes 

may increase further under conditions of economic crisis. In 

Argentina, for example. women's incomes had fallen to less than 

50% of the average male income in both the industry and service 

sectors by 1984. A Brazilian study found that when employment 
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opportunities improved in 1985-86, men were usually rehired at 

wage levels comparable to their previqus ones, while women were 

brought at lower rates ( 14 J. 

Countries strapped for external financing and capital 

often revise their investment codes to attract foreign investors. 

Some of these can have a bearing on women 1 s employment situations 

and on overall wage levels. Researchers in the Carribean argue 

that foreign investors like to employ females because they can 

be paid low wages 11 and are more likely to accept working condi-

tions which would be unacceptable to men. TI1is practice, taken 

together with the overall increase in unemployment, has a depressing 

effect on the overall structure of wages in the country. It is 

an example of how policies which discriminate against women can 

have . adverse consequences for the whole society 11 

Shifting Employment Prospects 

To co:rrpensate for a husband 1 s job loss and /or the 

sharp fall in the purchasing power of family incomes, more women 

look for work outside the home. Studies have shown women 1 s 

labours force participation rates increasing at crucial economic 

periods in many countries, including Costa Rica, Brazil, Chile, 

Uruguay, the Philippines, Argentina and Peru. 

Because of low or stagnant growth rates and rising 

population in much of Latin America and Africa, however, job oppor

tunities have not always kept pace with the number of women seeking 

them, resulting in higher unemplyoment for women. In many coun-



tries in crisis, female rates · of unemplyoment are higher than 

those for males. The facts are even. more alarming than these 

statistics indicate because they do not include the large proportion 

of initial job seekers or women discouraged from looking for work. 

A Brazilian study found women 1 s unemployment rates much higher 

than men 1 s in the state of Sao Paulo. Similarly, researchers 

noted that unemployment rates for Argentina female heads of house

hold were higher than for male heads. A study of industrial workers 

in Brazil found that women in urnkilled positions had a hard time 

finding a comparable job after they lost one and were forced to 

take lower-status. wage work outside the indistrial sector ( 15 ) . 

Studies indicate men will not always do this. 

Some adjustment measures can bring shifts in labour 

force composition. In the Carribean, researchers have noted 

that policies to encourage high-tech, large-scale, capital-intensive 

businesses sometimes weaken women 1 s employment prospects, as 

females typically are concentrated in small businesses and farms. 

Currency devaluations, designed to boost the competitiveness of 

exports, can hurt women 1 s employment. Semi-conductor firms 

in the Bataan Export Processing Zone in the Philippines, for example, 

could not effectively cope with the increased cost of imported mate

rials and parts, and partially for this reason laid off 11, 533 women 

during 1984-85 ( 16 ) Other research, however, indicates that 

the emphasis m ex port-oriented industries, such as textiles and 

electronics, where ·wages are above those for comparable . work 

in non-export sectors. 
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Pressure On Rural Women 

The lives of women in rural areas have often deterio-

rated dramatically. A UNICEF - sponsored study on Mexico found 

that the economic crisis and certain structural adjustment measures 

had exacerbated existing trends there. Because families could 

no longer survive intact in the countryside, young women were 

forced to migrate to find work. Some emigrated to work as domestic 

servants in other countries under 11 extremely vulnerable conditions 11
• 

young women and wives were being pulled off the land to work 

as day labourers where they had no social security, lived in 

sheds and were easy targets for sexual abuse. For those women 

left on the farms, there was more work to be done, especially 

on the smaller farms, where wives were left to fend for themselves 
'; 

once husbands and older children migrated to find paid agricultural 

employment. 

Some United Nations economists have noted that adjustment 

policies that encourage agricultural production for export can hurt 

African women, who are primarily responsible for local food pro-

duction and distribution. While their husbands control plots for 

export crops ( . and retain most of the revenues ) , women cultivate 

mainly subsistance crops. When export prices rise, the men 

want the women to spend more time working on the men • s land 

often without pay - diminishing the amount of time women 

have to grow food for their families and local consumption. Men 

also tend to benefit from incentives to grow export crops, while 

women are not provided with the same kind of access to credit, 



fertilizer, technology etc. 

As land use shifts to export production, it has meant 

are forced to farm on less fertile, less desirable plots. 11 In 

Indonesia, the devaluation of 1986 and the price increases that 

followed, before resulting in increased profitability of agricultural 

production, actually caused women farmers to work longer in the 

fields to make up for the labour they could no longer afford to 

hire 11 

Health And Education Cuts 

In many developing countries, sky-rocketing food prices 

and changing agricultural policies have contributed to women • s 

hunger and malnutrition. More than half of Brazilian women do 

not eat enough, according to a UNICEF study. While more research 

is necessary to link economic problems with diet and health, the 

authors point alit an additional component-problems of food distribution 

within families .. They note that women and girls often are the 

last to eat and eat lest than men and boys. In Amazon communities, 

for example, there are more than twice as many malnourished 

women as men. Research in Bangladesh shows that female children 

have a 70 percent higher mortality rate than boys and that higher 

percentage of girls are severely malnourished ( 17 ) In Mexico, 

deteriorating conditions in t11e countryside which are forcing women 

to become day-labourers contribute to their physical exhaustion 

and progressive malnutrition, which in turn increase mortality 

and morbidity rates among these workers. Other studies decline 
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in the nutritional status of pregnant and lactating mothers in countries 

following stabilization and adjustment programmes. 

Cuts in health expenditure result in increased mortality 

and other problems for women, particularly expectant mothers. 

When a Government calls for cost-sharing schemes in such areas 

as health, this may jeopardize long term programmes to improve 

women 1 s condition. In kenya, for example, there is concern 

that women may not go to family-planning clinics because of new 

fees that have been introduced ( 18 ) . 

Expenditure on education in developing countries has 

dropped in real terms. Public budget cuts and revenue increases 
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( such as a rise in school fees ) have particularly affected girls 1 
· 

educations. Enrolment of girls at all levels of education ( primary, 

secondary and university ) is declining in many African countries. 

A report for the United Nations notes that when an African family 

is unable to pay the increased school fees for all children, chances 

are given to the boys first ( 19 ) . Unfortunately these trends are 

visible in parts of all the developing regions. 

Cutting a girl 1 s education short has potentially grave 

long-term consequences for society as well, given the correlation 

between high fertility rates and low female educational attainment. 

Political Implications 

The economic crisis and resultant austerity policies 

undertaken by_ developing nations mean achieving equality for women 

will be even harder than it has beec • 



On one level, developing nations budget shortages make 

it difficult to redress past discrimination and help put women on 

an equal footing with men. Deficit reduction schemes mean even 

fewer public resources are available to meet women 1 s needs, such 

as special job trainfug and credit programme, health-care programmes 

for pregnant women, day-care facilities, etc. Because Governments 

have not been able to successfully intervence on behalf of· women, 

in some instances, women 1 s positon is actually deteriorating relative 

to men, as shown, for example, in poverty and unemployment 

statistics. 

On another level, women 1 s increased work-load associated 

with the crisis, and deteriorating health, leave · them less time 

and energy to take on leadership roles in their communities or 

otherwise become politically active. Precisely when women 1 s ·<;:oncerns 

need to be taken into consideration by policy-makers, women are 

less able to ensure that this happens. 

Women 1 s participation in upper levels of. decision-making 

is not commensurate with the impact on them of the decisions 

made. Worldwide, women occupy just 3. 5% of all cabinet-level 

positions. In the developing countries this ranges from 1. 6% in 

Asia and the Pacific to 2. 5% in Africa and 4. 0% in Latin America 

and the Carribean. Their rate of representation is even lower 

in the key political and economic ministerial posts. 

Despite the various obstacles to women 1 s political partici

pation, women are demonstrating great imagination, scope and 

courage in dealing with the consequences of the debt crisis and 
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structural adjustment Policies. Far from being passive victim .s, 

they are organizing on a variety of levels. Local Ghanaian women, 

for example, have developed a new way of processing a fish which 

previously had been inedible, creating a new cheap and good source 

of protein. In the barrios of Lima, Peru, women have organized 

more than 600 communal soup kitchens. Filipino women have taken 

leadership positions in the National Freedom from Deb! Coalition, 

comprised of over 100 organizations in the Philippines, the coalition 

does research, public education, and lobbying on the debt crisis 

and its consequences. 

active, such as DAWN 

International women 1 s networks are also 

Development Alternatives with Women for 

a New Era ) I which has sponsored regional seminars on the crisisc.zo) 

While presenting an enormous obStacle to women 1 s equality, 

the crisis and related adjustment policies also provide an historical 

opprotunity for women 1 s advancement if it can force a rethinking 

of approaches to development. As the detrimental consequences 

of the crisis and vaious policies become more manifest, policy

makers may become aware of the need to see that taking women 1 s 

concerns into consideration and improving women 1 s status are 

integral to successful development. 

Economic Status 

Economic upliftment of rural women is a par.t of development 

strategy adopted by the govt. for the welfare . of people. In Malda 

District the public intervention is intended for increasing women 1 s 



economic status as well as activities in order to rise the incomes. 

Rural women in this district engage in economic production. Their 

activities consisted on sam~ productive cases. As indicated by 

several studies women play a crucial role in the agrarian economy. 

The two main analysis can be drawn 

i. there are attitudes of welfairist and resulting in what has 

none come to be known as the home science extence in 

model of rural 

particularly in 

development, that is imparting knowledge 

the area of child care, nutrition, health, 

sanitation, home management etc. 

ii there is a popularist idea of integrating rural women in deve-

lop'ment. 

that is, 

This type of analysis is based on some objectives, 

firstly, the need to herness women 1 s idle time 

secondly, the rural women 1 s non-participation meant leaving 

out a major section of the population from making a contribution 

to the national development effect ; 

thirdly, the non-participation could well lead to non-receipt 

of the tenifits of development. But these analysis are so 

ridiculous in that sense that in the rural women worked 

day extends between 14 to 18 hours and they have had no 

idle time. 

Survey Analysis 

From some surveyed report it reveals .that the· rural 

women have participating very actively in most areas of rural 
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economy and they did not get an adequate share of benifits. In 

case of rural women they are engaged in· a maximum number as 

a rural workers in the economy. 

As the Sixth Plan observes that in the plan the basic 

approach is of the family as a limit of development. Within this 

approach the most vulnerable members may change from family 

to family and within family from time to time. But for sometime 

in future, women will be one of the most vulnerable members 

of the family. Hence the economic emencipation of the family with 

specific attention to women, education of children ahd family plarming 

will continue the three major operational aspects of the family 

central poverty alleviation strategy. Practically women carry a 

lot of pride due to some equal or more responsible than their 

men in maintaining the families economy. The peasant women's 

dignity, capacity for endurance and intelligence has defined generations 

of social neglect, non-recognition, deprivatio.n, humiliation and 

exploitation. 

a) Socio-Economic Activity of Women in the Society as a Whole 

In the official data reveals a low rate of economic activity 

in women ttough the real contribution of the women towards making 

income of their family is very promising. There is a genuine 

problem to measure the actual economic activity of women because 

of the nature of work that women do. Another significant role 

of women is to increase real income of their family. Again this 

kind of work is ignored by all the official definitions of economic 

activity. 
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In case of IRD Programme, the condition of women is 

an inherent discrimination also against women in the social structure. 

Different schemes through which the women in the rural area provi

ded with institutional finance under IRD Programme are as Kutty, 

Sericulture, Muri business, Chira business, Milch-cow, Gottary, 

Poultry, Tailoring , W ool-Knittlng , Pottery and Chana -Chur making. 

The economic development in rural women cannot be achieved in 

isolatiol').: neglecting the aspects like literacy, social awareness 

etc. Much better result could have been achieved if the IRD Projects 

for women are linked up with the National Adult Education Programme. 

Successful completion of 10 months course of NAEP could be accepted 

as a guiding criteria for selcetlng the benificiary. This could 

even source as an incentive towards acquiring functional literacy. 

To gear up the problems of these low income families a comprehen

sive approach is required. 

From the begining of the Vllth Plan, the women coverage 

was most and it was fixed that benificiaries to be benifitted must 

be 30% of women out of the total benificiaries to be covered under 

IRD Programme. Moreover, the family with the women headed 

family, must be givens top priority for coverage under IRDP. 

From the analysis of year-wise performance during the four years 

of VII th Plan it is noted that 5. 5% in 1985-86, io. 8% in 1986-87, 

30.18% in 1987-88 and 44.5% in 198 8-89, women benificiaries were 

covered only. During the last year, DRDA has stressed . for the 

coverage of women more with the constant persuatl.on with the 

Panchayat Samities, availablity of fund for the release of subsidy 



for the family oriented programme in 1989-90 and the poverty 

incidence in the concered Panchayat Samities in the Malda District, 

the new families to be covered in 1989-90 for each category of 

caste by the concered Panchayat Samity has been finalised and 

each Panchayat Samity, has been advised to sponsor the cases 

for new families only as per assigned target of SC/ST and General 

caste to be covered in 1989-90. In case of IRD Programme in 

1988-89, the achievement is shown in Table 6.1 . 
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From the table 6. 1 reveals that the female coverage 

is significant. It is also felt that it is not sufficient to create 

some more women prove jobs or to teach more women some standard · 

traditional female skills such as tailoring, embroidery or cooking. 

As the invertance of successful implementation of Broiler 

Scheme at Ratua Block-IT, women folk of the area are keen to 

adopt the scheme. Alongwith other household jobs, it is the female 

members of the family who take care of the domestic pets. 

When their men go out in search of work they take care of vege

table garden in the homestead land which would provide them with 

cash income. However an array of schemes rn n be emphasised 

·that economic upliftment of women in the rural area need much 

comprehensive · approach. From the manager of Rural Banks it 

is informed that the proposal in favour of women benificiaries 

are very few in number ( 21 ) . 

The following ideas have sought to capture rural women 1 s 

perception as well as the understanding of national properties 

L1 working out strategies for rural development. 

rl.rstly, the rural women development should not mean their with-

draws from agriculture except for those who wish it. 



Table . 6.1 . 
Achievement of IRDP in 1988-89. Bank-wise Statement. 

Sl. Name of the Financial Subsidy (Rs.) Credit Limit Families Benifi sc ST Female 
no. Institutions benifi.tted ciaries 

Covered 

1. Gaur Gramin Bank 12 751 891.00 23,892,455.00 ·6282 9073 2563 405 2844 

2. United Bank of India 4,075,357.00 8,007,278.00 1954 3136 661 48 1015 

3. State Bank of India 2,659,810.00 5,375,012.00 1369. 2U91 3}7 ::0 771 

4. ' Allahabad Bank 1,110,688.00 2,191,833.00 474 606 133 71 68 

5. Central Bank of India 964,232.00 1,961,976.00 391 520 109 13 205 

6. United Commercial Bank 509,566.00 1,074,503.00 405 461 24 - 15-

7. Union Bank of India 473,562.00 981,392.00 237 344 11 - 143 

8. Bank of India 363,440.00 774,704.00 224 224 18 - 55 

9. Punjab National Bank 96,703.00 205,832.00 71 80 - - 47 

10. United Industrial Bank 1,700.00 3,400.00 01 01 

11. Malda Co-Dp. Land Develop- 1,386,937.00 3,047,365.00 653 670 71 04 48 
ment Bank Ltd. 

Total 23,393,886.00 47,515,750.00 12011 17206 3987 567 5346 

Source : AN' on IRDP - 1989-90. 

~ .... 
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Secondly, they should be recognised as skilled workers in agricul

ture and development shoUld be adopted that upgrade their skills 

and scientific and technological knowledge. 

Thirdly, the rural women 1 s right to own land and to obtain access 

to all forms of assistance for raising agricultural productivity 

must form an essential strategy for development. 

Fourthly, a related recognition of rural women 1 s need for voca-

tional trainingshould not result in hasty attempts to extended training 

in a limited range of crafts and occupations considered suitable 

for women. 

b) Description of the Socio-Economic condition of the 

Women Selected Area Based on Field Survey 

To find out the social inhi.bitions of the women folk 

we have to keep out attention on the prevailing socio-economic 

conditions and sequences. I show the distribution of SC/ST women 

benificiaries according to the block-wise performances under IRD 

Programme of Malda District in the Table 6. 2 . 

The table 6. 2 shows the blockwise achievemEnt 

in case of IRD Programme of Malda District during 1988-89. In 

case of coverage of women benificiaries the Agency has showed 

the improvement too much. Against the target of 30% for the cover

age of women, 5346 women benificiaries have been brought under 

this programme, which represents the achievement of 44. 5% . 

Now I show the distribution of respondents selected 

for the study area in Table 6 . 3 . 
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Table ..:.__6.2 

Perform a nee under IRDP by all Panchayat Sa mities of M alda District during 1988-89 

Sl no. Name of the Panchayat SC/ST Z of SC/ST Z of SC/ST NO. of Z of Subsidy Credit limit Total invest Percapita 
cover coverage given women women released linked in in lakh(Rs.) invest 
age benifi cove- in lakhs lakh(Rs.) 
Provided ciaries red (Rs.) 

covered 

1 • Harishchandrapur-1 896 73'/, 55.5'/, 840 68Z 27.38 55.46 82.84 6734/-

2. Harishchandrapur-ll 266 36.9'/, 24Z 503 69'/, 15.99 32.38 48.37 6718/-

3. Chane hal-l 324 28.4'/, 37'/, 618 54'/, 19.84 40.02 59.86 5250/-

4. Chanchal-11 386 32.9'/, 33'/, 516 44'/, 24.05 45.20 69.70 5952/-

5. Rarua-1 153 30'/, 37'/, 157 31'/, 7.49 17.99 25.48 5085/-

6. Ratua-11 126 22.2'/, 37'/, 122 21'/, 7.99 16.63 24.62 4342/-

7. M anickchak 92 13.4'/, 37'/, 293 42.7'/, 13. 63. 28.94 42.57 6214/-

8. Englishbazar 11 5 11.5'/, 47'/, 566 56.8'/, 18.60 39.54 58. 14 5843/-

9. Old M alda 524 77'/, 55'/, 337 49'/, 11.80 22.~8 34.68 5100/-

10. Gazole 571 68.6'/, 53Z 328 39'/, 20.86 40.02 60.88 7264/-

11. Bam ongola 644 78.5'/, 63Z 256 31'/, 20.97 40.67 61.64 7489/-

1 2. Habib pur 315 ·65. 6'/, 56'/, 95 19'/, 8.49 16.44 24.93 5172/-

13. Kaliachack-I 12 1. 6'/, 19Z 140 18'/, 14.44 30.40 44.84 6067/-

14. Kaliachack-ll 72 9.8'/, 29'/, - 267 36'/, 10.30 22.72 33.02 4492/-

15. Kaliachack-Ill 56 . 8'/, 27Z 308 44'/, 11.65 25.86 37.51 5358/-

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------~--------- N 

Total 4554 37.9'/, 35.16'/, 5346 44.5'/, 233.93 475.15 709.03 6006/-
..... = 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Source : AAP on IRDP - 1989-90. 



Table 6.3 

Distribution of respondents in the selected area of Malda District 

===================================================================================================== 

Sl no. Name of the Village 

1. i) Kastore 

ii} Jamdanga 

iii} Dighra 

2. i} Bhado 

ii} Matiganj 

3. i} Chaspara 

ii} Gayesbari 

4. i) Amtola 

ii} Gobindapur 

Source Field Survey. 

Name of the Gram No. of Beni- Name of the 
Panchayat ficiaries Blo.ck 

i} Babupur 

ii} Karkach 10 Gazole 

iii) Chacknagar 

i) Bhado 07 Ratua 

ii} Matiganj 

i) Chaspara 

ii} Sujapur 15 Kalla chak-I 

i} Bhabuk 

ii} Sahapur 15 Old Maida 

Name of the 
Bank 

i) Katna GGB 

ii) Gazole SBI 

i) Bhado GGB 

i) Sujapur GGB 

ii) Sujapur SBI 

i) Mangalbari uco 
Bank 

ii) Nabawabganj 
UBI Ltd. 

t-J 
1--1> 
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c) Religion 

The majority of the benificiaries of Malda District covered 

by the study are Hindus and then Muslims.· I show the distribution 

of respondents in case of religion for the study area ( 22 ) • Before 

going the analysis of the religion in Malda District, we show at 

first the main religion communities in the state as a whole in 

table 6. 4 • 

Table 6.4 

Main Religious Communities in the State as a whole 

================================================================= 

Sl no. Religious Persons Males Females Sex Ratio 
communi (Females 
ties per 1000 

males) 

1. Hindu 42,007,159 22,027,159 19,980,151 907 

2. Muslims 11,743,259 6,100,517 5,642,742 925 

3. Bhuddist 156,296 80,869 75,427 933 

4. Christian 319,670 167,424 152,246 909 

5. Jain 0 38,663 22,290 16,373 735 

6. Sikh 49,054 28,428 20,626 726 

·" Source Director of Census . of Household Population, 1981. 
================================================================= 

It is seen from the above table that the main two religious 

communities are Hindus and Muslims. In case of women section 

the sex ratio are also high in these two classes. For our discu-

ssion we at first take to compare the percentage of population 

in 1981 census and its rate of decadal growth of population during 

1971-81 between the two main classes in table 6.5 • 
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Table 6. 5 

The Percentage of Population in 1981 Census and its rate of 

decadal growth during 1971-1981. 

================================================================= 

Sl 
no. 

1. 

2. 

Source 

Religious 
Communities 

Hindu 

Muslims 

Percentage of 
total Population 

76.96 

21.52 

Decadal growth 
rate percentage 
1971-1981 

+ 21.37 

+ ·29. 55 

Director of Census of Population Household 1981. 
================================================================= 

From the above table it shows· that the percentage of 

total population of Hindus is as high than Muslims. But the decadal 

growth rate percentage in 1971-1981 in case of Muslims population 

is higher than ·the Hindus. So the distribution pattern is different. 

Now we show the pattern of distribution of the population 

of these major religious communities between rural and urban in 

table 6. 6 • 

Table 6. 6 

Distribution Pattern of Hindus and Muslims between 

Rural and Urban Areas of Maida 
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Religious Rural. Popu % to rural Urban Popu % to 
Communities lation Population lation Urban 

Popu 
lation 

1. Hindus 29,549,353 73.63 12,456,806 86.23 

2. Muslims 9,975,515 24.86 1,767,744 12.24 -- -------~-------------------------------~--------------- -------
Source Director of Household Census 1981. 



From the table 6. 6 it shows 'that the percentage of rural 

population is low in case of Hindus than the urban population. 

But in case of Muslims the percentage of rural population is high 

as urban population. Therefore, it is to say that the concentration 

of Muslims population is very much thickened in rural areas as 

than urban areas . But incase of Malda District the growth of 

the major religious persons is shown in table 6. 7 . 

Table 6. 7 

Distribution of Growth of Major Religious Persons 

================================================================= 
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Name of the District Census Years Total Popu- % to incre-
lation ase 1971-81 

1981 2031871 
Malda 26.00 

1971 1612657 

Source Director of Census Operations. 

From the above table reveals that in the census year 

1981, the total population is· high than in the previous ce~us 

years 1971 and therefore that the percentages per case . of each 

population is remarkable. 

Now we can divide the total population in the census 

years - 1971-81 in some specific categories. For our discussion 

we take the distributive figures about some major religious commu-

nities like Hindu and Muslims. Now we can show the total Muslims 

and Hindu population according to their males and females in table 

6.8 (A) and 6.8 (B) respectively. 
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Table 6.8 ( A ) 

Distribution of Total Population of Hindus in some specific cases 

================================================================= 

Name of the 
District 

Census 
Year 

Total Popu
lation 

% to total 
Population 

% to inct'ease 
Population 

1981 1107192 54.49 
MALDA 21.23 

1971 913283 56.63 

Table 6 . 8 ( B ) 

Distribution of Total Population of Muslims in Malda District 

Name of the 
District 

Source 

Census Total Popu-
years lation 

1981 919918 

1971 695504 

% to total 
Population 

45.27 

43.13 

Director of Household Census , West Bengal. 

% to inct'ease 
1971-1981 

32.27 

================================================================= 

Ft'om the above table 6.8(A) and 6.8(B) it t'eveals that 

the distribution pattern of Hindu population over' Muslim population 

according to census years is low, that is the percentage increase 

of 1971-81 is high in case of Muslim population than Hindus. 

But informatively and fat' the sake of simplicity of our 

discussion we can show the household pattern of population of 

Hindus under block wise achievements of Malda District in Table 6. 9 
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Table 6.9 

Distribution pattern of household population of Hindus under some 

blocks of Malda District of some Police Station wise 

================================================================= 

Name of the No. of house Persons Males Females 
Blocks hold 
(Police Station 
wiSe) 

T 197793 T 1107192 T 568769 T 538423 
1. Saddar Sub 

division R 183179 R 1023802 R 525573 R 498229 

u .14614 u 83390 u 43196 u 40194 

T 32624 T 177794 T 91798 T 85996 

2. Ratua R 16312 R 88897 R 45899 R 42998 

u 16312 u 88897 u 45899 u 42998 

T 51258 T 283434 T 145420 T 138014 

3. Gazole R 25629 R 141717 R 72710 R 69007 

u 25629 u 141717 u 72710 u 69007 

T 13579 T 74903 T 38425 T 36478 

4. Malda R 12379 R 68136 R 34986 R 33150 

u 1200 u 6767 u 3439 u 3328 

T 61248 T 92620 T 52720. T 39900 

5. Manikchak R 42250 R 78228 R 38420 R 22520 

u 18998 u 14392 u 14300 u 17380 

T 31630 T 186738 T 94634 T 92104 

6. Kaliachak R 15815 R 93369 R 47317 R 46052 

u 15815 u 93369 u 47317 u 46052 

Contd •••• 
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T 31068 T 170010 T 87832 T 82179 

7. Harishchan- R 15534 R 85005 R 43916 R 41089 
drapur 

u 15534 u 85005 u 43916 u 41089 

T 28234 T 148908 T 76656 T 72252 

8. Kharba R 14117 R 74454 R 38328 R 36126 

u 14117 u 74454 u 38328 u 36126 

T 27334 T 154626 T 78984 T 75642 

9. Bamongola R 13667 R 77313 R 39492 R 37821 

u 13667 u 77313 u 39492 u 37821 

T 25078 T 137734 T 69956 T 67778 

10. Habibpur R 12539 R 68867 R 34978 R 33889 

u 12539 u 68867 u 34978 u 33889 

Source Director of Census Operations, West Bengal. 

================================================================= 

From the above table it shows that specifically the number 

of household of Hindu population in case of females is weak concen-

tration. Therefore the economic status of a muslim female population 

is not as well as good than Hindu female populatio!l. 

d) Literacy rates and economic development of women 

The literacy rate is very poor for both men and women 

in the rural area of the Malda District. As 1981 census the rate 

is 23. 6 percent in case of persons. Among this rate of literacy 



in case of males and females are 31.44 percent and 14. 22 percent 

respectively. In 1981 census figure shows that female work parti

cipation rate is 15 percent in the rural area of this district. 

The low literacy percentage and low rate of participation of women 

folk give an impression of the status of the section in the area. 

Their lives are by and large charaterised by more work, less 

security, less real earning, less leisure, high mortality. 

It is said that women are {il.ysically and instututionally 

incapable of undertaking rigorous hard long hours of· work. In 

real life poor women in the labour market are found working at 

very strenuous job even during pregnancy. In the agricultural 

sector the majority of the women folk at different stage of cultivation 

are too interested in cutting labourers costs to indulge in any 

such prejudice in favour of men. The explanation regarding women • s 

low skills and capabilities but it does not explain why generations 

after generations women remain at such low skill levels. 

Wide spread illiteracy among the Muslim women folk 

helped them to become more . and more conservatives and orthodox 

mind. Naturany they have tendency to preserve traditional method 

of living. They are very much reluctant to come out to their 

shell and is very much keen to continue so called traditional methocl 

of production. From , our survey report it shows among 60 Muslim 

women benificiaries, only 10 respondents of the selected _ group 

are literate. Among selected female there are so poor number 

of women who put their signature. In case of Muslim women 

folk it is found that the rate of literacy is higher than that of 

226 
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SC and ST. The percentage ( 1%) of member who studied up to 

middle school and high school level is very low. As regards 

coverage of women benificiaries, the guideline remain as 30% of 

the total benificiaries should be women. The Malda District has 

some sort of huddlein this sphere. More than 50% of the rural 

population are Muslim community who are basically conservative. 

The Muslim women of the population are more or less 1 Pardanashin 1 

and naturally they are very l!lUCh reluctant to come out from their 

poverty. They do not want to be direct benificary which would 

be against their custom . However all Panchayat Samities are to 

very much meticulous at the time of sponsoring cases. They should 

see that at least 7% to 8% of women Muslim beniciciaries out of 

30 ·% benificiaries are sponsord from the each Panchayat Samity 

out of the total cases sponsord by them. 

We made survey on female literacy rates on developed 

and less developed villages under different block of Maida District. 

At first we take the village Saharol at Gazole, a less developed 

block of Maida District and then we choose the village Chaspara 

of Kaliachack-I block, a developed block. This is shown in· the 

table 6.10 and 6.11 • 

Category 
of House 
hold 

Landless 

Table 6.10 

Women literacy in Saharol village, 1987-88, 

( Based on Household Sample ) 

Age group Illite 
ratES 

Lite 
rates 

6-14Years 24.00 3.00 

Primary 
Educati 
on 

45.00 

Sec on 
dary 
educa 
tion 

28.00 

coil Total 
ege 6 
Techni 
cal 

100.00 

Contdo 0 o o 



Above 14 
years 

Small · 6-14 Years 

farmers 

Above·14 

Years 
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(88.8) (36.0) (44.10) (24.02) 

46.12 12.18 14.22 27.48 100.0 
(44.61)(30.45) (42.66) (6.87l 

68.28 31.72 100.0 

(24.58) (24.74) 

28.92 2.62 18.12 50.34 100.0 

(15.03)(17.79) (22.65) (13.10) 

Medium 6-14 10.22 43.18 42.82 3.78.100.0 

farmers years 

Big 

farmers 

Above 14 

Years 

6-14 Years 

Above i4 

years 

Engaged 6-14 Years 

in non-

farming Above 14 

occupa years 

tion 

(51.30) (17.21) (22.26) 

33.62 4.12 9.08 53.18 

(14.12)(13.39) (11.35) (10.63) 

20.12 

(6.43) 

10.36 10.36 

(11.2) (12. 7) 

50.00 50.00 

( 7. 04) ( 12. 5) 

14.18 56.~8 9.42 

(7.09) (28.14) 

32.17 47.11 

( 7. 07) ( 16. 48) 

38.11 9.12 25.26 27.51 

(19.81)(38.37) (16.25) (41.26) 

Total 6-14 years ( 100.00) ( 100.00) ( 100.00) ( 100.00) 

Above 14 Yrs(100.00) (100.00) (100.00) (100.00) 

Note 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

100.0 

i) Figures in parentheses give the percentage of females, 

with a given literacy level, over different categories 

of households. 

ii) Small farmers Owing land upto 2 acres ; 

Medium farmers Owing land from 3-5 acres 

Big farmers Owing more than 5 acres ; 

iii) There are no large farmers owing more than 25 acres. 

Source Field Survey. 
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Table 6.11 

Female literacy in Chaspara village, 1987-88 

(Based on Houlsehold Sample) ,., 

Category Age Literacy Levels 
of group 
Household Illite Lite Primary Sec on Coil Total 

rate rate Education dary age or 
educa Techni 
tion cal edu. 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Landless 6-14 46.15 46.15 7.70 100 

Labourers years (100.00) (25.00) (10.00) 

Above 34.62 26.92 23.08 15.38 100 

14 Yrs (27.27) (58.33) (21.43) (12.5) 

Small 6-14 66.67 33.33 100 

farmers years (41.46) (50.0) 

Above 27.27 6.82 29.55 36.36 100 

14 yrs. (36.37) (25.0) (46.43) (50.0) 

Medium 6-14 50.0 50.0 ..., 100 

farmers years (4.17) (10.0) 

Above 35.29 17.65 29.41 17.65 100 

14 Yr-s. (18.18) (10.71) (15.62) (94.12) -

Big 6-14 66.67 33.33 100 

farmers years (16.67) (20.0) --

Above 14.29 14.29 35.71 30.66 5.05 100 

14 Yrs~ (6.06) (16.67) (17.86) (12.42) (3.88) -

Non-farming 6-14 75.00 25.00 100 

occupations years (12.5) (10.0) 

Above 57.14 14.29 14.57 14.00 100 

14 Yrs. (12.12) (3.57 )(10.46) (2.00) -
Contd •.•• 
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Total 

Source : 

Note 
i) 

ii) 

2 

6-14 . 100 
years 

Above 100 
14 years 

3 4 

100 

100 

5 6 

100 100 

100 100 

7 

100 
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F1gures in parentheses give the percentages of females 

with a given literacy levels over different categories 

of households. 

Small Farmers Owing land upto 2 acres 

Medium farmers Owing land from 3 to 5 acres 

Big farmers Owing more than 5 acres . 

iii) There are no large farmers owing more than 25 acres. 

From the table 6.11 it is seen that the phenomenon 

is reflected more prominently in improvement of literacy of women 

in the age. group of 6-14 years. The opportunities of employment 

for females seem to have been reduced or their access to labour 

market seems to have become more difficult in the developed regions~ 23 ) 

e) Occupation 

The majority of Muslim women folk primarily depened 

on agriculture. Among 60 respondents 30 are cultivators and 

share croppers at the same time and 5 are landless labourers. 

All of them at the same time act as wage labourers. Regarding 

secondary occupation or in some cases primary occupation there 
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is a tendency to follow their own traditional occupation patterns. 

As for our survey we covered 4 blocks where the Muslim women 

folk mainly engaged in agriculture or cultivation and work as wage 

labour. But in some cases the Muslim women is engaged them selves 

basket making or bidi-making. It is also shows that more than 

80% of the total benificiaries are either widow or women abandoned 

by husband. It is a clear sign of pasitive· achievement considering 

the position of widow or destilute women in rural society. More 

than 75% of the benificiaries are in the age-gr.oup 30-50 is· also 

a positive factor for this is the span of life in which rural women 

taken direct part in economic activity. The number of benif:ici.aries 

above 70 years of age is a.J,so striking. It shows the part played 

by rural women despite their old age SIJ3Cially Muslim women. 

From a survey, out of 100 respondent 72 have no culti-

vable lands, only 28 respondents have cultivable lands. Almost 

all respondents had their part in economic activity before getting 

the benificiaries such as kutty, bidi -making, sewing etc. In the 

following table shows the distribution of respondents according 

to their economic status. It shows that the economic condition 

of Muslim women folk is very poor. This is shown in table 

6.12 • 

Table 6.12 

Annual Percapita income of the Respondent 

Percapita Income No. of family 

1. 1000-2000 10 

Community 
distribution 

Contd ..•. 
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2. 2000-3000 06 

3. 3000-4000 09 

4. 4000-6000 30 

5. 6000-8000 12 Muslim women folk. 

6. 8000-10000 11 

7. 10000-12000 15 

8. 12000-14000 02 

9. 14000-18000 03 

10. 18000-Above 02 

Touu 100 

Source A Survey Report. 

================================================================= 

From the above table it is clear that the number of the women 

population lies below the poverty line is maximum, In table 6,13 

the sector-wise evaluation of the selected benificiaries. Out of 

100 cases , 35 cases are bank cases, that is who have get loans 

from bank and the remaining cases are direct cases that is who 

have received direct subsidy from District Rural Development Agency. 

It has been found that 40% of the bank cases have failed 

to yield any result whereas only 12% of the direct cases have 

failed. This is shown in table 6.13 . 
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Table 6.13 
Sector-wise Evaluation Report of the selected 

Area of the Malda District 

Bank Cases 

Name · of the Schemes No. of Res- Positive Negative 
pondents 

1. Kutty 25 18 08 

2. Sewing Machine 18 07 02 
(with 3000 cash) 

3. Muri making 08 02 X 

4. Bidi making 14 X 02 

65 27 12 

Direct Cases 

1. 5 Mound Paddy 2.5 55 02 

2. Goat 10 X 04 

100 82(+) 18=100 

Source Field Survey. 

================================================================= 

From the above table it shows that the direct cases 

is some extent is success than bank cases. The cases of failure 

in different schemes varries from case to case .• In case of 

Kutty the main cause of failure is the inexperience to implement 

the scheme particularly in two of these cases the selection has 

not been made properly. In case ofse wing machine 02 out of 
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07 cases have failed to yield the result. Some of the respondent 

have no training in sewing. Inspite of these constraints IRDP played 

a vital role in this respect. 

f) Indebtedness 

All the respondents among the selected families had 

borrowed money. They mainly borrowed from bank and from money 

lender. The amount borrowed by them is generally between 

Rs. 500 and Rs. 1000. 

Purpose of Borrowing 

The majority of women benificiaries had borrowed money 

for productive purpose that is in case of purchasing agricultural 

inputs and demands raw materials. . But money is borrowed for 

personal expenses like marriage, medical treatment, ceremonies etc. 

Source of Borrowing 

The major source of borrowing of women folk is Mahajan 

of the same village as well as friends and relatives. Though 

they borrowed money mainly for productive purposes they could 

not get it from banks because banks have no rules to give another 

loans until they repaid loans. Except this, there are so many 

rules and regulations for getting loans from banks. So the rural 

people prefer to take loans from local money lenders with local 

terms and conditions. 
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Nature and Terms and Conditions 

The terms and conditions of borrowing money and material 

have been found to be more or less the same in the 4 blocks 

of my study area. We have observed that firstly, the respondent 

may return their loan after 3 to 6 months . in cash; secondly, 

the women respondents may pay off their loan :ln exchange of their 

mannual labour to the money lender. 

Expenditure 

The' income of the selected women respondents is so 

low that they rarely maintain and preserve life, the living standard 

is very low. The burden on their small income for expenditure 

is so low that it pushes their economic level still lower. The 

women folk, mainly ST women folk spend on food liquor. 

g) Health and Sanitation 

The health and sanitation condition of Muslim women 

folk in Maida District is bad. Because they lies almost below 

the poverty line and for that reason they could not get the proper· 

facilities of medical treatment. Frommy survey area it is known 

1hat 1he women folk, specially M.lslim women, did not believe to 

take the help of medical institution due to their conservativeness. 

They always believe in their primitive process of treatment that 

is "Ojha 11 or some "Fakir". But in case of family planning system 

they had the choice to take family planning. Though they are 

conserv-ative in system yet from our survey field report - we get 
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10 women out of 25 women who already had done operation in 

case of family planning. But other cases the women in this district 

like this type of operation In some field survey shows that 

4 women believed that this is sin for their religion side. From 

a survey report on some selected areas of Muslim belt, that is 

where most of the main inhabitants are Muslim, we show that 

the numbers of children is 10 to 12 in average and for that reason 

the health condition of mother is very poor and weak. Their 

disease are mainly weaknesses and the defficiency of blood by 

which they cannot survived so long. 

bue to some reason their economic condition is very 

narrow and they are really very poor. Their marriage system 

is so litigatious that they could get marriage 1n age of 10 to 12 

years. So their ability to bear children is high and their health 

condition become very poor. 

cases of Muslim women who 

From a survey of' some selected 

always abide by the dominance of 

males. But in some cases the head of the family is women who 

had done work, mainly agricultural work and kutty and from this 

economic help they tried to maintain her family. I have surveyed 

in some cases of Malda District, I have found that the dominancy 

of male is high than female dominant. At a glance that condition 

of Muslim women is not satisfactory and still they are ignorant 

and could thrive into the poverty. As the standard of living of 

these particular sector is very very simple with minimum needs, 

they hardly care for their future and that is why the essence 
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of IRDP, NREP and RLEGP is unable to penetrate the economic struc-

ture of this sector. 

h) Scheme wise, Bank wise and Block wise Evaluation Report of 

Muslim Women 

In table 6.14 shows the block-wise, scheme-wise and 

bank-wise information about some selected Muslim women benifici-

aries 

Table 6.14 

Distribution of Respondents Selected for the Study 

Sl. Name of the No. of Res- Who not No. of beni No. of beni-
no. Scheme pondents yet Rece ficiaries pay ficiaries pay 

who recei ived Beni ing off Bank ing off Bank 
ved Benifit fit loan regul- loan irregul 

-arly arly 

1. Gottary 06 05 05 01 

2. Kutty 12 04 09 03 

3. Bidi-making 03 01 02 01 

4. Swing 09 02 09 0 

5. Muri-making 02 01 01 01 

6. Chanachur 01 01 01 0 
making 

7. Sericulture 05 04 01 04 

B. Pottery 02 02 02 0 

40 20 

Total = 60 

Source Survey field Report. 
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From the table 6.14 it shows that out of 60 benificiaries only 

40 repondents who get the proper benifit and 20 who not yet received 

benifit. So the number of successful benificiaries who are paying 

off bank loan regularly 

selected area. 

is remarkably good in our 

Table 6.15 

Bank-wise and Block-wise Evaluation Report of the Selected Area 

Sl. Name of No. of No. of No. of No. of Name of the 
no. the Bank Benifici Benifici Benifici Respon Block 

aries aries aries dents who 
paying not pay not yet 
off Bank ing off received 
loan re Bank loan Benifit 
gularly regularly 

1. Katna 15 05 01 09 Gazqle 
GGB 

2. ffii Gazole 10 06 0 04 

Total 25 11 01 13 

1. Bhado GGB 10 06 02 02 Ratua 

Total 10 06 02 02 

1. Kaliachak 10 06 01 03 
GGB 

Kaliachack 
2. Kaliachack 05 02 01 02 

SBI 

Total 15 08 02 05 

1. Mangalbari 04 02 02 0 
UCO Bank 

.. Old Malda 
2. Nabawabganj 06 

04 
01 

urn Ltd. 01 

Total 10 06 03 01 

Source Survey Report. 
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From ·the table 6.15 is shows that the getting loans 

from bank and repaid the loans to bank by benificiaries is not 

so bad. But this does not potray the real condition. Officially 

these cases are termed as 11 Successful Cases 11 
, but from socio

logical point of view these are considered as total failure because 

the so called successful benificiaries still remain in the same 

economic condition or the same income level ( 24 ) . 

SUMMARY 

Women are usually employed in occupations that do not 

call for any particular · skill or those for which they have shown 

special aptitude. In this respect, India was far long much behind 

other countries where women were entering more and more into 

skilled occupations. In the textile industries in India the employment 

of women has been Continued for a long time to departments such 

as winding and ruling • These occupations have by long usage 

come to be regarded as women's job . 

However, in the last few years, the women of India 

have come to occupy offices and jobs that require skill, dexterity, 

efficiency and as intellectual order and physical discipline not 

dreamt of in earlier decades. 

We have had women ministers and women in the lAS 

cadre, women in armed forces and the constabulary, women in 

sensitive telephone departments including tele{ilone equipment manu-

facturing, women in highly skilled jobs such as engineeiiihg ;and 
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medical practice, not to mention women engaged as clerks in offices 

or in sales of · products. There are innumerate women social 

workers as well. 

What one observes from the limited discussion foregoing 

is that women, as a class, has had clifficult periods in many a 

respect, that redemption of the folk from the hot health and dry 

home took a long period to get fructified and that conditions have 

begun improving, if not fully, at least partially. 

What may be needed to speed up the present process 

of women's betterment is concerted effort on the part of the whole 

society to recognise their positive and potential contribution for 

the enrichment of the society in every way and to give up prejudices 

in women employing themselve, and to treat women . as equal and 

trusted partners in the pilgrimage of the country towards economic 

freedom in a full measure and in social upgradation of all without 

distinction in sex. so that the cultural ethos of the nation may 

be held aloft in all candour and spender. 

If we summarise this chapter it is found that the economic 

upliftment of the women in the Malda district is not so good. 

The performance of women specially Muslim women in rural area 

is remarkable. They are doing some economic work but this 

type of work is not recognised as work in the definitional and 

realistic sense of the term. Most of the Muslim women are illite

rate and the illiteracy of the people termed them " poor women". 

In order to have a complete idea about the condition 

of Muslim women, mere progress analysis is not sufficient. It 
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is necessary to know whether the women receipients of benifits 

have been actually benifited by the bank or other cases or not, 

the problems encountered by them. For that purpose, it was 

so decided to make a field survey of betrifi.ciaries in some selected 

blocks. From survey report it shows that the actual upliftment 

in the minority community, specially Muslim women is not satisfactory. 

Their socio-economic condition is very poor and they lies in below 

the poverty line . 

There are 10 thanas with about 4, 48, 687 lakhs of Muslim 

women, out of this 1, 20, 000 lakhs Muslim women falling below 

poverty line. The condition of Muslim women is very distressing 

specially those who live in rural area. This is necessary to 

say that 98% Muslim in this district live in rural area. This 

same picture is found all over India. To meet this alarming economic 

condition of the rural people, specially Muslim women, some big 

and effective programme for rural area were taken up during 

the 7th Plan period. The IRD Programme is one of the ideals 

purposeful and sensational product of the 5th Plan. The main 

object of this programme is .to pull up the poor rural women who 

are living below the poverty line by giving them suitable schemes 

backed by financial assistance. The very prupose of this programme 

is to assist the downtrodden community of the rural areas· to enable 

them to stand on their own feet. 

It is seen that the economic condition of this respondent 

is very weak due to some factors. The most alarming factor 

is that the number of children of household population is very 



high corrparable to some other household community. From a survey 

report it is found that the ecqnomic status of that family is a cute 

and to overcome this economic a cuteness they go to work in 

the neighbourer 's house. 'The numbers of II.larginal workers in 

this section is high. A series of studies in this field are being 

taken up in different stages among the Muslim women community. 

Since this studies are mainly based on different ecological and 

ethmic background which varry fran one place to another. With 

this aim in view I have selected Malda District of W .B. as study 

area. I select four blocks namely Old Malda, Gazole, Ratua and 

Kaliachack on the basis of higher Muslim community concentration. 

Of these four blOG:ks, two Banks have been covered in each block 

and 60 cases have been collected by random survey. It shows 

that the dominancy of male is main. But the socio-condition in 

case of their dowry system it is easy process where there is 

no acute demand of money, but to some extent, there . lies 

some other demands such as cycle, radio etc. Their working 

condition is mainly depends on cultivation and some other agricultural 

grounds. The respondent are getting loans from Bank to perform 

some easy business. They are satisfied to getting loans from 

Banks. But the money lender also are doing a vital role in case 

of financing loans to the poor women. 

If we analyse the Banking role, it is easy to say that 

rural banks and some commercial banks is to play a vital role 

in case of financing to the rural women berti:ficiaries. In Malda 

District, the womeu benificiaries who are getting loans from the 

242 
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rural banks advances 25. 83 lakhs. But specifically the Muslim 

women population who are getting loans from the rural banks are 

568 in 1987 and the rural banks advances 13.42 lakhs. During 

1988 the rural banks gave the loans to the women benificiaries 

is 1618 in number. Out of this number 798 Muslim women are 

getting 15. 96 lakhs from the rural banks. So it is easy to say 

that 7% to 8% of the total advance prevail amongst the minority 

community. 

Therefore it is to say that there is a inadequacy to 

understanding of village life which primarily accounts for poor 

plarurlng and slow implementation of rural development programmes. 

The successful achievements if we want to get, it is properly 

to say that the upliftment of the Muslim women community in rural 

areas and their economic status become progressing to maintain 

their economic condition. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The nature of growth of financial institutions in Maida - a 

backward region - has not been properly discussed. Maida region is 

a sample case to show how the banks and other financial institutions 

grew in this area· some sort of indigeneous method of banking had 

developed in this c;listrict when it was an Indian State. Peasants and 

men of small means used to deposit their savings to the Merchants 

who in exchange met some of the daily needs of the investors. 

Before the Nationalisation of the commercial banks, in 1969, there 

was only one branch of State Bank of India and United Bank of India 

each in Maida . In addition, there was a Central Co-operative Bank, 

which had two branches one at chanchal and other at 

Harishchandrapur. However, there was also a co-operative land 

Development Bank, the purpose of which was only to lend long-term 

loans to the agriculturists. Subsequently, in the year 1967, the State 

Bank of India took over the business of non-scheduled bank by an 

order issued by the Government of India under the State Bank of 

India Act of 19As1 .l 

Facilities of finance through institutions are still poor, and 

upto 1969 banking faicilities were available only in the District 

Town. The present day financial institutions consist of Commercial 

Banks, Co-operative ·Banks, Ch.it Fund Company, Post Office , Life. 

Insurance Corporation of India and a large number of money lenders 

both registered and un-registered So long the commercial banks 

were confined to the urban areas, while the tottering co-operative 
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credit societies operated in rural areas. As the district has 

considerable cash crop like Jute and sericulture, credit facilities in 

rural areas are offered by big merchants, shop-keepers and rich 

farmers acting as money lenders to whom repayment is made through 

the crop( 2 . ) 

Another noteworthy point is that there has been tremendous 

growth rate of bank branches in the last 10 years, that is, from 1979 

to 1989. In the first decade (after nationalisation) the growth rate is 

rather slow. Another important point to note is that one evening 

branch of the District Central Co-operative Bank has started 

functioning independently from 11th July, 1983, situated at Netaji 

Subhas Road. Of course, the credit side of this bank is nil because 

credit functions are performed by the Head Office of this bank, 

situated at Saraju Prasad Road, Malda. 

Before nationalisation there was only one branch of United Bank 

of India, the Lead Bank of Malda District, situated at Maida Town 

only. Similarly, there was only one branch of S.B.I., the second 

important bank of India, before nationalisation of commercial banks in 

1969 situated in Malda Town. Ironically, there was no expansion of 

branch of S.B.I. , in the 1970'J 3 .l 

Progress of opening of branches of different commercial banks 

in Malda District over 20 years is shown in the Table 7.1 ( Upto 

December, 1989) 



Tlllll£ 7.1 

PROGRESS CJ' OPENING Of BRANCHES Of DIFFERENT COI!ERCIAL BANKS· OF MALDA 1JISTRICT 

VEAR 1969 197(1 1971 1 97? 1973 1974 1975 1976 1977 1978 1979 1980 191lf 1982 1983 1984 . 198) 1"86 19R7 1qRR 1989 

NO. OF 6 6 g 10 10 11 17 25 30 33 45 62 80 85 94 98 119 120 122 130 140 

BRANCHES 

SOURCE : Economic Review from 1969-70 to 1988-89, Government of West Bengal. 

The Table 7.1 shows that while there were only 06 branches of commercial banks in 1969, there 

were 140 branches in 1989. The branches increased by 23.33 times in 20 years. The other important is 

to note that there had been a tremendous growth rate of branches in the last 10 years, i.e. from 1979 

to 1989 . Tqis tremendous growth of branches over this period is also due to the establishment of a 

regional rural bank (Gaur Gramin Bank) in the district, in 1977. 
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After nationalisation the yearwise expansion of different 

branches of the Bank S.B.I. is glven in the Table 7.2 (Upto December, 

1989). 

TABLE 7.2 

Year of Establishment Name of the Branch 

1971 Harishchandrapur. 

1980 Sujapur, Amriti, Manikchak, 

Balupurhat, Samsi. Chanchal, Gozole. 

1981 Jadupur, Gabgachi, Mozampur, 

Arapur, Kotowali. 

1986 Khejuria. Township, Barduari, 

Jamtola, Manikora. 

1988 Rathbari ( Malda). 

Source Rural Development Office, Lead Bank (U.B.I.) 

Similarly there was only one branch of United Bank of India, 

the Lead Bank of Malda District, situated in Malda Town only. The 

year wise branch expansion of this bank is given in the Table 7. 3 • 
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TABLE 7.3 

Year of Establishment Name of the Branch 

1-980 

1981 

1983 

1984 

1986 

1988 

Source 

Jalalpur, Milki, Khejuria 

Kumarganj, Bhutni, Alinagar. 

Much ia, Gouria. 

N I L 

Pakuahat, 

Ratua. 

N I L 

Babupur, Habibpur, 

Rural Development Officer, Malda District Lead Bank 

(U.B.I. ). 

The United Industrial Bank Ltd., a Scheduled Bank, had one 

branch in the Malda Town before nationalisation. So , after 

nationalisation, the bank has still only one· branch in the district. 

The branch expansion network of this bank is nil. 

The existing set up of Banking Institutions in Malda District 

is given in Chart - I. 
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CHART - I 

BANKING INSTITUTION 

Co mercia! Banks 

(B :anches - 132) 

Co-operative Banks 
(Branches - 8) 

...,.~--------------,. ! 

State Financial 
Corporation 
(Branch -1) 

Malda District The Malda Co-operative 
Central Co-operative Land. . Development Banks 
Banks Ltd. Ltd. 
(Branches- 7) '(Branch- 1) 

·I 
U. B. I. CBI AB UB GGB 
(25) (07) (12) (01) (54) 

BOI 
( 03) 

PNB 
(01) 

SBI UCO lOB 
(21) (05) (01) 

UBI = UNITED BANK OF INDIA. 

CBI = CENTRAL BANK OF INDIA 

AB = ALLAHABAD BANK 

UB = UNION BANK 

GGB = GOUR GRAM IN BANK. 

BOI = BANK OF INDIA. 

PNB = PUNJAB NATIONAL BANK 

SBI = STATE BANK OF. INDIA 

uco = UNITED COMMERCIAL BANK 

lOB = INDIAN OVERSEAS BANK 

18 = INDIAN BANK 

Ul8 = UNITED INDUSTRIAL BANK. 
', 

18 
(01) 

UIB 
(01) 



Blockwise position of different banks functioning in Malda District upto March, 1990 and the name of 

places where the different branches of different banks situated are given in the Appendix - VIlA. 

TABLE 7.4 
8MJ( BRANCHES Ill THE IW.DA DISTliiCT 

~ER OF BRAIICHES IN PAIICHY~T SNIITIES/BLOOCS ~ 011 DECE!eER,1989, 

Items English Bazar Old Maida Habibpur Bamangoh Gazole Manikchak Ratua I Ratua II Chanchal-1 Chanchal-11 Kaliachak-1 KaHa- Kalla- Hari sh - Harish- Distirct 
Chak-11 Chak Ill chandra Chandra Total 

pur-l Pur-II 

UBI 4 2 1 1 2 2 3 1 2 1 4 - 2 - - 25 

CB! 2 - 1 - 1 1 - 2 - - - - - - - 07 

AB 3 1 1 2 - - - - - - 3 1 1 - - 12 

UB - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1 01 

GGB 5 2 5 2 7 4 3 5 3 2 2 3 2 4 5 54 

80! 2 - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - 03 

PNB - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - 01 

DCCB 3 - - - 1 1 - - 1 - 1 - - - - 07 

LOB 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 

SBI 4 - 2 1 2 l 3 - l 1 3 - l l 1 29 

U-Co.B. 2 1 - -- - l - - - - - 1 - - - 05 

lOB 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 

!B 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 

UIB 1 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 

SFC 1 -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - 01 

TOTAl 30 06 10 06 13 10 09 08 07 04 13 06 07 05 07 141 

Source : Annual Credit Plan (1989-90), Maida Dlstlrct, United Bank of India (Lead Bank). 

t-.:1 
U1 
~ 
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If we compare the districtwise spread of commercial banks 

(except Co-operative and Land Development Banks) in West Bengal 

(See Appendix VII B), we will see that the number of offices 

(branches) of different commercial banks operating in Malda 

District, is highest among the North Bengal Districts, but lower 

than that of other disticts of South Bengal (except Purulia) 

Number of bank offices (branches) is highest in Calcutta among the 

districts of West Bengal. Average number of population per office in 

Malda District was 20,000 in. 1989 which was more or less equal 

than that of other North Bengal Districts. This number is higher 

than the state average, i.e., 14,000 in 1989. So, it can be 

concluded that banking facilities are available in a better way in 

South Bengal (specially in Calcutta . than in North Bengal). 

Similarly, if we consider the statewise distribution of bank 

offices (branches) in India (see Appendix - VII), we shall see 

that while the All India average number of population per bank 

ofice was 12,000 in 1989, the State average number of population 

was 14,000 in West Bengal. This number is also much higher than 

the All India Average Number. , On the qontrary, this number was 

only 7,000 in Himachal Pradesh, 8,000 in Jammu 5 Kashmir and 

Punjab. The banking facilities in Manipur, Assam, Sikkim and in 

Bihar were not so good as is depicted from Appendix-VII C. 

Again if we look at the Table 7. 4 we see that 13 
------

nationalised commercial banks are operating their banking functions 

in Malda District. Most of the branches of these banks are 
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situated in rural areas, only 30 branches (out of 141 branches ) are 

functioning in Malda Town. 

So, it is clear that only after nationalisation, commercial 

banks expanded its operations in the backward areas of Malda 

District • Prior to nationalisation, there were only a few banks in 

Malda. 

(a) COMMERCIAL BANKS : 

.Various other commercial banks are functioning in Malda 

District, among them, Gaur Gram in Bank ( GGB) is the new entrant in 

the rural credit scene and occupies a prominent position in financing 

the rural poor • 

. ( i l GOUR GRAMIN BANK ( GGB) 

In 1975 , the Government of India appointed a working group 

under the Chairrnansh ip . of Shri M. Narasirnharn to review the flow of 

institutional credit especiall v to the weaker sections of the rural 

community. The group pointed out certain deficiencies in the role of 

the two major agencies in the field, the co-operative credit 

institutions and the commercial banks. It also carne to the conclusion 

that the regional and functional gaps in rural credit can not be met 

within a reasonable period by reorganising or restructuring the two 

systems. At the same time, certain commendable features were 

noticed. Both the systems which could be combined in a new type of 

institution. The working group, therefore, recommended the setting up 

of State sponsored regionally based a:nd rural oriented banks called 
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Regional Rural Banks ( RRBs). They were meant to combine the "Local 

feel and familiarity with several problems which the co-operative 

possess and the degree of business organisation ability to mobilise· 

deposits, access to central money markets and a modernised outlook 

which the commercial banks have11
• Accepting this recommendation, 

the GOI . promuigated the RRBs Ordinance on September 26, 1975 and 

the first five RRBs were ~stablished on October 2,1975. The Ordinance 

was later replaced by the RRBs Act, 1976( 4 ). 

According to this Act, the RRBs were to be set up mainly : 

11 With a ·view to developing the rural economy by providing, 

for the purpose of development of agriculture, trade, commerce, 

industry and other productive activities in the rural areas, credit 

and other facilities, particularly to the small and marginal farmers, 

agricultural labourers, artisans and small entrepreneurs and for 

matters connected therewith and incidental thereto'' 5 . l 

The operational area of each RRB is concentrated to a 

compact area of one to three revenue districts with homo~eneity in 

agro climatic conditions and rural clientele . The RRBs were to open 

their branches in the unbanked and under banked centres, where both 

the co-operatives and commercial ·banks are weak and unable to cater 

to the needs of weaker section~6 ) 

In this context, 11 Gaur Gram in Bank 11 
( GGB), a regional rural 

bank was established in 1977 under the sponsorship of United Bank 

of India (UBI), Lead Bank of this district. The area of ooeration of 

GGB covers three districts, namely , Malda, Murshidabad and West 
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D
. . ( 7) 
ma]pur . The head office is at Malda Town ( Rajmahal Road). The 

first three branches of this bank was established in Sambalpur in 

Malda District, Raninagar in Murshidabad and Patiram in West 

Dinajpur. Since inception the bank in consonance with the objectives 

limited resources for a greater impact on the downtrodden society for 

their economic upliftment -by activities in bringing the poor into 

growth process by providing institutional credit support with large 

network for branches and by creating right atmosphare for small and 

marginal farmers, rural artisans, landless labourers, small 

entrepreneurs, persons of small means who have capabilities to use 

credit more productively to make investments, wipe-off disguised 

unemployment in addition to creating new employment and make the 

( 8 ) 
desired contribution to the national production . 

BRANCH EXPANSION 

The branch expansion network of this r-egional bank is ver-y 

much impressive in comparison to other nationalised commercial 

banks. In or-der- to extend rural banking faciities to the remote 

unbanked areas, the bank has alr-eady opened 120 branches upto 

December, 1989 among the three underdeveloped districts of West 

Bengal, viz., Malda, West Dinajpur and Murshidabad. the 

total number- of branches was increased to 120 from 1975 to 1990. 

Malda is the Head Office of GGB. GGB has 54 branches in Maida 

District (except Head Office). 60 branches in West Dinajpur and 26 

branches in Murshidabad District. The year-wise and district-wise 

expansion of branches are given in the Table 7.5
1

(Appendix VII D). 



Period 

TABLE 7.5 

Yearwise and District-wise Expansion of Branches of GGB 
upto December, 1990. 
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Maida West Din_ajpur Murshidabad 

Up to December 1975 2 1 1 
II II 1976 6 4 7 
II II 1977 4 3 1 
II II 1978 0 0 1 
II II 1979 1 ·0 1 
II II 1980 2 2. 2 

II II 1981J 7 3 6 
II " 1982 3 0 3 
II II 1983 3 4 4 
II II 1984 3 8 0 
II II 1985 17 25 0 
II II 1986 1 1 0 
II II 1987 2 2 0 
II II 1988 2 2 0 
II II 1989 1 4 0 
II II 1990 0 1 0 

Total 54 60 26. 

Source Annual Report of GGB from 1975 to 1990. 
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Name of Block 

English Bazar 

Old Malda 

Kaliachak-I 

Kaliachak-II 

Kaliachak-III 

Harishchandrapur -I 

Harishchandrapur 
- II 

Bam angola 

Gazole 

Habib pur 

Chanchal - I 

Chanchal -II 

Ratua - I 

Ratua - II 

Manikchak 
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TABLE 7.6 

Name of the Branch No. of Branches·. 

Kotowali, Malda, Kajigram, 5 
Fulbaria, Narhatta. 

Sahapur, Bhabuk 2 

Sershahi, Sujapur 2 

Mothabari, Bangitola, Rajnagar 3 

Baishnabnagar, Sahabajpur 2 

Tulshihatta, Bhingole, 4 
Kushida, Chandipur. 

Bhaluka Bazar, Doulatpur 5 
Kumedpur, Khidirpur, Barduari 

Pakuahat, Nalagola 2 

Katna, Krishnapur, Alal, 7 
Mashaldighee, Maina, 
Eklakhmi, Raniganj 

Aiho, Kendnuka" Habibpur 5 
Rishipur, Kanturka 

Kaligram, Ash a pur, 3 
Mahanandapur 

Malatipur, Chorolmoni 2 

Bhado, Baharal~ 3 
Mahanandatola 

Mahanandatola, Sambalpur 5 
Araidanga, Pirganj, Magura 

Nurpur, Dakshin Chandipur 4 
Dharampur, Gopalpur. 

Total Branches 54 

Source Annual Report of GGB, Malda. 
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The performance of GGB in expanding its branch netvtork in 

reaching out to the weaker sections in the unbanked and hitherto 

neglected areas has been remarkable. These branches covers 15 

blocks. Mainly lack of infrastructure forced the bank authorities to 
( . ) 

refrain them from undertaking new branches9 • 

DEPOSIT MOBILISATION 

"Deposits are like blood to the life of banks. Their other 

activities are chiefly dependent upon deposits, mobilisation of 

deposits forms an integral part of the development procesJn10 . 1 

The GGB, with its rapid branch expansion network has made 

a considerable thrust in mobilising rural savings and improving the 

banking habit amongst the rural poor of the distircts. The absolute 

increase in the amount of deposits achieved over the years 1979 to 

1989 (as shown in the Table 7. 7). 

The Table 7. 7 shows that the growth rate of deposit amount 

has been increasing every year upto 1981. On the whole, the year-

wise growth rate of deposit amount tended to decline since 1982. 

The average growth rate of deposit amount during 10 years was 

45.77%. The growth rate of accounts has been decreasing upto 1988. 

It has been increasing in the year 1989. The average growth rate of 

accounts during 10 years was 26.48%. An interesting point to be 

noted here is that growth rates (both for the deposit as well as 

accounts) stood highest in the year 1980. This was mainly because 

of massive branch expansion of the bank during that year. The 
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TABLE 7.7 

BREAK-UP. !1 VARIOUS TYPES !1 DEPOSITS !1 GG8 (In L•khs) 

1eer upt0 Savings Bank Term Cash Recurr 1 ng Current Depos 1 t Others Total Accounts Growth Rate ( 1: l 
31st Oecen;ber (S.B.) rlP.posHs Cert1t 1- OePos 1t (c.o.; ' OP.pos Hs 

(T.O.) ce~'!(r..C) (R.O.l 

1979: 
No.of A/cs 12296 710 566 1887 31 762 16252 
Anoount 86.71 35.19 13.88 6.09 6.14 13.79 161.70 

1980: 
Ho.of A/cs 19258 801 813 2604 70 2578 26124 60.74 
Alllount 2532.29 115.08 1006.26 308.74 2532.28 2.12 6496.77 81 •. 80 

1981 : 
No.of Ales 28846 934 1117 . 3981 104 3021 38003 45.47 
Alllount 272.44 72.56 27.46 16.84 14.57 34.88 438.75 67.94 

1982 : 
No.of A/cs 40067 2532 4584 6499 114 1723 55519 46.09 
Allount 328.9 78.80 47.50 27.60 14.20 63.20 560.20 27.68 

1983 : 
No.of A/cs 45810 3820 6728 9880 120 2562 68920 24.14 
"-ount 482.00 52.00 78.37 41.00 111 .DO 91.00 855.37 52.69 

1984 : 
No.of A/es 52520 4250 9272 10505 135 . 3220 79902 15.93 
"-ount 737.60 54.21 149.11 58.87 206.73 1.01 1207.6 41.18 

1985 : 
No.of Ales 55600 5000 9800 12200 142 5250 88072 10.22 
Amount 1020.26 66.84 249.44 86.44 226.72 1.93 1651.63 36.76 

lr'~ . 
No.of Ales 61210 1)230 10100 14510 14ts ...... ,.. 98408 11.73 Oc.•v 

Amount 1208.9 76.97 379.25 132.80 332.44 2.12 2132.48 29.11 

1987 : 
No.of A/cs 64510 7462 11245 16875 160 7580 107832 9.58 
Amount 1565.88 91.57 546.81 189.52 451.70 2.00 2847.48 33.53 

1988 : 
No.of Ales 69922 8652 13200 18778 180 8570 119302 10.64 
Amount 1896.54 104.69 790.94 257.22 522.11 1.98 3573.48 25.50 

1989 : N 
Ol 

No.of A/es 86580 9810 17643 31520 190 9660 155403 30.26 01 

Amount 134.4 36.58 18.139 9.93 21.06 28.89 261.25 61.56 

Source : General Manager, Gaur Gramin Bank,· Malda. 
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increase was largely due . to . personal level campaign lauched by 

the Chairman of the bank who was ably assisted by staff of the 

branches. But the growth rate 1in deposit could not reach the level 

as expected. Because, bulk of the deposit has come from amongst 

the eligible clientele of the bank. Moreover, the surplus 

generation in tli.e hands of the rural poor whose mainstay , i.e., 

agriculture, is affected to a large extent by the drought and 

uncertainties of nature. The scope for increasing agricultural as 

well as non-agricultural incomes in the district is very limited. 

The exclusion of rich farmers and other rich persons in the 

village society from the loaning activities, demotivated them from 

depositing their savings with the regional rural banks. The stiff 

competition with other financial institutions also restricts the bank 

from securing the required rate of deposit. 

CREDIT EXPANSION 

Keeping parity with the objectives for setting up of 

Regional Rural Banks, the GGB continues to register a satisfactory 

growth of credit expansion over the periods under review both in 

terms of quantum of loan disbursed and amount outstanding. The 

bank has created a very impressive and favourably impact on its 

area operation by providing adequate and timely credit assistance 

through its various innovative programmes and activities. The 

lion's share of advance is going to the 11 Priority Sector 11
• Non

priority sector advance is very negligible. The bank is meeting 

mostly the credit needs of the agricultural labourers, marginal and 

small farmers, rural artisans, scheduled caste and scheduled tribe 

population who belonging to the neglected section of our society. 
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The growth of advance by G.G.B. for the period 1979 to 1989 as 

shown in the Table 7.8 . 

Table 7. 8 shows that 

outstandin.g was 55.28% in 1980. 

growth rate of 

During 1981, 

advance amount 

the growth rate 

increased to 54.28% . From the year 1982 onwards, the year-wise 

growth rate of advance amount outstanding showed a declining 

tendency. Highest growth rate was marked during the year 1980. 

This was due to the largest branch expansion network in that 

year. The average growth rate of advance amount outstanding 

during the period of 10 years was 34.32% . The share of priority 

sector advance to total advance showed a very satisfactory 

position. As national objects was to attain by 1985, this figure for 

the bank was 99.25% • (an average percentage share of priority 

sector advance to· total advance for the period 1979-1989). The 

table 7. 8 also reveals another good feature in respect of share of 

agriculture in total priority sector advances. The average 

percentage share of agriculture within the priority sector advance 

for the period 1979-89 was 45.45% • 

CREDIT DEPOSIT RATIO 

Credit deposit ratio is the proportion of the credit 

sanctioned by banks in a region or state to deposit collected in 

that region or state. It explains the extent to which a region or 

state has been benefited from bank credit out of their deposits. 

Variations in this ratio indicate that certain regions or states gain 

more than certain others in terms of credit flows. One of the most 
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"TABlE 7.8 -DEPI.ont:IIT"Of CREDIT BY GGII FOR 1ltE YEAR 197~1989 

(Amgoot in 'QQQ} 
tear ucto Croo Loan Te,.. loan· T•rm Lo.1r. allle~ SS1 & RA Road Sen• tees Non priority Total Growth rat• of Total prlortty I of prlortty Totol agri- I of agrtculturel 
Jist to A9'"icultur• Sector Ad .. ance~ .aJ.,anc£~ :;ectcr sector Adv.ttv.P culrural 4dvaoce to total 
!)'?'"~""'" TranspOrt ddvances. to total adva!Y-e ~tnrity IIOPC.tor 

advance advan<.t 
---

1979 : 
Amount 160 111 30 8 4 15 7 330 - 328 99.401 157 47.861 
Outstanding 

1900 : 
Amount 202 122 41 14 - 25 5 409 55.281 404 98.781 178 14.051 
Outstanding 

1981 : 
Ano:lunt 343 144 59 25 - 51 9 631 54.281 622 98.571 265 42.601 
Outstanding 

1982 : 
Amount 537 176 89 51 - 94 6 953 51.03S 947 99.371 428 . 45.20! 

Outstandtns 

1983 : 
Allount 703 229 119 80 6 137 a 1282 34.521 1274 99.371 594 46.621 
Outstanding 

1984 : 
Amount 888 310 173 130 8 228 6 1743 ~.961 1137 99.651 50 43.181 
Outstanding 

1985 : -Amount 1444 830 - 261 ZZ6 258 42 1973 13.201 1931 97.87 s 907 46.9:'1 
Outs :anding 

1986 : 
Amount 1116 412 191 155 • 27 272 11 2184 10.691 2173 99.491 917 42.201 
Outstaoding 

1987: 

Amount 1433 508 206 188 32 290 10 2667 22.111 2657 99.621 1259 47 •. 181. 
Outstanding 

1988 : 
Amount 2300 632 221 202 41 302 12 1710 39.11:1. 3708 99.941 160!' 43. )1t 
Outstanding 

1989 : 
Amou!lt 3108 703 251 245 52 341 11 4111 26.981 4700 99.761 ;or-e. 50.59\ 
OutH.snd1nq 

Source : Annual Report GGB fr(JII 1979 to 1989. 

NGIE : 1. Sources wts• break-up of credit deplo)'llent • ., not ava1loble fr"fthe perloo 1977 to 1919. 

z. Growth rate here means growth of tota' ddv4nt~ m a 9tw~n year over ttw preceed,og yellr. 

N 
CTl 
00 
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important featl:lres of GGB is . that the bank has deployed more 

credit locally than the deposit locally raised. The credit deposit 

ratio of GGB within the area Of its jurisdiction is shown in the 

Table 7. 9 

TABLE 7.9 

CREDIT DEPOSIT RATIO OF GGB WITHIN. ITS AREA OPERATION 
FOR THE PERIOD - 1979 TO 1989. 

Year 
(as on 31st 
December) 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

. 1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

· Total Credit 

33066 

41425 

54367 

74942 

90900 

115700 

147541" 

196831 

266751 

371030 

471083 

(Amount in thousand) 

Total Deposit Credit - deposit 
Ratio 

16169 204 100 

26125 159 100 

44458 123 100 

56020 134 100 

77700 117 100 

120862 96 100 

165163 89 100 

213248 92 100 

284756 94 100 

354456 105 100 

470961 100 100 

Source Annual Reports of Gaur Gramin Bank. 

The credit - deposit ratio was 204 in 1979 within the area 

of jurisdiction of the bank which decreased to 159 in 1980. Duriilg 

1981 the ratio deClined to 123 and then increased to 134 in 1982. 

In 1983 the ratio again declined to 117 and further declined to 96 

in 1984. From 1985 the Credit - Deposit ratio· shows a declining 
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trend. On the whole 1 there is a declining trend of C. D. ratio. 

This may be corroborated by the fitting trend equation with the 

·Table 7.9 • The fitted function is Y = 119.36 - 8.5 t . It clearly 

shows that the trend of C. D. ratio is negative for the period of 

* our study. The calculated t value ( t ) for the slope of our 

equation is -4.01 while the table value of t is 2. 82 at 1 percent 

level of significance for the degree of freedom equal to 9. Since 

/t*l/ t 1 the relation is statistically highly significant. 

From the above discussion it is clearly understood that the 

credit collection of GGB is highly declining. or deteriorating. 11rls 

result shows confirmly that the credit-advance of GGB is not going 

in accordance with the planned estimate. After 1985 the credit -

deposit ratio increased so far. The credit - deposit ratio of GGB 

in Malda District stands much higher than credit - deposit ratio 

of any other commercial bank. The credit-deposit ratio of GGB for 

the district was 116 as on 31.12.1989 which is shown in Table 

7.10 . It means out of the deposit of Rs. 100 of district, Rs. 

116 were utilised here as credit. Thus the district has also by 

passed even the national object to attain by March 1 1985 1 a credit 

deposit ratio of 60% in respect of rural and semi-urban branches 

respectively. So I the enthusiasm of this bank ( GGB) for keeping 

the rural poor with the credit aid. is quite appreciable . The 

comparative picture of Credit-Deposit ratio of bankers is shown in 

Table 7.10 • 



TABLE 7.10 

BANK-WISE CREDIT-DEPOSIT RATIO IN MALDA DISTRICT 
AS ON 31.12.1989 
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(Amount in thousand) 

District Name of the 
Bank 

M CBI 

BOI 

A UBI 

UIB 

L AB 

lOB 

D uco 
SBI 

A GGB 

Advance 

989.12 

12.48 

1520.13 

42.82 

17.18 

97.52 

79.27 

1880.20 

1770.22 

Deposit Credit-deposit 
(ex-inter ratio 
Bank deposit) 

1012.20 96.93 100 

17.28 72.22 100 

2520.12 60.32 100 

162.10 26.41 100 

68.15 25.21 100 

204.46 47.70 100 

137.41 57.69 100 

2242.68 83.84 100 

1525.21 116.06 100 

Source District Credit Plan 1988-90, Malda District Lead Bank 
(UBI). 

( ii) OTHER COMMERCIAL BANKS 

The following commercial banks except Gaur Gramin Bank 

are functioning in Malda District upto December, 1989 (with 

their number of branches). 

1. United Bank of India 25 

2. State Bank of India 21 

3. Allahabad Bank 11 

4. Central Bank of India 08 

5. United Commercial Bank 05 

f 



The number of branches given in the Appendix VIlA 

different blocks shows, that most of the branches of different 

commercial banks are concentrated in the town and semi-town 

area. But Gaur Gramin Bank has a larger branch network in 

comparison to other commercial banks. The GGB has shown 

somewhat liberal pol icy as it has opened its new branches in 

most neglected, un-banked rural areas of different blocks to 

serve the rural poor in a better way. 

(b) THE MALDA DISTRICT CENTRAL CO-OPERA TIV~ BANK LTD. 

The Malda District Central Co-operative Bank Ltd. came 

into existence on August 1, 1958 with the amalgamation and 

merger of ( 1) Malda Central Co-operative Bank Ltd., ( 2) 

Harishchandrapur Central Co-operative Bank Ltd. , and ( 3) 

Chanchal Raj Central Co-operative Bank Ltd. ( 11 ) which existed 

as separate institutions before that date. The principal 

objectives of the bank are : (a) Financing other co-operative 

So~ieries in the district and (b) Carrying on general banking 

business as permissible under the Co-operative Societies Act of 
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1940. The Head Office of the bank was situated on the 

Sarojuprasad Road, Malda Town. Total number of employees. were 

then 12. This bank provided short term loans to the members of 

Co-operative Societies for agric!}ltural activities during the seasons 

and for marketing of crops. Gold loan has been introduced in 1980 

and exists still now. It also rendered rural banking services to 

both members and non-members( 12 ). Ther'e is an Executive 

Officer selected from W.B.C.S. Examinations ( 'C' category). 

There is also a post of Deputy Manager who is also a Government 

Officer There is an Advisory Board consisted of the elected 

members of the share holders of different zones, particularly 

different Police Stations. In 1958-59, this · bank issued loans, 

agricultural loans for agricultural purposes amounting to Rs. 

71,490/-. In 1959-60, the amount rose to Rs. 3,36,535/- • On the 

banking side, of its constituents to the extent of Rs. 7,44,806/

in 1958-59 and Rs. 9, 94,170/- in 1959-60. It also honoured cheques 

and bills amounting to Rs. 7, 44,483/- in 1958-59 and Rs. 

9,83,573/- in 1959-60. The total number of branches of this bank 

is seven, including one evening Branch of this bank situated in 

Malda Town. The Block-wise position of the seven branches of 

this bank is given below : 

1) Chanchal (situated in Chanchal Block-!) 

2) Harishchandrapur (situated in Harishchandrapur Block -I) 

3~ Mathurapur (situated in Manikchak Block) 

4) Gazole (situated in Gazole Block). 

5) Kaliachak (situated in Kaliachak Block-!) 

6) Malda Town (situated in English Bazar Block). 

7) Malda Town Evening Branch (situated in English Bazar Block). 
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Head Office is situated at Sarajuprasad Road and Evening 

Branch at Post Office Road. The evening branch has started 

functioning as an independent branch from 11.07.1983. Its credit 

side is nil. Its working hours are from 2 p.m. to 8 p.m. 

A short-cut picture of this bank from 1979 to 1989· has 

been shown in Table 7.11 • 

TABLE 7.11 

FINANCIAL POSITION OF MALDA UNIT OF THE DISTRICT 
CO-OPERATIVE BANK LTD., MALDA. 

Year Total Demand Collection % of % of 
Collection Overd.ues1. 

1979 2 ,11, 43. 912 84,89,979 tg:l% ~%:~% 1980 1,14,77,944 61,01,562 
1981 2,21,24,000 91,56,392 41.38 58.62 
1982 2,02,20,867 84,60,738 41.84 58.16 
1983 2,26,33,318 50,39,527 22.26 77.74 
1984 2,76,96,815 1,16,12,915 41.93 58.07 
1985 2,71,28,648 1,09,17,195 40.24 59.76 
1986 2,76,82,000 97,18,532 35.10 64.90 
1987 2,72,77,000 1,09,46,000 40.13 59.87 
1988 2,68,11,000 89,97,000 33.56 66.44 
1989 2,98,50,000 1,33,57,000 44.75 55.25 

Source Office of the Malda District Central Co-operative Bank 
Ltd. 

The Table 7.11 shows that investment (advance) of the 

bank .was highest in the year 1989. Overdue was minimum in the 

year 1980 and the collection was also maximum in the year 1980 

(in terms of percentage). on the whole there is a declining trend 

of percent collection (recovery). This may be corroborated by 

fitting a trend equation with the above data. The fitted function 

is y = 37.82 - 0.95 t. 
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The distribution of loan (current and overdue ) to different 

types of farmers from 1979-80 to 1989-90 is shown in Table 7.12. 

TABLE 7.12 

DISTRIBUTION OF LOAN (CURRENT AND OVERDUE) TO DIFFERENT 
TYPES OF FARMERS FROM 1979-80 TO 1989-90 

(Amount in lakhs) 
Year Marginal Small Big Total 

1979-80 22.49 24.00 4.50 50.99 
(44.11) (47.06) (8.82) 

1980-81 31.57 37.00 4.10 72.67 
(43.44) (50.91) (5.64) 

1981-82 80.14 26.65 3.15 109.94 
(72.89) (24.24) (2.86_) 

1982-83 120.22 38.12 3.25 161.59 
(74.39) (23.59) (2.01) 

1983-84 110.18 42.22 4.28 156.68 
(70.32) (26.95) (2.73) 

1984-85 122.25 43.72 4.32 170.29 
( 71. 79) (25.67) (2.54) 

1985-86 124.48 41.05 5.22 170.75 
(72.90) (24.04) (3.05) 

1986-87 126.28 45.22 6.18 177.68 
( 71. 07) (25.45) (3.48) 

1987-88 125.92 47.32 6.15 179.39 
(70.19) (26.38) (3.43) 

1988-89 140.12 52.22 8.12 200.46 
(69.89) (26.05) (4.05) 

1989-90 143.52 53.28 8.13 204.93 
(70.03) (25.99) (3.97) 

Source : Office of the Malda DCCB Ltd., Malda. 

Note : Figures in parenthesis are percentage of loan amount to 
total loan amount. 
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From the Table 7.12 it appears that most of the loans were 

distributed among marginal and small farmers. Big farmer 1 s share 

in relation of marginal and small farmers is small. On an average, 

the respective shares of loan of marginal, small and big farmers 

to toal loan are 66.45% , 29.67% and 3. 88% respectively. 

Table 7.13 shows the three years bank 1 s investment 

recovery, demand and outstanding position. 

TABLE 7.13 

SECTOR -WISE LOAN TO SEASONAL AGRICULTURAL OPERATION 

Year 

1986-87 

1987-88 

1988-89 

Source 

OF DCCBs. 

(Amotint in lakhs) 

Investment Demand Recovery Outstanding % of 
Credit 

Loan 

100.59 272.77 109.46 258.45 40.12 

107.28 268.00 89.97 275.76 33.57 

211.16 . 298.50 133.57 353.35 44.74 

Office of the Malda District Central Co-operative 
Bank Ltd. Malda. 

During the period 1986-87 to 1988-89, there had been a 

substantial growth of deposits as a result of both, an expanded 

stream of savings flowing from the progressively increasing income 

generating in the plan periods and the spread of banking habits 

geographically over a larger area. During the five years ended in 

June, 1985 which roughly corresponded to the 7th plan period, 

the growth of deposits during the subsequent five years amounted 
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to Rs. 300/- crores. Since . then the rate of deposit growth 

continued its upward trend as is shown in Table 7.14 

TABLE 7.14 

DEPOSITS GROWTH FROM 1984-85 TO 1988-89 OF DCCB, MALDA. 

Year Deposits Growth Total % of Deposits Growth 

1985 230.70 

1986 289.91 25.66 

1987 352.77 n.68 

1988 438.19 24.21 

1989 519.23 18.49 

Source : Office of the Malda DCCB Ltd., Malda. 

Table 7.14 indicates that the major part of the rise in 

deposits occured after 1987. The rise in time deposits far exceeded 

that in d-emand deposits. This obviously shows that the higher 

deposit growth in recent years has strongly been influenced by 

the extension of banking facilities in the country and particularly. 

through the opening of braches (13) 
We fit this data into a 

graph. 

(c) THE MALDA CO-OPERATIVE LAND DEVELOPMENT BANK LTD. 

The Maida Co-operative Land Development Bank Ltd. was 

established on 18.09.1953 (Regd. No.217). It has a branch office in 

Chanchal and sub-office in Kaliachak and Harishchandrapur. The 
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main function of the bank is to give long term loans to the needy 

agriculturists for the development of agriculture, namely, shallow 

tube- wells, tanks, manures, pesticides etc. The main pecularity of 

this bank is that it has no deposit side. This bank is financed 

mainly by the NABARD. The Govt. of West Bengal is the big share 

holder and this why (under Co-operative Societies Act, 1940), this 

bank is administered by an Executive Officer, nominated by the 

Govt. of West Bengal • However, there is a Deputy Manager, selected 

from the members of the staff. The Governing Body of this bank 

consists of 9 elected members and 3 nominated members by the Govt. 

of West Bengal • The executive officer will be one of its member. 

For improving their organisational competence and operational 

capabilities, LOBs have come to play an important role both 

quantitatively and qualitatively in the provision of investment credit 

for agriculture and allied activities Malda Co-operative Land 

Development Bank Ltd. generally gives long term loans to 

agriculturists against security. The lands are generally treated as 

security of loans and in case of non-payment of loans,· the land of 

the loanees may be used as a weapon of loan repayment. The 

repayment position of this bank is given in the Table 7.15 

TABLE 7.15 

SECTOR-WISE LOAN TO AGRICULTURAL OPERATION OF LOBs. 
(Amount in Lakbsl 

Year Investment Demand Recovery % of Collection 

1985 32.77 73.27 45.20 61'.7% 
1986 34.68 89.42 45.64 51% 
1987 44.78 94.15 49.61 52.8% 
1988 49.42 99.86 67.70 67.82% 
1989 68.37 106.42 54.28 51% 

Source : Chief Executive Officer, Malda LOB Ltd. 
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Table 7.15 shows that the recovery position is not 

satisfactory at all. But nowdays the position is slightly 

different and somehow promising. This is due to different 

measures taken by this Bank. On the whole there is a 

declining trend of percent collection (recovery) • This may be 

corroborated by · fitting a trend equation of 5 years. The 

fitted function in Y = 57.0 - 0. 5 t. It shows that the trend of 

percent collection is negative. 

Total loans issued (Normal + ARDC J to different types 

of farmers by the bank is given in Table 7.16 . 

TABLE 7.16 

DISTRIBUTION OF LOAN TO DIFFERENT TYPES OF FARMERS 

(Amount in Lakhs) 

Year Amount Year Amount 

1978-79 88.22 1979-80 62.81 
1980-81 57.52 1981-82 30.11 
1982-83 40.18 1983-84 15.10 
1984-85 13.22 1985-86 4.18 
1986-87 0.10 1987-88 1.22 
19988-89 11.01 1989-90 40.30 

Source 0 ffic ial Records, Mal da L DB. 

Table 7.16 shows that loan issued to different types 

of farmers shows a declining trend over the period. It is due 

to very poor recovery of loan of the bank. It is a matter of 

great anxiety that if the tendency continues in future, it will 

lead to a great disadvantages to farmers for getting long term 

co-operative loans. 
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Before independence, commercial banks were virtually 

non-existent in 

nationalisation of 

institutions were 

this . region. Between 

commercial banks, the 

slow and tardy. Since 

independence and 

growth of banking 

nationalisatiori of 

commercial banks, the growth of branche~ have been fast in 

comparison to the previous period • Now commercial banks are 

directly engaged in improving the conditions of rural poor. The 

strategy in this respect is to expand branches in the rural 

areas and to finance viable bankable schemes for the poon by 

its lending operations. Consequently, we find a shift of 

emphasis in the working of commercial banks. Before 

nationalisation, commercial banks were urban oriented and 

lending was cofined to serve the rich urban entrepreneurs.After 

nationalisation, commercial banks have adopted different 

schemes to change the rural situation. 
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SUMMARY 

Before nationalisation of commercial banks in 1969, the 

growth of banking institutions in Malda were slow and tardy. While 

there was 6 branches of commercial banks (including Co-operative. 

and Land Development Bank) in 1969, there were 141 branches upto 

31st December, 1990. the branches have been increased 23 times in 

21 years. The· existing number of branches of different financial 

institutions upto 31st December, 1990 is given below : 

( 1) UBI 25 

( 4) AB 12 

( 7) BOI - 03 

( 10) UB -01 

( 13) LDB Ltd ~. -01 

( 2) SBI 

( 5) CBI 

( 8) lOB 

( 11) PNB -

21 

08 

01 

01 

( 14)· WBFC - 03. 

(3) GGB 54 

(6) UCO Bank - 05 

( 9) IB 01 

(12) DCCB Ltd. -07 

In this connection a noteworthy point is that" after 

nationalisation , commercial banks have expanded their branches in 

rural and backward areas of Malda. The Block-wise distributiin of 

branches of Commercial banks will prove the truth : 

( 1) English Bazar Block - 27 ( 2) Old Malda Block 06 

( 3) Kaliachak -I Block - 13 ( 4) Kaliachak-II Block - · 06 

( 5) · Kaliachak-III Block 

( 7) Harishchandrapur-II 

( 9) Gazole 

( 11) Chanchal -II 

07 (6) Harishchandrapur-I 

07 t 8) Bamangola 

13 ( 10) Chanchal - I 

04 ( 12) Habib pur 

05 

06 

07 

10 
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(13) Ratua -I - 09 (14) Ratua -II -08 (15) Manikchak -10 

The th1rd branch of WBFC was opened m Maida m 1973. 

The Malda Branch has a coverage of Murshidabad, Maida and 

West Dinajpur distircts. From the date of opening, the 

corporation is participating in the activities of economic 

development of industrially backward district like Malda. The 

corporation has been able to reach to local entrepeneurs who are 

taking more interest than before in setting up of industrial units 

in this region. The main industries which got loan from WBFC 

were engineering, chemicals and pharmaceuticals, cold storage, 

rubber and plastic products, hotel, transport etc. 

Gaur Gramin Bank was one of the first five Regional Rural 

Banks and the only one in the Eastern Region which was 

established on 2nd October , 1975. The area of operation of GGB 

covers . three districts, namely, Maida, Murshidabad and· West 

Dinajpur. This· bank is sponsored by United Bank of India, the 

Lead Bank of this district. Up to December , 1989, the bank had 

26 branches in Murshidabad district and 60 branches in the West· 

Dinajpur District while in Malda district the . number of branches 

is 54. The performance of GGB is expanding its branch network 

in reaching to the weaker sections in the unbanked and hitherto 

neglected areas has been remarkable. Only one branch out of 54, 

branches of GGB operating in Malda district situated in urban 

areas. Performance of GGB regarding credit expansion is 

satisfactory in comparison to other commercial banks in Malda. 

Credit -deposit ratio is also satisfactory than any other 
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commercial Banks. There are 86 branches of the nationalised 

commercial banks in Malda District, but in comparison to GGB, 

these Banks halve not shown liberal policy in opening branches 

in most neglected and unbanked rural areas of this region. The 

bank has expanded its branches in remote rural areas of the 

district Malda. The block-wise bank branches will delineate the 

fact : 

( 1) English Bazar - 05 (2) Old Malda- 02 

( 3) Kaliachak -I - -2 ( 4) Kaliachak -II -03 

( 5) Kaliachak -III -02 (6) Harishchandrapur -I -04 

(7) Harishchandrapur -II - 05 (8) Bamangola - 02 

( 9) Gazole - 07 

(11) Chanchal -I -03 

(13) Ratua - I - 03 

15) Manikchak - 04 

(10) Habibpur - 05 

(12) Chanchal -II -02 

(141 Ratua -II - 05 

TOTAL = 54 BRANCHES. 

The Gaur Gramin Bank has made a considerable thrust in 

mobilising rural savings and improving the banking habits among 

the rural poor of the districts. But the growth rate in deposit 

(as shown in !able 7. 7 could .. not increase as expected because 
: .. ~. ·::.:~. 

bulk of the deposit has come ';;from amongst the eligible. clientele 

of the bank. Moreover, the stiff competition with other 

financial institutions also restricts the bank from securing the 

required rate of deposit. 
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Table 7.9 shows that the recovery position in this range. 

The recovery position of GGB is very dis-satisfactory. On the · 

whole there is a declining trend of C. D. ratio. This may be 

corroborated by fitting trend equation with the available data of 

11 years • The fitted function is Y = 119. 3 6 - 8. 5 t. It 

clearly shows that the trend of C. D. ratio is significantly 

negative for the period of our study. The calculated t value 

( -t*) for the slope of our equation is -4.01 while the table value 

of t is 2.82 at .1 percent level of significance for degree of 

freedom equal to 9 Since ,t., > t, the relation is 

statistically highly sisnificant. 

Performance of GGB regarding credit expansion is 

satisfactory in comparison to other commercial banks in Malda. 

··The bank has created a very favourable impact by providing 

a,dequate and timely credit assistance to the poor. The share of 

11 Priority Sector II advance to total advance shows a very 

satisfactory position. The average figure for the bank is higher 

than the national object of obtaining by March, 1985, the total 

lending to priority sector advances. Another good features for the 

bank is that the average share of agriculture within priority 

sector advance is also much higher than National Target. 

There are 86 branches of other commercial banks (except 

GGB). in Malda District, but in comparison to GGB, these banks 

have not shown liberal policy in opening branches in most 
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neglected and un-banked areas of this region. 

The Malda District Central Co- operative Bank Limited 

came into existence on August 1, 1958 with the amalgamation and 

merger of three Co-operative Banks. The total number of branches 

of this Bank is 7, including one Evening Branch of this bank 

situated in Malda Town. Its performance regarding credit was 

satisfactory during the period 1976 to 1979, but later on this 

position could not be maintained due to poor repayment position. 

However, most of the loans of this bank are distributed among 

marginal and small farmers, though the share of big farmers is 

not negligible. The Malda Co-operative Land Development Bank

Limited was established on 18th September, 1953 It has a 

branch office at Chanchal and sub-offices in Kaliachak and 

Harishchandrapur. The main function of this bank is to give long 

term loans to the needy agriculturists for the development of 

agriculture. It is shown that the loan distributed to the members 

of this bank are not remarkable, rather the amount of loan is 

declining from 1979. From the Table 7.11, it is seen that while 

percentage of collection was 53.15% in 1980, it came down to a 

very low level of 22.26% in 1983. In 1984 it was 41.93% while in 

1986 it was 35.10% , ultimately in 1989 it was 44.75% . If this 

tendency continues, it will cause a great disadvantage to farmers 

in getting long term co-operative loan. 

On the whole there is a declining trend of percent 

collection (recovery). This may be corroborated by fitting a 
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trend equation with the available data of 11 years. The fitted 

function is. Y = 37.82 -0.95 t. 

Table 7.13 shows the sectorwise loan to seasonal 

agricutural operation 

growth from 1984-85 

of DCCBs. Table 7.14 shows the deposits 

to 1988-89 of DCCB, Malda The total 

growth deposits was maximum in the year 1989. 

Table 7.15 shows the recovery position of the Land 

Development Bank of Malda. There is a declining trend in percent 

colleciton of loan. This may be corroborated by fitting a trend 

equation with the available data. The fitted functions is Y = 

57.0-0.5 t. It indicates that the trend of percent colleciton of 

loan of the bank is negative. 
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INTRODUCTION 

'Rural Development' depends on the commercial. banking 

growth in the rural economy. The nationalisation of 14 major 

banks in the cotintry in 1969 and 6 banks in 1980 was an important 

step towards strengthening of the rural economic development. 

There has been a rapid expansion in the network of branches 

of commercial banks, especially in rural and semi-urban areas. 

The channeling of an increasing volume of bank credit to Agriculture 

and its Allied sectors through these branches has been considered 

as an important strategy of rural development. In this regard 

the Govt. of India and the Reserve Bank of India have issued diver-

sifted guidelines and instructions to the banks from time to time 

for the accomplishment of their role in RD. Initially, rural develop-

mental activities were carried out by the grass-root level bank 

officials without perceiving the norms. This was because the 

banks could not fulfil the organisational responsibility to the extent 

required in imparting basic training to the officials engaged in 

rural lending. The targeted goal of RD could not be achieved 

to the desired extent in qualitative terms. From this . angle the 

rural financing has to be welcomed for the development of small 

and marginal farmers, artisans, the people of weaker sections, 

namely SC/ST etc. 
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a) Characrteristics of Rural Poor 

Abject poverty is one of the main characteristics of 

the rural poor of an underdeveloped country like ours. It is 

very difficult to assess the precise dimensions of poverty of the 

rural poor. The rural labour households form the hard core 

of rural poverty and most for the socially backward classes such 

as Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes fall in this category. 

The characteristics of rural poor will be better understood, if 

we throw light on some of the important ingredients of poverty. 

Poor resources of capital base as an indicator of poverty. · 

The poor resource or capital base is one of the signifi-

cant characteristics of poverty of the rural poor. Inequalities 

in the ownership of income earnings asset i.e. land, livestock, 

tools, equipments and skills which are the result of certain social 

and economic process, have acted as serious constraint on the 

rural poor. According to AlDIS ( 
1

) 20% of rural households, each 

having assests of less than Rs. 1000 account for less than 1% 

of all rural assets while 4% of the households with asset value 

of Rs. 5000 or more own 31.2% of the total. Generally speaking, 

in rural areas where a large proprotlon of households is engaged 

in cultivation, a large part of the value of assets is accounted 

for by land. 

Consumption as an indicator of Poverty 

The main characteristics of the rural poor is the low 
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consumption level. As regards consumption as an indicator of 

poverty, we may quote the Draft Plan 1978-83 (Revised) ( 2 ) Thc::t 

'Jarious ways of measuring absolute poverty have been suggested 

under Indian condition and depending on the norms used, 40 to 

60 percent of the population fall below the minimum acceptable 

standard. For the purpose of this plan the 1 Poverty l.1ne 1 is 

assumed to be consumption of Rs. 65 per capita per month in 

rural areas and Rs. 75 in Urban areas at 1977-78 prices. Accor

ding to this category of 11 Poverty line 11
, 90% of the population 

of Maida District fall below poverty line. On the basis of prices 

of 1960-61, the per capita annual income of Malda was only Rs. 

198.00. 

b) Credit for the Rural Poor. 

The pattern of indebtedness of the rural poor shows 

that consumption loan forms a large part of the debt of the rural 

poor. Loan for medical and educational expenses and ceremonial 

demands accounts for a substantial portion of the debt. In the 

case of agricul~ral labour, this is almost the bonded labour system 

which still defies solution. One significant feature of the situation 

is that even at times, consumption credit and productive loans 

disappear in the case of farmers and the land is ultimately taken 

over and in the case of labour the family is bonded to perpetuiJ ~) 

A landless labour household has only labour as its resource. 

Similarly, the small farmers have assets in the form of their land 

holding but these can generate increased incomes with the application 



of new technology provided there is access to other resources. 

So also is the case of rural artisans who have the skill. but 

no capital or other resources. The capital . base and productive 

capacity of the rural poor, i.e. , land, water inputs, skllls etc. 

can be improved and strengthened with the aid of institutional 

support.( 4 ) 

The basic cause of exploitation of the rural poor today 

is the heavy underemployment and unemployment in this Sector. 

As a result, labour is in a buyers • market and the wages are 

very low. Labour being the most important resource of this 

class, it has to be given a fair price. This cannot happen without 

a pressure being created on the labour m crket. The National 

Commission on Agriculture ( NCA ) has pointed out in its Chapter 

on " Employment " that even with a 4 to 4. 5 percent growth 

in the comprehensive agricultural sector by 2000 A.D., there 

will still be more than 50 million persons seeking employment 

opportunities ( 5) 

c) Commercial Banks and Priority Sector. 
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i) Commercial Banking and Priority Sector 

lisation era. 

Pre and Post Nationa-

The Policy of priority sector lending assumed great 

significance after nationalisation of commercial banks in 1969. 

Before nationalisati.on commercial banks did not take up the challenge 

of playing catalyst in speeding up the pace of development. It 

was because they remained basically commercial in nature, operating 



more as financers than as agents of change. They confined their 

operations largely to a few sectors such as industry and trade. 

Agriculture, Small Scale industries etc. which constitute the founda

tion of our economy by and large were not able to receive the 

desired financial support. Moreover, Commercial Bank operations 

had essentially an urban bias and maximisation of profit was their 

main principle. Large areas of the country, particularly the 

rural and semi-urban, were either sparsely banked or not at 

all banked. The Co-operative banks which were entrusted with 

the task of looking after the credit requirement of the agricultural 

sector did not fully succeeliedexcept in a few . States. 

ii) Priority Sector of Commercial Rural Banks - Malda. 

An oft-repeated criticism against Commercial banks 

prior to bank nationalisation was that they neglected to provide 

credit to farmers, small industrialists, artisans and exporters. 

After · nationalisation, banks have devoted considerable attention to 

provide credit to these priority sectors. The public sector banks 

have to be praised for the enthusiasm with which they took to 

the new task and reoriented their policies and procedures to 

cope with it. They have made good progress towards what 

was one of the main objectives of nationalisation, viz. to give 

the small borrower an access to bank credit. Most of the borro

wers were formerly at the mercy of money-lenders and paying 

high rates of interest anytiling upto 36 percent or even more. 

Monitoring of priority sector advances is totally different 
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from monitoring of non-priority sector advances. If priority 

advances are given beyond the targets, the profitaNlity of the 

banks will be affected as they carry a low rate of interest. 

It is the endeavour of every bank to consciously monitor the 

priority sector advances to see to it that they are well within 

the targets set for them so that more funds could be deployed 

at a higher rate of interest. 

The concept of " priority sector 11 is mainly intended 

to ensure that the assistance from the banking system flows in 

an increasing measure to those sectors of the economy which 

have not received adequate support of institutional finance in the 

past. In July, 1969, 14 major commercial banks were nationalised 

with the main objective of providing among other things, assured 

financial support to 11 Priority sector 11 and neglected sectors 

of the community. In 1972 some additional sectors were brought 

under priority sectors, that is retail trade, small business, 

professionals and self-employed and education, advances to transport 

operators and for establishment of industrial estates were considered 

as separate sectors under the priority sectors. 

d) Norms on Priority Sector lending by Commercial Banks. 
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On tne 1st July, 1975, the 20 - Point Economic Programme 

was announced by the then Prime Minister. The 20-Point Economic 

programme had two main objectives, the first was to ensure. 

efficient production and distribution of essential goods and services 

to the community and the second was to ensure that the income 



and the standard of living of the weaker sections of the· community 

were raised so as to secure better distributive justice. The 

banking system had a vital role to play in fulfilment of these 

objectives . ( 6 ) . 

The following mentioned guide lines issued by RBI are 
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in conformity with the 12 points declared in 20-point programmJ 7 ) 

in order to cope up the basic needs of the poor. The following 

10 points have direct relevance to commercial banks 

Points No. Details 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

Increase in Irrigation 

potential and investment 

in dry land Agriculture. 

Increase in production of 

pulses and vegetables, 

oil seeds. 

Integrated Rural Develop

ment 

Distribution of surplus 

land. 

Beneficiaries 

1. Individual Farmers, 

2 . Co-operative Societies 

3. Corporate entities/State 

Government agencies. 

1. Farmers engaged in production 

of pulses and oil seeds. 

2 . Units engaged in production, 

processing and marketing 

of pulses. 

1. Individual farmers. 

2. Artisans, persons engaged in 

village and cottage Indus

tries. 

3 . Persons engaged in retail 

trade, small business etc. 

1. sman farmers and others 

who have been alloted sur-. 

plus land, share croppers 

etc. given recorded rights 

in land. 



5. 

6. 

7. 

Rehabilitation of bonded 

labour. 

Development of SC/ST 

House sites to rural 

families. 

8. Improvement of slums. 

9. Power generation and 

electrification of village. 

10. Afforestation, develop

ment of biogas and 

other alternativP- energy 

sources. 
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1. Identified and released bonded 

labour. 

1. Cultivator belonging to SC/ST. 

2. Members belonging to SC 

and St undertaking traditional 

occupations such as leather 

work, weaving, tiny cottage 

and village industries and 

under various self employ-

ment Programmes. 

1. Allottees of house sites. 

1. Slum dwellers. 

1. Farmer for energisatl.on of 

pump sets under the rural 

electrification Scheme. 

1. Organisation engaged in rais

ing industrial plantations for 

commercial exploitaiton with 

the objective of meeting the 

industrial raw materials. 

2. Individual farmers or farmers 

organisations engaged in Farm 

Forestry. 

On review of the performance of various banks, the 

RBI had advised the banks to draw up an operational plan for 

priority sector and weaker section advances so that each bank 

reaches the above tar gets within the stipulated period i.e. by 

March, 1985 without fail. The RBI had also stressed greater 



need for · review and monitoring of these advances. 

fixed continue even now(B) 

The targets 

e) Priority Sector Agriculture, Small Scale Industries, 

Small business, Weaker Section. 

The rural poverty indicate that the major portion of 

the poorest section have to be targetgroups for the purposes 

of thepriority sector policy. On the light of this policy it is 

necessary to focus the actual nature of this sector which can 

help the poor people to improve their socio-economic condition. 

Agriculture and Allied 

The distinctive characteristics of agriculture and agricul

tural finance in rural economy is very promising and should be 

noted. The problems of small peasants, marginal farmers and 

rural artisans are peculiar. While large farmers have their 

own funds or are able to raise funds from Co-operative Scheduled 

Commercial Banks, small farmers find it really difficult to raise 

credit for their req~1irements . They do not have proper securities 

to pledge against loans. They are forced to go to the money 

lenders. 

Along with SBI Group they are implementing the 11 Village 

adoption Scheme 11 under which the credit and other needs of 

farmers are fully met by banks. They are also helping small 

farmers under SFDA and MFAL under 20-Point economic Programme. 

Commercial banks had sponsored regional rural banks to extend 
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credit to small and marginal farmers and rural artisans and to 

save them from the clutches of the money-lenders. The Cammer-

cial banks are finding difficulty in extending loans to farmers 

particularly to small farmers. They are also finding difficulty 

in extending loans to farmers particularly to small farmers. 

Agricultural Labourers. 

A person was considered as an agricultural labourer 

if he or she follower one or more of the following agricultural 

occupations in the capacity of manual labour on hire 

i) farming, ii) dairy farming, iii) production of any horticultural 

commodity, iv) raising of livestock, bees or poultry, v) any 

work performed on a farm as incidental to or in connection with 

farm operations ( 9 ) 

Agricultural labour accounts for one-finth of the rural 

force and 50% of agricultural labour is landless. They have 

very little of no productive assets and they require credit for 

acquisition of productive assets such as dairy animals and for 

self-employment, particularly in such activities as forestry, animal 

husbandry, fisheries etc. It is only by financing these activities 

that the credit institutions can promote the interest of the agricul-

tural labourers. The need of this group for institutional support 
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has increased of late with the drying up of traditional source 

of credit as a result of the progressive release of bonded labourers 

from their bonds and the resort to debt relief through State action (: 
0

) 

As per 1981 census, about 66. 01% of the main workers 



are engaged in agricultural activities. But the most disquietlng300 

feature is that whereas the growth of agricultural labourers in 

West Bengal as a whole was 18.93% over the decade 1971-81, 

the five districts of North Bengal experienced a growth rate of 

about 65.56%. The growth rate of agricultural labourers in Malda 
( 11) 

district is 28.31% . 

Blockwise position of rural population is shown in 

table 8 .1. 

Table 8.1 

Blockwise position of total Rural Population and number of 

Agricultural Labourers in the District of Malda. 

Name of the Block Number of Rural Number of Agri-

Population cultural labourers 

Englishbazar 1,57,411 17,123 

Old Maida 93,192 3,000 

Gazole 1,81,672 1,005 

Chanchal - I 1,15,905 12,610 

Chanchal - II 1,02,921 10,418 

Bamongola 85,339 25,350 

Harishchandrapur - I 1,01,363 12,678 

Harishchandrapur - II 1,20,850 11,405 

Manikchak 1,49,673 14,129 

Kaliachak - I 1,95,811 13,240 

Kaliachak - II 1,12,494 11,350 

Kaliachak - III 1,38,900 . 38,150 
Contd .... 



Ratua - I 

Ratua - II 

Habibpur 

Total 

1,40,682 

1,00,417 

1,51,114 

19,47,744 

15.725 

6,700 

12,024 

2,04,907 

Source District Credit Plan 1989-90 Malda District. 

Small and Marginal Farmers. 

It is difficult to define Small and Marginal farmers 

precisely and uniformly for all purposes and for all areas. 

The All India Rural Credit Review Committee 1969 ( RCRC ) which 

originated the concept of SFDA/MFAL did not give any specific 

definition of small farmers either in terms of income or in terms 

of acreage. Hence 1 different agencies follow different definitions 

depending upon their objectives and purposes. Besides 1 these 

definitions are rev·ised time to time. Thus the Government of 

India definition adopted for purposes of subsidy to SF'IY\s treats 

all those cultivators with landholding below 5 acres ( 2. 5 acres 

in the case of irrigated land ) as Small farmers ( 12 J • Thus the 

farmers having . landholdings below 2. 5 acres 1. 25 acres in 

the case of irrigated land ) will be treated as marginal farmers. 

AS per District Plan of Maida of 1989-90 1 total numb:P.r 

of small and marginal farmers were 61,252 and 1, 24 I 203 respec

tively which constitute 3.15% and 6. 38% respectively of the total 

rural population of the district ( 13 ) . Bloc_kwise the number of 
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small and marginal farmers are shown in table 8. 2. 

Table 8.2 

Blockwise the number of Small and Marginal farmers in 

the district of Malda. 

Name of the 
Block 

Englishbazar 

Old Malda 

Gazole 

Chanchal - I 

Chanchal - II 

Bamongola 

Harishchandrapur-I 

Harishchandrapur-II 

Manikchak 

Kaliachak - I 

Kaliachak - II 

Kaliachak - II 

Ratua - I 

Ratua - II 

Habibpur 

Total 

Number of 
Rural popu
lation 

1,57,411 

93,192 

1,81,672 

1,15,905 

1,02,921 

85,339 

1,01,363 

1,20,850 

1,49,673 

1,95,811 

1,12,494 

1,38,900 

1,40,682 

1,00,417 

1,51,114 

19,47,744 

Surces District Credit Plan 

Number of 
small far
mers 

2,436 

4,000 

7,319 

5,320 

3,293 

4,729 

4,600 

3,112 

3,120 

4,500 

3,287 

4;393 

3,325 

4,318 

3,510 

61,252 

Number of 
Marginal 
farmers 

6,603 

6,600 

1,889 

10,000 

7,310 

9,434 

7,200 

10,332 

9,353 

18,700 

7,704 

8,863 

6,478 

4,600 

9,137 

1,24,203 

1989-90 ) Malda District. 
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Small Scale Industries 

The small scale industrial sector which plays a pivotal 

role in the rural economy in terms of employment and a high 

rate of g·rowth. The small scale sector is progressing from 

the production of simple consumer goods to the manufacture goods. 

In Malda District there is no big or large scale industries in 

the district. But the small scale industries of this district play 

a. vital role in its economy. The most important of all the industries 

of Malda is Silk. It has a traditional past and is still the life bird 

of the district. There were only 8 registered working factories 

in the district in 1977. But the nurrber of registered small scale 

industries accounted for 1256 in the reference year. 

The principal small and cottage industries in the district 

are silk weaving and cocoon rearing, handloom weaving, brass 

and bell metal, conch shell, among these, the district is notably 

famous for producing silk cloth and bell metal products and ivory 

curving. In rural area pottery, black-smithy, carpentry can 

and bamboo, mat-making, woolen blanket weaving etc. The handi

craft of the district includes ivory carving, sholapith, woodcarving, 

Balaposh and of these ivory carving bears a distinctive feature 

and the produce is highly acclaimed. 

From a survey report of Malda District in case of 

Cottage and Small Scale Industries is shown in table 8. 3. 
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Table 8.3 

Cottage and Small Scale Industries in 1989-90 

of Malda District. 

( Amt. in lal<hs ) 

=========~==============================~======================= 

Sector Scheme Name of the Target Amt. Bank Loan Own Invest Govt. sub-
Blocks invol No. Amt. ment sidy 

ed No. Amt. No. Amt. 

Agril Setting Harishchandrapur I 50 3.00 35 2.10 15 0.90 50 1.2 5 
& Allied up 

Bio-gas Harishchandrapur II 40 2.40 30 1.80 10 0.60 40 1.0 0 
Plant 

Chanchal I 50 3.00 35 2.10 15 0.90 50 1.2 5 

Chanchal II 45 2.70 37 2.22 8 0.48 45 1. 1 3 

Ratua 40 2.40 30 1.80 10 0.60 40 1.0 0 

Ratua II 30 1.80 20 1.20 10 0.60 30 o. 7 5 

Manikchak 40 2.40 30 1.80 10 0.60 40 1.0 0 

Englishbazar 50 3.00 35 2. 10 15 0.90 50 1.25 

Old Maida 55 3.30 40 2.40 15 0.90 55 1.3 8 

Habibpur 55 3.30 40 2.40 15 0.90 55 1.3 8 

-Bamongola 50 3.00 35 2.10 15 0.90 50 1. 25 

Gazole 55 3.30 40 2.40 15 0.90 55 1.3 8 

Kaliachak I 55 3.30 40 2.40 15 0.90 55 1.3 8 

Kaliachak II 55 3.30 40 2.40 15 0.90 55 1.3 8 

Kaliachak III 30 1.80 20 1.20 10 0.60 30 o. 7 5 

Total 700 42.00 507 30.42 19~~ 11.58 700 17.5 3 

Source District Plan - 1989-90, Malda. 



Small Business 

Small business is a prime factor for rural economic 

development. In this standpoint the analysis of small business 

is very important aspect to an rural economic development. 

This type of business consists of small capital and made purely 

homely atmosphere. But the employment opportunities creates 

by this type of employment, a poor rural people get help 

from this type of small business. This type of business are 

demand based, resource based and skilled based. 'This type 

of business consists of 11 Chanachur making 

leather goods, polythene sheets making, 11 

II II Bidi II 

Dhokra II 

making, 

making 

etc. With this type of business the rural people can get help 

for their sound economic condition which comprises a good standard 

of living. 

Rural Artisan. 

Own-account workers were those who operated their 

enterprise without hiring any one on salary or wages, except 

occasionally. The following occupations were considered as artisans 

a) weavers, knitters, carpet makers etc. b) dress makers, 

upholsterers etc. c) Shoe makers and other leather workers 

d) blacksmiths, gold smiths, coppersmiths and other metal workers 

e) Carpenters, painters etc. f) stone carvers, masons, Plasterers 

glazers, cement finishers etc. g) Printers ( Paper and textiles ) , 
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engravers, blockmakers etc. h) Potters, brickers glass and ceramic 

workers i) basket and mat weavers and related workers and 

j) makers of musical instrument, toys, (14) 
sports goods etc. 

Weaker Soctium;. 

The weaker sections are consists of SC and ST people. 

The age-old social and economic suppression of the Scheduled 

caste and Scheduled tribe people have resulted into deep-rooted 

frustration and apathy in their minds. Even after having enjoyed 

various consessions for three decades, the community largely 

suffers fran lack of initiative and cmfidence and has badly failed 

to emerge out of its economic and social· misery ( 15 ). It has 

been recorded from a report that their annual income is very low. 

As per 1981 census North Bengal contributes 17.31% 

of the to.tal_ population of West Bengal but its population mix is 

somewhat different from that of West Bengal as a whole because 

the proportion of scheduled castes as well as scheduled tribes 

population is much higher than the West Bengal average. Thus 

Whereas percentage of scheduled castes population to total population 

for the State is nearly 22% it is about 30% for North Bengal ( 

in 1981). In the total population for each of the five districts , 

the proportion of Scheduled caste and Scheduled Tribes population 

(16) 
( in percentage is as below . 

North Bengal . Scheduled caste Scheduled Tribes 

Malda 16.89% 7.54% 

West Dinajpur 28.57% 10.82% 
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Darjeeling 14.25% 14.75% 

Jaipaiguri 34.61% 10.79% 

Coach Behar 49.85% 0.57% 

Scheduled caste and Scheduled tribes constitute an 

important part of the population fo the Maida District. The table 8.4 

gives a clear picture of Scheduled caste and tribe position of 

Maida District. 

The table 8. 4 shows that while the percentage of Sche-

duled caste population is increasing the percentage of Scheduled 

Tribe people population is decreasing from one decade to another. 

The reason of this opposite direction of growth of Scheduled caste 

and Scheduled tribes population is the continous flow of immigrants 

from East Pakistan ( now Bangladesh ) after Independence, most 

of them are Scheduled castes. On the otherhand, the scheduled 

tribe people, most of them lie below poverty line, could not improve 

their lot and there was no immigration of scheduled tribe prople 

after Independence. Blockwise position is shown in table 8. 5. 

Table 8. 5 

Blockwise position of Total population and the number 

of Scheduled caste and Scheduled tribes population in 

the district of Maida. 
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Name of the 
Block 

No. of total 
population 

No. of Sche
duled caste 
population 

No. of Schedu 
led tribes 
population 

Harishchandrapur · - II 1,01,363 24,196 2,087 

contd .... 



Harishchandrapur - II 1,20,850 11,831 2,745 

Chanchal - I 1,15,905 16,212 482 

Chanchal - II 1,02,921 9,869 8,753 

Ratua - I 1,40,682 13,535 2",834 

Ratua - II 1,00,417 13,122 2,324 

Gazole 1,81,672 57,160 44,065 

Bamongola 85,339 40,006 20,475 

Habibpur 1,41,114 58,176 48,660 

Old Maida 98,767 27,232 16,020 

Englishbazar 1,54,792 2,689 3,032 

Manikchak 1,49,673 18,269 144 

Kaliachak - I 1,82,599 5,235 Nil 

Kaliachak - II 1,12,494 8,185 3 

Kaliachak - m 1,56,122 5,960 15 

Source Census of Household Survey. 

f) Role of banking Institutions in lending to Priority Sectors 

with Special reference to Malda district. 

After. independence, the majo'r function of the Commercial 

banks were to finance to big industrialist with sufficient security 

and least risk. Every 5 ( five ) year Plans were formulated 

by GOI with theaim to enrich economic stability of the country 

· which may come from rural development. With this aim in mind 

various control and changes were brought in the Banking Industry 

by imposing social control, nationalisation, establishment of RRBs 
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Table 8.4 

Scheduled' Caste and Scheduled Tribe population in Malda District 
====~=======================~======================================================================== 

Census Year Scheduled Caste Population Scheduled Tribes Population 

Male Female Persons Percentage of male Female persons Percentage of the 
the total popu- total population 

lation 

1951 66, 177 71,202 1,36,379 14.55 40,724 39,739 80,463 8.58 

1961 82,613 80,819 1,63,432 13.38 50,540 48,981 99,521 8. 14 

1971 I ,36,463 1,30,234 2,65,697 16.48 65,989 64,726 1 ,30, 715 8.11 

1981 1,76,019 1,67,070 3,43,089 16.89 74,956 78,344 1,53,300 7.55 

Source Census of India - 1951, 1961, 1971 and 1981. 

w 
0 
c.o 



etc. step by step. 

' The major such activities were classified as 1 Priority 

sector 1 lending and all banks are now on the social obligation 

to finance a major part of their lending folio to such priority 

sector lending.Among the Commercial Bank the role of Gaur Gramin 

Bank is satisfactory towards financing the Priority Sector. In 
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tabel 8. 6 we can show the particulars of advances made to Priority 

Sector by GGB during the year 1980 to 1988 ( 17 ) . 

Table 8. 6 shows the total advances of GGB in case 

of priority lending sector. It is seen from the table that the 

position of short term crop · loan is more stable in the economy 

as a whole. 
c 

GGB, the Commercial banks namely the Gaur Gramin 

Bank of Maida had played a vital role in case of a lending to 

priority sector. It is seen from table 8. 7. 

Purposively we have visited five Branches of Gaur 

Gramin Bank of Malda District for collecting their lending position 

in priority sector. These branches are Mothabari, Sujapur of 

Kaliachak P. S .·, Araidanga, Aiho and Sambalpur of Habibpur P. S. 

It is seen from the survey report that most of all the branches 

have tried to gave all t;he lending to priority sector. The lending 

position of these branches are given in table 8. 8 to table 8.12 . 

Before Nationalisation, the priority sector lending of 

Commercial I3aflks were very negligible. After Nationalisation, 

Priority Sector lending received an increasing attention keeping 

a close view on National Priorities. In this context, the major 



Table . 8.6 . --
Particulars of advances made to Priority Sector by GGB (Amount in • 000) 

===================================================================================================== 

Items 1980 19'81 1982 1983 1984 1985 1986 1987 1988 

1. ·Short term crop 28.86 151.47 192.47 171.44 181.82 237.0 343.24 431.18 374.87 

2. Mid term (Agriculture 6 9.62 39.66 63.99 83.48 86.09 149.11 214.79 266.15 314.84 

allied) 

3. Industry /Rural Artisan 5.91 8.31 25.14 28.33 29.06 52.06 126.42 157.93 156.87 

4. Retail Trade/Small 4.20 18.82 36.08 38.06 25.34 103.07 196.75 232.31 260.56 
business 

5. Transport Operation 1.08 4.10 6.69 8.15 1.94 17.18 32.64 21.02 30.31 

6. Consumption .22 .32 .29 .14 .13 .12 .20 .41 .21 

Source Office of the GGB. 

w 
1-" 
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Table : 8.7 

Advance to Priority Sector ( Amount in '000 l 
===================================================================================================== 

Year 1 st Total Advance Total Advance Total Advance % of Priority Sector % of Agri. Advance 
January to to Priority to Agriculture Advance to total to total Priority 
31 st Dec. Sector and Allied with Advance Sector Advance 

in Priority 
Sector 

1979 1287 

1980 8220 8100 4250 98.50 52.47 

1981 30500 30250 15712 99.18 51.94 

1982 82445 81320 41510 98.63 51.04 

1983 115720 102100 51000 88.23 49.95 

1984 261008 258200 129100 98.92 . 50.00 

1985 314002 305220 159200 97.20 52.16 

1986 342625 . 331725 167280 96.82 50.43 

1987 380100 372005 189200 97.87 50.86 

1988 420800 410520 251600 97.56 61.29 
w 

1989 448520 433380 216690 96.62 50.00 I-" 
N 

Source : Annual Report of GGB from 1979-1989. 



thrust of the GGB is rightly place'd of extending credit to priority 

sector, particularly to the weaker sections. The overall perfor-

manes of GGB is impressive towards financing the priority sectors. 

The only short-fall is that of DR! advances. On this count, they 

are late starters , rather non-starters. Within the priority sector, 

Agriculture constitutes a large share and the Bank's clientele 

in agriculture and allied sector consists of agricultural labourers, 

share croppers, marginal and small farmers. The picture of 

priority sector advance of this bank among the three underdeveloped 

districts of West Bengal viz. Malda, West Dinajpur and Murshidabad, 

is given in table 8 . 7 . 

The table 8. 7 shows that the share of priority sector 

advance to total advance is very satisfactory. As National object 

was to attain by March 1985 a level of 40% of total lending· to 

priority sector advances, ·while this figure for the bank was 

96. 95% ( and average percentage share of priority sector advance 

to· total advance for the period 1980-89 ) . The table also shows 

another good feature in respect of share of agriculture in total 

priority sector advances. the average percentage share of agricul

ture within the priority sector advance for the period ( 1980-

89 ) was 50.01% which was also higher than National target of 

40%. 

The table 8. 8 shows that the mid term crop loan is 

very significant in . case of priority lending sector. · Therefore 

it is seen that most of the loans were given to the agricultural 

sector ( 18 ) . 
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a) Sam balpur Branch ( opened on 8. 11. 7 5 ) Block : Ratua - II. 

Table : 8.8 
Loan Sanctioned in Dtllerent Years 

===================================================================================================== 

Year Total loan Loan to Priority Sectors (Rs. in I 000). 
sanctioned · S.T. Crop M. T. allied SSI M. T. Crop Small Transport 

loan loan business 

1982 1098 - - 17 1008 54 19 

1983 391 - 9 35 267 6.3 17 

1984 680 74 7 36 374 168 21 

1985 203 19 72 47 - 10 55 

1986 2262 103 - 43 1971 77 68 

1987 1398 118 150 59 931 59 81 

Source Branch Manager, Sambalpur Branch. 

(JJ 
...... 
~ 
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b) Mothabari branch ( Opened on 8 .1. 7 5 ) at Kaliachak Block- II 

'Ihis Branch also lent most of its loan to priority sector, It is 

seen from the conversation of the branch Manager that the lending 

position is going to the downward tendency due to bad recovery 

system
7 

the every Branch Managers are anxious in this respect. 

They thought that the recovery position is still bad and the necess-

ary steps should be taken by the GGB officers and if this is not 

possible, then the lending position will be downward in future. 

The table 8. 9 shows this. 

From table 8. 9 it shows that the lending position .~ 

priority sector is very much promising during the recent year. 

But this is actually significant that there is no Mid-Term crop 

loan of this branch ( 19 ) 

c) Aiho Branch (Opened on 24. 9. 76) situated at Habibpur P. S. 

Block. 

'Ihis branch is also act as a prime factor to put to 

priority sector. It is seen that this area is significant due 

to SC/ST population growth. 'Ihis type of population are easy 

and honest in their behaviour. Therefore the position of recovery 

is not bad of this branch. But still the Sc/ST population misused 

their loans i.e. they did not spend their loan money inparticular 

sector for which they get loan. The Branch Manager of this 

branch is also highly hoped that they have done a immense t.elp 

to the rural poor, specially the Sc/ST population in lending to 

the priority sector. This branch is highly interested to 



Table ; 8.9 

Total loan Sanctioned in Different years 
===================================================================================================== 

Year 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

Source 

Total loan 
sanctioned 

535 

360 

432 

425 

613 

994 

S.T. Crop 
loan 

196 

211 

254 

136 

273 

248 

Manager, Mothabari Branch. 

M.T. Crop 
loan 

Loan to Priority Sectors ( Rs . in ' 000 ) 
M. T. Allied · SSI Small business Transport 

60 8 230 41 

23 106 20 

102 56 20 

19 128 126 16 

140 181 19 

81 325 325 15 

CIJ 
~ 
0) 
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(20) 
give the agricultural loans in a large scale . This is shown 

in table 8 .10 

This is to show that the total loan sanctioned incase 

of agricultural sector is very high. All of the agricultural loans 

were given to small and marginal farmers. But according to 

Manager's report that the lending position is very good and the 

position of recovery is not bad now-a-days. 

d) Sujapur Branch (opened on 23.8.86) situated at Kaliachak, Block-! 

This branch also lent most of its loan to priority 

sector. · The most of the loans were distributed to agricultural 

sector. Economically the position of this branch is business 

oriented and most of the beneficiaries are interested ·to take loans 

for agriculture. and sericulture is also an important sector in 

that region. In this view the lending position in priority sector 

is seen in table 8 .11. 

The table 8.11 shbws that the total loan sanctioned 

by this Branch is basically high during 1984 and 1986. The 

Position of SSI is very concentrated and the lending position in 

this SSl sector is also satisfactory. According to the Branch Manager 

of this Branch that their recovery position is also not bad and 

their repayment has been done by their rules ( 21 J • 

The table 8.12 shows that total loan position is high 

in 1985 0 '87. As per Branch Manager of this Bank the total 

recovery position is not so bad and they have sanctioned mainly 

agricultural loan to the marginal and small farmers ( 22.) 



Table 8.10 

Total Loan Sanctioned in Different Years ( Amount in '000 ) 
==============================~====================================================================== 

Year Total loan S.T. Crop M.T. Priority to lending Sector 
sanctioned loan Allied M. T. Agri. SSI Small business Transport 

1982 1038 664 106 82 75 91 20 

1983 1575 1141 95 117 101 82 39 

1984 474 156 25 86 86 106 15 

1985 1732 1425 32 89 84 63 39 

1986 1342 776 50 14 319 133 50 

1987 1567 842 48 19 321 321 16 

Source Branch Manager, Aiho. 

w 
~ 
Q) 



Table ; 8.11 

Total loan sanctioned in different years 
===================================================================================================== 

Year Total loan S.T. Crop Priority Sector lending 
sanctioned loan M. T. Allied M. T. Agri. SSI Small business Transport 

1982 744 461 199 4 24 22 34 

1983 639 287 84 7 147 78 36 

1984 2471 449 856 12 689 450 15 

1985 851 379 249 15 175 19 14 

1986 1594 474 98 2 315 .692 13 

1987 821 152 300 11 175 175 8 

Source Branch Manager, Sujapur Branch. 

w .... 
cc 



e) Araidanga Branch (opened on 27. 3. 76) situated at Ratua 

Block - II. 

Table 8.12 

Total loan sanctioned by different Priority Sector 
(Amt. in '000) 

================================================================ 

Year Lending to Priority Sector 

320 

Total 
loan 
sanc
tioned 

S. T. M. T M. T. SSI Small Trans-
loan allied Agri. business port 
(Crop) 

1982 495 345 40 1 3 84 22 

1983 341 253 17 16 9 44 2 

1984 626 243 41 23 70 242 8 

1985 BOO 487 36 11 76 184 6 

1986 361 94 46 15 96 101 9 

1987 843 695 16 2 65 65 

Source Branch Manager, Araidanga Branch. 
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SUMMARY 

In the rural economy the commercial bank is to help 

to the priority sector after natlonalisatlon of. the Commercial Banks. 

Before natlonalisatlcn the ·Commercial banking was to perform their 

role inside of richer farmers and they deprived the weaker section 

of the rural economy. After natlonalisatlon Reserve Bank of India 

l1ad advised the banks to draw up an operational plan for priority 

sector and weaker sections. The targets prescribed for banking 

system and the Govt. of India are the main targets and other 

targets. The main targets consists of priority sectors, the 20-

point programme, Direct agricultural advances, and weaker section. 

The othe targets consist of the C-D Ratio in Rural and Semi Urban 

branches. Differential Interest Schemes, and advances under 

IRDP. 

The performance of different banks have been even 

in this respect. In case of GGB, have performed a stable and 

consistent work in priority sector lending. 

Their almost all loans have been given to the rural 

poor in rural economic development. In inception of GGB, the 

recovery position was very weak and slow. But during 1986-

1989 the recovery position is promising and not so bad. Because 

the rur81 poor understood that if they repay their loans then 

they also get immense financial help from this bank. Also the 

rural poor thinks that in their distress the main role of GGB 

will be very much helpful for their development and for that reason 



the repayment of this bank now-a-days is improving. Other Comm

ercial banks, namely SBI, UBI, G.B., A.B. etc. have also helped 

to the rural poor in priority sector lending. It is to note that 

their aim is to improve the standard of living to the rural poor. 

The established Commercial bank have performed their tasks rea

sonably and satisfactory. 

How ere, the performance of different banking institu

tions regarding the priority sector advance in the district of 

Malda is unequal. Bankwise, . priority sector advance is highly 

satisfactory in case of Gaur Gramin bank, District Credit Co-opera

tive Bank and United Bank of India. 

The important ingredients of poverty and the need cf 

assetless poor are the important criteria for Commercial Banks 

to reach the priority sector. But Commercial banks are· facing 

serious bottlenecks to serve unemployment and chronic poverty 

among the poor, Ircreasing gap in income and living conditions 

of rich and poor, lack of proper infrastructural facilities lack 

of organ;tsed marketing system in rural areas, absence of organi

sation of the vast masses and the rural poor, educational backwar

dness, underutilised local resources, lack of development and 

application of village technology and non-existence of centralised 

administrative machinery etc. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Historically one of the purposes of establishing the co

operative credit system was to bring together people of small 

means for promoting thrift and mutual help for development 

Coomercial banking in India, on the other hand, came up on the 

traditional lines and was not turned to rural lending, except 

lending to plantations, even with the framework of their 

adeherence to security - oriented lending. The leadership and 

ethos in Corrmercial banks were urban. However gradual change 

started following the recommendations of the All India Rural· 

Credit Survey Corrmit tee in 1954. The conversion of the Imperial 

Bank of India into the State Bank of India in 1955, introduction 

of Social control over banks in 1969 had one important aim, namely 

to ensure that the banks do play a dynamic role in the development 

process of rural and backward areas and for the uplift of the 

poorer sect ions of Society. ( 1) 

Although .t be emphasis was thus laid on development 

oriented lending, the institutional credit system continued to 

suffer fran ·certain base shortcomings viz emp-iasis on credit-



worthiness to borrowers instead of credit worthiness of purposes 

for which loans are required. So scattered lending to individuals 

without a project or area approach for the lending, lack of much 

needed bias in favour of small farmers and other weaker groups 

whose need for credit is greater and more urgent. Over the years, 

the Co-operative which had an earlier start in this field, have 

tended to go the way of private Commercial banks with the result 

that priority purposes, needy groups of borrowers and backward and 

tribal areas have came to be neglected. In this sense, the lending 

operataions of Ccmnercial and Co-operative banks have tended by 

and large to be more money lending, institutional only in form, 

but without '§atisfactory organisational procedural and operational 

arrangements for planned and systematic dovetailing with the 

overall national developnent. policies and objectives. It is in 

this context that the Committee felt that, at the very outset, it 

should emphasis the need for imparting development orientation to 

banking in the rural sector. 

a) Developnent Banking. 

The basic concept of development banking is that credit is 
( 2 ) 

consiously used as a lever of developnent. It is different fran 
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lending against individual applications as and when they come. 

Development banking assumes anticipation and adoption of a plan of 

action. It calls for initiative and energetic involvement on the 

part of the bank in developing the potential opportunities of the 

underdeveloped or pa·rt..:ty developed or underdeveloped sect ions 

of sectors, throy·ghselective and strategic input. of credit. The 

characteristics of one group of poor differ from those of another 

group. The role of credit institutions has, therefore, to be tuned 

to meet the requirements of specific areas and specific target 

groups. This point has also been emphasised in the Sixth Five Year 

Plan, 1980-85. A Frame work, as under : given the diversity in 

resource endowments, agro-ecological conditions and Socio-cultural 

milien of different areas in the country, it is obvious that no 

uniform model of rural development would be adequate. However, if 

the basic aim, namely that the real benefit to be dervied by the 

poorest persons should be the primary yardstick for measuring the 

utility of plan proposals and investment decisions is vigorously 

adhered to, we would have taken the first step essential for an 
( 3) 

accelerated rural regeneration movement. 

The development banker has to ensure-that his credit 

institution will have tailor made loans according to the needs of 

specific areas and specific target groups; that the loans are 

linked to the credit worthiness of the purpose rather than to 

credit worthiness of the person; that the loans will be disbursed 

as part of an overall integrated prograrrrne which provides the 
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necessary backward and forward linkage and the loans are disbursed 

in kind to the extent possible toward the agreed package of inputs 

and extension service. 

The above implies that all the development agencies 

including the credit institutions have to plan and progress 

together. The credit institutions have to ensure that credit is 

tied up with development prograrnne and supported by appropriate 

backward and forward non-credit" linkage. The essence of an 

integrated plan is first, a specific time-frame and secondly, 

implementation of all its canponents within the time span. The 

canponents are integrated in the sense that the success of one 

component is conditioned by another one at an earlier stage, and 

is itself a condition for a subsequent one. In the work of Prof. 

Dantwala, "A plan becanes integrated when forward and backward 

linkages are thoroughly analysed and their implications in terins 
( 4) 

of organisation and investment are incorporated in· the plan". 

b) Approach to Rural Poor. 

A perusal of the agricultural rural development programmes 

makes it clear that upto 1969 the primary emphasis, by and large 

was on the growth of agricultural production particularly of 

foodgrains. This was perhaps natural as the country was pri a.gued 

with chronic food shortage. Since 1969, with food shortage behind, 

the focus shifted to growth with social justice. In fact, a time 
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by warning .was sounded in the RCRC report (1969) that 11 if the 

fruits of development continued to be denied to large sections of 

rural carmuni ty while prosperity accrues to some, the resulting 

tensions - social and econanic - may not upset but even frustrate 
( 5) 

the national efforts to step up agricultural production. 11 It was 

in this context, the SFDA and MFAL programme were launched. 

As a part of overall approach to the problem of the 

poor, besides the emphasis on land refonns, the programme for 

credit, minor irrigation, animal husbandry etc. have been re-

oriented to benefit the vulnerable groups one of the objective of 

bank nationalisation in 1969 was to make the banking sector serve 

the small people. However the various rural development programmes 

tried in past, though unexceptionable in regard to their 

objectives, have met with limited success, measured either in 

tenns of coverage of the rural population they intended to serve, 

or in tenns of the flow of credit which they were expected to 

facilitate. A number of factors contributed to the situation. The 

programmes drawn up earlierproved inadequate from the point of 

view of overall development of the rural areas. Besides, these 

prograrrmes did not reflect any at tempts to look upon the rural 

poor as entities to be developed on the basis of 11 total approach11 

to their problems. An equally important factor contributing to the 

very limited success of the earlier programmes was the inability 
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or failure on the part of the concerned agencies to identify the 

rural poor, to recognize their characteristics and to appreciate 

the special nature of their' problems. This is because in 

developnent projects, the very poor were lumped along with the 

r-elatl.val'Y better-off sections of the corrmunity and this hampered, 

the percolation of benefits to the most deprived section of the 

rural population. The strategy of integrated rural development 

seeks to improve this position. The thrust, as spelt out the 

plan documents,is on growth for social justice where proper tie up 

with institutfonal credit has an important role (o play. The 

FRAME.VDRK for the sixth plan (1980-85)has outlined the following 

approach for this purpose~Experience has shown that unco-ordinated 

~fforts by a mul~iplicity of agencies do not lead to the desired 

results.The unexceptionable concepts underlying many of these 

programmes have often tended to remain unrealised. It has 

therefore, become obvious that the goal of rural development 

designed to minimise rural proverty can be achieved to any 

satisfactory extent only through a multi-deciplinary apparatus at 

the local level. The infusion of extra funds alone may not carry 

us far, i'f all over lapping programmes are not made to coalesec 
( 6) 

functionally and generate a mass flow of develpmental a~t1v1ty 11 • 



(c) Multi-Agency Approach to Institutional Credit. 

Institutional credit system for the rural sector started 

with organisation of co-operativie credit Societies at the 

beginning of the century to emphasise thrift and mutual help. The 

Co-operative Credit system was refurnished in the mid-fifties in 

the wake of the recommendation of the AIRCS report. Following it, 

the GOI and RBI and the State Governments made special efforts to 

foster the gz:-.Jwth:. of the co-operative movement. However, Co

operative Credit could not be ·developed uniformly in all parts of 

the country. The credit needs of the agricultural sector, which 

were the primary concern;: of Co-operatives increased rapidly due 

principally to the biological and technological develo{Illents in 

crop · and animal husbandry. Corrmercial banks were 1 therefore, 

inducted into the field of agricultural creditunder the polir.v of 

"Social Control" 'over banks in 1967. Subsequent nationalisation of 

the i4 major Scheduled Carmercial banks in 1969, and 6 more in 

19.80, carried the process further. As the RCRC report put it in 

196,9 

"That owing to certain factors ·such as structural 

weaknesses, failure to mobilise adequate deposits, mounting 

overdues, lack of trained staff etc., the Co-opereat_ive credit was 

trailing behind the demand for it in the agricultural sector. At 

the same time, effort in the sphere of rural credit should not be 

solely concentrated in the Co-operative Sector. Co-operative should 

be strengthened but they would be all the better - and the fanner 
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better served - if other institutions co-existed with them on healthy332 
. (7) 

competition" Tilis approach which has come to be known 
. 8 

as the "Multi - Agency approach" ( ) provides for Commercial 

banks serving as additional source of credit to the rural sector. 

A later innovation ( 1975) was the organisation of Regional Rural 

Banks ( RRBs) in select areas with their focus exclusively on the 

small/marginal farmers, agricultural labourers and rural artisans. 

Since nationalisation of commercial banks in 1969 and 

6 more in 1980, banks have begun to play an increasingly important 

role in the rural sector. Total number of Commercial Bank branches 

was 8262 in June, 1969. It rose to 54,431 in december, 1987 

almost recording an increase of 6. 6 times in 18 years. The 

rural and semiurban branches were 1833 and 3342 in Jun~, 1969. 

They increased to 30585 and 10731 in December, 1987. Thus 

rural and semi urban branch net work has increased by 16. 7 

and 3. 2 times over the period of 18 years. Urban branches which 

were 1584 in June, 1969 rose to 7722, showing an increase of 

4. 9 times. The average rural · population served by per branch 

has sharply declined over the period from 64, 000 in June, 1969 

to 13, 000 in December, 1987. Total volume of deposit and credit 

were respectively Rs. 4646 and Rs. 3599 crores in June 1969. 

They increased to Rs. 119023 and Rs. 72549 crores in December, 1987 

recording an increase of 25. 6 and 20.16 times respectively. The 

credit deposit ratio which was 77. 5% in June, 1969, came down 

to 61% in December 1987. Thus the growth of Commercial banking 
(9) 

underwent sea change after nationalisation . 



Prior to the appearance of Regional Rural Banks on the 

rural credit scene Co-operative and Crnmercial Banks were the two 

institutional agencies providing credit to the rural poor at the 

village level. As indicated earlier, the Co-operative failed to meet 

the increasing rural credit needs in general and those of small and 

marginal fanners in particular. Moreover, its benefit could not 

reach all sections of society alike. The commercial banks lacked 

the ability to tackle the vast expanding credit requirement of the 

rural poor mainly because of their high cost structure and 

inadequate local involvements. Finding the weaknesses in the 

existing rural credit structure. The Banking Commission in its 

report ( 1972) had proposed the setting up of some sort of " rural 

banks" • The crnmission opined : 

Ll·rn a large and ccxnplex situ=3.tian in tho field of rural 

credit in India there will remain a large gap even after the 

maximum possible branch expansion has been tried by Crnmercial 

Banks.11 
( 10 ) 

Thus, the GOI appointed a working group headed by 

Mo.Narasirnham and· on ·the . basis of whose report the first Regional 

Rural Bank (RRB) was set up in October, 1975. It was the third tier 

rural credit in l'vlulti-agency system. The third tier would havJ an 
(11) 

acumen of coranercial banks and local feel of th•J c:J .. operJ t i ves. 

At the end of D3cember, 1985, 188 RRBs were functioning 

covering 333 districts in 23 States. The perfonnance of RRBs in 
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23 States. The performance of RRBs in expanding their branch net-

work in reaching weaker sections have been remarkable. lliring the 

year 1911·! ·85 . as many as L518 new nff i.:;e;; we·~·e ope:1ed of th:'> total 

number of branches of 12606. The average number of branches offices 

per RRB was 55. The total deposits of .R R B at D e c e rn b ~ r 

1985 were of the order of 1286 crores, TJ.1e av··ar·age deposit is per RRB 

amounted to Rs.6.84 crores and per branch Rs.10.20 lakhs. Total 

advances extended by all the RRBs were of the order of 1408 crores . 

On an average , the per' bank advance was Rs. '7. 49 crores and per 

branch advances Rs.11 17 la:<hs. Agricultural loa·1s to small farmers 

etc. formed 62.8% followoed by advances to rural artisans, small 

t f'aders and 1)thers at 29. 8% Their' ad\;ances under IRDP during the 

year ended in I:Ecember, 1985 which constituted 13.2% of the total 

direct advances amounted to Rs.181 crores. The credit-deposit ratio 

was 111% which is much beyond the capacity of Crnmercial Banks to 
(12) 

achieve. 

Under multi-agency approach of institutional credit, some 

important difficulties have been developed due to simultaneous 

functioning of different credit institutions in a particular area. 

The Kamath Corrmittee identified the problems - (I) The Number of 

agencies·are disbursing credit in a corrmon area. As a result 

GIUltiple firrancing,. over f inane ing/ Under' fi,t<.uc ing h<l:3 beer-. 

dev>Jl•)pod; (ll) the inauility of credit agencies t.:J formulate and 

develop meaningfuL agricultural credit prograrrmes on the basis of 

area approach; (III) problems of overlapping and duplication of 

na.1~ing faciliti8s and th•.; consequent wastdul expenditure, besides 



unhealthy competition;(IV) the different procedures and policies of 
(13) 

disbursement of credit etc. 

Therefore, what is needed is actually the propd!' cu 

ordination between the different lending institutions in their 

lending activities. In this regard, it is worth mentioning also the 

recmmendations of Kamath Corrmittee on Multi-agency approach. The 

recorrmendations in brief are (I) •lffectivt.! co-ordin.ltion among the 

different credit institutions are needed. A geographical demarcation 

rather than a functional jurisdiction is considered more appropriate; 

(II) an equitable distribution of available credit is importantj 

(III) Unifonn procedure and policies of disbursement of credit is 

needed; (IV) the use of agricultural "pass book" is necessary to 
. ( 14) 

avoid multiple financingj(V) proper end-use of credit is needed. An 

implementation of the above recommendations, would smoothen and 

facilitate the task of providing credit to the rural Sector. 

(d) Same Ideas Regarding perfonnances of the Financial Institutions. 

Performance of Bank of India. 

1. Bank of India, Sattari Branch. 

The Sat tari Branch of Bank of India was opened on 21st 

November, 1980. This bank branch is situated in ~he far south-west 

of Englishbazar Block and near the bank of Kalindri. This branch is 

situated where mast of the people are poor and others are small 

businessman, Kutti and sericulture. 

The total deposits were Rs. 320 and 425 thousands up to 

31.12.88 and 31.12.89 respectively , while total loans were granted 
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Rs.231 and 412 thousands upto 31.12.88 and :n.1:2.8~ respectively. 

tts loan to different priority sectors were distributed in Table 

9 .1. 

T A 8 L E- 9.1 

Total Loans to priority sector (Rs.in '000) 

Upto 31st 
December 

1988 

1989 

Agricul
ture 

28 

112 

Trans 
port 

62 

98 

SSI o 
Cottage 
Indus
tries 

22 

35 

Self 
at;:> loy 
ment 

12 

Source Manager, Bank of India, Sattari Branch. 

Mise 

107 

139 

Total 

231 

412 

The peculiarity of this branch is the introduction of 

large runount of loans to Agricultural sector. Undoubtedlyits actual 

perfonnance regarding loans is satisfactozy in 1988 and 1989. But in 

sane cases the perfonnance of loans is unsatisfactory due to low 

rate of payments on the part of the borrowers. The achievements of 

this bank was not so satisfactory in case of agriculture Though its 

perfonnance is somewhat noteworthy in recent years. 

2. Barik of India, Malda Town Branch. 

The Malda Town Branch of Bank of India is the Second 

branch in Malda district and was opened· on 29:h November, 1980. 

Total depositis of this bank was Rs.84 and 1120 thc·usands upto 

31.12.88 and 31.12.89 respectively. Loans sanctioned of this branch 

is very-. negligible ·in canparison to its deposits. Total loans 

sanctioned of this branch is very negligible in canparison to its 

deposit. Total loans sanctioned was Rs. 50 end 320 thousands up to 
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31.12.88 and 31.12.89 respectively. Its loans to agcicultural sector 
~15) 337 

is almost nil, loans to other priority sector is shown in· Table 9.2. 

TAB L E - 9.2 

Loans to Priority Sectors (Rs. in 'OCJO) 

Up to Agricul- Trans SSI a Self Mise Total 
December ture port Cottage Empl 

Indus oyment 
tries 

1988 6 12 2 30 50 

1989 80 125 50 65 320 

Source Manager, Bank of India, Malda Town Branch. 

Performance of Allahabad Bank : 

1. Allahabad Bank, Silampur Branch. 

This branch of Allahabad Bank was opened on the 20th 

January, 1981 and is situated in Kal iachak Block -I. This branch is 

situated on the north-east of the block Kaliachak-I. Total deposits 

of this bank was Rs.1020 and Rs.1822 thousand respectively upto 

31.12.88 and 31.12.89, while irs total loan sanctioned was Rs.350 

and Rs.720 thousands upto 31.12.88 and 31.12.89 respectively. Its 

loan to Priority sectors were distributed shown in Table 9.3 

TAB L E - 9.3 

Loan to Priority Sector ( Rs. in '0001 

Upto 31st Agricul Trans SSI a Self Mise Total 
December ture port Cottage Employ 

Ind. ment 
1988 98 58 112 12 70 350 
1989 102 184 27 18 389 720 
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Source Manager, Allahabad Bank, Silampur Branch. 

It is essential to say that most of the agricultural loans 

were distributed to the Small and marginal fanners. 

2. Allahabad Bank, Bamangola Branch. 

This branch of Allahabad Bank was opened on 27th December, 

1978. Actually its perfonnance started from 1979. Total deposits and 

loans sanctioned in different years are shown in Table 9.4 

TAB L E - 9.4 

Upto 31st 1988 1989 

Deposits 3280 4160 

Loans 1282 1982 

Source Manager, Allahabad Bank, Bamangola Branch. 

The different loans to agriculture and allied sector 

were distributed shown in Table 9.5 

TABLE-9.5 

Loans to Priority Sector ( Rs. in •ooo) 

Upto 31st Agricul Trans SSI 6 Self Misc. Total 
December ture port Cottage Emplo 

Indus. yment 

1988 420 210 125 527 1282 

1989 1252 182 50 1020 1656 4160 

Source Manager, Allahabad Bank, Bamangola Branch. 



Again agricultural loans were distributed among 
(16) 

different types of farmers in Table 9.6 

T A B L E - 9.6 

Loans distributed among different types of Farmers. 

--------------------------------------------------------------------
Upto 31st December 1988 1989 

1. Marginal Farmers 162 482 

2. Small Farmers 98 320 

3. Big Farmers 18 25 

4. Others 142 425 

TOTAL 420 1252 

Source : Manager, Allahabad Bank, Bamangola Branch. 

Performance of Un1ted CoiiiTiercial Bank. 

United CoiiiTiercial Bank, Malda Town Branch. 

Malda Town Branch of United Commercial Bank was opened 

at the end of 1976 and is situated at Atul Chandra Market, the most 

busy centre of Malda Town. Total loans sanctioned was Rs. 2152 and 

Rs.3410 thousands upto 31.12.88 and 31.12.89 respectively. However, 

loans to agricultural sector forms a major part of their loans. 

Loans sanctioned to different priority sectors shown in the Table 

9.7. 
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TABLE-9.7 

Loans to P~iority Setter (Rs. in '000) 

Upto 31st 
December 

Agricul 
ture 

Trans 
port 

SSI o Self Misc. Total 
Cottage Ehlplo 
Indus. yment 

1988 660 525 420 1547 2152 

1989 625 720 710 432 923 3410 

Source Manager, United Commercial Bank, Malda Town Branch. 

Agricultural loans were classified for various types 
(17) 

of fanners shown in Table 9.8 

TAB L E - 9.8 

Distributed agricultural loans to different types of fanners. 

Types of Fanners 1988 1989 

1. Marginal Fanners 450 484 

2. Small Fanners 180 115 

3. Big Fanners 20 26 

4. Others 10 

TOTAL 660 625 

Source : Manager, United Commercial Bank, Malda Town Branch. 

e) Lead Bank Scheme 

Genesis of the idea of the Lead Bank Scheme : 

The genesis of the idea of the Lead Bank can be traced 

to the realisation of the grave need to wipe out the sectoral and 
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spatial imbalancet in the process of econanic developnent in India 

by channelising credit to the required extent to different sectors, 

regions and classes by the planning Commission and a number of other 

organisations and institutions like the Reserve Bank of India. In 

October, 1969, the study group on "organisational Frame work for 

the Implementation of Social objectives" appointed by the National 

Credit Council under the Chairmanship of Prof. D.R.Gadgil, 

recoornended the adopt ion of "area approach" for the developnent of 

credit and banking in the country on the basis of local conditions. 

For this purpose, it suggested that Cammercial Banks should be 

assigned particular districts where they should act as pacesetters 

in providing integrated banking facilities. A Cammittee of Bankers 

under the Chairmanship of Shri F.K.F.Nariman appointed by the 

R.B.I. soon after the nationalisation of Banks, endorsed the above 

view and felt that for assisting in the process ofregional 

development, each bank should concentrate on certain districts. The 

R.B.I. accepted these recammendations and formulated the Lead Bank 
(18) 

Scheme .towards the close of 1969. 

The whole edificie of the Lead Bank Scheme is built up 

on the theme of the credit gaps, priority to certain sectors of the 

economy in the Credit disbursal by the Carmercial Banks, area 

approach to credit planning (Micro-level planning approach), 

removing the regional imbalances in the development process of the 

economy of our country and evolving a suitable machinery for 

establishing a smooth and effective co-ordination and co-operation 

between the various institutions or organisations engaged in the 



business of catering to the credit needs of the people in rural 

areas particularly those sections dependent on the agriculture, 
(19) 

Cottag_e and Small Scale Indus tries etc. 

Under the scheme, Commercial banks were assigned 

particular districts for the purpose of developing integrated 

banking facilities and each bank was designated as the lead bank of 

the districts allocated to it. In its circular letter dated December 

23, 1969 on the LBS, the Reserve Bank said : 

"The Lead Bank is expected to assume the major role in 

the development of banking and credit in the allocated districts. At 

the same time, there is clearly no intention that the Lead Bank 

should have a monopoly of banking business in a district. The Bank 

assigned the lead role is thus expected to act as the consortium 

leader and after indentifying through survey, areas requiring branch 

expansion and areas suffering fran credit gaps, it should involve 

the co-operation of all banks and other financial institutions 

operating in the districi t for opening branches as well as for 
. ( 20) 

meeting credit needs~ 

Functions of Lead Bank 

(a) 

(21) 
The main functions of Lead Bank are 

To survey the resources and potential for banking 

development in its district. 

(b) To evolve a credit plan for the district in 

consultation with commercial banks, co-operative banks and a number 

of Government officials and departments. 
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(c) To establish the guide lines, nonns, principles and to 343 

evolve the logical, national and feasible prograrrme of act ion aimed 

at achieving maximum possible co-operation and co-ordination between 

the different banks, governmental and non-governmental agencies 

working in the district. 

(d) To act as a consortium leader, among the various 

financial institutions. 

(e) To strive at wiping out the regional imbalances in the 

develop-nent of banking as well as the econanic growth of the area 

assigned to it. 

(f) To identifying the proper place for the non-lead banks 

in the rural credit scene. 

(g) To innovate a variety of schemes for the develorxnent 

of agricultural and other allied activities to the allotted 

district. 

(h) To ins tall appropriate trafning p:rograrrmes for the 

staff members of the various banks and employees of the Government 

participating in the lead banks Scheme. 

(i) To channelise credit to the most· productive sources, 

areas and centres etc. 

(f) A Discussion and Review of performance of District Credit Plan 

(DCP) in StUdy Area. 

The United Bank of India has been designated as the 

Lead Bank of Malda District. The credit plan prepared by this bank 

is a 11 DeveloP'Ilent Plan 11 consisting of technically feasible and 

economically viable schemes for financing production and investment 

by banks within the present and proposed infrastructural and other 

facilities . The Primary objective of preparation of DCPS are the 

identification of existing credit gaps in the district and 



formulation of· such technically feasible and economically viable 

schemes, which could be financed by the banks to accelerate 

economic development of the area and improve earnings of the people. 

The IX:Ps are prepared keeping in view the natural 

resources, principal economic activities, potentials for development 

and felt-needs of the local people of this particular area. 

In case of preparing DCPs' all possible financial 

institutions, Government departments, Panchayats and other 

development agencies are involved. For proper planning of rural 

credit, there is a district Consultative Committee . The Chairman of 

D.C.C. is the District Commissioner and the convenor of the 

carmi t tee is the Lead Bank Officer. Since the D.C.C. has a very 

large membership , it has a small Sub-Commit tee called "Standing 

Carmittee" headed by the District Comnissioner. The standing 

Committee is meant for policy making for the projects and evaluate 

the progress of the project-level activities and formulate source 

consultative suggestions. Its members are generally senior officers 
(22) 

from the Lead Bank D.R.D.A. and NABA.RD. The meeting of the 

Cammittee is held once in a month. 

Bank-wise Review of Performance of Annual Act ion Plan (AAP), 1986 

and 1987. 

The fourth credit plan drawn up by the Lead Bank for 

the district was known as Annual Act ion Plan. Covering only one 

year. Bankwise review of the performances under Annual Action Plan 

are shown in Table 9.9. 
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T•ble - 9.9 

BANK- WIS[ R[VI[W or f H [ P [ R f 0 R M f\ N C [ SUN D [ R A N N U A ll f\CTION PUf\N-198~,1986 6 UPTO S(Pf[MB[R- 1987. 

14.. f\. P.- 1986. 

( Amt. '000) 

Banks No. ol Agl1l. a. f\llied r o r " I! Industry. 
Bra. r arget f\chie v s Target f\chiev. :. Service T •r!let f\chle..,. s 

Target f\chlev :. 

U.B.l. 20 1 0950 15 71 J 1U 1621 6258 l86 l920 4527 115 16491 261198 161 

S.B.I. 1 7 7564 1 040) 1)8 29411 27l5 9l l021 2198 7l 1 )529 15))6 Ill 

G.G.B. 119 21l }9 N.A. l 060 N.A. Sl 89 N.f\. 29788 

f\.B. 7 26)) 0410 1 6 7 1821 1 ~~9 86 \4}6 1066 H S890 70JS 1 19 

U.Co. 5 20)1 1420 69 485 1014 209 1) 9l 78) 56 l920 l 2 1 7 82 

C.B.I. 6 2108 1299 62 5911 547 92 1278 629 49 )980 24 75 62 

B.O.l. l 1205 H8 49 no )14 42 660 8511 129 2615 1756 62 

I.B. 1 100 88 88 66 24 l6 IllS 106 24 601 218 )6 

I.O.B. 1 H\ SJJ u8 181 129 as 492 740 no 10H 1402 1)6 

P.N.B. 1 520 N.f\. 127 N.f\. 190 N.A. 84S 

U.B. 1 680 510 75 157 15 10 406 415 102 124l 940 76 

UIB IJtd. 2 466 89 19 1411 1 7 12 HO )84 72 1140 490 4) 

DCC Utd. 6 1 1}}6 85 77 76 - 1200 500 7782 1556 1 I 8)6 I 7)59 148 

UO.litd. 1 74)4 4175 56 - - - - - - 74.)4 4175 56 

w.a.r.c. 1 lOOO 4 771 159 - - '000 • 771 n9 

-- ... 

TOff\L 120 68BS 4 78 0 ~ 10 14950 18 58l 126 19650 19484 99 10lJS5 858 7l 8l 

~---

Source I Annual 1\ctlon plan 1986, M•ld• District, Ce•d R•nk, United B•nk ol lndl•. 
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From the table 9. 9 it is seen that the overall achievement 

was not satisfactory. Only in case of service sector the achieve-

ment was more or less in proportion to the target. In case of 

agricultural sector and in case of SSI sector it was understood 

that due to inability of granting fresh loan by PACS on account 

of defaulters and the disbursement of working capital could not 

be completed since the installation of machineries in progress. 

The fifth credit plan was similarly drawn up only for 

the year 1987. 'This was known as the A/lP of 1987. 'This is 

shown in table 9 .10 . 

It is observed from the table 9.10 that the performance 

of GGB is more· satisfactory in case of Agrl. and allied, Industries, 

Business and S~rvice. Next to GGB, the performance of United 

Bank of India, District Credit Co-operative Bank Limited, State Bank 

of India is satisfactory. 

Bank wise and Sector wise performance of implementation 

of annual action plan of 1988, shown in Appendix - ( 9A ) . 

The deposit, advance and Sector wise outstanding amount 

as on December, 1987, 1988 in case of priority sector is inserted 

in ( Appendix - 9B ) . 
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T•ble 9.10 

BANK-WISE REVIEW Or TH£ I'[RfORMP.NCE UNO[R ANNUP.L ACTION PLAN- 198~, 1986 6- UPTO SlPT£MBER 1987, 

A.A.P. - 1987. 

Baroks No. Industries Business & Serv1ce T 0 T A L ~~~--
()! Target Achieve : Target ___ Achieve----~ Target 'Achie"e -~ Target. A chien ···--- ~-

Brs. 

------· 
U.B.I. 20 10~66 67\0 64 2100 \1,2 ~} ~12~ \080 21 1 7 791 8902 50 

S.B.I. \7 824 7 615l 74 264/1 }500 1}2 }670 } 909 107 111561 1} 562 9} 

G.G.B. so 25717 18}62 71 2966 819 28 6255 6 7' 1 108 249} 8 2 591 2 74 

A.~. 7 2 8 72 }4 20 1\9 2 B 1 6 14 5} 52 1 744 2018 116 74}2 6891 9} 

U. Co. 5 2565 1271 so 491 5} 8 110 16}2 995 61 4688 2804 51 

C.B.I. 6 29 7l 1U9 so 646 54 7 85 1} 57 4 75 '1 51 56 2501 49 

P.N.'l. 1 419 11 ' 7} 97 129 402 1 7 5 44 894 28} '2 

I. 0 .'3. 1 ns 291 78 49S 2}5 47 70} 4 7l 67 1 57} 999 64 

U Bl ~ td. 2 71 5 Bl 12 111 2} 21 691 918 1}} 1 51 7 1024 68 

A.O.I. I 1244 500 40 l Ol 250 8} 915 1405 1H 2462 21 55 8} 

D!: CR. ~ 1}07!10517 80 - 118 7 - - 6929 - 1}07} 1 86}} 144 
Ctd. 
I.B. 1 228 6 ' 187 - - 616 289 47 1 0}1 295 29 

L D rl.~ td. 1 54 82 4 52 9 8} - - - - 54 82 4529 8} 

i._i.O. ; 6% i:JO " i 9j 5i6 267 }61 62< 244 1250 1 5 b 8 1 L) 

w .i.l.f .c. 1 - HOO 4505 1 2 5 - - )600 4 5 05" 12 5 

----------
rotli 120 75172 SJ561 71 16625 14 782 76 2) 651 26219 111 115445 9456} 82 

Source I l\nnua1 Action Pion 1987, Maida District, U"ad B•nk, United Bank of India. 
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g) Case Study of Sample Villages 

Banks and Economic Development -'A case study of Malda District. 

This Chapterwas confined to six villages of six 

blocks out of 15 blocks of Malda District. Purposively we have 

selected· six villages from six blocks according to their economic 

status, nature of house hold, and the nature of cultivation of 

agricultural lands. At first the village Bara Sujapur has been 

selected from the most developed and good economic status block of 

Kal iachak-I, Village Chota Mohadipur from semi economic status 

block of Kaliachak-II, village Chakseherdi fran poor in economic 

status block of Kaliachak-III village Lakshipur from good 

agricultural harvest block of Ratua-I, Village Khempur from SC 

population block of Chanchal-II, and Village Bagdol from ST 

population block of Gazole. From this case study we want to analyse 

the various aspects about this biocks under this district. 

Identification of Villages : 
(23) 

1. Village Bara Sujapur, P.S.Kaliachak and Block -Kaliachak-I 

The village is situated to the south-east of the 

district headquarter, Englishbazar under P.S.Kaliachak and Block 

Kaliachak-I. This village is 8 kms away on the short route and 12 

kms away on long route from Englishbazar. The total area of this 

village (Bara Sujapur) is 264.40 in hectares. The total nwnber of 

house hold is 1229. The total population of this village is about 

7258, among them the male population is 2082, the female population 
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is 3005 and the total number of children is 2171 respectively. Out 

of the total populations 1022 persons are hindus and the rest of the 

populations are Muslims. This village is densely populated. The 

approach to the village is Pucca Road and surrounding the village 

there is a metalled. The main communication from the village to the 

towns is the Bus services . But rickshaws, pony carts, van rickshaws 

are the mode of transportations. The village is well corrmunicated 

with the district town Malda. There is primary school that is 

classes from I to IV, Madhyamik School that· is Classes V to X and 

High School classes from XI to XII. There is one High Madrassa which 

is equivalent to the High School. The· percentage of the literate 

persons is 48% which is very satisfactory. The total literate number 

of men persons is high than that of women. From the case study it is 

seen that there are many illiterate number of women in case of 

mulsim population. The muslim women can not get proper educational 

help and they are very much ignorant about their economic as well as 

educational status. The 48% of the total literate persons have only 

primary knowledge of education. In this village there are no master 

degree holdler or high educated persons. There are no daily market. 

The total length of the market from the village is ( 5 kms). There 

is a big market and people of all neighbouring villages are trying 

to make it a daily market. The development of this village is due to 

a satisfactory power supply. This village is well connected with the 

electricity for domestic consumption and electricity for 

agricultural consumption.There is a Saw Mill and Flour Mills in this 
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village. There is a branch of A.B. and GGB in this village. The 

people of this village gets proper medical help and they can avail 

all the hospitals at Kaliachak or Mothabari or at Malda Town if 

necessary for medical treatment. Mast of the lands are used for 

rice and wheat cul dvation as well as sericul ture. The sources of 

irrigation is tubewell with electricity and the total irrigated area 

is 8.90 hectors . The lands are high and the total unirrigated area 

of 168.72 hectares. The cul turable waste including gaucher and 

groves are 0.89 hectares. Therefore the net area not under 

~: -\ 
cu 1 t iva t ion due to various reasons is 85.89 hectares. The 

sericulture is the main cash crop product of this village. 

The economic status of this village is very 

significant • Many of the village people are rich and they stay in 

brick built and well decorated houses. The total number of rich 

people though not very in·number yet they dominated to the village 

peoples. The 20% of the houses are made of mud and bamboo. The rich 

people of this village are mostly engaged in sericul ture and earns 

irrmense profit from this. Apart from the sericultural activities 

they are also engaged in many types of business such as Taxi -

Matador or other transportable business, wholesale of 'Dal' 

buGiness '3tc. So the most of the village peoples are almost engaged 

throughout the years. At a single word we grade this village upto a 

developed village among of our sample villages. 



(24) 

~Village Choto Mahadi~ur, P.S.Kaliachak, Block -Kaliachak-II 

This village is situated in Kal iachak-II Block. The 

village is 20 kilometre to the west of the district Headquarter, 

Englishbazar. The village is connected with brick road and all 

transport may be available. The distance of this village from the 

Panchayat office is 2 km. The total area of this village is 205.6 

hectares. The nearest Rly. Station b Khaltipt!r' Jnd the distance of 

this station from village is 5 kms. In this village there is no 

Police Station or Police Outpost or Cnawki. But the nearest place of 

this Police Chawki or outpost is Mothabari and the distance from the 

vill3ge is 5 Kms. There is no post office . The nearest Post Office 

of this village is Debipur Achintola and the distance from the 

village is 2 kms, There is no Telegraph office and the Telegraph 

Office is situated in Malda and the distance from the village is 20 

kms. There is a Telephone office in Kaliachak and the distance is 5 

kms The medical dispensary is available at Mbthabari and the 

nearest distance is 5 kms. In this village there is no Veterinary 

Aid Centre and the Artificial Insemination Centre. The nearest 

approach is Mothabari about the distance of 5 kms. No High School is 

situated in this village. The nearest High School is situated at 

Mothabari about 5 km. There. is a Centre of Gram Sevak and there is 

no A.gricul turc1l assistant in this village. The name of the G.P. of 

this Village is Mothabari, distance is 5 km. The nearest agro

service centre is Mothabari at 5 kms distance. A dairy house is 

situated at Kagmari, the distance from the village is 11 kms. The 

village is not very developed. There is a nearest Land Development 

Rank at Kaliachak about 5 kms distance. There is a nearest 

Cornnercial Bank, Allahabad Bank, is in Sil3mpur Anchal of distance 
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of 3 kms and there is one Rural Banks of GGB which was sponsored by 

UBI at Mothabari of distance from the village is 5 kms. The village 

is electrified and the number of household electrified is 7. But 

there is no Pump etc. can be energised by the electricity. The total 

number of population is 2614. Of them the number of male is 994, the 

number of female is 967 and the number of children is 653. Among the 

inhabitants 208 persons are Hindus and the rest population are 

Muslims. The total number of Scheduled Caste population is 120, out 

of which 62 are males and 58 are females. The total number of 

household of this village is 459. The total number of literate 

persons in this· village is 563, out of which the number of literate 

male is 431 and of women is 132 in number. In this village there 

lived 129 cultivators and 137 agricultural labourers. The number of 

other workers engaged in allied agricultural activities such as 

livestock , fishery , plantations, orchards etc. is 153, out of. 

which the number of male persons are 150 and the number of female 

are 3. The number of others engaged in manufacturing activities, 

servicing, repairs, transport, storage, fabrication etc;. is 166, 

out of which the total number of male persons are 90 and the number 

of females are 76. In case of non-workers the total number is 2029, 

out of which the male persons are 833 and the females are 1196 

respectively. In this village the number of household identified as 

falling below the poverty line out of whcm the number assisted 

under IRDP is 423, out of which the male persons are 333 and the 

females are 90 respectively. Most of the lands' are under 

cultivation. The total geographical area of this village is 158.74 

hectares. Among this the total cropped area is 151.0 hectares and 



the double cr-opped area is 100.0 hectar-es. Under this area the 

mnnber of area ir-r'igated is 45.0 hectares. The ar-ea of the 

cultivated waste land fit for cultivation but not taken up for 

cultivation is 5.0 hectares. The area which is not fit for 

cultivation is 3.0 hectares. Large portion of cultivable lands are 

used for the production of wheat, 

sericulture. 15% lands are used 

paddy, jute and specially in 

in mango- orchards. The land 

utilisation statistics of this village to same extent is not poor. 

In case of 0 to 1 hectares of lands the number are 96 and the area 

cultivated is 89 hectares, in.case of 1 to 2 hectares of lands the 

number are 26 and the area under cultivation is 41 hectares, in case 

of 2 to 4 the numbers are 7 and the area of cultivation is 21 

hectar-es. Ther-efore the total area under cultivation is 151 

hectar-es, of which under HYV is 10 hectares. The source of 

irrigation is Tube Well and the number of tubewell is 10 and there 

is no Dug wells. In this village there is no special development 

progr-amme such as Tribal Sub Plan, Special Drought Prone area 

programme and other agricultural development programme. There is no 

suspectible to any long term evidence problems such as droughts, 

floods 7sporadic animal diseases and crop pests and diseases. rn 

case of bankable loan the number of members are 75 and the number of 

borrowings members in this area of operation actually covered is 72. 

This village is actually covered. But the recovery position of the 

banks under this villalge is Nil. In case of level of credit 

disbursement the last disbursement was made on 1875. Due to a bad 

recovery 0f this village the outstanding balances are 45,000 
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(approximately) . In this village there are situated two Commercial 

Banks sucn as DCCB and LOB. In case of LOB and DCCB the outstanding 

balances are 4500 and 45,000 respectively. The percentage of 

recovery to demand . is 9%. There is other one Commercial bank· in 

this village. The total loans outstanding is 23,250 and the loans 

overdues are Rs.15,272. The percentage of recovery of this 

Commercial bank is 1%. The distance of this banks from the village 

is 6 kms. 

(25) 
3. Village Chakseherdi, P.S.Kaliachak, Block-Kaliachak- III. 

This village is situated under Kaliachak P.S. .and 

under Kaliachak Block III. This is situated on the south-east corner 

of the district. The distance from the Panchayat office of this 

village is 1~ kms. The village is connected with brick road and all 

transport may be available. In case of transportation of railways 

there are no railway station in this village. But the name of the 

nearest place of the railway station is Chamagram and the distance 

is 5 kms. The only Police outpost is named 11 16 miles 11 and the 

distance from the village is 6 kms. The village is not entitled with 

any telegraph ·and telephone office. But the nearest approach of the 

telegraph office is Baishnabnagar and Kal iachak respectively. The 

distance of these two institutions are 1/2 kms and 9 kms 

.respectively. There is a medical dispensary and veterinary aid 

centre in this village. In this village there are no high school, 

but the nearest place of the high school is situated· at 

Baishnabnagar at 1 km. distance. the name of the Gram Panchayat is 

Bedrabad and the distance is 2 kms. There is a one Primary Credit 
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Co-operative Society under Bedrabad GP. The distance from the 

village is 3 kms. There are no Agro Service Centre or Dairy Society 

or poultry Society in this village. This village is entitled with 

one LDB and is situated at Kal iachak of 9 kms distance. There is 

one Carrnercial Bank but this Bank is situated at NTPC colony, the 

distance of 5 kms. In this village there is only one rural bank, 

named GGB which served the local rural people of this village. The 

village is partly electrified. But ·there 1s not a single Pump set 

energised by electricity. The total population of this village are 

3885 of which the number of men is 1734 women is 1235 and the number 

of children is 916. The SC population is very insignificant in this 

village. The number of SC population in case of male is 8, women is 

6 and 2 is children. The literacy position is not so bad. The total 

number of household is 693. Among them the number of literate 

persons in case of male, female and children are 255 + 175 + 15 = 

445 respectively. The number of cultivator is 279. The agricultural 

labourer in case of male is 247 and in case of female is only 2. The 

number of other workers engaged in allied agricultural activities 

such as livestock, fishery, plantations, orchards etc. in case of 

male and female is 316 + 361 = 677 respectively. Others engaged in 

manufacturing, servicing, repairs, transport, storage, fabrication 

etc. are 10, of which 4 are male and 6 are female workers. The 

number of non-workers are also very large and their total number is 

2876, of which the male and female numbers are 1223 and 1653 

respectively. This village has got many economic benefit and 

therefore the number of household identified as falling below the 

poverty line out of whom number assisted under IRDP is 258, of which 
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the number of male is 208 and women is 50. The total number of 

classification of land is 693 and the area in hectare is 277,00, of 

which under high yielding varieties is 9 hectares. This land 

becomes irrigated by tube well and dug well. The number of tube 

well is 37 and the dug well is 13. This village are surrounded by 

sericul ture production and therefore the other agricultural 

development programme has been envisaged. In this village there are 

no long term epidemic problens such as droughts, floods, sporadic 

animal diseases or crop pests and diseases. 

In case of bankable cases, the condition is not up to 

the mark. There are no Co-operative Societies. But there are land 

developments Banks. The number of farmewrs have got loan from this 

bank is 10. The total outstanding balances is Rs.46, 725/- and the 

loans ovewrdues is Rs.44,195/- Therefore the percentage of 

recovery of the demand is 6%. The number of defaulters at a glance 

in this village is 10. The main distance of the institution from 

this village is 9 kms. But in this village there are no other 

cmmercial banks. The total geographical area of this village is 

277.85 hectares consisting of 200.10 hectares of total cropped 

area.The whole of the total cropped area is also consists of double 

cropped area. The area irrigated of this village is about 134 

hectares. The cultivated waste land fit for cultivation but not 

taken up or not cultivated for some years is about 5.54 hectares. 
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But the area is not fit for cultivation is 72.21 hectares. In clearly 

this village is fit for agricultural sector. 

4. Village _:_ Khempur, P.S.Chanchal, Block 
.. ( 26) 

• Chanchal-II 

This village is situated under Chanchal P.S. and the 

Block Chanchal-II. This village l.s situated at North-East corner of 

the district. The distance from the block is nearly 12 and ~ kms 

of this village and the distance from the district headquarter is 

nearly 70 kms. The village accessible throughout the year with 

Kachha Road and the main transport is cycle, cart, goods van etc. 

Pucca road is very essential for extending credit facilities. The 

nearest rail way station is Malahar and the distance from the village 

is 4 kms. The nearest Police Outpost is Chanchal and the 

tentative distance from this village is 24 kf!ls. The name of the 

Post Office which is nearer from this village is Chorolmoni and the 

distance from the village is 1!:i kms. The nearest telegraph and 

telephone office is Samsi and the distance from the village is 13kms. 

There is no high School in that village and the high schocl is 

only situated at Samsi and the distance from the village is 13 kms. 

The name of the Gram Panchayat is Chorolmoni. The distance of the 

G.P. is 1!,z kms. There is no agro-service centre and Dairy Society. 

There is no land development bank and no Commercial Bank in that 

village. But the nearest land development bank and commercial bank 

is situated at Chanchal and Samsi, the distance of 24 kms and 13 

kms respectively. But there is a Regional Rural Bank; GGB -

Chorolmoni sponsored by UBI. The village is electrified and the 
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number of household electrtified is 20 (twenty) households. The total 

population of this village is 480 out of which the number of men is 

236 and the number of women is 244 respectively. The number of SC 

population is 356 out of which the number of men population is 173 

and the number of women population is 183 respectively. The number 

of S. T. populatio nis 7. Out of which the number of men is 4 and the 

number of women is 3 respectively. The number of 1 iterate persons is 

141 out of which the number of men is 97 and the number of women is 

20 and the number of children is 24. The village consisted of the 

total household is 92. The number of agricultural labourers is 51 out 

of whom the number of men is 51 and there is no female agricultural 

labourer. The others workers engaged in allied agricultural sector is 

25 and this number is fully consisted with the male population. The 

other workers engaged in manufacturing, services and transports are 

14 out of which the number of men is 13 and the number of female is 

01. The number of non-workers is high than others. This numbet; is 

350 out of whom the number of men is 109 and the number of 

women is 241 respecti vel v. The number of household 

identified as falling below the poverty line is 54 out of whom the 

number assisted under IRDP ar·e 26. So the approach of IRDP is not 

sufficient. The SC population is mainly come under IRDP Scheme 

because this village is consisted with mostly of SC population. The 

classification ()f land is also significant. The total cropped area is 

67 hectares and the double cropped area us 32 hectares. The area 

irrigated is 30 hectares. The cultivable waste land is 15 hectares and 

the area not fit for cultivation is 10 hectares. The khariff crops 

produced are rice and pulses and the total land comprises with 
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this production is 40 hectares in case of rice and 12 hectares in 

case of pulses. But cotton is also produces as khariff crops and 

the total land is 15 hectares. Rabi crops mainly consists ·of Rice, 

pulses, Oilseeds and others and tt:e total land is 15 hectares. 10 

hectares, 15 hectares, 15 hectares respectively. 

5. Village : Lakshipur, P.S. Ratua, Block : Ratua-I. ( 27 ) 

This village is situated at north-west corner of the 

district Malda and this village is situated at Ratua P. S. under the 

block Ratua - I. The total distance from this village to Malda 

headquarters is 65 kms. and the shor't-cut route distance is 52 kms 

from that village. The village got a prime importance due to a good 

agricultural harvest village. The village is accessible throughout 

the year with 6 kms of pucca road and the rest of the road is 

kachha. The total length of the road is 15 kms. The transport 

facilities available are only Tangha, Rickshaw, Bullock Cart etc. But 

there is no transport available in rainy season. The name . of the 

Rail way station is Kumarganj and the distance from the village is 2 

kms and from Sri pur is 1 km. The Police outpost of that village 

situated at Kumarganj. · The nearest post office is Katlamari the 

distance of ~ km. The name of nearest telephone office and medical 

dispensary is also situated at Samsi, the distance of 8 km from 

that village. The nearest Veterinary aid centre is at Kumarganj. 

The nearest high school is situated at Samsi of distance 8 kms but 

the Talathi or Patwari is situated at Sripur distance of 1~ kms. 

The name of the Gram Panchayat is Lakshipur. There is a Primary 

Credit Co-operative Societies at Batra distance from the village is 3 

kms. 
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There is a nearest dairy society at Kumarganj the distance from the 

village is 2 l<ms •• The nearest Corrmercial Bank is Kumarganj UBI. 

There is a RRBs of GGB, Magro Branch which is sponsored by UBI. The 

village is electrified and the number of household electrified is 

05. The nearest market centre is Ki.lmarg_an j_ and Sarns i . t ha d i 3 t a;Ee 

of 02 kms and 05 kms respectively. The rainfall of that village is 

171 cm."'This ra-infall is justified for their cui tivation. The total 

population of that village is 1430 out of whom the number of men i3 

527, the numbar of wanen is 475 and the number of children is 428. 

The number of SC population is 525 out of wham the number of men is 

194,the number of women is 174 and the number of children is 157. In 

this village there are no .ST IJOpulation • The literate· number of 

person is 251 out of 1430 of total population. The mango garden 

covered the area of, only 02 hectares. The number of bullocks are 399 

out of whom the number of buffaloes of breedable age is 01. The 

number of cows of breedable ages are 866, the number of sh,Jeps are 

255, th/3 nrmer o.f goats are 1751 and the number of paul try exists 

in that .village are .2195. The drainage system of this village is 

fair. This village is susceptible of flood and sporadic animal 

diseases is the main cause of epidemic problems. But it is very much 

interesting that there is no crop diseases. This village was flooded 

two times during last five years. In this village the production 

capacity of agricultural goods is very high that of other villages.· 

aut there are no storage facilities available in that village. The 

nearest storage facilities available is Samsi Regulated Market and 
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there is one Cold Storage under construction near Ratanpur hat of 

Srunsi. There is-no industry. 

6. Village Bagdol, P.S.Gazole, Block Gazole. (28) 

This is a tribal belt and most of the tribal population 

is ihabited in this village. This is situated at the north-east of 

the districit Malda. This is situated at Gazole P.S. under Gazole 

Block. The total distance of the village from Englishbazar P.S. is 

41 kms. The short route of this village from the district is 28 kms. 

This village has got an importance of our case --study as a tribal 

villag8. The approach to village is mainly Kachha road and the 

bullock cal~t 1 tanga1 ric~shaw are the main transport of tl1a t village 

The total distance from the Gazole block is nearly 10 kms. The name 

of the neare~t railway station is Ek-Lakshmi, the distance of 30 kms 

from this village. There is no Pnlice tJUtp.Jst •Jf that village and 

the nearest outpost is at Gazole. The nearest Post Office is at 

Lakshmipur, the distance of 08 kms. There are a ferry service and 

there are no bus route and the nearest approach of Bus route is 

· Balacampur of 5~ kms. distance. The nearest medical dispensary is at 

Ranipur and there is also a Health Centre named Ranfpur SHC, the 

distance from the village is of 3 kms. In this village there .are no 

high school. But there is one Primary school. The position of 

•3•jucation is very appreclaole in that village It is seen that tne 

nurn.Jec of primary school standard are 100, the zmumber VII p;JSS 

candidate:s are 04, H.S. pass candidates are 02. There is one non-. 

tribal graduate and the running Education in college in caso of 
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tribal populations are 05. This shows that though this village is 

inhabited by tribals yet the educat16n process is very promising. 

Thera is Ol PACS at Sk Para. The name of the G.P. is Sahajadpur. The 

village is no electrified yet. The nearest market centre is Alampur, 

the distance uf 06 i<m.:;. The total population of· that village is 900 

out of whom the number of m.m ar•J Jn the rmmber tJf women is 3?.5 · 

and the number of the children 203. Among the total population of 

900, the number of tribal population is ne;.~rly 750, out of whom the 

number iJf mon are 350 <Jnd the number of women is 190 and the number 

of children are 210. The total number of household are 95. The· 

number of literate persons are 350.The most of the people engaged in 

agriculture. The khai-khalasi system has been adopted here from long 

tline. In recently there happens sane agitation about the 

possession of land: The tribal population became more honest and 

they mostly exploited by non-tribal of their village. There are no 

commercial banks or no regional rural banks like GGB. The nearest 

bank is UBI- Gazole Branch. The lending position is upto the mark 

because ST populations are honest and they always tried to meet up 

their loans at a due time. On ~ personal experience of this village 

thlt the total number of ST population who got loans from the bank 

is nearly 500. 

h) Economic up-liftment of the Borrowers : 

In a traditional agriculture where the distribution of 

resources is unequal , a sect iori of the fanning cO!Iliiuni ty takes 

loans, mainly for consumption purposes, from another section at very 

high rate of interest. But the institutional or any kind of loan is 
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generally taken for the purpose of economic development of the · 

borowers. However, as the traditional agriculture is sought to 

be transformed into a modern one through the introduction of inno

vations, the credit market is called upon act as the main vehicle 

of economic progress. The term 11 economic development 11 is 

generally achieved by the borrower where there is net increment 

in Annual Income after loan repayment in comparison to Annual 

Income before loan. The results of economic development of diffe-

rent village are given table 9 .11. 

Above all the economic condition of such villages are 

more or less developed. In some cases the poor borrowers could 

not utilise the money due to improper management and defective 

plan of the project. As a whole the borrowing position is stable 

most of such village (2 9 ~ 

i) Position of Loan Repayment 

The repayment of loan is a most crucial factor in case 

of rural development. Due to ( i) failure to tie up lending with 

development programmes; (ii) defective loaning policies; (iii) neglect 

of /or absence of efforts for marketing arrangements and linkage 

of credit recovery with sale of produce; (iv) apathy and indiffer

ence of management of societies to taking corrective measure for 
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recovery ; ( v) ineffective supervision; (vi) misapplication of loans 

and (vii) foremost of all, want of sense of discipline and respon

sibility among the loanees, overdues gather momentum in most 

of the commercial banks, co-operative societies, Land Development 

Banks etc. using a regression eqation we find that there is a 

positive relation between satisfactory repayment and satisfactory dev

lopment. The repayment of sample villages are shown in table 9.1 ~ 

Putting the data from table 9. 11 and table 9 .12 in the 

table 9 .13 we are showing the rqnk co-relation between satis

factory development and satisfactory repayment. 1his result indicates 

that satisfactory development of our sample village is dependent 

on the satisfactory repayment of loans by the borrowers. 

Table- 9.13 also indicates that· in case of Bora Sujapur 

68% people showed satisfactory repayment, but on the other side 

32% of the people showed poor recovery. In case of the village 

Boro Sujapur, the people of that village got loans from UBI, SBI 

and GGB. The communication system is developed and the people 

of that village are almost honest and they want to repay their 

loans. 

loans. 

But in case of Chaksherdi village, only GGB gave their 

The banks should deploy adequate staff at their branches 

as per their existi.pg 
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norms for attending to agricultural loans for effective supervision 

over end-use of credit and recovery of dues. This type of bank do 

not have any built-in-stabilisation arrangements in the event of 

Unpairment of repayment capacity in that villalge area on account of 
(30) 

natural calamities. 

j) Causes of Overdues 

Fran my field survey I have taken 100 families from 

each village and thus the total sample families were 600. Village-

wise number of defaulted families were 

Name of the villages Name of the Block No. of defaulters 

Bora Sujapur Kaliachak-I 52 

Chhoto MBhadipur Ka li achak- II 60 

Chaksherherdi Kaliachak-III 76 

Khempur Chancha 1-II 68 

Lakhipur Ratua 80 

Bagdol Gazole 64 

Total 400 

From the above part it is seen that there are a poor 

recovery somewhere else, out of 600 families only 200 families 

showed satisfactory recovery. This poor recovery comes from the 

following results : 



TAB L E - 9.14 

Causes of poor recovery 

Reasons No of cases % of the total 

1. General Poverty 45 11.25 

2. Natural calamities 40 10.0 

3. Lack of sincerity 220 55.0 

4. Low productivity and 

failure of the 

project 52 13.0 

5. EXpected liberal at t i 

tude of the Govt. 10 2.5 

6. Influence of Political 

leaders 33 8.25 

Total 400 100% 

Source Field Survey 
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Rank 

3 

4 

1 

2 

6 

5 

Fran the above Table 9 . 14 it is seen that wil fu l 

defaulters became highest in mnnber and perecentage. The second 

position occurred in case of low productivity and failure of the 

project. This failurity arises due to a shortage of production and 

due to the under finance. General poverty is a cause of poor 

recovery and ranked 3rd posit ion. Thle to natural calamities the 

recovery pas it ion became poor and this reason stood 4th pas it ion. 
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The 5th and 6th position occurred in case of influence of Political 

leaders and the libereal attitude of the Govt. Therefore the major 

reasons of this poor recovery is related to the low productivity and 

causes of natural calamities. The percentage of such poor recovet~ 

position of the defaulters is shown in the f o !l o,ving -P i e Cha rt Di=a 

gram. 

Pie chart showing the1 different causes of non-repayment. 

INDEX 

·Q General Poverty 

@ Natural Calamities 

Q Lack of Sincerity 

1'":\ Low Productivity and 
~ failure of the project 

0 Expected liberal attitude 
of the Govt. 

0 
Influence of Political 
leaders 

This Pie Chart showing the different causes of poor 

recovery and the percentage regarding this recovery. The cause of 

low productivity is that the most of the borrowers of the Sample 

Village were financed by Co-operative Societies. As West Bengal 
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Govt. a few years ago, gave a chance of repayment to the defaulting 

borrowers by writing off their total interest, defaulting borrowers 

of the Co-operative Societies expec1ed.· similar liberal attitude 

fran the Govt. in future. :This is why, lask of sincerity of the 

sample defaulting borrower.s stood first;- iu rank in our survey. 

k) Size of the Agricultural Population and Development of the Sample 

Villages. 

The poverty and suffering of the mass of the Indian 

peasantry are among the most terrible in the world. .Agricultural 

population of India now worths on very meag~e resources. The faint 

rumbling of peasant .class - consciousness already audible in some 

parts' of:·rndia, challenging the present agricultural regime. 

Population increase hovers like a menacing dark cloud 

ever all poor countries. It can offset, and more than offset, the 

contribution to econanic prosper! ty which all other · factors can 

make. Still we must take into account is that most religious ('using 

the world religion in its broad sense, to include all the codes of 

belief and conduct by which men feel themselves bound, so that in 

this sense of the world . all but a minority of mankind has a 

religion) welcome and encourage the birth of child. It is true that 

ideas and codes of conduct concerning family life differ somewhat 

and are subject to qualification between different religious and in 

different times and place,but the general statement remains true. 
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In the traditional land system the land belonged to the 

peasantry and the Govt. received a proportion of the produce. "The 

soil in India belonged to the tribe or its subdivision - the village 

crnmunity, the clan or the brotherhopd settled in the village - a 

never was considered as the property of the king". Density of 

agricultural population is classified by the number of persons 

engaged in agriculture per square kilometre of cultivable land. As 

almost every country has its own pricing system of agricultural 
(31) 

products. 

In OL!r country the're is 9 :havoc p_opulation_ pressure 
-

which mak~ng us handicapped for our.economic development. There are. 

otr1t~r factors also :- ( i) Land ~olding of .the borrower, ( i i) Number 

of the earning- members of tho family (iii) Project cost (iv) Sinceri.ty 

of the family members and the borrowers, not satisfactory. 

There is a carman not ion that a borrower having too 

many dependance in his family, he is not able to repay his overdues 

and due to his fail uri ty of the scheme there burden of his debt 

lies on his head. He bound up to spend all the income of the Scheme 

in his family consumption. A borrower' having minimum number of 

dependence will have definite advantage over a borrower having 

maxfnnm number of dependance in execution of the scheme and -its 

profitability. In Mllthusian Theory of population, "A man whose only 

possession in his labour can make no effectual demand if his labour · 

is not wanted .•. It will be found that those states often make the 
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slowest progress in . wealth where the ·stimulus arising from the 

population alone is the greatest ( 3 2 ) . 

Taking all the factors · we made a survey the sample 

of 100 families in each of the Sample Villages i.e. 600 families 

of the 6 villages as our case study. This is shown in the table9 .15. 

one interesting point is to be noted here that 'Our national policy 

is to control population by family planning. But the outlook of 

the labourers are quite different in this respect as their own 

labour is their only capital, they always try to maintain a relatively 

large family size thereby increases their working hands. It has 

also been reflected in our survey. 

Fran the table 9.15 it is seen that in the three villages 

the agricultural population family with 1 to 6 members achieved 

development. The other three villages did not achieve development. 

In case of Chotto Mahadipur under Kaliachak - II Block, 2 families 

out of 38 families could not achieve development in the size group 

of 1 - 6. In Lakhmipur village of Ratua - I, 02 families out 

of 42 could not achieve development in the same size of the group. 

Also in case of ·Bagdol under the Block Gazole, 6 families out 

of 30 families could not achieve development in the same group. 

It is also seen that in case of village Bagdol under the Gazole 

did not achieved development due in the size group of 16 - 2[ 

due to very poor economic condition, very poor infrastructural 

works and to the condition of land less families. They had 

only their manual labour and they always used the loan on unpro

ductive cases. 
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Fran my survey· it is seen most of the family consists of 7-11 

group. If the number of a family increased yet their earning members 

remain unchanged. To some extent the size: group of (16-21) overcome 

this difficulty. But this size group is very big not to maintain 

familieis economic_status. Moreover, a family with a small siZe 

(upto 6 member) is essential for economic development. If the 

earning members of a family increases more than one then the 

economic conditions of that family somehow developed . But sane 

cases there is some exception. 

l) The Development Gap of the Sample Villages. 

The statement that the "rich countries get richer and 

the poor countries get poorer" has bec001e a popular cliche in the 

literature on poverty. But now in this chapter we want to analyse 

the per capita income gap between the two villages as well as Sample 

Villages, that is rich and poor level, is to be narrowed. Indeed 

this is itself not unambiguous. The living standards in the all 

villages tend to rise absolutely overtime, it obviously refers to 

the comparative position of poor villages, but this comparative 

position being measured taking the absolute or relative differences 

in the per capita income. In this way we want to assessed the 

development gap. The relative differenaes will narrow as long as the 

per capita inc001e growth rate of the poor villages exceed that of 

the rich villages of a country. This excess of growth is a pre

condition for absolute difference to narrow and disappear in the . 

long run. In the short run, however, a narrowing of relal tive 
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differences may go hanoin hand with a widening absolute difference, 

given a wide absolute gap to start with and thus the rate of growth 

necessary to keep the absolute per capita income gap fran widening 

is likely to be substantially greater than that required to keep the 

relative gap the same. But now we want to analyse that the poor . 

villages comparatively better off or worse off if the relative gap 

does narrow and the absolute gap widens. 

m) Basic Needs and Education of the Sample Villages. 

The provision of health· serevices, education, housing, 

sanitation, water ·supply and adequate nutrition, has come to be 

known in development circles as the basic needs approach to economic 

development. The rational of the approach is that the direct 

provision of such goods and services is likely to relieve absolute 

poverty more imnediately than alte.rnative strategies which simply 

at tempt to accelerate growth or which rely on raising the income 

and productivity of the poor. 

There has been an enormous growth in public expenditure 

on education in developing countries in recent years - same would 

S.ay too much- but expenditure per capita is still only one-twelvth 

of that in developed countries. The low rate of literacy indicates 

the relative under provision of facilities and opportunities in the 

poor villages. The low rate of literacy, as we find in India, was 

also found in the sample villages. Out of the Sample Villages the 

rate of literacy was lowest in Chaksheherdi under Kaliachak -III, 

that is (only 12.22%) and highest in Bora Sujapur ounder Kaliachak-
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I, that is 49%. The position of literacy is given to Table - 9.16 

TABLE- 9.16 

Education status of Sample Villages. 

Sl.No. Name of the Villages No.of No.of % of 
Sample Literacy literacy 
Surveyed person 

1. Bora Sujapur 4oo 196 49% 

2. Ghatta Mahadipur 400 180 45% 

3. Chachslh13rdi 400 52 13% 

4. Lakhipur 400 72 18% 

5. Khempur 400 11'5 29% 

6. Bagdol ' 

400 15':! 39% 

Source Field Survey 

From the above Table 9.16 , it is seen that we made a 

sample survey on 2400 persons of my six sample villages, the 

percentage of literate persons are only 35%. From my survey report 

it is seen that the percentage of literate persons was highest in 

village Bora Sujapur undewr Kaliachak-I Block, the percentage was 

49%. But the percent age of l iterate peTson_s was mast lowest in 

village Chaksheherdi under kaliachak-III Block, the percentage was 

13%. The village Chato Mahadipur stood second in case of literacy 

position and the percentage was 45% . It is seen that village Bagdol 

has got 3rd in the case of literacy position and village Lakhipur 
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and Khempur has got their next consecutive literacy position. 

n) ~urvey Results of 200 Borrowe~ Regarding Accessibility of 

Credit. 

From our Sample Survey of 600 households now re-survey 

was conducted among 200 borrowers in four sample villages of the 

district. The Sample design of the Survey has been given in Chapter 

X, Section-II. There has been marked a good impact of the activity 

of t:1e banking institutions regarding accessibility of credit and 

impact of credit on the earnings of the borrowers in the sample 

villages. 

I. :A.ccessibility of Credit. 

(i) Distribution of Credit by Source: 

The survey results of 200 borrowing households of four 

sample villages regarding distribution of credit by source are 

sUJnnal'ised and presented in Table 9.17 

T A 8 L E- 9.17 

Distribution of Credit by Source. 

Cred~ t Agency Nl..l!Ttler of borrowers Amount of borrowings(Rs.) 

---------------------------------------------------------------
Ins t :. t uti ana 1 161 1( 581:i7 

(80.33) (~G.U) 

Non-Institutional 39 ~-2720 

(19.66) (3.88) 

Total. 200 11 008'77 

(100) (100) 
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Source : Data Collected from Survey. 

Note : Figures in brackets are percentages. 

Table 9.17 indicates the pattern of distribution of credit by 

institutional and non-institutional agencies • It reveals, that out 

of total· credit of Rs.11.59 lakhs the institutional credit 

accounts for Rs.10.59 lakhs i.e., 96.11 % of the total credit. 

has been advanced by institutions 1 ike co-ope· ati:ve and regional 

rural banks (GGB). It is worthwhile to mention that in the sample 

villages most of the bank branches are of GGB. So the role of this 

bank towards direct and project lending is very promising. On the 

otherhand, ·the contribution of non-institutional sector viz.· 

Mahajan, Friends and relaltives has been reduced enonnously to less 

than 3. 88 percent. 80 percent of the total borrowers happened to 

avail of the institutional credit while only 20 ps:-cent resorted to 

non institutional source. However, this over 'Whelming proportion of 

institutional finance(80 percent of borrowers and 96.11 percent .of 

total finance) indicates a considerable degree of accessibility of 

these institutions to these rural households. 

ii) Distribution of Credit by Social Groups. 

Generally , it is said that the benefit of rural credit 

institutions or even otherwise development schemes in the rural 

areas has primarily gone to the gate keepers in the village rathe·r 

than getting percolated down to thelowliestLin view of this, it is 

relevant to examine.who are the prime beneficiaries of the credit in 

the selected villages. Table 9.18 presents data illl .this::onnection. 
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TAB L E - 9.18 

Social Backgrounds of Beneficiaries and the Source of Borrowings. 

Caste 
Social 
Group 

Brahmin 

Muslim 

Middle Caste 

SC and Other 
backward 
classes 

Total 

Number of Borrowing 
Institutional 

10 
(6.21) 

10 
(6.21) 

50 
(31.05) 

91 
(56.52) 

161 
{100) 

Non-Insti-
tutional 

3 
(7.50) 

4 
(10.26) 

24 
( 61.53) 

8 
(20.51) 

39 
(100) 

Total 

13 
(6.50) 

14 
(7.00) 

74 
(37.00) 

99 
( 49. 50) 

200 
(100) 

Amount of 
Institu-
tiona! 

196696 
(18.58) 

72400 
(6.84) 

310560 
(29.35) 

478501 
(45.22) 

1058157 
(100) 

Borrowings 
Non-Insti-
tutional 

16810 
(37.87) 

10600 
(24.81) 

8582 
(20.08) 

6728 
(15.75) 

42720 
(100) 

Total 

213506 
(19.39) 

83000 
(7.54) 

319142 
(28.99) 

485229 
(44.07) 

1100877 
(100) 

===================================================================================== 
Source : Personal investigation (data collected from Survey) 

Note : Figures in the brackets are percentages. 

As regards cFedit accessibility by social groups, it is apparent that 

among the institutional borrowers, the most dominant class is SC and other backward 

classes( 56.62 percent of the total) followed by middle caste (31.05 percent of the 

total). Brahmins and Muslims put together account for as low as 12 percent of the 

total. 
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Numerically, this lends support against the popular belief of 

cornering of the gains of institutional credit by gate keepers of 

rural economy. The area under study is largely inhabited by the'SC 

and other backward class people who are econanically and socially 

weaker sections of the society. They account for as high a 

proportion as 45~22 percent in tenns of amount of borrowing from 

institutional agencies The Contribution of non-institutional 

source account for as low a proportion as 20.51 percent in terms of 

borrowers and 15.75 percent in terms of amount of borrowings. The 

middle caste accounts for the highest proportion 61.53 perce11t in 

tenns of borrowers and 20.08 percent in t:erms of credit from the 

non-institutional source. 

Thus, it would not be wrong to conclude from the Table 

~~ that now there exists a considerable enlargement of the role of 

institutional credit agencies resulting in corresponding reduction 

in the role of non-institutional source of 11;r.edil • The progranme of 

expanding institutionalcredit has considerably succeeded in 

extricating the members of bac~ard classes frcm the clutches of 

rapacious money lenders. 

iii} Distribution of Credit by Income and Source . 

A perusal of data in Table -9.19 indicates that 71 

percent householdls securing assistance from institutional as well 

as non~institutional sources belong to low-income groups i.e.with an 



Table - 9.19 

Distribution of credit by Income and Source. 

Income Number of borrowing households Amount of Credit (Rs.) 
Institutional Non Institutional Total Institutional Non Institutional 

0 - 2000 B 7 40 162810 8250 

(20.49) (17.94) (20.00) ( 1 5 • .58) (19.}1) 

2001 - }500 64 5 69 } 00500 12000 

(J9.75) (12.82) 04.50) (28.} 9) (28.08) 

}501- 10000 24 1 0 }4 192100 10550 

( 1 4. 90) (25.64) ( 1 7. 0 0) (18.15) (24.69) 

10001 - }5000 40 1 7 57 402747 11920 

(24.84) (4:5.58) (28.50) 0 8.06) (27.90) 

Total 161 }9 200 1058157 42720 

( 1 00) ( 1 00) ( 1 00) ( 1 00) (1 00) 

Source s Data collected from survey. 

Note Figures in Brackets are percentages. 

Total 

171060 

(15.54) 

}12500 

(28.} 9) 

202650 

(18.40) 

414 66 7 

(J 7.66) 

1100877 

( 1 00) 

CIJ 
~ 
CIJ 
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annual incane of Rs.lO,OOO • This is indicative of the accessibility 

of rural institutional credit to the people with lower incomes. 

However, the total credit (from both institutional and non

institutional sources) secured by the lower income group households 

constitutes 62.33 percent of the total borrowings of all households. 

Thus rural credit institutions have been fairly 

successful in achieving the objective of national rural credit 

policy viz. disbursement of credit through institutions to the 

people of small means and thereby gradually reducing the role of 

non-institutional credit agencies. 

II. Impact of Credit on Earnings. 

Generally, loans are taken by the borrowers for the 

purpose of their econanic developnent. That is why borrowers are 

generally tenned as "beneficiaries" in the language of banking and 

other concerns. However the tenn "econanic developnent" is 

g~nerally achieved by the borrower when . there is net increment in 

annual income by the judicious use of credit in comparison to 

annual incane before the use of loan. During our field survey .we 

have taken into account of such net increment of income as a sign of 

economic development . On the contrary, if the borrowers fail toadd 

sane net increment of incane to his annual incane, it is presumed 

that they have not achieved economic development. Thus, to find out 

the extent to which the borrowed funds have been judiciously used, 
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informaition was gathered from the field study of rural borrowers 

regarding their income before and afte,r the use· of credit. Table 

9. 20 presented the impact of credit on earnings of the horr:owings 

households. 

TAB L E - 9.20 

Impact on Credit on Earnings. 

Percentage increase Number of Respondence 

in incane 

Nil 65 (32.5) 

Up to 20 33 (14.0) 

20 - 40 33 ( 16. 5) 

40 - 80 54 (27) 

80 - 100 8 ( 4) 

100 and above 12 (6) 

Total 200 (100) 

Source : Data collected from Survey. 

Note : Figures in the bracke•.ts are percentages. 

It is seen from the Table 9. 20 that the over all 

performance of the rural borrowers enhancing their family incomes is 

indicative of a more or less judicious use of credit by these 

people. (33) 
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SUMMARY 

One o.f the purposes of establishing co-operative Credit 

system was to bring together people of small means for promoting 

thrift and mutual help for development. The chief aim of the 

nationalisation of commercial banks in 1969 was to ensure that the 

banks do play a dynamic role in the development process of rural and 

backward areas and for the uplift of poorer sections of society. 

Institution credit system, before nationalisation, continued to 

suffer from certain basic short canings viz. emphasis on credit 

worthiness of borrower instead of emphasis on credit worthiness of 

the purposes scattered lending to individuals without a project or 

area approach of lending, lack of much needed bias in favour of 

small fanners and other weaker sections. Over the years priority 

sectors, needy groups of borrowers and backward and tribal areas had 

been neglected. But after nationalisation of carmercial banks in 

1969, the concept of development banking is acknowledged to ensure 

the national development policies. 

The basic concept of development banking is that credit 

is consciously used as a lever of development. Development banking 

assumed anticipation and adoption of a plan of action. It- calls for 

initiative and_ energetic involvanent on the part of the bank in 

developing the potential opportunities of the under developed or 
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undeveloped sections or sectors. through selective and strategic 

input of credit. The development banker has to ensure (1) that his 

credit institution will have tailor made loans according to the 

needs of specific areas and specific target groups; (II) that the 

loans are linked to the credit worthiness of the pereson;(III) that 

the loans will be distributed as a part of an overall integrated 

programme which provides the necessary backward and forward linkages. 

_ All the development agencies including credit institutions have to 

plan and progress together. 

The United Bank of India has been designated as the 

Lead Bank of Malda District. Under the Lead Bank scheme, it is 

found that the sectorwise review perfonnance of District Credit' 

Plans and annual action plans for district Maida is quite 

satisfactory only in "Service Sector" • The achievement in case of 

other two sectors- namely, Agriculture and Small Scale Industry, is 

away from the target. Bankwise it is observed that the 

-perfonnance on implementation of Annual Action Plans, is 

satisfactory in case of Gaur Gramin Bank. District Credit .::a

operative Bank, United Bank of India and State Bank of India. 

This chapter is mainly concerned with case study of 

sample villages. The study was confined to six villages of six 

blocks out of 15 blocks of Maida District, namely village Bora 

Sujapur from Kaliachak-I, Ghatta Mahadipur from Kaliachak-II, 

Chakseherdi from Kaliachak-III, Khempur from Ratua-I, Lakshipur from 

Charichal-Il and Bagdol froin Gazole Block, Each village has sane 

peculiar characteristics of its own. 
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The main objective of this study was to identify the 

peculiarities and sane developnent in rural life of Malda region 

and to find out observations regarding (i) The contractual 

arrangement in the Commercial Sector of the agricultural loan 

market, (ii) Econanic ·up-liftment of the borrowers, (iii) position 

of loan repayment, (iv) causes of overdues (v) high rate of 

interest, (vi) size of the agricultural population and development 

(vii) the developnent gap (viii) basic needs and education, (ix) 

scientific method of cultivation. 

After nationalisation the econanic growth of banking 

institutions geared up and the seasonal financing problan could be 

solved. There has been a shift of the nationalised banks from credit 

worthiness of the borrower to the credit worthiness of the project 

to be financed. The pattern of indebtedness shows that consumption 

loans from a large part of the debt of the rural poor. It is seen 

from the survey of my Sample villages, that the Regional Rural Bank, 

specially , GGB and the District Credit Co-operative Bank, to some 

extent is within the reach of the rural people. The Banking 

institution of Malda District is upto the good mark. But the number 

of beneficiaries are indebted due to their overdues of loans. From 

my survey it is seen that production loans are often a small 

fraction of the indebtedness. It can be observed that these classes 

depend for their credit substantially on the money lender and the 

rich fanner. 
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The survey of the economic developnent of the Sample 

villages, bring out an important feature. The village Bora Sujapur of 

Kaliachak-I block ~as got the top of the list. This village has got 

development due to infrastructural facilities and their production of 

mulberry and other crops is top of the list. The Banking Commission, 

1972 had emphasised the responsibility of the banker to support his 

lending for production by also lending to the necessary 

infrastructure, supply structure and marketing structure without 

which credit for production by itself may be self-deflating. The 

developnent role of banking has to come into effective play in 

identifying the items of support and the methods to exploit them. 

It is seen from my survey that the economic upliftment 

of the village Bora Sujapur under Kaliachak-I Block stood first 

and villave Chatto Mohadipur 

development. Village Khernpur 

has got the next place of economic 

under Chancha1.,.-l I b 1 ock and 

village Lakhipur under Ratua- I block has got. the 3rd and 4th 

position regarding economic development. 

The position of loan repayment is satisfactory in case 

of Bora Sujapur· next to the village Ghatta Mal)adipur.lt is seEf} 

that there. is· direct· positive rank correlation between economic 

development with satisfactory repayment. If the village became 

developed then their repayment posit ion is good upto the mark. The 

development has done due to the general growth of the production. 
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Regarding the causes of ove\r· dues or poor recovery, the 

result obtained from the study shows that in the sample villages, 

lack of sincerity topped the 1 ist. The percentage of this lack of 

sincerity is much and it coincides with our former 'Rabla :No: 

9 .14_ .• Low productivity and the failure of the project was the another 

important cause of poor recovery. 

In case of agricultural population the over pressure of 

the population of agriculture is blocking of other economic channels 

and development.· The increasing impoverishment of the peasantry, 

sub-division and fragmentation of holdings and dispossession of wide 

sections is the main cause of poor development. The development can 

not seen due to the consequent increasing differentiation of classesJ 

leading to the reduction of a growing proportion of the peasantry, 

fran one-third to one-half, to the posit ion of a landless 

proletariat. 

Field survey result regarding accessibility of credit of 

200 borrowers (Table 9.17) indicated that an overwhelming proportion 

(80.33 percent) of borrowers obtained institutional credit while only 

a small proportion (19.66 percent) of borrowers availed non

institutional credit. As regard to credit accessibility by social 

group, Table 9.18 showed that among the institutional borrowers, the 

most daninant class was found SC and other backward classes. Tiley 

accounted 45.22 percent of institutional assistance whereas their 



proportion among the borrowing household was 56.52 percent. Their 

dependence on noninstitutional source had declined enormously. 

Thus fran Table 9.17 and Table 9.18 it had been marked a 

considerable enlargement of the role· of institutional credit 

agencies resulting into corresponding reduction in the role of 

·non-institutional source of credit. Table 9.19 indicated that 

71 percent households securing assistance from institutional as 

well as non-institutional sources belonged to low income groups 

(i.e. with an annual income of Rs.10,000). Finally, in regard to 

the impact of credit on earnings, Table 9.20 depicted that the 

rural borrowers ·ut 11 ised credit in enhancing their incomes more 

or less judiciously. Only 32 percent of borrowers failed to use 

credit judiciously and they reported to have no increase in their 

earnings after the use of credit. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In recent times, the poor performance of loan repayment or high 

level of overdue has been a great cause of concern to the rural credit 

institutions .Poor rocovery of credit institutions constitutes the major 

factor inhibiting expansion of their coverage and lending on the one 

hand and impedes the progress of these institutions on account of their 

ineligibility to draw fresh ffinance from the refinancing agencies on the 

othe.r. Thus, overdues have the effect of choking the credit channels. 

Rural credit 'institutions of our study area ( Malda) are not of its 

exception . Most of the ruratl credit institutional agencies are pla~ued 

with the problem of non-recovery of credit extended. To study the 

problem of loan repayment in-depth and to arrive at any 

generalisation, the Chapter has been divided into two sections viz., 

Section -I and Section-II. In Section -I we have studied the recovery 

performances of different rural branches of Nationalised Commercial 

Banks, Gaur Gram in Bank (a regional rural bank), Co-operative Banks, 

Land Development Bank, so far at Macro-level. In Section-II, we have 

studied the repayment performance at micro-level consisting of field 

survey or sample survey with some case study. 
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Section - I 

(a) Recovery of loans of different banks with special references to 

Malda District • 

The problem of overdues has called alarming proportions 

Increasing overdues are gradually restricting the flow and recycling of 

funds. Unless steps are undertaken soon to stem the deteriorating 

position of overdues, the fuller implementation of District Credit Plan 

may be seriously affect • It is true that there is no standardised data 

on the overdues of agricultural loans of commercial banks. This is 

becuase there is no uniform basis for computation of demand and 

recoveries. However, some idea of the recovery position could be had 

from the Malda District's "Plans, Progress and Perspective" publication 

brought out in December 1979. Collection as a percentage of demand of 

ST and MT loans of a few institutions are shown in Table 10.1 

Banks 

UBI 

SBI 

GGB 

LBB 

DCCB 

Source 

TABLE 10.1 

Recovery Position at Malda District during 1977-79 

(% of collection to demand) 

1977 - 1978 1978 - 1979 

ST MT ST MT 

42 27 58 27 

21 19 10 

26 19 11 36 

77 62 

82 91 

District Credit Plan for Malda. 
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From the Table 10.1 is shown that the position of ST Loan in 

case of UBI is significant . But in case of MT loans DCCB plays an 

important role. On an average, banks have to bear the burden of 

almost 35% overdues in farm loans. Naturally this will have the 

effect of curtailing the recycling of funds, denying several new 

deserving cases their share of institutional credit. 

The credit plan outlay indicates that in case of crop loan, 

the lim its to be sanctioned in the terminal year of the plan and in 

case of all other schemes, the total of limits to be sanctioned over 

the three year period. The credit disbursal target of Rs. 532.82 

lakhs and been fixed under the action plan for 1982 as against an 

overall target of Rs. 1, 035,46 lakhs under the credit plan for 1980-· 

8:l. The sectoral· break-up of the plan is shown· in Table 10:2 

TABLE 10.2 

Malda Credit Plan (1980-82) 

Sector 

1. Agriculture 

a) Crop Loan 
b) Minor Irrigation 
c) Farm Equipment 
d) Allied of Agri-

cultural Activity 
e) IRDP 

Action Plan 
1980 

1,97,00 
81,00 
20.08 

15.02 

52.50 

Action Plan 

1981 1982 

146.85 246.25 
143.68 36.38 

40.35 40.67 
49.87 74.62 

26.00 

Credit Plan 

1980-82 

305.00 
227.00 

76.4 
59.92 

127.50 

Contd .. 
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Sector Action Plan Action Plan Credit Plan 
1980 1981 1982 1980-82 

2. Industry 
a) Cottage a SSI' s 20.00 54.51 72.30 100.00 

3.t Service 
a) Transport 20.00 29.50 43.60 80.00 
b) Small Business 20.00 21.55 19.00 60.00 

TOTAL: 425. 5o 516.31 532.82 . 1035.46 

Source Malda District Credit Plan. 

To compare this recovery . position of GGB with the other 

commercial banks shown in Table 10~ 3 (a), 10.3 (b), 10.3 (c), 10.3 (d) 

and 10.3(e) with Table 10.4 . 

TABLE 10.3(a) 

Recover~ Position of Gaur Gramin Bank ( Malda District) 

As on June 1985 
(Amount in Lakh ) 

Name of Name of the Demand Collection Balance % of 
the Bank Branch Recovery 

GGB 1. Sujapur 21.94 10.26 11.68 47 

2. Mayna 18.22 12.12 6.1 67 

3. Shershahi 16. 8-8; 10.8t 5.57 66 

4. Kazigram 20.22 4.21 16.01 21 

5. Narhatta 18.82 10.52 8.03 56 

6. Kaligram 30.4 9 24. 84 5.65 81 

7. Mothabari 18.96 15.71 3.25 83 

Source Head Office of GGB, Malda. 
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TABLE 10.3(b) 

Recovery Position of GGB 

As on June, 1986 

(Amount in Lakh) 

Name of the Name of the Demand Collection Balance % of 
Bank 

GGB 

Source 

Name of 
Bank 

GGB 

Source 

Branch 

1. Sujapur 27.21 11.68 

2. Mayan 2.19 2.17 

3. Shershahi 15.87 7.28 

4. Kajigram 11.77 3.90 

5. Narhatta 20.18 12.16 

6. Kaligram 20.69 12.22 

7. Mothabari 25.31 10.97 

Head Office of GGB, Malda. 

TABLE. 10.3(c) 

Recovery Position of GGB 

As on June, 1987 

Recovery 

15.53 43 

0.02 99 

8.59 46 

7.87 33 

8.02 60 

8.47 59 

17.34 43 

(Amount in Lakh) 

the Name of the Demand Collection Balance % of 
Branch Recovery 

1. Sujapur 31.78 9.56 22.22 30% 

2. Mayna 10.76 5.41 5.35 50% 

3. Shershahi 18.48 8.33 10.15 45% 

4. Kazigram 5.55 2.43 3.12 44% 

5. Narhatta 2.83 1.40 1.42 49% 

6. Kaligram 22.43 12.19 10.24 54% 

7. Mothabari 46. 83 27.71 19.12 59% 

Head Office of GGB, Malda. 
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TABLE 10.3(d) 

Recovery ~osition of GGB 

As on J\IDe, 1988. 

(Amount in lakh) 

Name of the Name of the Demand Collection Balance % of 
Bank Branch Recovery_ 

GGB 1. Sujapur 53.38 11.07 42.31 21%' 

2. May aria 16.58 5.15 11.43 31% 

3. Shershahi 21.37 5.42 15.95 25% 

4. Kajigram 7.68 4.43 3.15 59% 

5. Narhatta 7.66 4.34 3.32 57% 

6. Kaligram 42.43 9.77 32.66 2::1% 

7. Mothabari 38.49 14.12 24.37 37% 

Source Head Office of GGB, Malda. 

TABLE 10.3(e) 

Recovery eosition of GGB 

As on JliDe, 1989. 

(Amount in Lakh) 

Name of the Name of the Demand Collection Balance % of 
Bank Branch Recovery 

GGB 1. Sujapaur 78.22 38.40 39.82 49% 

2. May ana 28.32 10.12 18.20 36% 

3. Shershahi 31.51 8. 71 22.80 28% 

4. Kajigram 10.22 3.52 6.70 34% 

5. Narhattan 15.68 4.34 11.34 28% 

6. Kaligram 58.37 20.32 38.05 35% 

7. Mothabari 61.52 28.11 33.41 46% 

Source :Head Office of GGB 
' 

Malda. 



TABLE 10.4 

Recovery position of different Commercial Banks • 

% of Recovery of : 

Year UBI SBI DCCB LDB 

1981 27 22 41 59 

1982 28 30 42 72 

1983 44 43 22 68 

1984 43 43 42 54 

1985 42 42 40 62 

1986 51 47 35 51 

1987· 51 59 22 53 

1988 59 58 34 68 

1989 63 52 45 51 

Trend Y=45.3+4.3t Y=44. 0+4. Ot Y=35. 89-0. 25t Y=59.8-1.28t 
Equation 

AB 

13 

12 

14 

18 

24 

30 

42 

30 

39 

Y=24.7+3.8t 

BOI 

40 

15 

35 

38 

32 

39 

40 

41 

62 

Y=38.0+3.0t 

~ 
0 
0 
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A comparative study regarding the precent recoveries of 

loans of different commercial banks like UBI, SBI, AB, BOI and Co-

operative Banks like DCCB, LDB is shown in Table 10.4. The 

position of percent recovery of loan of Gaur Gram in Bank, a rural 

bank, is shown in Table 10.3(a), 10.3(b), 10.3(c'), 10.3(d), 

10.3(e). These ;tables of GGB are constituted from the data 

collected through the direct field investigation of the 7 branches 

out of 54 branches from 1985 to 1989. 

The linear trend equations of percent recoveries are 

calculated for every banks under discussion. These results show 

that the trend. equations are positive for all the commercial banks 

whereas these for all co-operative and rural banks are negative. 

The nature of trend equations obviusly reflect that the recovery 

capacities of the Commercial Banks are. bnproving while the 

recovery capacities of . the Co-operative and rural banks are 

declining. Among the commercial banks, the recovery capacity of 

UBI is most improving and is lying on the top. The trend equation 

for UBl is Y =45 • 3 + 4. 3 t. The c~uculated ;val!ue of t for the slope 

of me equation is +8. 81. The Table value of t is 2. 99 at 1 percent 

level of significant for the degree of freedom equal to 7 • As > t, the relation for UBI is statistically hignly significant. This 

1s one at the reasons for · UBI to be the lead bank in Malda 

District. 

Although all the trend equations of the percent recoveries 

of the rural bank ( GGB) and the Co-operative banks ( DCCB and 

LDB) are negative, i.e., declining, the position of recovery of GGB 
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is most poor. The trend equation of percent recovery for DCCB is 

Y=35.89-0.25 t and that for LDB is Y=59.8 - 1.28t. These trends 

show that the recovery capacities of DCCB and LDB have been 

already clearly declined but to a checkable extent and it, is an 

alarm for DCCB and LDB. The trend equation of percent recovery 

for GGB is Y=45.4-6.2t . It shows that the recovery capacity of 

GGB is negative i.e. declining. The calculated value of t for the 

slope of the equation is -2.58 while the table v~lue of t is 2.35 at 

5 percent level of significance fe>r the degree of freedom 3. As I t *l 
) t, the relation is Statistically significant • In Chapter VII in the 

discussion of Credit-Deposit ratio of GGB it has been shown that 

the declining trend is highly significant. 

Hence, from the above discussion, it is found that among the 

Coperative and rural banks, the r:ecovery capacity of GGB is 

significantly declining while the recovery capacities of DCCB and 

LDB are also clearly declining but not to an extensive extent like 

GGB. So the recovery position of loan of GGB has been found to be 

poorest in comparison to those of the commercial and co-operative 

banks of Malda District. 

The RBI study team stated on overdue of co-operative credit 

Institutions ( 1976) and CRAFICARD the Principal reasons for 

overdues are :-



i} defective loan policies 

irregular, 
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that is, the disbursement is 

ii l there is under financing and or over-financing and 

unrealistic scheduling_ of loan repayment, 

iii) neglet of efforts for marketing arrangements and linkage of 

credit recovery with sale of produce, 

i v l inefficient supervision, 

v) misapplications of loans, 

vi) failure to tie-up lending with development programme, 

vii) above all, want of a sense of discipline and responsibility 

among the loanees in regard to prompt repayment of 

debts. 

viii) the unforeseen natural calamities, namely, drought, flood, 

hailstrom etc. have contributed in some measure to non-

payment of dues. 

The steps taken by the State Govt. to resist these type 

of non-payment of these calamities have adversely affected the 

climate for recovery and accelerated the accumulation of 

overdues(l). 

We have visited 30 branches of Malda district and we met 

30 branch managers of different nationalised commercial banks and 

specially Gaur Gramin Banks of this District. Their opinion in case 

low repayment of the banks is very important and crucial in the 

analysis of this chapter. We placed various reasons of that 
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particular bank. 3 managers mentioned the high rate of interest, 8 

managers mentioned of non-payment for natural calamities and 

damages of crops/assets, 12 managers complained the case of wilful 

default, 4 managers mentioned that the loans were properly utilised 

but income was inadequate to generate necessary repaying capacity 

while 3 managers were of the opinion of misutil isation of loans as 

a low repayment. 

The. Managers of Sujapur, Baisnabnagar, Mothabari, Bhado, 

Mayna of Gaur Gramin Bank pointed out the following reasons of low 

· repayment and for poor recovery :-

i) The motivation of the borrowers is not stable. This is 

because they utilises their loans on unproductive cases. 

ii) The improper selection of the shcemes by beneficiaries . 

They prefer to utilise a scheme which is not possible in 

their areas so far. 

iii) There are some under finance. This is a very important 

factor in case of defaulting loans. The beneficiaries cannot 

get the actual help by the finance. 

iv) The very problems came by the natural calamities. 

v) Interference of some political parties. 

vi) Most of the banks are under-staffed, this afects the proper 

and sincere identification of huge rural borrowers who have 

oarticular character. 

vii) !nord inate delay in dis posing of legal cases against 

recalcitrant borrowers. 
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viii) Wrong information, lack of decision and lack of 

experience are also reasons for non-repayment of loans. 

ix) The improper selection of borrowers for which the actual 

beneficiaries cannot get proper help. 

x) The inadequate post sanctioned follow-up by the bankers. 

xi) The most serious cause of low replayment is that the 

borrowers willingly avoid repayment and announces their 

motives to the other borrowers and prevent them from 

repaying the loans ( 2 ) . 

(b) Recovery Problem of the Co-operative Banks : 

From the period 1970-71, recovery performance of 

commercial Banks, co-operative banks and Regional Rural Banks 

shows a deteriorating trend. But it is true that the recovery 

condition of a commercial banks is not so bad like as Co-operative 

banks and Regional Rural Banks. Yet as on 30th June, 1978 there 

were 12 million defaulting borrowers of PAC (Primary Agricultural 

Credit) accounting for 54 percent of the indebted membership all 

over India. The Commercial Banks in India introduced in 1970 a 

scheme of financing PACs. At the beginning of 1980, 638 branches 

of 24 Commercial Banks had adopted 2870 PACs and had advanced 

loans to the extent of Rs. 18 crores during 1978-79. Gradually, 

the funds of the Commercial banks are being made available to 

PACs. The rural branches of Commercial banks can assist such of 

those members of the PACs who are eligible for loans but who are 

unable to get finance from PACs for lack of funds. The rural 
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branches of commercial banks can help the PACs with advice on 

management and PACs can help commercial bank branches to 

identify eligible borrowers ·and to recover loans. In case of 

overdues, it increased from Rs. 322.40 crores in 1970-71 to Rs. 

809.62 crores in 1977-78, consisting of 43.3 percent and 45 percent 

of the demand and outstanding loans, respectively , at the end of 

June, 1978. The overdues further increase to the further years of 

the total loans outstanding. 

The Malda District Central Co-operative Bank Ltd. supply 

agricultural loans to PACs in Malda District. This bank suffers 

from poor repayment problem. The repayment position of this bank 

is shown in Table 10.5 

TABLE 10.5 

Repayment position of Malda District Central 

Total Loans 
to Agril 

Amount of 
Collection 

Percentage of 
Collection 

Balance 

Co-operative Bank Ltd. 

(Amount in lakhs) 

1983 1984 Hl85 , 1986 1987 1988 1989 

236.32 276.97 271.78 276.82 272.77 268.00 298.50 

102.12 116.13 109.17 97.00109.46 89.97 133.57 

40.25 41.91 40.16 35.04 40.12 33.57 44.74 

101.02 160.84 162.61 179.82 163.31 173.03 164.93 

Source : Executive Officer,· Malda DCCB Ltd. 
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From the Table 10.5 it is seen that the bank is interested 

to loans to the agriculture from year to year. The percentage of 

collection is fluctuated very rapidly from a year to year. Yet the 

bank is going to give loans to the agricultural sector. 

From a Survey we get three years banks' Lnvestment, 

Recovery, Demand and Outstanding position. This is shown in the 

Table 10.6 • 

TABLE 10.6 

Year wise Loan of Agricultural 0Eeration 

(Amount in Lak,h)· 

Year Investment Demand Recovery Outstanding % of 
Collection 

1.986-87 100.59 /272•77 t09.46 258.45 40.12 

1987-88 107.28 268.00 89.97 275.76 33.57 

1988-89 211.16 298.50 133.57 353.35 44.78 

From above Table 10.6 it is also clearly seen that 

the recovery position has been fluctuated from a year to another 

year • It is seen that the percentage of collection is high in the 

year 1988-89, but it is low in the year 1987-88. So the banking 

position in case of repayment is very serious question. We can 

show total recovery position of. DCCB from 1979 to 1989 in Table 

10.7 • 





Year 

1979 

1980 

1981 

1982 

1983 

1984 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

TABLE 10.7 

Total Recovery position of DCCB from 1979 to 1989 taking in 

account all branches 

(Amount in Lakh _ ) 
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Total Demand Collection % of collection % of Overdues 

211.43 84.90 40.15 59.85 

114.78 61.01 53.15 46.85 

221.24 91.56 41.38 58.62 

202.21 84. 61 41. 84 58.16 

226.33 50.39 22.26 77.74 

276.97 116.13 41.93 58.07 

271.28 109.17 40.24 59.76 

276.82 97.00 35.04 64.96 

272.77 60.28 22.09 77.91 

268.00 89.97 33.57 66.43 

298.50 133.57 44.75 55.25 

The Table 10. 7 indicates that this bank increased loans to 

agriculture from year to year but percent of collection diminished 

rapidly. and percent of overdues mounted up. It is worthmentioning 

that the percent of collection had fallen significantly. The highest 

percentage collection was marked in the year 1980 and lowest in 

1988. On the · whole, there is ·a declining trend of percent 

collection ( recovel;'y). This may be corroborated by fitting a trend 
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equation with the above data. The fitted function is Y = 37.82-

0. 95 t. It clearly shows that the trend of percent collection is 

statistically negative . for the period of our study. 

The credit mobilisation is a very important factor. The 

PACs were primarily conceived as people • s institution for 

promoting thrift and mutual aid among their members. The PACs 

functioning at the base of the co-operative credit system 

constitute the major retail outlet of short and medium-term credit 

to the rural sector. Attempts have been made to strengthen them 

through structural reorganisation and nationalisation of their 

operations, particularly in respect of financing seasonal farm 

activities through a production-oriented system of lending. called 

the crop loan system. 

The rate of deposit growth continued its upward trend as 

is shown in Table 10.8 

TABLE 10.8 

Deposits Growth from 1984-85 to 1988-89 of DCCB, Malda 

( Rs. in lakhs) 

Year 

1984-85 

1985-86 
.· 

1986-87 

1987-88 

1988i89 

Deposits Growth 

230.70 

289.91 

352.77 

438.19 

519.23 

Total % of Deposits Growth 

25.66 

21.68 

24.21 

18,49 

Source : Executive Officer, Malda Head Office, DCCB. 
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The Table 10.8 indicates that the major part of the rise in 

deposits occured after 1987. The rise in time deposits far exceeded 

that in demand deposits. This obviously shows that the higher 

deposit growth in recent years has strongly been influenced by the 

extension of banking facilities in the country and particularly through 

the opening of branches. We fit this data into a graph. This is 

shown in the graph. 

The State Governments should not condone wilful non-repayment 

and that coercive steps should be instituted for recovery of 

overdues. Some of its major recommendations were the automatic 

suppression of managing committees/boards of Directors if and when 

the overdues exceeded a specified level, denial of fresh credit and 

voting rights to defaulters and their sureties, amendments to the Co

operative Societies Act empowering the Registerar of Co-operative 

Societies to issue orders suo mota for recovery of Co-operative dues 

as arrears of land revenue and strenghening of the government 

machinery conc!3_rned with the recov~ry of. dues( 3 ). The Study Team 

had also stated that all non-wilful small defaulters with cultivated 

holdings in villages affected by natural calamities in one or more 

years should be rehabilitated by converting their short-term loan 

overdues into medium term or even long-term loans. 

We gave a statement about the loans to the small/marginal and 

other farmers and also weaker sections. This is shown in Table 10.9. 
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TABLE 10.9 

Loans to SmalYMarginal and other farmers and weaker section 

Year Type of Name of the banks % of the amount 
beneficiaries and institutions for loans 

i) Small and PACs 48, 32, 20 
Marginal 
farmers 

1987-88 
ii) Other LDBs 30, 55, 15 

farmers 

iii) Weaker Scheduled 32, 58, 10 
Sections Commercial Banks 

Source Field Survey Report. 

From Table 10.9 is seen that the loan position of PACs is 

remarkable in case of loans, to the small and marginal farmers. The 

LDBs are specially active in case of loans to the other farmers and 

the Scheduled Commercial banks are interested to give loans specially 

to the other farmers in the community. 

During the visit to the Malda District Central Co-operative 

Bank Ltd. the Assistant Manager of this bank made some points on 

the functioning and weakness of the bank. According to him 

generally the defaulters willingly prevent to paid their loans with 

the hope that the Govt. will exempt their interest and also from the 

actual loan from the Co-operative Societies. The announcement of the 

Govt.. exempted all the Co-operative loans from interest, if the loans 
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was repaid upto 31st December, 1981. According to the Assistant 

Manager of Malda DCCB that the borrowers do not repaid their loans 

due to a errosion of Mahananda and Ganga and for this the crops had 

been destroyed and the people suffered so much. The activities of 

political parties are also responsible for creating defaulters. This is 

true that the activities of political leaders are more free from the 

other States of India. From a given Survey we get some information 

about the Deposit Investment and borrowing of the DCCB, Malda. This 

is shown in Table 10.10 

TABLE 10.10 

Distributions of Deposits Borrowing and Investment position 
of DCCB, Maida. 

Year 

Deposit 

Maximum level 
of investment 
achieved 
during the year 

Agril : 

Non-Agril 

Total· : 

Maximum level of 
Borrowing from 
State Co
operative Bank. 

1986-87 

352.77 

291.42 

80.89 

372.31 

153.00 

( Rs. in lakhs) 

1987-88 

438.19 

311.48 

101.03 

412.51 

152.96 

1988-89 

519.23 

386.52 

165.78 

552.30 

213.99 

Source : Assistant Manager of DCCB, Malda. 
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From the Table 10.10 it is seen that the maximum level of 

investment made in case of agriculture and also non-agriculture. But 

it is seen that the maximum level of borrowing from State Co

operative Bank is also significant in this case. We can show a bar 

diagram in case of deposits, investments and borrowing. 

( c} Recovery Problem of Land Development Bank 

For improving their organisational competence and operational 

capabilities, LOBs have come to play an important role both 

quantitatively and qualitatively, in the provision of investment 

credit for agriculture and allied activities . All the same, there 

are several short-comings and deficiencies in their working. The 

Madhava Oas Committee on LDBs ( 1975) has made several 

recommendations for streamlining their working ; but the response 

thereto has not been quite encouraging with the result that LDBs 

continue to suffer from certain problems, affecting smooth flow of 

term finance for accelerated rural development. 

The present structure of LDBs which is federal in many 

States and unitary in some has evolved over the years in response 

to the requirements of the respective States. We agree that the 

existing structure need not be disturbed merely for bringing about 

uniformity. 

A major problem to-day in the long-term co-operative credit 

structure is that investment credit dispensed by LOBs has not been 

productivity deployed, the overdues are showing a rising trend, 
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rendering several PLDBs in the federal set-up and branches of 

SLDBs in the unitary structure, either eligible for only restricted 

lending or ineligible to undertake any fresh lending programme. On 

a priority basis, of a case-by-case investigation of loans. advanced 

by each of those PLDBs/branches · of SLDBs which are below the 

cut-off point with a view to identifying (a) cases of wilful default 

in which, even after completion of investments, repayment of loan 

instalments have been deliberately with held. (b) Cases of non

utilisaiton and misapplication of loans advanced either by not 

drawing the second and subsequent instalments and (c) cases where, 

in ·spite of the proper utilisation of the loans availabled, the 

investment remains incomplete due to post sanction cost escalations 

or ot.her factors. 

Malda Co-operative Land Development Bank Ltd. generally 

gives long-term loans to agriculturists against security. The lands 

are generally treated as security of loans and in case of non

repayment of loans, the land of the loanees may be used as a 

weapon of loan-repayment. The repayment position of this bank is 

shown in Table 10.11 

The repayment position of this bank showed a downward 

trend. From the year 1984-85 onwards, there was noticed mostly a 

rapid decline in percentage collection. Highest percentage collection 

was noticed in the year 1988 and lowest was in 1986. On the 

whole there is a declining trend in percentage collection of loan. 



Year 

1985 

1986 

1987 

1988 

1989 

Source 

TABLE 10.11. 

Recovery position of the Malda Co-operative Land 
Development Bank Ltd. 

( Rs. in lakhs) 

Investment Demand Recovery % of collection 

32.77 73.27 45.20 61.7 

34.68 89.42 45.64 51 

44.78 94.15 49.61 52.7 

49.42 99.86 67.70 67.8 

68.37 106.42 54.28 51.0 

Chief Executive Officer, The Malda Co-operative Land 
Development Bank Ltd. 
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This may be corroborated by fitting a trend equation with the above 

data. The fitted funcjtion is Y=57. 0-:-0.St It clearly shows that the 

trend of percentage colleciton of loan of the bank is ,_. .. statiscarly 

negative for the period of our study. 

At present, loan repayments are scheduled by the LDBs on 

the basis of the repayin~ capacity assumed under the incremental 

income concept and the useful life of the asset created or acquired 

out of the loan. Also most of the LDBs follow the equated annual 

instalment system, after giving the borrowers the benefit of a gt'ace 

period of one or two years to take care of the gestation period of 

the investment. Varying instalments do involve a lot of accounting 
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work and may not be favoured by LOB staff. But the convenience of 

the borrower must prevail. 

Poor recoveries have resulted not only in the inability of 

some of the SLOBs in meeting their sink:ing fund commitments. The 

high level of overdoes may eventually destabilise the entire long

term credit structure( 4 ). 

The credit mobilisation of the Land Development Ban).< Ltd. 

is shown in Table 10.12 

TABLE 10.12 

Credit mobilisation of LDB 

Year Investment Demand 

1984-85 32.77 73.27 

1985-86 34.68 89.42 

1986-87 44.78 94.15 

1987-88 49.42 99.86 

1988-89 68.37 106.42 

Source The Chief Executive Officer, LOB. 

From above Table 10.12 . it is seen that the demand 

position is very significant in the year 1987-88 and 1988-89. 

Therefore the credit mobilisation is increasing in the LOB. 
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d) Weakness of the Co-operative Societies 

During our field visits to the Malda district Co-operative 

Land Development Bank it is found that very little has been done 

to ens~re that the investment credit borrowers reap the full 

benefit of their investment on completion of the project through 

the application of the needed production credit. As LDBs did not 

always furnish a list of their borrowers to PACs in their 

jurisdiction, long term loanees were not assured of production 

credit support as a matter of course. The absence of any , 

operational link . between PLDBs branches of SLDBs and short term 

credit wing has given rise to problems of inability of the Co

operative Credit system to assess the credit worthiness and credit 

servicing capacity of its clientele in a complete manner, taking 

note of the totally of credit support needed by the borrower and 

the additional income potential expected to be generated by the 

investment for servicing the loan. 

During our visit to the different Co-operative societies, 

we find that the main weakness of the Co-operatives lies in its 

organisational setup. There are poor planning and there are the 

lack of Govt 's participation. The Govt. Officer is inefficient and 

they are untrained or ignorant about the feeling of cultivators. 

The lack of general awareness of the basic approach is the main 

hindrance of a development of Co-operative Societies. In this 

District there are the lack of Co-operative movement like other 

provinces such as Maharashtra or Gujrat. Therefore in this 
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district there are. no Co-operative Union and it is seen that 

there are the lack of functioning of Co-operative Union. The 

deposit mobilisation is effected due to the poor· functioning of 

the Co-operative Union. The people of this district cannot feel 

about the district's development which has been made by 

deposited money of the Co-operatives. There are also the lack 

of technical cell. There are no encouragement about the 

production by cultivator,. soil testing, agronomist, agriculturist 

etc. and there are no incentives about these types of factors 

which could be the main source of production. Therefore 

NABARD ad vices for open a cell name TME (Technical Monitoring 

Evaluation) Cell. But it is very sorry to say that the lack of 

Govt. awareness this type of cell cannot be dynamic . The main 

weakness is to- happen due to there are no co-ordination between 

PAO and the Central Banking system. PACs cannot leanding a long 

. term finance and there are no co-ordinatin between long-term 

lending with short and medium term lending. Special component 

plan· introduced Khai Khalashi shystem in the tribal belt which 

has been failed, There are no consumption support in case of 

tribal block .. 

In case of border area the muslim population cannot 

help in recovery position. The recovery position is very poor 

due to their interest about a short-spell ·business. From a case 

study of this area it is seen that in before 1970's the recovery 

position of Co-operative Societies was very poor but after 1970's 
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the repayment position is going to be increasing because now they 

are interested .very much in repayment of loan. In Bamongola and 

Habipur block is very promising and the repayment position is 

good in such societies of this block. The recovery percentage of 

these societies are about 60%. 

There are numerous example of such failure of Co

operative Societies in Malda District due to dishonesty of the 

Secretary and Manager. The Secretary and Manager of Uttar 

Lakshmipur Co-operative Society of Kaliachak Block-11 are very 

dishonest. The Co-operative Society of Ekborabad Khan pur, 

Alomtola, Jagatguru are the main example of the weakness of the 

Co-operative Societies. The lack of efficient and honest Secretary 

and Manager is the main cause of the failure of the Co-operative 

Societies .. Sightseeing, . good food and other entertainments are 

their first job and the inspection of the Society becomes very 

causal. It has been mentioned that the one of the major 

weaknesses of the Co-operative Societies are huge amount of the 

outstanding dues. We made a survey on two Co-operative Societies. 

Firstly, Panchanandapur Laskaritola Skus Ltd. under Kaliachak-11 

Block. The total disbursement in ST farm loan was Rs. 18, 86,330/

Now this outstanding becomes Rs. 6, 66,499/-. Again this society 

have got fresh loan Rs. 5,10,478/- from bank. But now the 

outstanding balances in case of MT term loan was Rs. 1, 79,657/

out of Rs. 3, 4 7, 987 I-. Therefore the percentage of colleciton in 

case of short-term loan is 64.66% and in case of MT farm loan is 

48.37% in the year 1988-89. 
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Secondly, We made a Survey on Sambalpur CADP FSCs Ltd. 

under Ratua-II Block. Their ST loan was Rs. 84,23,000/- but the 

outstanding now Rs. 29,24,000/- . Therefore the percentage of 

collec.tion .was 65.28% . The fresh disbursement in case of ST 

farm loan was Rs. 1, 78,000/- and the outstanding balances 

are now Rs. 1, 72,000/- • In case of MT farm loan the amount was 

Rs. 10, 39,000/- and now the outstanding balances are Rs. 

6,17, 000/- . Therefore, the percentage of collection is 68.39% • 

Again the MT Farm Loan conversion was Rs. 1, 95,000/- and the 

total outstanding remains the same. The grand total of 

disbursement was Rs. 98,35, 000/- and the outstanding balances 

remains Rs. 39·, 08,000/- in the year 1988-89. 

The peoples' representative or the Board of Directors are 

very ignorant about the purpose of rural poor and they are 

serving the purpose of employees of the banks. ~he surplus of 

the each year cannot spend in case of development work. This 

Co-operative bank is wry much interested in their own offices·. 

and they spend all the surplus money in meeting up their 

overhead cost ( 5 ) 

u ( e) Security for loans 

In a majority of cases, crop loans are now secured 

against personal surety and or a charge on land created by the 

borower in favour of the lending institution owner cultivators and 

registered tenants may not have any problem in offering the type 
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of security required of them for crop loans. But, in the case of 

an oral lessee or share-cropper whose interests in his cultivated 

holdings are unidentifiable, the existing arrangements to extend 

short-term production credit to him, in terms of the guidelines 

contained in the Reserve Bank's 11 Manual on Production-Oriented 

System of Lending for Agriculture 11
, are as follows : 

i) He shoutd produce sol vent sureties who are owners of land 

or are r.egistered tenants ; 

ii) Hemay be asked to· provide collateral tangible security in 

the form of gold or silver ornaments, sufficient to cover 

the loan 

iii) Where even sol vent sureties are not forthcoming as 

guarantors or collateral security as indicated above cannot 

be provided, he can be advanced loans only in kind, in 

the form of fertilizers, improved seeds, and other inputs 

upto an aggregate value of not more than Rs. 500 against 

the surety of another member who may or may not be a 

land owner or a registered tenant, provided the guarantor 

is acceptable to the Managing Committee of the Society( 6 ). 

RBi guidelines on Security Norms 

The Reserve Bank of India, in a Circular No. RPCD No. BC 

29/PS/22-84 dated 16.3. 84 to all Scheduled Commercial Banks, 

circulated the following rules for security. 



Security Norms 

Type of credit 
facility 

1. Crop Loa·n i) 
iil 

iii) 

2. Types of borrowers 

a) Artisans, 
village and 
cottage 
industries· 

Loan Amount 
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Security to be 
furnished 

Up to Rs. 1, 000/- DPn/loan agreement 
Rs. 1, 001/- to Hypothecation of Crops. 
Rs. 5,000 
Over Rs. 5, 000/- a) Hypothecation of 

crops and 

Loan/Credit Limit 

b) Mortgage of land 
or third party 
guarantee. 

Security to be 
furnished 

Composits Loan Pledge/hypothecation 
upto Rs.25,000/- mortage of asset 

created out of the 
loans . Collector 
Security /third party 
guarantee should 
not be taken. 

b) Other small 
scale 
Industries 

Limits upto and 
inclusive Of 

As determined by 
the bank ori the merits 
of each case. 

3. Credit lim it 

a) Credit limit 
upto and 
inclusive of 
Rs. 25,000/-

b) Credit limit in 
excess of 
Rs. 25,000/-

c) Housing Loan. 

Rs. 25,000/-

d) Consumption Loan 

Security required 

a) Pledge/hypothe
cation/mortgage 
assets created 
out of loan. 

b ) As determined 
by the banks on 
the merits of 
each case. 

c) Mortgage of 
properties or 
Govt. guarantee 

d) Guarantee of 
one or more 
individual or f 7 ) 
group of persons. 
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For the purpose of our study three-stage random sampling has 

been adopted, State -I being the choice of blocks from district, 

Stage-II being the choice of villages from blocks and Stage -III 

being choice of borrowing households from villages. 

In the first stage 15 blocks of the district have been 

classified into two categories viz. developed, and underdeveloped . 

Thereafter, one block from each category has been selected 

randoml v. Kaliachak -I, and Kaliachak-III have been selected from 

developed, and under-developed category of blocks respectively. 

IN the Second stage , four village, s two from each selected 

block,have been chases just randomly. The villages were Bora 

Sujapur, and Chatto Sujapur from Kaliachak-I Block and Chakshehardi 

and Baisnabnagar from Kaliachak -III block. 

In the Third Stage , a borrowing households• list has been 

prepared for each Selected village. A total of 200 borrowing 

households (50 in. each village) have been selected also randomly. 

Finally, 

collected from 

interviews ( 8 ) 

relevant information, primary data have been 

the borrowers through questionnaries and personal 

The questionnaire prepared for survey has been 
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given in the (Appendix XB) . The sample unit of our study is 

shown in the Table 10.13. 

TABLE 10.13 

The Break-up of Sample Unit 

Selected blocks Selected villages Numbering of borrowing 
households 

1. Kaliachak-I 1. Borosujapur 50 

2. Chatto Suja pur 50 

2. Kaliachak-III 3. Chaksheherdi 50 

4. Baisnabnagar 50 

Total 200 

(f) Survey Results Regarding Repayment Performance in Sample 

Villages 

Now we can analyse the distribution of overdue by 

different sources. 

i) Distribution of overdue by source. 

Table 10.14 indicates that only a small number ( 7. 00) 

percent of borowers repaid their loans in full, while a majority 

( 92.5 percent) of them reported overdues. As regards the magnitude 

of overdues it was considerable large at 81.96 percent of total 

lending As far as the distribution of overdues according to 

source is concerned, the table indicates that a very vast majority 

( 96.27 percent ) of institutional borrowers repaid overdues. That is 
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TABLE 10.14 
~; 

Distribution of overdue bl source 

Source of credit No. of borrowing Amount of No.of house- Amt. of 
households borrowing holds with ovP.rdues 

overdues Rs 

Institutional 161 10,58,157 155 8,72,102 
( 80.33) (96.11) ( 83.78) ( 96. 65) . 

Non-institutional 39 42720 30 30185 
(19.66) (3.88) (16.21) (3.34) 

Total 200 1100877 185 902287 
(100) (100) (100) (100) 

Source : Data collected from survey. 

Note : Figures in brackets are percentages. 

Col.4 as % 
of col.2 

96.27 

76.92 

92.5 

Col.5 as % 
of Co1.3 

82.41 

70.66 

81.96 

~ 
N 
CXl 
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only (3. 73 percent) of institutional borrowers repaid their borrc~wing 

in full. As regards the amount of institutional loan remaining unpaid, 

it worked out to be 82.41 percent. The position of overdues towards 

the non-institutional agency presents, though not very different from 

that of the institutional, somewhat better picture because in this case 

the ·per-centage of amount remaining overdue came to be 70.66 percent 

as against 80.41 in case of institutional. 

The percentage d·istribution of borrowers according to percent 

overdues is presented in Table 10.15 • 

TABLE 10.15 

Percentage Distribution of Borrowers According to 
Non- repayment ratios 

Percentage over-dues to Borrowings Percentage of Borrowers with 
overdues to total Borrowers 

NIL 

Less than 10 

10 -· 20 

20 - 30 

30 - 40 

40 -· 50 

50 -· 60 

60 -· 70 

70 - 80 

/:lO -· 90 

90 -· 100 

100 and above 

7 

8 

8 

7 

9 

6 

8 

7 

9 

8 

6 

17 

Total 100 
(200) 

Source Data Collected from Survey. 
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From Table 10.15 it is seen . that 7 percent borrowers i.e. 14 

borrowers have repaid their loan in full. 38 percent borr:'ower'S i.e. 

76 borrowers was found to have not paid upto 49 percent of their 

loan. 55 percent borrowers i.e. ilO borrowers was found to have not 

paid 50 to 100 and above percent of their loan. We have taken into 

consideration for identifying a defaulter, a borrower who was found 

to have not paid 50 percent of his loan even after the lapse of 2-3 

years. Out of 200 borrowers, 110 were classified as defaulter and 90 

were classified as non-defaulter • 

ii) Distribution of overdue by Social Groups 

in Table 10.16 it is seen that the borrowers belonging to 

higher castes/Social groups having better education, awareness, social 

status and contacts with the high - ups in the government have 

higher overdue amounts to. institutional agenicies. On the other 

hand, Borrowers belonging to lower castes viz. the backward classes 

including scheduled castes having a lower status in the social 

hierarchy, showed a better repayment performance to institutional 

agencies. The per'?entage of amounts remaining overdue to institutional 

agencies was considerably lower in their case. Thus one who earns 

better repays less and one who earns less repays better. This is 

because the better - off group of borrowers have good contacts 

with lending agencies and this good contact acts not only in their 

better accessibility to credit but also to a considerable . extent in 

t;overing up their defaulting behaviour towards repayment. 



Caste/Social Group Number of borrowers 

Institu- - ·· Non- Total 
tiona! in stu-

tional 

1 2 3 4 

' 
Brahmin 10 3 13 

Musliin 10 4 14 

Middle Caste 50 24 74 

SC and Backward 
Classes 91 8 99 

..... 

Total: 161 39 200 

TA.BLE 10.16 

Distribution !lf cverdue by Social Groups 

Amount of borrowing( Rs I Number of households with overdues 

Institu- NOn-ins- Total Institu- NOn-insti- Total 
tiona! titutional tiona! tutional 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

196696 16810 213506 9 2 11 

72400 10600 83000 9 3 12 

310560 8582 319142 48 19 67 

478501 6728 485229 89 6 95 

1058157 42720 1100877 1S5 30 185 

Amount of overnues (Rs) 

Institu- Nm-institu-
tiona! tiona! 

11 12 

152171 9500 

68680 9200 

305320 6282 

345931 5203 

872102 30185 

7ablc Contd .• 

Total 

13 

161671 

77880 

311602 

351134 

902287 

.::. w ...... 



T::thlP. r:ontd 

--
CasteiSodal ~l'uup Coi. 10 as Col.8 as 

% of Col.4 \ of Col.2 

1 14 15 

Brahmin 84.61 90.00 

Muslim 85.71 90.00 

Middle Caste 90.54 96.00 

SC and Backward 95.95 97.80 
Classes 

Total : 92.50 96.27 

Source : Data Collected from :>urvey • 

• 

Col.9 as CoLn as 
% of Col.3 \ of Col. 7 

16 17 

66.67 75.72 

75.00 93.83 

79.17 97.63 

75.00 72.36 

76.92 81.96 

Col.ll as 
% of Co.5. 

18 

77.36 

94.86 

98.31 

72.29 

82.41 

ColLi as 
% of Col. 6 

19 

56.61 

86.79 

73.19 

77.33 

70.66 

~ w 
N 
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In order to have a better insight into the behavioural 

aspect of defaulting borrowers , collected data from survey were 

further analysed with regard to the borrowing households 

contacts/relations with the lending agencies I officials of the 

government • The responses from the 200 borrowing households are 

presented in Table 10.17 

TABLE 10.17 

Borrowers • Social origin and Degree of Relationship 
with Lending Agencies 

Contacts with 
the lending 
Agency and 
officials of 
government 

Very good 

Good 

Poor 

Very Poor 

Total Number 
of borrowers 

200 

Brahmin Muslim Middle 
caste 

8 
(61.53) 

2 
(15.38) 

3 
(23.10) 

0 
(-) 

13 
(100) 

7 
(50.00) 

4 
(28.57) 

3 
(21.43) 

0 
(-) 

14 
( 100) 

29 
(39.19) 

35 
(47.30) 

10 
(13.51) 

0 
(-) 

74 
(100) 

Source : Data Collected from survey •. 

Note: Figures in brackets are percentages. 

Backward classes 
including SC 

15 
(15.15) 

28 
(28.28) 

44 
(44.44) 

12 
(12.12) 

99 
( 100) 

The Table 10.17 indicates that the Social Status-wise 

borrowers have 1 very good 1 and 1 good 1 contacts/relations with the 

lending agencies and other functionaries of government. These 

relations are used to cover up their defaulting behaviour in 
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repayment of borrowed amount. If we compare the Table 10.17 with 

the Table 10.16 we find a close nexus between the degree of 

relationship with the authorities and the degree of default in 

repayment. 

iii) Distribution of overdue by Income Level of the Borrower 

In Table 10.18 proves that the borrowers belonging to 

higher income group have high overdues • As the income level 

rises, the outstanding to institutional agencies also go up i.e., 

the higher the income of the borrower, the more is the overdues . 

This clase association of income and overdues makes a borrower to 

be wilful defaulter. The better -off group of . borrowers has good 

contacts with the government functionaries and thus they may hold 

back payments to the institutional agencies. 

The first two groups of borrowers with less than Rs. 3500 

annual income are covered under schematic lending. The 

institutional overdue is lower than in case of non-institutional 

borrower • So it is observed that the borrowers belonging tn lower 

income group has higher overdue to non-institutional loan end lower 

overdue to institutional loan. The higher income groups on the 

other hand dis play just the opposite behaviour. In their case, 

overdue to non-institutional loan is lower and overdue to institional 

loan is higher. 

i v J Overdue and Eduational background of the borrowers : 

Educational borrowers comparatively better awareness about 

the ways in which borrowed funds can be effectively utilised. In 

order to investigate the actual impact of the borrower• s education 



Income No.of Borrowers 

Institute Non-lnsti- Total 
Uonal tutinal 

1 2 3 4 

0 . - 2000 33 7 40 

2001 - 3500 64 5 69 

3501 - 10000 24 10 34 

10001 -30000 40 17 57 

Total : 161 39 200 

TABLE 10.18 
pistribution _!!_~_oy_~.r~~s _ _Ey Irico~~-_!.e~~~ the. Bot"_!"~ 

Amount of borrowers( Rs I Non of borrowers with overdues 

Institu- NOn-INs- Total INstitu- NOn-Ins- Total 
tional Ututional Uonal titutional 

5 6 7 8 9 10 

162810 8250 171060 33 5 37 

300500 12000 312500 62 4 65 

192100 10550 202650 22 8 34 

402747 11920 414667 38 13 47 

1058157 42720 1100877 155 30 185 

Amount of overdues ( Rs l 

INstitu- Non-INs-
Uonal ti tutional 

11 12 

92282 4250 

265845 10070 

142110 6500 

371865 9365 

872102 30185 

Table Contd •.• 

11:>w 
1:11 

Total 

13 

96532 

27':i~l5 

148610 

381230 

902287 



TahlP. Cantd ... 

Income Col. 10 as 
% of Co J .4 

Col.8 as Col.9 as 
% of Col.2 % of Col.3 

Co~. 13 as 
% of Col. 7 

Col. 11 as 
%% of Col. 5 

Col. 12 as 
% of Col. 6 

-~4 1 1 17 18 19 

0 - 2000 92.50 100.00 71.43 56.43 56.68 51. ~1 

2001 - 3500 94.20 96.87 80.00 88.29 88.46 83.91 

3501 - 10000 100.00 91.67 80.00 73.33 73.97 61.61 

10001 -30000 82.45 95.00 76.47 91.93 92.33 78.56 

Total 92.50 96.27 76.92 81.96 82.42 70.66 

Source : Data Collected from Survey. 

~ 
w 
0) 
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on his repayment behaviour, data collected from survey were 

tabulated and the results are presented in Table 10.19 . 

The Table 10.19 reveals that · education of the borrower 

plays a significant role in the determining his repayment 

behaviour. The percentage of overdues to borrowings increases with 

the increase in the proportion of educated borrowers This is 

because the educated borrowers have better contacts and relations 

with the lending agencies and other funcitons of the government. 
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TABLE 10.19 
Percentage Destribution of overdue by Education of the borrowers 

Percentage overdues 
to Borrowings 

Number of Households with overdues 

Nil 

Less than 20 

20 - 40 

40 - 60 

60 - 80 

80 -100 

100 and above 

Total: 

Institutional 

16 
(9.46) 

24 
(14.20) 

28 
(16.57) 

31 
(18.34) 

23 
(13.60) 

20 
(11.83) 

27 
(15.98) 

169 
(100) 

Source: Data Collected from Survey. 

Non-
Ins t itu tiona l 

8 
(25.81) 

(-) 

2 
(6.45) 

2 
( 6. 45) 

8 
(25.81) 

6 
(19.35) 

5 
(16.12) 

31 
(100) 

Note: Figures in brackets are percentages. 

Total 

24 
( 12.00) 

24 
(12.00) 

30 
( 15) 

33 
(16.5) 

31 
(15.5) 

26 
( 13. 0) 

32 
(16.0) 

200 
(100) 

Number of Heads of the borrowing households 

Uneducated 

12 
(13.64) 

16 
(18.18) 

17 
(19.32) 

14 
(15.91) 

10 
(11.36) 

10 
(11.36) 

9 
(10.22) 

88 

Educated 

. 12 
(10. 71) 

10 
(8.93) 

15 
(13.39) 

18 
{16.10) 

16 
(14.29) 

- 9 
( 8. 03) 

32 
(28.57) 

112 

~ w 
~ 
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SUMMARY 

In recent times , the Banking Institutions are facing a serious 

problems of poor recovery of loans. The recovery performance of 

banks has been detoriorating and has achieved a new dimension. This 

is true in case of co-operative and rural banks. But in case, of 

commercial banks we get the positive trend equation. However the 

recovery position of the branches of GGB is highly significantly 

declining trend than other nationalised commercial banks. 

According to the report of CRAFICAD, appointed by RBI on 

March 1979, the principal reasons for overdues are -

Failure to tie-up lending with development programmes, 

defective 

unrealistic 

loaning policies, 

scheduling a loan 

under-financing or 

repayment, neglect 

over financing, 

of or absence of 

efforts for marketing arrangements and linkage or credit recovery with 

sale of produce, ineffective supervision, misapplication of loans, 

apathv and indifference of management of societies to taking coercive 

measures, want of a sense decipline and responsibility among the 

loanees in regard to prompt repayment of debts. ,. 

As regards to recover peformance of the co-operative Banks 

and Land Development Banks, the malady is equally grave as in the 

caseof regional rural bank comparison of the Table 10.3(a), 10.3(b), 

1Q3(c), 1Q3(d) and 10.3(e) with the Table 10.4 shows a comparative 

study regarding the recovery position of these banks. The result 
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shows that the recovery position of ·Gaur Gram in Banks is very 

dissatisfactory, and the Co-operative banks and Land Development 

Banks also shows a declining trend of percent collection i.e. recovery. 

But in case of othr commercial banks the trend is positive. 

Table 10.7 shows the recovery position of the Central Co

operative Bank in this range • The recovery position of the bank is, 

disatisfactory. On the whole there is a declining trend of percent 

collection • This may be corroborated by fitting a trend equation with 

the available data of 11 years. The fitted function is Y=37. 82-

0.95t. It clearly shows that the trend of percent collection is 

negative for the period of our study. 

Similarly. Table 10.11 shows the recovery position of the Land 

Development Bank of Malda. The recovery position of this bank is 

also dissatisfactory, on the whole, there is found a declining trend in 

percent collection of loan • This may be corroborated by fitting a 

trend equation with the available data. The fitted function is Y=57. 0-

0. St. It deary indicates that the trend of percent collection is 

negative If overdues increase out of proportion, the ~oanable 

resources at the disposal of credit institutions would dry up, thereby 

bring down the speed of rural development. 

The REI's Study Team on overdues of Co-operative credit 

institutions ( 1974 l had pointed out the following reasons are 

responsible for the rising trend of overdues: 

Lack of will and discipline among the cultivators, unhelpful 
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attitude of the State Governments, faulty loan proposals and 

lending without an integrated progn'lmme ·, laxity in ·post credit 

follow-up and monitoring of end-use, lack of technical guidance to 

the loanees, natural calamities etc. Regarding the recovery 

performance of Primary Agricultural Credit Societies the important 

reasons responsible are indifferent attitude of the offcials to initiate 

coercieve action against the recalcitrant defaulters, inability to 

introduce arrangements for linking the recovery of credit with the 

marketing of produce, absence of a paid manager in most of the 

societies who could devote his time to persuade the borrowers to 

repay their dues, inability to control by the Central Co-operative 

Banks over the field staff, high political influence over the society 

members etc. 

Field survey on repayment of loan gave us interesting 

results. Table 10.14 indicated that a vast majority (96.27 percent) 

of institutional borrowers did not repay their loans. The percentage 

of institutional loan remaining unpaid was 82.41 while this percentage 

to non-institutional agency showed somewhat beter picture ( 70.66 

percent). Regarding percentage distribution of borrowers (both 

institutional and non-institutional), according to non-repayment ratio, 

Table 10.15 showed that only 7 percent of borrowers repaid their 

loan in full ; 8 percent was found to have not paid loan upto 49 

percent ; 55 percent was found to have not paid loan 50 to 100 and 

above percent of loan. A borrower who was found to have not paid 

50 percent of his loan even after the lapse of 2-3 years was 
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defaulter. Thus out of 200 borrowers, 90 were 

classified as non-defaulter and 110 as defaulters. Further the 

defaulters were sorted out into wiflul and non-wilful on the basis of 

1 family net surplus 1 available for each respondent and it was found 

that 70 were wilful defaulters and 40 were non-wilful defaulters. 

Field survey on repayment of loan again showed that the 

borrowers having higher social status, good contacts with the 

lending agency and officials of the government, higher income level 

and better education have poor repayment performance to 

institutional agencies ON the other hand, the borrowers having 

lower social status, poor contacts with the lending agency and 

official of the government, lower income level and less education 

showed better repayment performance to institutional agencies (Table 

10.16, 10.17, 10.18, 10.19) . 
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INTRODUCTION 

The analysis of repayment performance behaviour in the 

foregoing chapter indicates that a multiplicity of factors 

simultaneously operate to determine the repayment behaviour. The 

present chapter is an extension of this analysis and uses 

discriminant function approach to distinguish the borrowers into two 

groups defaulters and non-default~rs on their socio-economic 

characteristics. It is likely to suggest which categories of people. 

are more prone to default. Further, it will make an attempt to 

identify the dominant factors responsible for poor repayment 

performance. Specifically, the objectives of the study are ( i) to 

identify the borrowers into defaulters and non-defaulters on the 

basis of differences in socio-economic characteristics and (ii) to 

further distinguish the defaulters into wilful and non-wilful, on the 

basis of such characteristics. 

This would necessiate development of indicators that would 

enable observers including credit institutions to judge the 

borrowers and sort them out on the above lines in advance. It is 

hoped that the credit agencies would be able to broadly identify a 

good repayer or a likely wilful defaulter on t.he basis of socio

economic characteristics, that would lend themselves to observation, 

quantification and analysis. 
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Methodology adopted for study 

For the purpose of our study three stages of random 

sampling has been adopted. In the first stage 15 blocks of the 

district have been classified into two categories viz. developed and 

underdeveloped. Thereafter one b. lock from each category has been 

selected randomly. Kaliachack-I and Kaliachack-III have been 

selected from developed and underdeveloped category of blocks 

respectively 

In the second stage, four villages, two from each selected 

blocks, have been chosen just randomly. The villages were Boro

Sujapur and Chotto-Sujapur from Kaliachack-I block and Chak

Shehardi and Baisnabnagar from Kaliachack-III block respectively. 

In the third stage, a borrowing households list has been 

prepared for each selected village. A total of 200 borrowing 

households (50 in each village) have been selected randomly. 

Finally, relevant information, primary data have been 

collected from the borrowers through questionnaires and personal 

interviews. From among 200 borrowers, 110 were . classified as 

defaulters and 90 as non-defaulters. We have taken into 

consideration a borrower to be a defaulter who was found to have 

not paid 50 percent of his loan even after the lapse of 2-3 years. 

The defaulter ( 110) were again sorted. Out of two groups on the 

basis of 1 family net surplus 1 available from each respondent and it 

was found that 70 were wilful and 40 were non-wilful defaulters. 

Non-wilful default may arise from infructuous investment, erosion of 

farm income due to natural calamity, failure on the part of lending 
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agency to give loan when needed by the borrowers, .faulty 

repayment schedule prescribed by the credit institution etc. Wilful 

default may be defined as a -failure to meet the repayment 

obligation even when the borrower has the ability to repay. Such 

default can arise mainly from the borrower's attitude towards 

repayment. Formation of such an attitude may be because a large 

number of factors such as :influence of social and political groups, 

vested interests of certain agencies insisting the borrowers not to 

repay, hardhips faced by the· borrowers in obtaining loan, the high 

cost of borrowings etc. 

Importance in Selection of Variables 

The basic assumption of the study is that except under 

abnormal conditions like natural calamity, outside pressure not to 

repay the loan in time etc. , the variations in repayment behaviour 

of the borrowers can be explained in terms of some selected 

demographic and socio-economic variables. The rationale for 

selection of the variables in the repayment behaviour and the 

methods used to measure them are explained hereunder. 

1. CASTE : 

It is assumed that the caste system has profound effect on 

the borrower's repayment attitude. Traditionally, higher caste 

people have been owning land and other economic resources and 

lower caste people do not own any significant size of these 

resoruces. Thus, it is assumed that higher caste people have a 
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higher repayment capacity and lower caste people have lower 

repayment capacity. In our study, castes have been classified as 

high and low. High castes/social groups in this study include 

Brahmin, Middle Caste, Rich Muslims while low castes include 

scheduled caste and other backward classed and poor muslims. 

2. EDUCATION : 

The individual 1 S ability to read and write and the amount 

of formal education he possesses affect the manner in which the 

individual gathers information and adjusts himself to his 

environment. It may be assumed that more of formal education may 

result in better use of cn'ldit. Timely repayment of credit may 

therefore, depend on the level of education of the borrower. To 

quantify the level of education, the respondents have been 

classified into two groups - viz. educated - those who can rec;~.d, 

and write and uneducated - who can not read and write. 

3. OCCUPATION : 

The nature of one 1 s occupation determines the stability of 

earning on which, in turn, depends one 1 s repayment behaviour. 

Agriculture forms the major occupation in rural India and income 

from agriculture. varies fairly widely. Income from other occupations 

such as trade, service, small industry, etc. is likely to be more 

stable. Thus, there appears to be positive correlation between 

occupation and repayment 

purpose of our study, 

performance of an individual. For the 

occupation is broadly classified as 
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agricultural and non-agricultural. 

4. PER CAPITA INCOME : 

Timely repayment of loan of the borrower depends on per 

capita income. Generally, the higher the per capita income higher 

will be the capacity to repay the borrowed fund and vice-versa. It 

. is with this intention this variable is included in our study. 

5. PER CAPITA BORROWING 

Keeping in view the rural poor's limited capacity to 

repay, it is logical to assume that probability of default may 

increase with the increase in debt burden. Lower amount of 

borrowing leaves more advantage for repayment· of loans and vice-

. versa. The timely repayment of loan may, therefore, be related to 

the per capita borrowing. In case of institutional borrowings, the 

agency from which the borrower stated to have borrower was also 

visited to confirm the date, amount, purpose of loan as well as 

indebtedness on the specified date. 

6. INCREASE IN INCOME AFTER THE USE OF CREDIT : 

Percentage increase in income after the effective use of 

credit also plays a crucial role in the repayment behaviour 

pattern. This variable is most important to classify the borrowers 

into wilful and non-wilful. It is mostly seen that inspite of a 

venture proving profitable to the borrower, the borrower has not· 

repaid the due instalments. In this case, the borrower is deemed 
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to be a wilful defaulter. 

7. CONTACTS/RELATIONS WITH THE LENDING AGENCY OR THE 

GOVERNMENT MACHINERY : 

Contacts/relations with the lending agency or the 

government machinery also play an important role in the repayment 

behaviour. This variable not only acts as an instrument in securing 

credit but also in affording a delay in repayment. For the purpose 

of our study, the respondents 1 response were classified into two 

groups i.e. good relations and poor relations. 

8. ADEQUACY OF LOAN : 

The adequacy/inadequacy of loan is an important 

determinant of repayment behaviour. The effective utilisation of 

loan depends to a larger extent on its adequacy for a particular 

purpose. It is quite likely that the inadequacy of funds may lead 

to diversion of borrowed amount to channels other· than productive. 

Here also, the borrowers 1 responses have been classified into two 

groups i.e. adequate and inadequate. 

9. RATE OF INTEREST 

Borrower 1s attitude towards repayment and the rate of 

interest are closely connected. This correlation either may be 

positive or negative. High rate of interest may force the borrower 

to repay his loan to minimise his debt burden. Thus, the higher 

the rate of interest, the stronger be the tendency to repay on the 
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otherhand, the debt burden due to · high rate of interest, may 

become so large that the borrower is unable to pay it promptly and 

consequently, becomes a defaulter. Thus, rate . of interest was 

included in this study to examine its impact on repayment 

performance of the borrower. 

10. CONDITION OF THE HOUSE : 

During our field visits, it has been observed that the 

rural poor have a strong tendency to own a 'pucca' dwelling unit. 

In a fairly large number of cases, the creoit though obtained for 

an economic activity, was, in fact, used for the construction of a 

dwelling. unit or its extension. This kind of utilisation of loan, 

though desirable from the social point of view, turns the borrower 

into a defaulter due to non-product! ve investment, Keeping this. end 

in view, the information regarding the condition of the borrower's 

dwelling unit was collected. 

Analytical Model 

In order to measure the net effect of each variable in this 

analysis, all other variables are taken constants by using the 

Discriminant Function Approach ( 1 ). 

The relative importance of the variables in the study in 

regard to their power to discriminate between the groups of 

defaulters and non-defaulters and further in between the groups of 

wilful and non-wilful defaulters can also be known with the help of 

this model. The general model used for the present study is as 
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follows : 

Z = 11x1 + 12x2 + 13x3 + 14x4 + 15x5 + 16x6 + 17x7 + 18x8 + 19x9 

11ox10 

Where, z = total discriminate score for defaulters and non-

defaulters or wilful and non-wilful defaulters. 

Caste x
1 

= '1' if the borrower belongs to high caste and '0' if he 

belongs to low caste. 

Education x2 = '1' if the borrower is educated and '0' if he is 

uneducated. 

Percapita Income x3 = 
Total Income of the family 
Total number of members in the family 

Percapita borrowing x4 
= Total borrowing of the family 

Total number of members in the family 

Incremental income after 
the use of credit x5 = Percentage increase in income after 

the use of Credit. This has been 
calculated as : 

Occupation x6 

Change in income after the use of credit 
Initial income before the use of credit X 100 

= '1' if the borrower's occupation· is agriculture and 
'0' if his main occupation is other than agriculture. 

Adequacy of loan X7 = '1' if the borrower stated that the amount 
of loan was adequate for taking up the 
activity for which he borrowed and 'O' if 
it was stated otherwise. 
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Rate of Interest x8 = '1' for rates upto .12 percent of interest and 
1 0 1 if it was above 12 percent. 

Contacts/relations 
with lending agency 
or the government 
machinery 

Condition of · x
10 

= 
the House 

x9 = 11 1 if the borrower stated that he had 
good contacts and '0 1 if the relations 
were stated to poor. 

11 1 in case the house was pucca and 10' if 
it was not. 

1 = (P=1,2 ... 10) are the coefficients of the linear discriminant 
P function. 

The method seeks to find out the values of co-efficients 

(lp's) such that the squared difference between the mean 1 Z1 score 

for the one group and- the mean 1 Z' score for the other group is as 

large as possible in relation to the variation of 1 Z' scores within 

the groups. 

The determination of the value of co-efficient (1 Is) 
p 

necessiates the solution of the following 10 equations shown in 

matrix notation. 

5L=D 

5 = 521 522 52p L = 12 and 

5p1 5 p2 s 1 pp _p 

-
dl 

d2 

D= . . 
d p 
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where p=10; "L " is the vector of the co-efficients of the pXl 

discriminant function; "SPXP" is the pooled dispersion matrix did 

"D " is the vector of the elements representing differences pXl 

between the means of the two groups. The discriminant function 

obtained is subjected to test of significance in order to examine 

whether the variables considered together are effectively 

discriminating the borrowers belonging to two groups - defaulters 

and non-defaulters or wilful defaulters and non-wilful defaulters. 

The Mahalanabis n2 
statistic has been used to measure the 

2 distance between the two groups. D statistic is transformed into F 

statistic whether the two groups are different from each other. 

Na Nb (Na + Nb - p - 1) 02 F = p ( Na + Nb) (Na + Nb -2) 

p p p 

where D2 = E: E. cik didk = L: l.li d. 
i=1 k=l i=1 1 1 

CiK = (i,k)th elements of the inveri.ed Matrix of S, 

P = number of factors = 10 

Na = number of defaulters or wilful defaulters. 

Nb = number of non-defaulters or non-wilful defaulters. 

The value of observed F is compared with that of tabulated 

F with ( P) and ( Na + Nb - P - 1) degree of freedom at 1 percent 

level of significance. 
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Results and Discussions 

(A) Defaulters and non-defaulters : 

The discriminating function considering the above mentioned 

socio-economic characteristics fitted to the data for defaulters and 

non-defaulters is as follows : 

Z = 0.4291X1 - 0.2483X2 - 0.000768X3 + 0.001204X4 + 1.5706XS -

0.8492X6 + 0.02597X7 - 0.0930X8 + 1.1383X9 - 0.3407X10 

The F value was worked out to be 4. 5683. Since the 

tabulated value of F10,189 = 2.32 at 1 percent level of 

significance. The discriminant function is highly significant. This· 

means that the 10 socio-economic characteristics together were 

useful in classifying the borrowers into the groups of defaulters 

and non-defaulters. 

To ascertain the relative importance of the characteristics 

(variables) in their power to discriminate between the two groups 

of borrowers, the percentage to the total distance measured was 

calculated and is given in Table-1L 1. 

The Table 11.1 indicates that caste. per capita -------
borrowing, incremental income after the use of credit, occupation, 

rate of interest, contacts/relations with the lending agency are the 

significant factors which classify the borrowers into two groups 

i.e. defaulters and non-defaulters and their respective 

discriminating powers are 6.5892 percent, 15.5021 percent, 31.9304 

percent, 17.3550 percent, 1.3080 percent and 34.5628 percent 

respectively. 
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TABLE - 11.1 

DEFAULTERS AND NON-DEFAULTERS : PERCENTAGE CONTRffiUTION OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
TO THE TOTAL DISTANCE MEASURED 

Socio-economic Characteristics Co-efficient 

Sl. of the borrowers (lp) 

1
No. 

2 3 

1. Caste 0.4291 

2. Education -0.2483 

3. Per Capital Income -0.000768 

4. Per capita borrowing 0.001204 

5. Incremental Income after 1. 5706 
the use of credit 

6. Occupatioin -0.8492 

7. Adequacy of Loan 0.02597 

8. Rate of interest -0.0930 

9. Contacts/relations with the 1.1383 
lending agency 

10. Dwelling House -0.3407 

TOTAL 

Calculated 1 t 1 values are shown in brackets 
**Significant at 1 percent level. 

Mean difference Co-efficient x Percentage 
(dp) mean difference contribution 

(lp X dp) 
4 5 6 

0.1889 0.0811 6.5892 
(2.41)** 

0.0989 -0.0246 -1.9987 
(1.39) 

53.8768 -0.0414 -3.3636 
(0.97) 

158.4081 0.1908 15.5021 
(3.51)** 

0.2502 0.3930 31.9304 
(5.88)** 
-0.2515 0.2136 17.3550 
(3.71)** 
-0.0989 -0.0026 -0.2112 
(1. 42) 

-0.1727 0.0161 1.3080 
(2.70)** 

0.3737 0.4254 34.5628 
(5.67)** 

0.0606 -0.0206 -1.6737 
(0.87) ' 

1~2308 100.0000 

I 

I 

..P. 
C11 
C11 
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The second iteration or re-run was done taking only those 
. .' 

socio-economic characteristics or variables for which the calculated 

t values were greater than the corresponding table values at 5 

percent or 1 percent level of significance. 

From the Table 11.1, it is found that only six 

characteristics (viz. Caste, per capita borrowing, incremental 

income after the use of credit, occupation, rate of interest,. 

contacts/relations with the lending agency are statistically 

significant and as such the discriminant function was again re-run 

taking these six characteristics -in the equation to see whether 

these characters alone can distinguish the defaulters and non..;· 

defaulters significantly. 

The second set of formed equation for the significant 

factors in the present analysis is given below : 

Z = 0.2949X1 + 0.000393X4 + 1.8802X
5 

- 1.0072X
6 

- 0.2117X8 + 

1.0149X9 . 

The value of F was worked out to be 8.2287. Since the · 

tabulated value of F6 ,193 at 1 percent level being 2.80, the 

discriminant function was highly significant. It means that 6 

characteristics out of 10 considered together were very useful in 

classifying the borrowers into defaulters and non-defaulters groups.·. 

The relative importance of the characteristics in their 
• 

power to discriminant between the groups of borrowers, the 

percentage contribution of each character to the total distance 
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measured were examined and the results are exhibited in Table 

- 11.2. 

The Table 11.2 indicates that incremental income after the 

use of credit, contacts/relations with the lending agency, 

occupation, per capita borrowing, caste and rate of interest are the 

significant characteristics which classify the· borrowers into two 

groups i.e. defaulters and non-defaulters and their respective 

discriminating powers are 37. 4125 .:~percent, 30.1606 percent, 

20.1415 percent, 4. 9459 percent, 4. 4291 percent and 2. 9104 percent 

respectively. 

(B) Wilful and non-wilful defaulters : 

The same model was used for identifying the defaulters into 

wilful and non-wilful on the basis of the existing socio-economic 

characteristics. The equations derived from the model on their 

socio-economic characteristics are exhibited below : 

Z = 0.7917X
1 

- 0.0309X2 + 0.000115X
3 

- 0.0000018X4 + 5.1490X
5 

+ 

0.4343X
6 

+ 0.0366X
7 

- 0.1407X8 + 0.5726X
9 

- 0.2402x
10 

The F value was worked out to be 34.4544. Since the 

tabulated value of F 
10 

, 99 at 1 percent level being 2. 47, the 

discriminant function was still highly significant. This means that 

the 10 characteristics considered together were useful in classifying 

into wilful and non-wilful defaulters. 
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TABLE - 11.2 

DEFAULTERS AND NON-DEFAULTERS : PERCENTAGE CONTRffiUTION OF INDIVIDUAL CHARACTERISTICS 
TO THE TOTAL DISTANCE MEASURED: (SIGNIFICANT VARIABLES ONLY) 

Socio-economic characteristics Co-efficient Mean Co-efficient x mean Percentage 
No. of the borrowers (lp) difference difference contributioin 

(dp) (lp X dp) 
1 2 3 4 5 6 

1. Caste 0.2949 0.1889 0.0557 4.4291 
• 

2. : Percapita borrowing 0.000393 158.4081 0.0622 4.9459 

3. Incremntal Income after the 1.8802 0.2502 0.4705 37.4125 
use of credit 

4. Occupation -1.0072 -0.2515 0.2533 20.1415 

5. Rate of interest -0.2117 -0.1727 0.0366 . 2.9104 

6. Contacts/relations with the 
lending agency 1.0149 0.3737 0.3793 30.1606 

TOTAL 1.2576 100.0000 

i 

' 

~ 
en 
0'.) 
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With a view to find out relative significance of the 

characteristics in their power to discriminate between the two 

groups of defaulters, the percentage to the total distance measured 

was calculated and is shown in Table 11.3. 

Table 11.3 shows that incremental income after the use of 

credit, caste, 

occupation, rate 

contacts/relations 

of interest and 

with the lending agency, 

per capita income are major 

characteristics which classify the defaulters into wilful and .non

wilful and their respective discriminating powers are 81.3782 

percent. 10.9340 percent, 6. 4104 percent, 2.1358 percent, 1. 2803 

percent and 0. 7676 percent respectively. 

In the case of wilful and non-wilful defaulters, the second 

iteration or re-run of the discriminant function was not possible as 

the calculated t values of all the characteristics were found to be 

greater than the corresponding table values and from Table 11.3, it 

can easily be understood. 

MERITS 

Frequently, the analysis of conventional problems in term·s · 

of sub-groups of the original observations will yield insight into 

aspects of the problem not previously considered. 

LIMITATIONS 

1. Even after standardisation, a certain degree of ambiguity 

remains as long as the predictors are correlated. 



TABLE - 11.3 
WILFUL DEFAULTERS AND NON-WILFUL DEFAULTERS : PERCENTAGE CONTRIBUTION OF INDIVIDUAL 

CHARACTERISTICS TO THE TOTAL DISTANCE MEASURED 

Sl. Socio-economic characteristics Co-efficient 
No. of the borrowers (lp) 

.. 

1. Caste 0.7917 

2. Education -0.0309 

3. Per capita Income 0.000115 

4. Per capita borrowing -0.0000018 

5. Incremental Income after the 5.1490 
use of credit 

6 .. Occupation 0.4343 

7. Adequacy of Loan 0.0366 

8. Rate of interest -0.1407 

9. Contacts/relations with the 0. 5726 
lending agency 

10. Dwelling house -0.2402 

TOTAL 
Calculated 1 t 1 values are shown in brackets 

** Significant at 1 percent level 
* Significant at 5 percent level 

Mean differenc.e Co-efficient x mean Percentage 
(dp) difference( lpxdp) contribution 

o. 4714 0.3732 10.9340 
(5.43)** 

0.4399 -0.0136 -0.3984 
(4.88)** 

228.0214 0.0262 0.7676 
(3.49)** 

232.7893 -0.004 -0.0120 
(4.38)** 

0. 53945 2.7776 81.3782 
(17.42)** 

0.1678 0.0729 2.1358 
(1.70)* 

-0.2428 -0.0089 -0.2607 
( 2. 51)** 

-0.3107 0.0437 1. 2803 
(3.38)** 

. 
0.3821 0.2188 6.4104 

(4.65)** 
0.3178 -0.0763 -2.2354 

(3.38)** 

3.4132 100.0000 

' 
I 

I 

I 

' 

I 

I 

~ 
0) 
0 
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2. Selection of predictor variables does not usually follow 

from any theory and in that sense, a little arbitrary. This 

selection has· to be on the basis of conceptual relevance 

and that should ideally dictate why certain variables are 

included. 

However, in our present study we have tried to remain 

fully conscious of these limitations and tried to avoid the pitfalls. 

Usefulness of discriminant ftmction analysis 

Firstly the discriminant function approach helps the 

public policy-makers to manipulate the factors which would affect 

the "credit-worthiness" (especially more contributing factors to the 

non-wilful default). Thus, the policy formation can suitably be 

changed to improved their "credit-worthiness" and further ensure 

large flow of credit of such individuals which would result in 

better repayment performance in future. 

Secondly, the discriminant function is very helpful to the 

financial institution to understand the characteristics of the 

borrowers before advancing loans. Once the financial institutions 

understand the characteristic features of the 1 prompt repayers 1 , 

the default in repayment can be minimised. 
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CONCLUSION 

The conclusion based on discriminant function analysis 

indicate that the charactristics like incremental income after the 

use of credit, caste, per capita borrowing, occupation, rate of 

interest, contacts/relations with the lending agency and officials of 

the Governments are very helpful in classifying the borrowers into 

defaulters .and non-defaulters. Among these contact with the lending 

agency and officials of the government and incremental income after 

the use of credit have the highest discriminating power. 

As regards classification of defaulters into wilful and non

wilful, the relevant factors are found to be incremental income 

after the use of credit, caste, contact with the lending agency and 

officials of the government, occupation, rate of interest and 

per capita income. However, among these the two factors viz. 

incremental income after the use of credit and caste are the 

prominent determinants. The characteristics like incremental income 

after the use of credit, caste and contacts with the lending agency 

are found to be valid factors in both the analysis. 

One outstanding revelation of discriminant function analysis 

is that the borrowers have become more wilful defaulters who have 

effectively utilised credit and generated income by it. Inspite of 

the ventures proving profitable and ability to repay, the borrowers 

have wilfully refused to repay bank loan to the credit institutions. 

Such default may arise mainly from borrower's attitude towards 

repayment. Formation of such an attitude may be because of a large 
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number factors such as : influence of social and political groups, 

vested interests of certain agencies insisting the borrowers not to 

repay, hardships faced by borrowers in obtaining loan and the high 

cost of borrowing. This variable is found to be the most important 

in classifying the borrowers into two groups - wilful and non

wilful. 

The analysis also categorically, brings out the existence of 

an "entente cordial" between the rural influential people and the 

functionaries involved in the disbursement of credit and other 

benefits. This mutual cordial relationship is used not only in 

getting credit but also in getting protection for their defaulting 

behaviour towards repayment of borrowed funds. 

The discriminant function approach helps the public policy 

makers to manipulate the factors which would effect the credit 

worthiness (especially more contributing factors to the non-wilful 

default). Thus the policy formation can suitably be changed to 

improve their "credit-worthiness" and further ensures large flow of 

credit to such individuals as would result in better repayment 

performance in future. 

This analyses is also very helpful to the financial 

institutions to understand the characteristics of the borrowers 

before advancing loans. Onre the financial institutions understand 

the characteristic features of the 'prompt-repayers', the default in 

repayment can be minimised. 
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CONCLUSION 

The main objective of na tiona lisa tion of the commercial 

rural banks is to improve the conditions of poor in the rural .. 

areas. Now-a-days the condition of rural economy is p regressing 

with the help of financial instittuions specially Regional Rural 

Banks. Maida is a backward region and most of the people are 

farmers and agriculturists. Therefore the role of RRB is most vital 

in this respect. The improvement in certain areas has been made~ 

conditions of some groups have changed, various programme have 

adopted and many changes are visible but the changes are only 

marginal and not structural. 

The most important new approach which has been adopted 

increasingly is to enhance the productive capacily of the poor by 

helping them to acquire new assets, so that they can produce goods 

and services needed by the society, earn better livelihood and 

improve socio-economic standing. Government are expecting the 

financial institutions to play the lead role in the strategy. 

Besides, govt. has also launched target group oriented development 

programmes in which involvement of financing institutions is 

important. Thus, at present, a wide ran~e of financing institutions, 

such as commercial banks, co-operative banks, co-operative credit 

societies, Rural Banks, Lead banks etc. are specialised agencies 

dealing with only the agricultural sector and rural poor while 

·others are involved in all the sectors of the economy. 

Regional Rural Banks came existence from 1976. The RRBs 

helped in granting loans and advances to specific economic and 
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occupational groups like the small and marginal farmers and 

agricultural labourers for the development of agriculture. The RRBs 

have also helped the village artisans in the rural areas of Malda. 

During our study it is interesting to note that the lending 

position in rural areas of RRB is steady enough. But their recovery 

position is not satisfactory. In case of other commercial banks the 

lending position is not better enough. But the recovery position of 

other commercial banks is satisfactory in comparison to RRB. So 

the growth rate of RRB is steadily falling. 

In this context we can say that the growth rate of our 

study area is progressing to some extent with the help of RRB. But 

this progress of rural economy will face a great hindrance if the 

declining growth rate of RRB cannot be checked. Side by side it 

has also been shown that though the government policy is directed 

to help the rural economy through RRB yet a few noticeable 

relaxation in implementation of government policy has been shown. 

In my survey it has also been noticed that the number of wilful 

defaulters is higher than the non-wilful defaulters. Therefore it is 

necessary to minimise the number of wilful defaulters to keep the 

flow of institutional credit in appropriate direction. 

Some agents are considered to be catalyst of development. 

North Bengal specially Malda District is a poor and backward area. 

Malda is a no-industry district; its per capita income is lower 

than state average; its rate of urbanisation is lower than both 

State and All India average; per capita road kilometre 

infrastructure is one of the lowest in India; communication system 
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is extremely primitive; rail way coverage is poor; it has a large 

scheduled caste population; the literacy rate is lower than the 

state average; infant mortality rate is higher than the state 

average; agriculture of the region is primitive with low 

productivity; status of women is very insignificant particularly in 

case of muslim women folk; sericulture and mango plays a distinct 

role in the economy of my study area, Malda and consequently it 

may be treated as a very poor backward rural area of West Bengal. 

The production of Mango and Sericul ture are also major 

constraints in rural development. Mango production is not at all 

satisfactory taking a decade in an economy. Also, sericul tural 

activities are concentrated in a minor area, e.g. Kaliachak-I, 

Kaliachack-11, Kaliachack-III, Manikchack blocks respectively and 

the net return is also not satisfactory at all. 

The economic upliftment of the women in Malda district is 

not too good. The performance of women, specially Muslim women in 

rural area is remarkable. In Malda District the women beneficiaries 

are getting maximum loans from rural banks. In case of recovery of 

loans, the women respondent are, sincere to repay their loans. But 

it does not mean that their economic upliftments have been 

improved so far. 

The growth of banking institutions in this backward 

district like Malda was slow and tardy before nationalisation. 

There were only 6 branches of commercial banks in 1969, while it 

rose 141 upto December, 1990. The branches have increased by 23 

times in 21 years. The noteworthy point here is that after the 
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establishment of Gaur Gram in Bank (a Regional Rural Bank) in the 

district in 1975, the branch expansion network has increased 

enormously. The branch expansion network of this regional rural 

bank in the district· Malda is very impressive in comparison to 

other commercial banks. Out of the total number of 141 commercial 

bank branches the GGB alone accounts 54 branches in the district. 

In order to extend rural banking facilities to the weaker sectioins 

in the unbanked and hitherto neglected areas, the regioinal bank 

has already opened 140 branches upto December, .1990 among three 

underdeveloped districts of West Bengal viz. Malda, West Dinajpur 

and Murshidabad. 

The GGB has made a considerable thrust in mobilising rural 

savings and improving the banking habits among the rural poor of 

the districts under its jurisdiction. But the growth rate in deposit 

did not grow as much as was expected. The stiff competition with 

other financial institutions restricts the bank in securing required 

rate of deposits. The performance of GGB regarding credit 

expansion is relatively satisfactory in comparison to other 

commercial banks. The bank has created a favourable impact by 

providing adequate and timely credit assistance to the poor. 

The trend of credit deposit ratio of this regional rural 

bank is significantly negative. The credit deposit ratio of other 

commercial banks is positive trend. But the GGB has by-passed 

even the national ubject to obtain by March 1985, a credit deposit 

ratio of 60 percent in respect of semi-urban and rural branches 

separately. 
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The performance of Malda District Central Credit Co-

operative Bank Ltd. and the Malda Co-operative Land Development 

Bank, in regard to loan issued to different types of farmers, is 

not at all satisfactory because of poor recovery of loans. The 

performance of primary Agricultural Credit Societies is not also 

satisfactory because of the same reason. 

The performance of the regional rural bank i.e. GGB in 

regard to priority sector advance is satisfactory. On an average, 

the share of 'priority sector', advance to total advance is 99.25 

percent which is much higher than the national object of obtaining 

by March 1985, a level of 40 percent of total lending to priority 

sector advances. Another good feature for the bank is that the 

average share of agriculture within priority sector~;_advance is 50.01 
G}. ~...! 

percent. However, the performance of different banking institutions. 

regarding priority sector advance is unequal _. Bank wise, priority 

sector advance is also highly satisfactory in case of State Bank of 

India and United Bank of India in Malda. The GGB of Malda has 

played an important role in giving credit to the priority sector. 

There has been marked a good impact of banking 

institutions regarding accessibility and impact of credit on earnings 

of the rural poor. Field survey results regarding accessibility of 

credit indicated that an overwhelming proportion ( 80.33 percent) of 

borrowers obtained institutional credit mainly from RRB while only 

a small proportion (19. 66 percent) availed non-iinstitutional credit. 

Among the institutional borrowers, the most dominant class was 

found to be the scheduled caste and other backward classes. They 
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accounted for 45.22 percent and 54.78 percent in terms of 

institutional assistance and institutional borrowers respectively. 

Households belonging to lower income groups availed of larger 

percentage share of institutional credit (71 percent). Thus, a 

considerable enlargement of the role of institutional credit agencies 

has been marked resulting into corresponding reduction in the role 

of non-institutional sources of credit. 

In recent times, the poor performance of loan repayment or 

high level of overdue has been a great cause of concern to the 

rural credit institutional agencies. Rural credit institutions in the 

district of Malda are not exceptions. They are also plagued by the 

problems of non-recovery of credit extended. However the recovery 

position of the branches of GGB is very poor than that of branches 

of nationalised commercial banks. The recovery trend of the Central 

Co-operative Bank and Primary Land Development Bank is found to 

be significantly negative. The major reasons of non-recovery of 

bank loan are failure to tie-up lending with development 

programmes defective lending 

financing, ineffective supervision, 

and indifference of management 

policies, under financing/over 

misapplication of loans, apathy 

of societies to taking coercive 

measures, want of sense of discipline and responsibility among the 

loanees etc. 

Field survey results of loan repayment showed. that the 

percentage of defaulting borrowers of institutional credit is much 

higher than that of non-institutional credit. Borrowers having 

higher social status, good contacts with the lending agency and 
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officials of the Government, higher income level and better 

education have poor repayment performance to institutional agencies. 

On the other hand, the borrowers having lower social status, poor 

contacts with the lending agency and officials of the government, 

lower income level and less education showed better recovery 

performance. oUt of 200 borrowers, 55% were classified as defaulter 

and 45% were classified as non-defaulter, according to norm 

developed in our study. Further, the defaulters were sorted out 

into wilful and non-wilful on the basis of family net surplus 

available for each respondent and it was bound that 70 were wilful 

defaulters and 40 were non-wilful defaulters. From our study we can 

say that the wilful defaulters will arrest the flow of institutional 

credit towards the non-wilful defaulter or non-defaulter, those who 

are virtually needy . Does . it indicate that this role of wilful 

defaulter will take the position of non-institutional credit system 

in future, at the cost of institutional credit ? 

The discriminant function analysis in the borrowers' 

repayment performance indicates that the characteristics ·like 

incremental income after the use of credit, occupation, contacts with 

the lending agency and officials of the government, per capita 

borrowing, caste and adequancy of loan are very helpful in 

classifying the borrowers into defaulters and non-defaulters. Among 

these, the three factors viz. incremental income after the use of 

credit, contact/relations with the lending agency and occupation 

have the highest discriminating power. 
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As regards classification of defaulters into wilful and non-

wilful, the relevant factors are found to be incremental income 

aft~r the use of credit, caste, contacts/relations with the lending 

agency, _occupation, rate of interest and per capita income. In the 

----------__ / ,~::ase the second iteration or re-run of the discriminating function 

was not possible. But the characteristics like incremental income 

after the use of credit and the contact/relations with the lending 

agency are found to be the valid factors in both the analyses. From 

our study we. can say that the wilful defaulters will arrest the flow 

of institutional credit-towards the non-wilful defaulters or non-

defaulter, those who are virtually needy. Does it indicate that this 

role of wilful defaulter will take the position of non-institutional 

credit system in future, at the cost of institutional credit. ? 

One of the reasons for this kind of misdirected 

credit as is borne from our study is· that ·the whole approach to 

rural credit in the Maida region has been given too much stress as 

"income approach". The purpose of the loan is to increase 

production and productivity at the quickest possible time. An 

alternative "basic need approach,(l) would have been better means 

of achieving goals in the backward rural areas of Malda region •. 

It could be argued that this process of misallocation of 

resources is inevitable especially in a backward region where 

economic infrastructure is lacking and the general production base 

is weak. The basic need approach emphasis that local needs are 

best understood by local people. In the words of Theodore 

w .Schultz(Z) "although they are poor, they tend to be efficient in 
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allcoating their meagre resources with a fine regard to marginal 

cost and returns". 

Credit programmes with bias to income growth are 

particularly alluring to governments for political purposes. First, 

they are easy to establish and administer. Second, they are very . 

legitimate for economic objectives. Thfrd, because money is fungible 

and because of hidden transfers,. the true uses of such funds are 

difficult to identify. Thus, credit lends itself to being used for 

political purposes under the guise of economic development. This is 

substantially true in case of Maida - the area of our study. 

The extent to which credit allocation decisions are 

influenced by political factors, or vice-versa, is difficult to 

ascertain in practice. But our study of Maida has highlighted this 

problem. 

Historically speaking the commercial financial banks have 

shunned lending in agricultural and rural sector. It was left to co

operative banks. The RRBs have made various "concessionary 

transfers" ( 3 ) . The concessionary transfers create tremendous 

political advantage or political leverage. But little attention has 

been paid to this lev.erage. 

Diagram 12.1 presents a region wise demand curve DD' for 

credit from agricultural lenders to be used for agricultural 

purposes when interest rates are equalised throughout the economy. 

Assume that the prevailing real interest rate is 'r' and that 

farmers would want to utilise oc1 credit. Suppose, however, that 

the government subsidised agriculture by means of concessionary 
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interest rate ( r 1
) for agricultural loans but left interest rates for non-

agricultural loans (say for the purpose of commerce or industry) at the 

previous levels. Two effects would occur. First, borrowers would increase 

the quantity of funds demanded for agricultural purposes from cl to c2 and 

if non-price rationing were not employed, to they would simultaneously 

receive a subsidy or income transfer ( t_he concessionary transfer) equal to· 

the area designated. by the points r 1 rate( 4). 
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Second, since money is fungible, credit •can be ostensibly borrowed. 

for agricultural purposes but be diverted to non-agriculrtural activities such 

as "consumption". This gives rise to "agricultural illusion" - a situation 

where some agricultural loans have the appearance of going to the sector, 

but in fact are used in elsewhere with the relatively lower interest rates 

for agricultural loans, it would be expected that borrowers would behave in 

this manner - especially those with mult~ple occupations - and the demand 

for credit for agricultural lenders would shift right to DD". Borrowers 

would want to use oc3 quantity of credit to practice "agricultural illusion" 

and the concessionary transfer now becomes r' rate. 

It further concessions were granted e.g. r" there would be yet 

further demand shifts to the right e.g. to oc3 for farm credit. The 

horizontal distance between oc3 and OC 4 would represent the amount of 

credit demand from "agricultural illusion" due to concessionary rate r". The 

locus of all equit•librium points for the "illusion demand curve" for 

agricultural credit when concessionary interest rates are employed at that 

sector lies along DD". This demonstrates how agricultural illusion increases 

the concessionary transfers. 

Delinquency provic;Ies another possibility for an income transfer. .A 

"delinquency transfer" may be temporary 1 when farmers do not repay their 

loans on time', or permanent when they never repay the loan. In the case 

of the temporary transfer I the farmer gains from improved income or 

reduced costs resulting from control over cash flow. The permanent transfer 

is equivalent to the real value of the loan principal plus the real value of 

interest charges less any real amount/repaid on loan and interest. In terms 

of Diagram 12.1 the amount of permanent delinquency transfer would be oc
3 
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loan principal plus interest, assuming a concessionary interest rate 

of r' , "agricultural illusion" and no repayment (equal to the area 

Or'CC
3

). 

Heavy deli~quency and default rates may be symptomatic of 

the degree to which political factors have entered into a loan 

programme; when the government does not take legal measures to 

br:.ing pressure on borrowers to repay, this indicates an 

unwillingness to bear either the economic or political costs of such 

action. 

In our study· we have noted that defaulting farmers predominate 

the rural scene. Moreover, those who have been benefited most by 

institutional credit arrangement pay back the least. In other words, 

the rich farmers are mostly defaulters and the poor farmers try to 

repay the loan. Does it mean that the rural society of Malda has a 

tendency to be divided further on the basis of class ? Does it 

signify that class division will be sharpened further by the credit 

arrangement ? 

The delinquency transfer in our sample area Malda run into a 

few millions of rupees. Till recently the governments would not 

permit the banking authority to pr.essure for payments. In the last 

election ( 1989) further concessions were declared. Even if loans are 

paid back as scheduled the borrowers will pay back virtually 

nothing in terms of real value due to depreciating effects of inflation 

- the equivalent of a permanent transfer( 5 ). 

Adopting a broad multifaceted approach to rural development is 

not enough, of course. To be successful, a strategy for attacking 
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rural poverty must be realistic in terms of costs and it must have a 

way of resolving implementation problems that have prevented 

"income" or "credit" approaches from having a developmental impact 

on the poorest of poor. The question of costs could indicate an 

approach that elicits a large amount of voluntary local labour, and 

it also seems likely that costs could be reduced by local initiative 

in problem solving and a local responsibility to maintain assets once 

they are created. If this is valid then an approach which stresses 

popular participation in decision making and control appears 

necessary .to achieve structural changes at a cost per unit low enough 

that such processes can spread to encompass large numbers of 

people. Only with such participation can a large portion of resources 

necessary to carry out a widespread attack on rural poverty like 

Malda come in a non-coerced fashion from local people themselves. 

The role of public goods and services would be to break strategic 

bottlenecks so as to further self-actual ising processes, but not to 

set up a centralised system that tells people what to do or makes 

them dependent on government resources to carry things out. 
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APPENDIX rnA --------
Literacy Position in West Bengal by District 

* District Literacy General Education 

No. of No. of No. of 
institu Scholars teachers 
tions 

Year 1981 as on as on as on 
30.9.87 30.9.87 30.9.87 

Unit Percent Number in thousand in thousand 

Burdwan 42.8 4,530 429 240 

Birbhum 33.8 2,643 395 114 

Bankura 36.5 4,220 833 163 

Midnapore 42.8 9,323 1,623 279 

Howrah 51.5 2,788 862 167 

Hoogly 48.8 3,591 835 213 

24 - Paraganas (N) 
45.9 4,524 865 236 

24 - Paraganas (S) _5,218 1,038 279 
Calcutta 69.0 1,957 536 196 
Nadia 36.8 2,891 587 . 156 
Murshidabad 25.0 3,273 498 156 
West Dinajpur 26.9 2,.790 509 109 
Malda 23.1 2,156 438 99 
Jalpaig..tri 29.9 2,188 328 104 
Darjeeling 42.5 1,332 385 61 
Coochbehar 30.0 1,954 346 84 

Purulia 29.8 3,194 ·318 99 

West Bengal 40.1 58,572 10,825 2,855 

* Excluding Anglo-Indian Schools. 
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APPENDIX mB --------
Health Service in West Bengal by District 

District Medical Family Welfare 
Institutions Centres 

* Year Number Beds Rural Urban 
1988 1988 

Unit Number Number Number Number 

Burdwan 410 6,308 33 09 

Birbhum 115 1,758 19 03 
Bankura 156 2,842 22 03 
Midnapore 336 4,532 52 10 
Howrah 194 3,243 14 13 

Hoogly 185 3, 725 17 13 

24 - Paraganas (N) 
449 5,883 21 31 

?.4 - Paraganas (S) 30 03 

Calcutta 198 17,736 62 

Nadia 184 4,978 16 08 

Murshidabad 247 . 3,005 26 05 

West Dina jpur 161 1,141 16 04 

Malda 129 310 15 01 

Jalpaiguri * 193 2,423 14 04 

Darjeeling 118 2,595 10 08 

Coochbeha 112 1,084 11 05. 

Purulia 108 1,923 20 02 

West Bengal 3,315 65,476 * 133 184 

* Including reserved beds for West Bengal at Ranchi. 
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APPENDIX illC 

Road Length in West Bengal by District 

Road Length P.W.D. ) and P.W.D. (Roads)*** 

District 

Year 

Burdwan 

Birbhum 

Bankura 

Midnapore 

Howrah 

Hoogly 

24 - Paraganas (N) 

24 - Paraganas (S) 

Calcutta 

Nadia 

Murshidabad 

West Dinajpur 

Malda 

Jalpaiguri 

Darjeeling 

Coochbehar 

Purulia 

West Bengal 

Surfaced 

As on 
31.3.89 

(P) 

1,545 

834 

1,194 

1,992 

458 

1,026 

2,232 

801 

1,029 

782 

·560 

983 

662 

598 

682 

15,378 

*** Excluding National Highways. 

Un-Surfaced 

As on 
31.3. 89 

(P) 

41 

15 

11 

67 

14 

23 

25 

21 

54 

23 

08 

12 

04 

373 

17 

708 

Total 

As on 
31.3. 89 

( P) 

1,586 

849 

1,205 

2,059 

472 

1,049 

2,257 

822 

1,083 

805 

568 

995 

666 

971 

699 

16,086 
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APPENDIX 

Some Selected Indicators of the State of Agriculture in 

Malda District 

1. Area and Population 

The State of West Bengal is Situated between 21° 31' 

and 27° 14' North Latitudes, · 86° 35' East Longitudes. Malda 

is the South most district of North Bengal. The district of Malda 

lies between the Latitudes 25° 32' 08" and 24° 40' 20" in the 

Northern hemisphere and is situated entirely of the North of the 

tropic of cancer. The Eastern nnst extremity is marked by 8SO . 

28' 10" East Longitudes and in Western most extremity by 87° 

45' 50" East Longitudes. The district covers an area of 3733 

sq. kms and is inhabited by 20, 35, 009 persons according to the 

census of 1981. About 1,934,675 persons of Malda district live 

in the rural and nearly 39.97 percent, 34.33 percent, 4.24 percent, 

21.46 percent depend upon agriculture and allied, household industries 

and other workes. West Bengal's land-man ratio ( 0.18 ) is 

lower that that of All India average ( 0. 3 7 ) but higher than that 

of Kerala ( 0.1 ) . 

2. Climate 

An important feature of the climatic conditions of the 

district is the periodic wind that blow across it. The seasonal 

winds are known as the Monsoon Physiographic ally, the 
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district of Malda is characterised by a hot and oppressive summer 

season, plentiful rain and moisture in the air throughout the year. 

The maximum · precipitation being received during the period from 

June to September. Favourable and congineal climate always act 

as blessing for all sorts of development. The climate of the Maida 

district has been tremendously influenced by its neighbouring State. 

The normal rainfall is 1453.1 mm 

3 . Topography 

The district mainly low-laying plains, sloping towards 

the South with undulating areas of the North East. The river 

Mahananda flowing North to South divides the district into two parts. 

The Eastern part consisting . of old alluvial and relatively unfertlle 

soil is commonly known as 11 Barind 11
• The principal rivers 

of the districts are the Punarbhaba, The Tangan, The Mahananda. 

The Kalindri and the Ganges. The Punarbhaba leaves the district 

of West Dinajpur, the Tangan enters the district at the point where 

the Police Stations of Gazole and Bamongola meet and the Mahananda 

enters the district also from the. North with a territoty extending 

over 3733.0 sq. km, the district is bounded on the North by the 

Purnea district of Bihar and West Dinajpur district, on the East 

by Rajsahi district in Bangladesh, on the South by the Murshidabad, 

Santal Paraganas and Purnea districts. 

East of Mahananda bisects the district and the soil of 

the tract is the red soil of old alluvium formation. 'The Northern 

region is known as 11 Tal 11 area. The Southern region is the 
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most fertile area in the district and also the most thickly populated 

is known as 11 Diara 11 
0 The pH ranges from 6 o 5 to 8 0 0 maxi.mim 

being between 6 o 5 to 7 o 5 

4 o Landholdings 

The economy of the district is basically an agrarian 

one and economically Malda is a backward district. Partly be 

-cause of land-holdings importance in the total input-mix of traditional 

agriculture and partly because of its shortage, land is fundamental 

to the agricultural industry and , therefore, its distribution has 

important socio-econimic as well as political implications 0 In spite 

of repeated emphasis on more egalitarian distribution of land, 

inequality continues to characteristic the ownership of land-holdings 0 

From our seuvey on land-holdings pattern of Malda district it is 

seen from the table A ( 4 o1) o 
-------''---~ 

Table A ( 4o1 ) 

Percentage and cumulative percentage Distribution of Households 

and . the Area owned by Size Class of Households ownership Holding 

in Malda District 

================================================================= 
Size~ class 
household 
ownership 
holding 
(hectare) 

Landless 

Oo02 - Oo20 

Oo21 - Oo40 

Percentage of 
House Area 
holds owned 

1.82 

15o30 2o35 

15o78 8o32 

Cumulative percentage of 
House- Area 
holds owned 

1.82 

17o12 2o35 

Contdo o o o 
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0.41 - 0.50 18.56 14.82 32.9 10.67 

0.51 - 1.00 26.39 15.36 51..46 25.49 

1.01 - 2.02 13.94 20.77 77.85 40.85 

2.03 - 3.03 7.47 20.43 91.79 61.62 

3.04 - 4.04 1.99 8.69 99.26 82.05 

4.05 to above 0.54 9.23 101.25 90.74 

Source Sample Survey Report. 

================================================================= 

The table A 4.1 reveals the distribution system , reflects 

that idea that most of the holdings are of small sizes which are 

cultivated by the farmer themselves. Medium type of holdings 

are generally cultivated by marginal farmers and share-croppers. 

In the District of Malda as the sizes are mostly small in nature, 

it is not . possible to introduce scientific method of cultivation in 

a1 most all the villages for better yield. According to a recent 

estimate, the Lorenz ratio for concentration of land in West Bengal 

is 0. 66 It is seen from the previous chapter ( chapter II ) 

that the Cropping intensity has increased only marginally which 

was 158 percent . 

. 
5. Land Utilisation 

According to village papers the total geographical area 

in Malda is 3 . 66 lakh hectares. Out of this the net area sown 

in 1986-87 was 2 . 94 lakh hectares of 69.20 percent of the total 

geographical are. The area sown more than once was 1. 51 lakh 
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hectares in the same year. i.e. 41. 62 percent of the net area 

sown. By 1989-90. the area sown more than once was estimated 

to have riseh to 49. 2 5 percent. 

6 . Irrigation 

There are some discrepancies in the information supplied 

by various agencies regarding the ·area irrigated. According to 

Block Development authorities 10. 86 lakh hectares or about 21 

percent of the area under cultivaion in West Bengal is irrigated 

as can be seen in the table A · ( 4.2 ) . 

Table A ( 4. 2 ) 

Percentage of Cultivated Area Irrigated in Different 

Districts of West Bengal 

=============::::.=========·========================================== 

District 

1. Bankura 

2. Howrah 

3. 24 - Parganas 

4. Burdwan 

5. Nadia 

6. Coach Behar 

7. Jalpaiguri 

B. Darjeeling 

9. Maida 

10. Hoogly 

Percentage of Cultivated 
area irrigated 

27.57 

28.88 

9.60 

59.81 

9.81 

5.32 

32.27 

40.54 

8.41 

40.90 

Contd .... 



11. Murshidabad 

12. West Dinajpur 

13. · Midnapur 

14. Purulia 

15. Birbhum 
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24.33 

5.51 

10.47 

13.58 

45.60 

Source Report of the Survey Team on Co-operative Agricultural 

Credit Institutions in W. B. , Reserve Bank of India, 

Bombay, 1972. 

================================================================= 

According to World Agricultural Census, 1970-71, the 

percentage of area irrigated to the net area sown was about 19 

percent. Of the total irrigated area as much as 58. 76 percent 

was irrigated by canals, the next important source of irrigation 

being tanks 27. 08 ) percent and rest of the 15 percent was 

irrigated by other sources like tube wells, etc. 

From our Survey under Malda district it is seen that 

the agricultural growth is not sufficient in this district. The district 

is not commanded by any major irrigation project. The irrigation 

in the district is made through minor and small irrigation projects 

only. About 24% of the net cropped area is under irrigation com-

mand. In Barind area it is as low as 1800 em. In Diara it 

ranges from 600-700 em. Whereas as Tal area it is between 

360-570 em. only. As such, installation fo shallow Tubewell is 

technically feasible everywhere except in Barind area. 'Doba' 

area offers an opportunity for having STW and consequently it 

makes possible to cultivate Bora. The tableA4. 3 shows the irrigated 

areas. 



Table : A ( 4. 3 ) 

==================================================-================================================== 

Name of Crop Normal area Area irrigated (hectare) % cropped area irrigated 
(hectare) 1981-82 1982-83 1981-82 1982-83 

1. Jute 26860 - 2345 - 19 

2. Aus Paddy 72500 - 6320 - 14 

3. Amon Paddy 128460 12350 15130 11 14 

4. . Boro Paddy 25300 28000 26855 100 100 
.-. 

5. Wheat 34520 30120 34050 90 94 >< 
...... 

6. Potato 1900 2454 2690 100 100 

7. Oil Seeds 17981 5042 1162 40 42 

8. Sugarcane 2280 1183 3080 40 40 

9. Tobacco 1061 910 805 100 100 

10. Vegetables 4286 3510 3805 82 84 

--
Total 315148 83569 96242 

Source Annual Plan of Agriculture, Malda. 

===================================================================================================== 
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It is interesting to observe that the percentage of owned 

are )eased out as well as area leased in as percentage to owned 

area is the highest for the households in 0.1 . to 5. 0 · bighas. It 

is seen from the tableA4.4. that the percentage of operated area 

irrigated and the intensity of cropping are not correlated. Other 

factors like rainfall, .f.crm size, · credit etc. could be important 

as explanatory variables . 

Table A ( 4.4 ) 

Percentage of Operated Area Irrigated and Intensity of Cropping 

================================================================= 

Ownership holding Percentage of operated Intensity of 
( bigha ) area irrigated cropping 

1. 0.1 - 5.0 42.72 1.02 

2. 5.1 - 10.0 58.91 1.00 

3. 10.1 - 15.0 58.82 1.12 

4. 15.1 ..; 20.0 61.02 1.20 

5. 20.1 - 25.0 51.88 1.06 

6. 25.1 - 40.0 43.70 1.03 

7. Above 40.0 44.89 1.10 

8. All 49.28 1.15 

Source Field data. 

7. Crop Pattern 

The principal crops of the district are Aus or Autumn 

Paddy, Aman or winter Paddy, Bora or Summer Paddy, Barley, 
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Wheat, Jute, Kharif and Rabi Pulses, Rape and Mustard, Unseed, 

Sugarcane and winter Potato. Cereals cover 69.22 percent, Pulses 

10. 92 percent, Oil seeds 4. 05 percent, F1bres 4. 81 percent, Mango 

5.16 percent of the gross cropped area of the district. The other 

crops including sugarcane, ·potato, chillies, vegetables and mulberry 

constitute only 06 percent of the total gross cropped area of the 

district. The tableA 4. 5 shows the area and production of some 

major crops in the district of Malda, from 1973-1980. 

The ratio of net area sown to total . geographical area 

for Malda is one of the highest in the state and has reached optimum 

already leaving little scope of further expansion for cultivation. 

The tableA4.5 shows the area and production of some major crops 

in the . Malda district. It can be seen from the table A 4. 5 that 

the kharif crops far outweigh the rabi crops. Thus Am an crop, 

that is winter paddy covered about 51 percent of the total area 

under rice and constituted about 48 percent of the· total rice prod-. 

duction in the district in 1973-74 and in 1979-80 it constituted 

. about 64 percent of the total are:a under rice and constituted about 

68 percent of the total rice production. Moreover rice seems 

to be by far the most important cereal in the district as it covered 

about 83 percent of the total area under cereals and constituted 

about 78 percent of the total cereal production of the district. 

Although wheat does not appear to be a significant crop at present 

as it covered only 11 to 20 percent of the total area under cereals 

and constituted about 19 to 2 3 percent of the total cereal production 

in the district in 1973-74 to i979-80. Among the fibre crops, 



Table ; A ( 4 • 5 J 

Area and Prorl• •ction of Some Principal Crops in Malda District 
===========================~===================================================================================~~=~================== 

Crops 1973-74 1974-75 1975-76 1976-77 1977-78 1978-'/!.J 1979-80 
ArGO:. !'rod. /\rea Prod. Area Prncl. .Area Prod. Area Prod. Area Prod. Area Prod.· 
( '000 (Tons) ( '000 (Tons) ( '000 (Tons) ( '000 (Tons) ( '000 (Tons) ( '000 (Tons) ( '000 (Tons) 
hP.r.t. he ct. hect. hect. hect. hect. hect. 

1. Am an 123.5 110.8 118.5 113.7 121.4 101.0 127.5 135.2 138.4 161.2 107.7 131.5 135.6 164.3 
(51.15) (48.76) ( 48 .09 ) ( 48. 42) (52.44) (46.27) (51.39) (51.56) ((53.64) (54.59) (50.85) (56.22) (64.23) (67.54) 

2. A us 93.5 55.8 96.1 56.5 88.7 69.6 93.0 56.5 91.9 68.7 75.5 47.9 50.6 34.3 
(38.73) (24.56) {39.01){24.07) (38.32) (31.89) {37.48) (21.55) (35.62)(23.26) (35.65) (20.46) (23.97) (14.09) 

3. Boro 24.4 60.6 31.8 64.6 21.4 47.7 27.6 70.5 27.7 65.4 28.6 54.6 24.9 29.7 
(10.10) (26.67) (12.91)(27.51) (9.24) (21.85) (11.12) (26.89) (10.74)(22.15) (13.50} (23.32) (1i.79) (12.21) 

1""""1 

4. Total 241.4 227.2 246.4 234.8 231.5 218.3 248.1 262.2 258.0 295.3 211.8 234.1 211.1 243.3 
IUce (82.69) (77 .52) [85.02) (79. 73j r 81.8l (73.31) (8:.43) (75.13) (84.68) (77.63) (81. 71) (77 .9) ( 81.01 l (78.8) >< 1-'• 

1-'• 
1-'• 

5. Wheat 33.4 58.4 30.2 53.9 37.4 73.2 40.3 81.7 33.9 79.4 62.1 39.0 60.2 68.2 
( 11.44) (19.93) (10.42) (18.3) (13.22) (24.58) (13.39) (23.411 (11.13) (20.88) (20.66) (14.97) (19.54) (22.02) 

6. Total 291.9 293.1 289.1 294.5 283.0 297.8 301.0 :J49.0 304.7 380.4 300.5 260.6 308.1 308.75 
Cereal 

7. Jute 23.6 171.9 20.6 106.4 18.0 107.7 24.1 147.1 25.5 161.3 193.6 29.9 185.8 215.5 
(66.11) (89.67) (69.83)(70.18] (67.92) (54.69) (71.09) (73. 77 J (77 .51) (61.44) (64.06) (62.95) (62.98) (75.26) 

H. Total 35.7 Ell. 7 2~1. 5 151. fi 26.5 196.9 33.9 lC!CJ.4 :12.9 262.5 302.2 47.5 295.0 286.3 
Fibr·es 

---
( i J Figures in parentl~eses in rows ( 1 l, ( 2) 6 ( 3) are the percentages to total rice shown in row ( 4). 

( 11) Fi~ures in parentheses in rows (4) and {5) are percentages to total cereals shown in row (6). 

(ill) Fi~ures in parentheses in rows ( 7) and percentages to total fibres shown 1n row ( 8). 

Source : Annual Plan of Agriculture, Malda. 
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jute is undoubtedly the most important as it covered about 66% - 71'\, 

in 1973-74 to 1979-80 of total area under fibres. In terms of 

production also it appears to be important as it constituted about 

60 to 75 percent of total fibre production in all the agricultural 

years under consideration. 
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APPENDIX VA 

Profile of the Survey Area 

================================================================ 

Sl. Particulars 
~ 

1. Area ( Sq. Km . ) 

2. Number of Towns 

3. a) No. of Hoblies 

b) No. of inhabited Villages 

4. a) No. of Villages electrified 

Kaliachack 
Block - I 

10350 

161 

95 

b) No. of Villages to be electrified 46 

5. Cultivable area ( In hect. ) 19935 

6. 

7. 

B. 

9. 

10. 

Fallow land 

Forests 

Cultivable waste 

Net area Sown 

Total Population 

. 50 

100(acre) 

11. Density per Sq. Km. 

12 a) Rural Population 

b) Rural Population as % of 
total Population 

13. Cultivators 

14. Agricultural Labourers : 

6583 

182599 

39585 

11129 

13240 

15. 

16. 

Total area under mulberry 1861 

Net area irrigated (in hect. ) : 2064 

a) Canals 

b) Tanks 

'17. No. of Commercial Bank 
Branches 

08 

. 602 

13 

acres ) 

Total for 
Malda Dis
trict. 

359048 

04 

1611 

612 

220 

411370· 

21500 

137B(acre) 

661 

258500 

1944710 

548 

582005 

204906 

204906 

62525 

153 

10537 
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APPENDIX VB 

Technical and Financial Assumptions 

under the Project, Per Acre 

================================================================ 

1. Mulberry leaf yield ( kgs) I Annum 

2. No. of DFLs Reared (local varity) 

3. No. of Rearings Per year 

4. Investment Cost 

a) 

b) 

C) 

5. 

a) 

b) 

6. 

a) 

b) 

c) 

Initial cost of mulberry cultivation 
(in hect) (Details in Annexure I) 

Equipments (Details in Annexure.!) 

Rearing House ( Do ) 

Annual Recurring Expenditure 

Mulberry cultivation ( Details in 
Annexure II) 

Silk worm Rearing ( Details in 
Annexure II) 

Yield of cocoons ( local 

Survival rate ( %) 

Cocoons per 100 DFLs (in Kg.) 

Rate Per Kg. 

Irrigated 

10,500 

2100 Nos 

4 

3250.00 

1,658.00 

16,000.00 

5,200.00 

5,775.00 

80 

35 

45 

Rainfed 

8400 

1680 Nos 

2 

1,775.00 

829.00 

4,000~00 

1,400.00 

3,070.00 

50 

25 

30 
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APPENDIX V B ( Annexure I ) 

Particulars 

A. Rearing House 

B. Equipments 

1. Rearing Stand 

2. Rearing Trays 

3. Chandrlka Trays 

4 . Chopping Knife 

5. Choppmg Board 

6. Wax paper 

7. Formalin 

8. Ant Wells 

9. Baskets 

C. Mulberry Cultivation 

1. 

2. 
3. 

4. 

Mulberry Seed lings 

Transportation 
Orgnic Manure 

Fertilizers 

Cost of Investment 

-Parameters 
( 1~ acres 

2 stands @ 200/
each stand 

32 NOs. @ 15/
each tray 

20 Nos. @ 30/
Each Tray 

1 Nos. @ 10/
each Knife 

1 NOs. @ 10/
each Board 

2 sheets @ 3/
each sheet X 5 

_5 liters @ 12/
per liter 

2 Pairs @ 15/
Pair of Ant Wells 

Model 
I (un
der Irri 
gation) 

Model 
n (Un
derRain 
fed) 

16000.0 4000.0 

400 200 

480 240 

600 300 

10 5 

10 

30 15 

60 30 

30 

4 Nos. @ 12/- Basket 48 

15 

24 

Total of B = 

(Stem) 15 Qts.@ 70/
per ton 
300/- per 
40 carts of Organic 
Manure @ 20/-per cart 
N:P:K 
67.5 : 36 : 22. 5 

1658 

1050 
300 

800 

600 

829 

525 
150 

400 

200 
5. 
6. 

Irrigation 300 
Weeding and Intercultivation 500 200 

----------------------------~--
'Total of C = 3250 1775 

Total Initial Investment ( A+B+C ) = 20908 6604 
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APPENDIX V B ( Annexure IT ) 

===============================================================~ 

Annual Recurring Expenditure 

a. Mulberry Cultivation. 

· 1. Scooping, Ridging, 

2. Manuring and 
Fertilisers 

15 man days per 
rearing @ Rs. 15 

Rs.Model 
I (Irriga
ted) 

per man day 1200 

Rs. 600/- per 
rearing under 
irrigating crop 3000 

Rs200/ under 

3 • Irrigations 

4. Labour 

b. Silk Worms Rearing 

5. DFLs 

Rainfed crop 

Rs. 500 per year 500 

Rs. 100/- per 
rearing ( 10 man 
days per rearing) 
@ Rs. 10/- man 
day 500 

@ Rs. 55/- per 
100 DFLs for 
each rears 825 

6. Rearing of Cocoons I 30 man days @ 
15/- for each 
rearing (1st half 

Rs. Model 
IT ( Rainfed) 

500 

600 

300 

260 

of 15 days) 2250 1460 

IT 36 man days @ 15/
for each rearing 
(2nd. half of 18 
days) 2700 1350 

Total Annual Recurring EXpenditure 10,975 4470 



Particulars 

No of Units 

Total Outlay 

Subsidy @ 25% 

Down Payment 5% 

Bank Loans 

Refinance (75%) 

xix 

APPENDIX VC 

Physical and Financial Programme 

1987 - 88 1988-89 

Irri Rain 
gated fed 

40 40 

9.40 3.16 

0.40 

0.47 0.08 

8.93 2.68 

6.70 2.01 

Total Irri Rain 
gated fed 

80 60 60 

12.56 14.10 4.74 

0.40 0.59 

0.55 0.70 0.12 

. 11.62 13.40 4.03 

B. 71 10.05 3.02 

Rs .. in Lakhs 

Grand Total 

Total 

120 200 

18.84 31.40 

0.59 0.99 

0.82 1.37 

17.43 29.05 

13.07 21.78 

a) 20 Units 30 Units under irrigated condition during 1987-88 
and 1988-89 respectively. 
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APPENDIX vD 

Repayment Schedule 

Irrigated Mulberry 

Unit Cost Rs. 23525 

Downpayment Rs. 1175 

Bank loan Rs. 22,350 
================================================================ 

Year Surplus Repayment others Total Net Surplus 
Rearing Equip 

ments 

1. 1363 431 497 2291 -2291 
(Interest) 

2. 8633 3072 1332 1284 5688 +2945 

3. 11511 3072 1332 1284 5688 +5823 

4. 11511 3072 1332 1284 5688 +5823 

5. 11511 3072 1332 1284 5688 +5823 

6. 11511 3072 1284 4356 +7155 

7. 11511 3072 3072 +8439 

================================================================ 
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A P P E N D I X - VIlA 

Name of branches of banks (Commercial, Rural and Co

operatives) in different Blocks of Malda District upto 31st March, 

1990. 

B L 0 C K: 

1. English Bazar : Total Branches - 27 

2. 

UBI Milki, Niamatpur, Malda, Netaji Market.· 

SBI 

uco 

CBI 

BOI 

AB 

IB 

lOB 

LOB 

DCCB 

GGB 

Old Malda 

UBI 

uco 

AB 

GGB 

Amriti, Arapur, 

(Maida). 

Sovanagar, Maida. 

Malda, Mahadipur. 

Malda, Sattari. 

Jadupur, Malda, Rathbari 

Malda, Jhaljhalia, English Bazar. 

Malda. 

Malda 

Maida 

Maida 

Kotowali, Maida, Kajigram, Fuibaria, Narhatta. 

: Total Branches - 06 

Old Malda, Muchia. 

Mangalbari 

Nababganj. 

Sahapur, Bhabuk. 
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3. Kalialchak - I : Total Branches - 13 

UBI 

SBI 

AB 

DCCB 

GGB 

Jalalpur I Nauda-Jadupur I Kaliachak 1 Alinagar. 

Kaliachak 1 Mojampur 1 Sujapur. 

Silampurl Chandpur 1 Jaluabathal. 

Kaliachak 

Sershahi 1 Sujapur. 

4. Kaliachak · - II : Total Branches - 06 

BOI Panchanandapur. 

AB Babla 

UCO Gangaprasad. 

GGB Mothabari 1 Bangitola 1 Rajnagar. 

5. Kaliachak - III : Total Branches - 07 

UBI Khejuria 

PNB Kumbhira 

AB Golapganj 

GGB Baishnabnagar I Sahabajpur 

SBI Khejuria Township. 

UBI Sahabanchak. 

6. Harishchandrapur .... I : Total Branches - 05 

SBI Harishchandrapur 

GGB Tulshihatta 1 Bhingole, Khusida, Chandipur. 
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7. Harishchandrapur - II : Total Branches - 07 

8. 

9. 

10. 

UB 

GGB 

Bhaluka Bazar 

Bhaluka Bazar , Doulatpur, Kumedpur, 

Khidirpur, Barduari. 

SBI Barduari. 

Bam angola . Total Branches - 06 . 
AB Bamangola, Mahespur Colony. 

GGB Pakuahat, Nalagola. 

SBI Jam tala. 

UBI Pakuahat. 

Gazole Total Branches - 13 

UBI Gazole, Babupur. 

SBI Gazole, Alampur. 

CBI Pandua. 

DCCB Gazole. 

GGB Katna, Krishna pur, Ala!, Mashaldighee, 

Maina, Eklakshmi, Raniganj. 

HabibEur : Total Branches - 10 

UBI Habib pur 

GGB Aiho, Kendpukur, Habibpur, Rishipur,Kanturka. 

SBI Tilashan, Manikora. 

CBI Khochakandar. 

AB Dalla. 
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11. Chanchal - I : Total Branches - 07 

UBI Chanchal, Gouria. 

SBI Chanchal. 

DCCB Chanchal. 

GGB Kaligram, Ashapur, Mahanandapur. 

12. Chanchal II : Total Branches - 04 

GGB Malatipur,. Chorolmoni. 

UBI Hazarat-Jalalpur. 

SBI Sadarpur. 

13. Ratua - I : Total Branches - 09 

UBI Samsi, Ratua, Debipur. 

SBI Samsi, Balupurhat, Kahala. 

GGB Bhado, Baharal, Mahanandatola. 

14. Ra tua - II : Total Branches - 08 

UBI Kumarganj. 

CBI Paranpur, Pukuria. 

GGB Mahanandatola, Sambalpur, Araidanga, 
Pirganj, Magura. 

15. Manikchak : Total Branches - 10 

UBI 

SBI 

uco 

CBI 

DCCB 

GGB 

Bhutni, Mathurapur. 

Manikchak. 

Enayetpur. 

Nazirpur 

Mathurapur 

Nurpur, Dakshin Chandipur, Dharampur, Gopalpur 



A P P E N D I X - VIIB 

DISTRICT-WISE SPREAD OF COMMERCIAL BANK OFFICES (EXCEPT CD-OPERATIVE AND LDBs) IN WEST BENGAL 

DISTRICT NUMBER OF OFFICES AVERAGE POPULATION PER BANK OFFICE (Amount in Lakhs) 
1981 1987 1988 1989 1981 1987 1988 1989 

Burdwan 184 312 328 341 26 15 15 14 
Birbhum 93 161 169 170 23 13 12 12 
Bankura 63 124 28 149 38 19 19 16 
Midnapore 158 312 332 372 43 22 20 18 
Howrah 130 185 186 199 23 16 16 15 
Hooghly 137 188 199 209 26 19 18 17 
24-Pgs.(North) I 297 1881 29~ 3111 36 23 22 21 24-Pgs. (South) 284 18 210 
Calcutta 695 862 883 897 5 4 4 4 
Nadia 81 147 150 171 37 20 20 17 
Murshidabad 72 150 156 189 .51 25 24 20 
Malda 64 113 113 125 32 18 18 16 
West Dinajpur 42 100 103 118 57 24 23 20 
Jalpaiguri 58 104 107 113 38 21 21 20 >< 
Darjeeling 60 84 87 87 17 12 12 12 >< .< 
Coochbehar 40 80 83 88 44 22 21 20 ...... 
Purulia 59 80 81 91 31 23 23 20 

Source : Reserve Bank of India (Banking Statistics Division) 
Note : Average populaiton per office based on 1981 census figures. 

* As at the end of March. 



A P P E N 0 I I - Yilt 

~lATE IIISE DISTRIBUTION ~ 8Ml !I'FICES Ill JIIDIA 
(As at the end of June, 1990) 

s !" ~. ! ~ N 1.1 II R r A o r OFFII:FS POPULATION P E R B A N K OFFICE (IN '000) 
·-----• . 

19~ 1987 1988 1989 1981 1987 1988 1989 

Andhra Pradesh 2762 4200 4274 4453 19 13 13 12 

Arunachal Pradesh - - - 60 - - - 11 

Ass,. 507 987 1023 1082 39 20 19 18 

Bihar 2394 4237 4287 4470 29 17 16 16 

Gujrat 2363 3092 3134 3267 14 11 11. 10 

Haryana 810 1146 1201 1243 16 11 11 10 

Hhucha1 Pradesh 369 572 616 657 12 

J..,. & Ku1111r 459 728 730 742 13 8 8 

KI.I"IIAtaka 2792 3956 4010 4164 13 9 9 9 

Kerah 2340 2720 2763 2807 11 9 9 

llldbya Pradesh 2177 3805 3866 4143 24 14 13 13 

Mahar astra 3631 4945 5057 5337 17 1J 12 12 

llanlpur 37 67 61 63 38 21 23 23 

~alaya 50 133 134 142 27 10 10 9 
>< 

Mhor,. - - - 63 - - - 8 >< < 
llagaland 40 67 68 68 19 12 12 11 ..... 
Orissa ·968 1764 1794 1873 27 15 15 14 ...... 
PunJ•~ 1592 2034 2050 21\&1 11 8 8 

Rajasthan 1638 2711 2879 21 21 13 12 12 
St!:!:!~ - 19 19 26 - 17 !7 12 

T~n1lnadu 3016 3932 1013 4195 16 12 12 12 

Tr1pUra 85 136 137 156 24 15 15 13 

Uttar Pradesh 4128 7446 7668 19/1 21 15 ;. " 
West Ben~al 2223 3473 3583 3840 24 16 15 14 

TOTAL IN INOlA 35706 53859 54870 5~785 19 13 12 12 

Source : Reser..e Bant of India (Banking Statistics D'ln,) Note: Population per bant office based on 1981 census popu1at 1on. 

• At the end l'lrch. 
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A p p E N D I X VIID· 

Name of the branches and ¥ear ··of OEen:lng of GGB :In the District 
of Malda, West D:lnaJEur ano Murshidabad 

MALDA DISTRICT 

No. Name of the Year of No. Name of Year of 
Branch Opening the Branch Opening 

1. Sambalpur 1975 24. Kanturka 1982 
2. Malda 1975 25. Ashapur 1982 
3. Mothabari 1976 26. Dharamp_ur 1983 
4. Baisnabnagar 1976 27. Sahapur 1983 
5. Pakuahat 1976 28. Peerganj 1983 
6. Aiho 1976 29. Mahanandahal t 1984 
7. Sujapur 1976 30. Mayna 1984 
8. Araidanga 1976 31. D.Chandipur 1984 
9 .• Sershahi· 1977 32. Alai 1985 
10. Malatipur 1977 33. Choralmoni 1985 
11. Bangitola 1977 34. Habib pur 1985 
12. Magura 1977 35. Mashaldighi 1985 
13. Kaligram 1979 36.,: Kazigram 1985 
14. Tulshihata 1980 37. Daulatpur 1985 
15. Katwali . 1980 38 • Bhado 1985 
16. Keridpukur 1981 39. Baharlal 1985 
17. Nalagola 1981 40. Mahanandatola 1985 
18. Katna 1981 41. Kumedpur 1985 
19. Kush ida 1981 42. Khidirpur 1985 
20. Nurpur 1981 43. Phulbari 1985 
21. Blialukabazar 1981 44. Bhabt.ik 1985 
22. Bhingal 1981 45. Rishipur 1985 
23. Krishna pur 1982 46. Barduari 1985 

47. Raniganj 1985 
48. Eklakhi 1985 
49. Narhatta 1986 
50. Rajanagar 1987 
51. Sahabajpur 1987 
52. Go pal pur 1988 
53. Mahanandpur 1988 
54. Chandipur 1989 
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WEST DINAJPUR DISTRICT 

No. Name of the Year of No. Name of the· Year of 
Branch 02ening Branch o2enins 

1. Patiram 1975 31. Chapore 1985 
2. Trimohini 1976 32. Panisal 1985 
3. Kanki . 1976 33. Kumarganj 1985 
4. Chakulia 1976 34. Khantapur 1985 
5. Tear 1976 35. Deokhanda 1985 
6. Dharampur 1977 36. Dhantola 1985 
7. Itahar 1977 37. Domohona 1985 
8. Chackbrigu 1977 38. Matikunda 1985 
9. Rashakhowa 1980 39. Sahapur 1985 
10. Maharajahat 1980 40. Sakuntala 1985 
11. Kunor 1981 41. Pransagar 1985 
12. Daulatpur 1981 42. Thangapara 1985 
13. !.Palapur 1981 43. Thakurpara 1985 
14. Dangarhat 1983 44. Dalimgaon 1985 
15. Kar',daha 1983 
16. Joredighi 1983 45. Hemtabad 1985 
17. Bangar 1983 46. Bhutan 1985 
18. Durgapur 1984 47. Mahendra 1985 
19. Bind ole 1984 48. Sam a spur 1985 
20. Bilashpur 1984 49. Daralhat 1985 
21. Baul 1984 50. Balihara 1985 
22. Nayabazar 1984 51. Balurghat . 1986 
23. Champa tala 1984 52. Gopalpur 1987 
24. 1.Shihole 1984 53. Rupahar 1987 
25. Churaman 1984 54. Matherganj 1988 
26. Patirajpur 1985 55. Am in pur 1988 
27. Mohipal 1985 56. Mudafat 1989 
28. Subhasganj 1985 57. U ttarkhan pur 1989 
29. Surjapur 1985 58. Solepara 1989 
30. Debiganj 1985 59. Baharil 1989 

60. Ashokgram 1990 
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MURSHIDABAD DISTRICT 

No. Name of the Year of No. Name of the Year o f 
Branch Opening Branch Opening 

1. Raninagar 1975 14. Nabipur 1981 
2. Jangipur · 1976 15. Manigram 1981 
3. Aurangabad 1976 16. Arjunpur 1981 
4. Nabagram 1976 17. Panchgram 1981 
5. Salar 1976 18. Goas 1981 
6. Shaktipur 1976 19. tBazarpara 1981 
7. Ahiron 1976 20. Baharan 1982 
8. Bharatpur 1976 21. Bar ala 1982 
9. Jajan 1977 22. Kandijemobazar 1982. 
10. Sammatinagar 1978. 23. Bhabta .1983 
11. Kagram 1979 24. Sompara 1983 
12. Gokarna 1980 25. Andi 1983 
13. Rejinagar 1980 26. Kuli 1983 
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BANK-WISE TARGET AND ACHIEVEMENT UNDER AGRICUI!TRUE A Allt:IED, INDUSfRIES, BUSINESS AND SERVICE or A.A.r. 

- 1988 UPTO DECEMBER 1988 OF MAIJOA OISTRICT. 

B !\ N K 5 

U.B.I. 

S.B.I. 

G.G.B. 

A.B. 

u co. 

C.B.I. 

P.N.8. 

1.8. 

8.0.1. 

DCCB Ltd. 

u.s. 
~DB t: td. 

1.0.13. 

W.R.F .C. 

r o r "' l! 

Agril. & Allied. No. 
ol 
8rs. 

Target. Achievement 

n H6116 

21 11710 

511 J 5H6 

11 

5 

8 

} e 79 

2 711 7 

} ne 
} 7 7 

271 

1}} 7 

1HJ1 

1022 

5851 

1105 

140 95286 

10576. 

1} eel 

19e99 

}271 

} 00 7 

150} 

286 

51 

977 

nzSJ 

J 05. 

5562 

260 

J.\916 

Industries. 

~ T11rget. Achievement 

72 <\} 92 

119 }904 

56 S} 19 

811 16611 

109 1002 

11"0 908 

76 

19 

7} 

97 

}04 

711} 

114 1500 

}0 

95 

112 

611 HO 

4250 

79 249 77 

}) 79 

1no 

2079 

2691 

92} 

7211 

128 

25 

702 

1009 

5H 

1150 

7J 50 

27855 

Source 1 Annual Action Plan - 1988. 

(Amt. in '000) 

Services. T 0 T A U 
~ ·r.;r·g;;t_·· Ac"hie ..,;:.-··-: Target. 1\chi-evem .. ~----

77 594} 

18J H 50 

}9 99H 

162 21}5 

92 UJ 7 

eo 2 01} 

1}2 127 

. 8 491 

911 959 

67 H5 

}09 450 

} 59 '0} 

17} 

112J06S8 

menl 

60H 

60116 

1659} 

26U 

116} 

nee 
1}2 

H4 

1947 

65} 

12H 

}9066 

101 24981 

11} 20964 

16 7 50600 

124 7678 

81 51 e6 

69 6699 

1011 601 

70 1066 

20} }0}9 

151156 

145 16U 

5851 

154 uze 
11250 

127 150921 

199611o. 

27077 

}85 71 

8605 

509} 

}615 

546 

420 

}626 

16262 

1490 

5562 

264} 

7}"50 

11118}7 

80 

129 

76 

112 

98 

54 

91 

}9 

119 

105 

91 

95 

17} 

17} 

96 

..... 

a 
..... 
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Appendix 9 - B 

DEPOSIT, ADVANCE AND SEX:TOR-W'ISE OUI.'STANDIN; ~'T AS ON DEX»fi!ER-1987 

Deposits (exclUding inter-B8Ilk deposits) 

0Jstanding Advances(Exc1uding inter-Bank .Advances) 

S E C T 0 R 

AGRICULTIJRE & ALLIE!_ ACTIVITIES 

a) Direct Finance 

b) Indirect Finance 

S.'IALL SCALE INDUSTRY 

ROAD TRANSPORT OPERATORS 

RIITAIL, TRADE 

SNALL BUSINESS 

P~OFESSIONAL&SELP-EMPLOYED PERSONS. 

EDUCATION 

H:>USING FINANCE TO I.JEAKER SEX:TION. 

G:>NSUMPTION LOANS 

'l':JTAL ADVANCES TO PRIORITY SECTORS. 

TOTAL ADVANCES TO WEAKER SECTIONS 
OF PRIORITY SECTORS OF 1.1!ICII 

a) I.R.D.P. 

b) D.R.I. SCHEHES. 

c) Sl-IALL & MARGINAL FARMERS, 
L ANDL ESS lABOURERS . E.TC. 

d) ARTISANS, VILLAGE & COTTAGE 
INDUSTRIES. 

e) SC/ST BENEFICIARIES 

ADVANCES UNDER 'lliE 20-POINT 
PROGRANME 

NO.of A/Cs. 

95891 

32978 

34495 

4346 

4996 

13899 

3452 

9 

1092 

130 

191288 

156632 

48861 

19457 

104375 

39487 

39428 

93786 

(Amcnmt in '000 of Rs.) 

835856 
471081 

Balance outstanding. 

182659 

60380 

79351 

23462 
26644 

29454 

26573 

44 

1999 

355 
430921 

275251 

72130 

14338 

175310 

40691 

47458 

174267 

-.-.· .... 

*"*******************************************~****~'************************************* 
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DEPOSIT,ADVM£E AND OlTI'STANDING ADVANCES TO PRIORIT'f SFX:TORS AND WEAKER SB:IIONS AS 

ON DECMBER- 1988. 
•·t*************************************************************************************** 

Deposits(excluding inter-bank deposits) 

Outstanding advances (excluding inter•f!a.11<1ldvances) 

SECTOR No. ofA/Cs. 

,\GRICULTIJRE & ALLIED ACTIVITIES 

a) Direct Finance 118441 

bl Indirect Finance 1620 

SHALL SCALE INDUSTRY 17070 

ROAD TRANSPORT 4150 

RETAIL TRADE 16511 

SMALL BUSINESS. 7201 

PROFESSIONALS & SELF-EMPLOYED PERSONS. 24570 

EDUCATION 9 

HOUSIN:; FINANCE TO WEAKER SEJ:TION 1145 

CONSUMPTION LOANS 104 

TUrAL ADVAOCES TO PRIORITY SOCTORS 193818 

TOTAL ADVAOCF.S TO WEAKER SB:IIONS OF 
PRIORIT'f SFX:TORS, OF ~CH: 156625 

a) I.R.D;P. 56187 

b) D.R.I. SCIIFMES 13212 

c) SMALL & MARGINAL FARMERS ETC. 103164 

d) ARTISANS, VIlLAGE & COTI'AGE 
INDUSTRIES 34330 

e) SC/ST BENEFICIARIES 55704 

2D- POINT PROGRAMME 102007 

(Amount in '000 of Rs. ) 

962749 

573495 

Balance outstanding. 

257770 

32195 

73205 

31393 

60978 

"'.8802 

57508 

79 

2866 

346 

498775 

351216 

99373 

8436 

191295 

579C2 

68941 

221506 

*****************************************************~********************************• 



APPENDIX XA 

Statewise Demand Collection and Balance of Data of RRBs in India 
{For the year ended June 1986} 

(Amount in lakhs) 

Name of the State/Region No.of RRBs Demand amount Collection Amount Balance Amount Percentage of ba_l ance demand 

Haryana 4 2087.70 963.10 1124.60 54 

Himachal Pradesh 2 504.13 
! 

300.89 203.24 40 

Jammu & Kashmir 3 596.02 263.62 . 332.40 56 

Punjab 5 198.33 167.28 31.05 16 

Rajasthan 14 4372.10 1912.60 2459.50 56 
,_ 

N.Region 28 7758.28 3607.49 4150.79 53 >4 
>4 
)t. ..... ..... 

Arunachal Pradesh 1 4.05 2.40 1.65 41 ..... 
..... 

Assam 5 1519.89 753.76 766.13 50 

Manipur '1 35.40 18.18 17.22 48 

Meghalaya 1 111.25 79.80 34.45 30 

Mizoram 1 43.22 27.19 16.03 37 

Nagaland 1 6.84 1.48 5.36 78 

Tripura 1 1624.00 464.00 1160.00 71 

NE Region 11 3347.65 1346.81 2000.84 60 



Name of the State/Region No.of RRBs Demand amount ·Collection Amount Balance Amount Percentage of balance demand 

Bihar 22 8383.36 3451.35 4892.01 59 

Orissa 9 6057.71 2395.70 . 3662.01 60 

West Bengal 9 5172.86 2032.13 3140.73 61 

Eastern Region 40 19573.93 7879.18 11694.75 60 

Madhya Pradesh 24 5024.06 2098.08 2194.98 58 

Uttar Prad.esh 39 12927.63 6318.43 6609.20. 51 

Central Region 63 17941.69 8416.51 9525.18 53 

Gujrat 9 424.53 188.12 236.41 56 
,.._, 

Maharashtra 10 2003.41 973.91 1029.51 51 a .... 
Western Region 19 2428.95 1162.03 1265.92 52 ...... 

Andhra Pradesh 15 11658.37 5404.31 6254.06 54 

Karnatak·a 13 9564. 20 5388~20 4176.00 44 

Kerala 2 7278.00 5618.00 1660.00 23 

Tamil Nadu 3 1586.63 1027.67 558.96 35 

Southern Region 33 30087.20 17438.18 12649.02 42 

All India 194 81136.70 39850.20 . . . ' . 41286.50 51 

Source : Stat~stical of Regional Rur.al Bank Published by RRBs-Divisior:~ NABARD,~ Bombay• .. 
-~. ·: : 

.. ··. 
. ·, -.. ~.:' ... ·.:·-.-;-_ -: ~ ;. ·' ' . . ..... ~ 

... 
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A P P E N D I X - XB 

PROFORMA OF QUESTIONNAIRE USED FOR SURVEY 

Survey of Rural Indebtedness 

District : Malda 

Village . . . . . . . . . . . . Arlchal .... ............ Block .•...... J:lS ••••••••••• 

1. (a) Name of the Head of the family : 
(b) Age....... (c) Caste •••••••• 
(d) Occupation : (Principal) : 

(Subsidiary) 

(e) Educational Qualifications : 

2. Other members of the family : 
(al No. of Members· ••••••••• Male ••••••• Female •••••••••• 
(b) No. of earning members : 

(Other than Head of the family) 
(c) Occupation : Principal : • • • • • • • • • Subsidiary: 
(d) -Educational Qualifications of the Members : 

Primary Secon- H.S. College University 
dary 

3. In case of farmers : 

Technical/ 
others 

(a) What type of farmer (owner of the land/Share cropper/ 
Bargadar/other). 

(b) Extent of landholdings 

(c) Whether he uses Scientific methods of cultivation ? 
(Whether he uses Hy Seeds/Fertilisers/Agricultural 
machineries etc. ) • 

(d) Annual and i!verage production of land : 

(e) Has he another subsidiary occupation ? 

(f) Whether. he gets work round the year. 

(g) Does he work 40 hours a week ? 

(h) Does he wants to work more than 40 hours a week? 
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4. Nature of indebtedness 

Sources of 
Loan 

Dt.of 
release 

(a) Government : 

Amount of 
Loan(Rsl 

( b Village Money lender : 

(c) Friends and Relatives 

(d) Commercial Banks : 

(e) Co-operative Banks 

(f) Other sources : 

Amount of 
subsidy( Rs) 

5. Details of utilisation of Loan : 

Rate of interest 

Puro11se Date of Expenses Amount of expenses 

(a) For purchasing Cattle. 

(b) For purchasing farm 
equipment and instrument. 

(c) For digging or repairing 
wells, canals or intalling 
tioring wells for irrigation etc. 

(d) For purchasing fertilisers, 
Hy.Seeds or insecticides. 

(e) For cultivation of fallow. 

(f) For releasinl:l mortgage land. 

( gl For marriage, other festivals 
or social functions. 

(h) For meeting past loans. 

(i) For litigation. 

( jl Others. 
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6. What benefit did you derive from the utilisation of loan ? 

(a) Increase in production 

(b) Increase in Income. 

(c) Increase in savings •. 

(d) Increase in standard. 
of living (whether Radio, Fan, Sofa 
set and other goods of luxuries were 
Purchased or not) • 

7. Did you facE! difficulties in having Bank Loan ? If so, what 
were the reasons ? Please mention in order of priority. 

(a) Cumbersome process of getting loan. 

(b) Lack of suitable security for loan. 

(c) Difficulties in obtaining records from the Government 
Offices. 

(d) Difficulties in registration. 

(e) Lack of knowledge of rules and regulations. 

(f) High rate of interest. 

(g) Non-Co-Operation of the Barik Staff. 

(h) Amount sanctioned for credit is not adequate. 

( i) Panchyat. 

( j) Others. 

8. Nature of loan repayment : 

Has he r~paid his loans ? 
If yes, What is the percentage of loan repayment ? 

If no, what are the reasons for non-repayment. 

(a) General Poverty. 
(b) High rate of interest 
(c) Political influence. 
(d) Expected liberal attitude of the Government. 
(e) Lack of sincerity (wilful default) 
(f) Low productivity and Failure of the Project. 
(g) Miscellaneous. 

9. Comments : 
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